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Preface to MAT 7500 Notes by David Handel 
These notes developed from a one semester course at Wayne State University which I 
taught several times during the last 20 years. The subject matter is analysis on manifolds, 
consisting of the theory of smooth manifolds, differential forms, integration of forms, the 
generalized Stokes' Theorem, de Rham cohomology, and some related topics. The course 
is intended for first or second year graduate students in Mathematics with a background 
in Advanced Calculus, General Topology, linear algebra (including quotient spaces), and 
a little elementary group theory (including some familiarity with the symmetric groups). 
Given the above background, the notes are self-contained. In particular, we develop from 
scratch the vector bundle theory and exterior algebra that we make use of. We include a 
fair number of examples, as well as exercises. The notes are divided into 19 sections, which 
we proceed to describe. 
In Section 1 we prove that the norm topologies arising from any two norms on a 
finite-dimensional real vector space V are the same, and consequently we can define the 
standard topology on V to be that which arises from any norm on V. 
In Section 2, topological manifolds are introduced and examples are given. Fiber 
bundles are defined, and we observe that if the fiber and base of a fiber bundle are topo-
logical manifolds, then so is the total space. We also treat connected sums of manifolds to 
generate further examples. 
Section 3 is devoted to advanced calculus. We assume the multivariate Chain Rule, 
the Inverse Function Theorem, and Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Two special cases 
of Taylor's Theorem, in a form suitable for later purposes, are deduced. We reformulate 
some of multivariate calculus in a coordinate-free form. 
Smooth ( = c=) manifolds and smooth maps between such are introduced in Section 4. 
Smooth fiber bundles and smooth connected sums are treated, and examples are given. 
Section 5 deals with the tangent space at a point of a smooth manifold and the tangent 
map (linear approximation or differential) of tangent spaces induced by a smooth map. We 
take the "directional derivative" approach to defining tangent vectors, entailing derivations 
of algebras of germs. Using advanced calculus, we prove that the tangent space at a point 
of an n-dimensional smooth manifold is n-dimensional. 
Smooth submanifolds, immersions, regular values, and submersions are studied in 
Section 6. Among other things it is proved (with the help of the Inverse Function Theorem) 
that inverse images of regular values of smooth maps are smooth submanifolds. Some 
examples are worked out. 
In the case of smooth manifolds of Euclidean space, a more intuitive notion of tangent 
vector in terms of velocity vectors to smooth curves is possible. We present this in Section 7 
and construct a natural isomorphism between this notion of tangent space and the one 
given in Section 5. 
Vector bundles and vector bundle homomorphisms (both topological and smooth, with 
the emphasis on smooth) are introduced in Section 8. The individual tangent spaces to 
a smooth manifold are assembled to construct the tangent bundle of that manifold, and 
the individual tangent maps for a smooth map are assembled to construct a vector bundle 
homomorphism. Smooth sections of a smooth vector bundle are introduced. 
The language of categories and functors is introduced in Section 9, and various exam-
ples are given. In particular we reformulate some of the earlier material on smooth maps, 
tangent maps, and vector bundles in terms of categories and functors. 
Section 10 gives a treatment of exterior powers of real vector spaces, and it is noted 
that the exterior power functors are smooth. This is used in Section 11 to construct exterior 
powers of smooth vector bundles. 
Differential forms on a smooth manifold are introduced in Section 12 as smooth sec-
tions of exterior powers of the tangent bundle. We establish the functorial properties of 
differential forms, wedge products and their formal properties, and the explicit classical 
description of differential forms on open subsets of Euclidean space. 
Exterior differentiation of differential forms is introduced in Section 13. The de Rham 
complex and the de Rham cohomology ring are introduced, and some formal properties 
are established. 
Section 14 deals with integration of differential forms over smooth cubical chains. A 
generalized Stokes' Theorem is proved, which enables one to establish the non-triviality of 
certain de Rham cohomology groups. The classical Stokes' Theorem, Divergence Theorem, 
and Green's Theorem are deduced. 
In Section 15, the concept of smooth homotopy between smooth maps is introduced, 
and it is proved that smoothly homotopic maps induce the same homomorphisms in 
de Rham cohomology. This enables the determination of further de Rham cohomology 
information. The latter, together with the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem (which 
enables us to replace an arbitrary continous map without fixed points by a smooth map 
without fixed points) yields a proof of the purely topological Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem. 
Section 16 deals with technicalities concerning paracompactness, smooth partitions of 
unity, and the piecing together of local smooth sections of smooth vector bundles. 
Orientations of smooth manifolds are studied in Section 17. Various examples of 
orientable and non-orientable smooth manifolds are given. For example, we show: 
(i) Spheres are orientable. 
(ii) For real projective spaces, those of odd dimension are orientable, while those of 
positive even dimension are not. 
(iii) The total space of the tangent bundle of any smooth paracompact manifold is 
orientable. 
(iv) Any paracompact complex analytic manifold is orientable. 
The section ends with a statement (but no proof) of the Poincare Duality Theorem. 
Riemannian metrics on smooth manifolds are introduced in Section 18, and it is shown 
that the following three conditions on a smooth manifold M are equivalent: 
(i) M admits a Riemannian metric. 
(ii) M is paracompact. 
(iii) M is metrizable. 
Section 19 gives a brief introduction to smooth cubical homology and cohomology 
on smooth manifolds, and the de Rham map from de Rham cohomology to real smooth 
cubical cohomology. The de Rham Theorem, that the de Rham map is an isomorphism 
under appropriate conditions, is stated but not proved. 
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1. THE STANDARD TOPOLOGY ON A 
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REAL VECTOR SPACE 
Definition 1.1. Let V be a vector space over the real numbers R. A norm N on 
V is a function N : V ---+ R satisfying 
(i) For all v E V, N(v) 2: 0. N(v) = 0 if and only if v = 0. 
(ii) For all v E V andrE R, N(rv) = lriN(v). 
(iii) For all v, wE V, N(v + w):::; N(v) + N(w). 
Example 1.2. Suppose Vis finite-dimensional over R with basis B. The Euclidean 
norm on V relative to B is given by 
N (2:: rbb) = (2:: rl) 112 
bEB bEB 
where the rb are real. The proof of property (iii) uses the Schwarz inequality. 
Example 1.3. Let V and B be as in Example 1.2. The box norm on V relative 
to B is given by 
N (2: rbb) = ~ag lrbl· 
bEB 
Example 1.4. Let V and B be as in Example 1.2. The diamond norm on V 
relative to B is given by 
N (L:rbb) = L lrbl· 
bEB bEB 
If N is a norm on the real vector space V, the function dN : V x V---+ R given 
by dN(x, y) = N(x- y) is easily checked to be a metric on V. Our main goal in 
this section is to show that if V is finite-dimensional over R, then the topology on 
V arising from the metric dN is independent of the choice of the norm N on V. 
(This is false for infinite-dimensional vector spaces over R.) 
If N1 and N2 are norms on V, we say these norms are equivalent if there exist 
positive constants a and f3 such that for all x E V, N1 ( x) :::; aN2 ( x) and N2 ( x) :::; 
j3N1(x). It is an easy exercise to check that the metric topologies arising from 
equivalent norms are the same. Thus, to achieve the above goal, it remains only to 
show that any two norms on a finite-dimensional real vector space are equivalent. 
Theorem 1.5. Let V be a real finite-dimensional vector space. Then any two 
norms on V are equivalent. 
Proof. Let B = {b1 , ... , bn} be any R-basis for V and Ne the Euclidean norm on V 
with respect to B. Clearly, equivalence of norms is an equivalence relation on the 
set of all norms on V, and so it suffices to prove that each norm on V is equivalent 
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toNe. Let N be a norm on V. We will refer to the topology on V arising from the 
metric dN as theN-topology on V. 
A metric space (X, d) is said to have the Heine-Bore] property if a subspace of 
X is compact if and only if it is closed in X, and bounded in the metric d. It 
is well-known that Rn, with the standard Euclidean metric, has the Reine-Borel 
property. The map V -+ Rn which sends L:i ribi to (r1, ... , rn) is an isometry 
with respect to the metric dNe on V and the standard Euclidean metric on Rn. It 
follows that (V, dNJ has the Reine-Borel property. 
It is an easy exercise to check that N: V-+ R is continuous with respect to the 
N-topology on V and the standard topology on R. We proceed to show that N is 
also continuous with respect to the Ne-topology on V and the standard topology 
onR. 
Let x = LbEB rbb, y = L:bEB sbb where rb, sb E R for each b E B. Then 
IN(x)- N(y)l :::; N(x- y) = N (L:bEB(rb- sb)b) :::; L:bEB lrb- sbl N(b). Note 
that lrb- sbl :::; Ne(x - y) for all b E B. Thus, if C = ~ag N(v), we have 
IN(x)- N(y)l :::; nCNe(x- y) for all x, y E V. It now follows easily, from the 
continuity of Ne with respect to the Ne-topology on V and the standard topology 
on R, that N is continuous with respect to the N0-topology on V and the standard 
topology on R. 
Let S = { x E V I Ne ( x) = 1}, the unit sphere in V relative to Ne. By the Reine-
Borel property, S is compact in the Ne-topology. Thus, by continuity of N : V -+ R 
with respect to the Ne-topology on V and the standard topology on R, N(S) is 
compact. Since N(x) > 0 for all xES, it follows that there exist positive constants 
v 
m and M such that m:::; N(x) :::; M for all xES. For non-zero v E V, Ne(v) E S 
and so m:::; N (Ne~v)) :::; M. Thus mNe(v):::; N(v):::; MNe(v) for all v E V. It 
follows easily that N and Ne are equivalent norms on V. 0 
Corollary 1.6. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space and N any norm 
on V. Then (V,dN) has the Heine-Borel property. 
Proof. Exercise. 0 
By virtue of Theorem 1.5 we can make the following definition: 
Definition 1. 7. Let V be a real finite-dimensional vector space. The standard 
topology on V is the N -topology on V for any norm N on V. 
Note that what is usually called the standard topology on R (e.g. in the proof 
of Theorem 1.5) is the N-topology where N(x) = lxl. Thus, in the case of R, 
Definition 1. 7 agrees with the usual usage. 
If N is a norm on the finite-dimensional real vector space V, v E V, and r > 0, 
let BN(v, r) = {x E V I N(x- v) < r }, the open ball of radius r centered at v with 
respect to N. { B N ( v, r) I v E V, r > 0} is a basis for the standard topology on V. 
Corollary 1.8. Let m be a positive integer and V1, ... , Vm finite-dimensional real 
vector spaces. Give each Vi its standard topology. Then the product topology on the 
real vector space V1 x · · · x Vm coincides with its standard topology. 
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Proof. For 1 :::; i:::; m let Ni be any norm on Vi and define N: V1 x · · · x Vm----+ R by 
N(v1, ... ,vm) = m~xNi(vi)· It is easily checked that N is a norm on V1 x · · · x Vm. 
~ 
If v = (v1, ... , vm), vi E Vi, and r > 0, one checks that BN(v, r) = BN1 (v1, r) x 
... X BNm(vm,r). Since {BN(v,r) I v E vl X ... X Vm, r > 0} is a basis for the 
standard topology while {BN1 (vbr) x · · · x BNm(vm,r) I ViE Vi, r > 0} is a basis 
for the product topology, the result now follows. 0 
Corollary 1.9. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space and W an R-linear 
subspace of V. Then the subspace topology on W induced by the standard topology 
on V coincides with the standard topology on W. 
Proof. Let N be any norm on V. Then Nw, the restriction of N to W, is 
a norm on W. For each w E Wand r > 0, BNw(w,r) = W n BN(w,r). 
Since {BNw (w, r) I wE W, r > 0} is a basis for the standard topology on W while 
{W n BN(w, r) I wE W, r > 0} is a basis for the subspace topology on W induced 
by the standard topology on V, the result now follows. 0 
Each real finite-dimensional vector space below will be assumed to be equipped 
with the standard topology, unless otherwise mentioned. 
Lemma 1.10. Let V, W be finite-dimensional real vector spaces, and f: V----+ W 
an R-isomorphism. Then f is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let B be any R-basis of V. Then f(B) = {f(b) I bE B} is an R-basis of W. 
If N1 and N2 are the Euclidean norms on V and W, respectively, with respect to 
these bases, then f is an isometry with respect to the metrics dN1 and dN2 • Thus, 
in particular, f is a homeomorphism. 0 
Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space and B a basis of V over R. Let 
X be a topological space, Y c V, and f : X ----+ Y a function. Then there are 
unique functions ff: X----+ R, bE B, satisfying f(x) =~bEE ff(x)b. We call the 
f/! the coordinate functions off relative to B. 
Proposition 1.11. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space, B a basis of 
V over R, X a topological space, Y C V, and f : X ----+ Y a function. Then f 
is continuous if and only if the coordinate functions f/! off relative to B are all 
continuous. 
Proof. Let i : Y ----+ V denote the inclusion map. Note that ff = (if)~ for all 
b E B, and that by the characteristic property of the subspace topology on Y, f is 
continuous if and only if if is continuous. Thus, it suffices to treat the caseY= V. 
Say B = { b1, ... , bn }. Define h: V----+ Rn by h (~i ribi) = (r1, ... , rn)· Then h 
is an R-isomorphism and so, by Lemma 1.10, his a homeomorphism. Thus f will 
be continuous if and only if hf is continuous. 
Let 7ri : Rn----+ R be projection on the ith factor, 1 :::; i :::; n. By the characteristic 
property of the product topology on Rn, hf is continuous if and only if 7ri o (hf) is 
continuous for 1 :::; i:::; n. Since 1ri o (hf) = ftf, we are done. 0 
Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space, X a subset of V, Y a topological 
space, and f : X ----+ Y a function. If h : Rn ----+ V is any R-isomorphism, the map 
f o h: h-1(X)----+ Y will be called a coordinate representation of f. For example, 
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given an ordered basis ( b1 , •.. , bn) of V, we get a coordinate representation f o h of f 
where h: Rn ----* V is given by h(r1 , ... , rn) = L:i ribi. The following is immediate 
from Lemma 1.10: 
Proposition 1.12. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space, X a subset 
of V, Y a topological space, and f : X ----* Y a function. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) f is continuous. 
(2) At least one coordinate representation off is continuous. 
(3) Every coordinate representation off is continuous. 0 
We will assume the continuity of the elementary real-valued functions of several 
real variables (where defined) studied in Calculus and/or Elementary Analysis. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space, and Wan R-linear subspace of 
V. Then V/W has two natural topologies: (1) the standard topology, by virtue 
of V/W being a finite-dimensional real vector space, and (2) the quotient topology 
arising from the projection 1r: V----* V/W given by 1r(v) = v+ W for all v E V. We 
proceed to show that these two topologies are the same. 
Proposition 1.13. Suppose V is a finite-dimensional real vector space and W an 
R-linear subspace of V. Then the standard topology on V /W coincides with the 
quotient topology arising from the projection 1r : V ----* V /W. 
Proof. Give V and V /W their respective standard topologies. It suffices to show 
that with these topologies, 1r : V ----* V /W is a quotient map. 
We can choose an R-linear map f : V ----* W such that f(w) = w for all 
w E W. Then the map g : V ----* W x (V/W) given by g(v) = (f(v), v + W) is 
an R-isomorphism. Thus, giving W x (V /W) its standard topology, g is a home-
omorphism by Lemma 1.10. Since, by Corollary 1.8, the latter standard topology 
coincides with the product topology on W x (V /W), projection on the second factor 
1r2 : W x (V /W) ----* V /W is a quotient map. The diagram 
v g w X (V/W) 
~/. 
V/W 
commutes, and so 1r is a quotient map, being the composition of the quotient maps 
1r2 and g. 0 
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Exercises for § 1 
1. Establish the following claims made in this section. In each case, in order to 
avoid circular reasoning, only use material which precedes the claim in the text 
above. 
(a) The metric topologies arising from equivalent norms are the same. 
(b) If N is a norm on a real vector space V, then N : V ----+ R is continuous with 
respect to the N-topology on V and the standard topology on R. 
(c) If Ni is a norm on the real vector space Vi, 1 :::; i :::; m, and N : V1 x · · · x V m ----+ 
R is given by N(vb ... , Vm) = m~xNi(vi), then N is a norm on Vi x · · · x Vm. If 
~ 
v = (vb ... , Vm), viE Vi, and r > 0, then BN(v, r) = BN1 (v1, r) X··· X BNm (vm, r). 
2. If V and W are real vector spaces, HomR(V, W) denotes the set of all R-
homomorphisms from V to W. HomR(V, W) is itself a real vector space with 
operations as follows: If J, g E HomR(V, W) and r E R, then for all v E V, 
(! + g)(v) = f(v) + g(v), (r f)(v) = r f(v). Suppose V and Ware finite-dimensional 
over R with norms N1 and N2, respectively. Define N : HomR(V, W) ----+ R by 
N(f) = sup N2(f(v)). Prove that N is a norm on HomR(V, W). 
N1(v)=l 
3. Let V and W be finite-dimensional real vector spaces with bases {VI, ... , vm} 
and { w1, ... , Wn}, respectively, over R. Let N1 and N2 denote the box norms on V 
and W, respectively, relative to these bases. Let N be the norm on HomR(V, W) 
which arises from N1 and N2 by the construction of Problem 2. Iff E HomR(V, W) 
and (aij) is the matrix off relative to the above bases, i.e. f(vi) = LJ=l ajiWj for 
1:::; i:::; m, prove N(f):::; m~~x Jaijl· 
~,J 
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2. TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS 
Definition 2.1. Let n be a non-negative integer. A topological manifold of dimen-
sion n (or, more briefly, a topological n-manifold) is a Hausdorff space M which is 
a union of open subsets, each homeomorphic to an open subset of R n. If V is a real 
n-dimensional vector space, any homeomorphism from an open subset of M onto 
an open subset of Vis called a chart forM. A set of charts forM whose domains 
cover M is called an atlas for M. 
The adjective topological serves to distinguish the gadgets defined above from 
gadgets with more structure, called differentiable manifolds or smooth manifolds, 
which will be defined later. We will drop the adjective topological when there is no 
danger of confusion (e.g. now). 
1-manifolds are sometimes called curves. 2-manifolds are sometimes called sur-
faces. A topological space is a 0-manifold if and only if it is discrete. (By convention, 
R 0 = {0}, a one-point space.) 
Example 2.2. If V is a real n-dimensional vector space, any open subset A of 
V is an n-manifold which admits an atlas with exactly one chart, namely 1A, the 
identity map on A. 
For example, let n be a positive integer and Mn(R) the set of all n x n matrices 
with real entries. Then Mn(R) is an n 2-dimensional real vector space with basis 
{ Eij I 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ n} where Eij is the matrix with 1 in the ij position 
and O's elsewhere. Define GLn(R) = {A E Mn(R) I A is invertible}. Then 
GLn(R) = det- 1(R- {0}) where det : Mn(R) -+ R is the map which assigns 
to each A E Mn(R) its determinant det(A). For any ordering of the above basis 
of Mn(R), the resulting coordinate representation of det is a polynomial function 
over R in the n2 coordinates, and hence continuous. Thus, by Proposition 1.12, 
det: Mn(R)-+ R is continuous. Therefore, GLn(R) is an open subset of Mn(R), 
and hence is an n 2-manifold. GLn(R) is called the nth general linear group over 
R. 
Example 2.3. Let n ~ 0. For x E Rn+1 let llxll denote the standard Euclidean 
norm of x. The n-sphere sn is the unit sphere with center at the origin in Rn+1 
with respect to the standard Euclidean norm, i.e. sn = {X E Rn+1 lllxll = 1 }. 
Thus 8° is a discrete two-point space, 8 1 is a circle, and 8 2 is a spherical surface 
in R 3 . We proceed to show that sn is ann-manifold by exhibiting an atlas for sn. 
For x E Rn+1 and 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, let Xi denote the ith coordinate of x. For 
1 ~ i ~ n + 1 let ui+ = {X E sn I Xi > 0} and ui- = {X E sn I Xi < 0}. Then 
{U{, ... ,u;t+1 ,U!, ... ,U~+d is easily checked to be an open cover of sn. Let 
En= {x ERn lllxll < 1}, the open unit disc in Rn. Define maps cp{ : Ut-+ En, 
'1/Jt: En-+ ui+, 'Pi: ui--+ En, '1/Ji: En-+ ui- by 
cpf(x) = (x1, ... ,Xi-1,Xi+1,···,Xn+1), 
'1/Jt(y) = (Y1, .. ·,Yi-1, (1-IIYII2)
112 
,yi, ... ,yn), 
and '1/Ji(Y) = (Y1, · · ·, Yi-1,- ( 1- IIYII 2) 
112
, Yi, ... , Yn). 
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One checks easily that rpt and '1/Jt are homeomorphisms, inverse to one another, 
and similarly for 'Pi and '1/Ji. Thus { rpt, ... , 'P!+1 , 'P1, ... , <p~+ 1 } is an atlas for 
sn. 
Example 2.4. An atlas for sn with exactly two charts can be given as follows: 
Let U = sn- {(0, ... ,0,1)}, V = sn- {(0, ... ,0,-1)}. Then {U,V} is an open 
cover of sn. The charts have U and V as their respective domains, and are given 
by stereographic projection from the north and south poles, respectively. Precisely, 
define maps rp+ : U-+ Rn, '1/J+: Rn-+ U, rp- : V-+ Rn, '1/J- : Rn-+ V by 
rp+(x) = (1- Xn+1)- 1(x1, ... , Xn), 
'1/J+(y) = ( 1 + IIYII 2) - 1 ( 2yb · · · '2yn, IIYII 2 - 1) ' 
rp-(x) = (1+xn+1)- 1(xb···,xn), 
and '1/J-(y) = ( 1 + IIYII 2 ) -
1 
( 2yl, · · ·, 2yn, 1- IIYII 2) · 
It is straightforward to check that rp+ and 'lj;+ are homeomorphisms, inverse to one 
another, and similarly for rp- and '1/J-. Thus {cp+,rp-} is an atlas for sn. 
Example 2.5. For n 2: 0, real projective n-space pn(R) is defined to be the 
quotient space obtained from sn by identifying X with -x for each X E sn. Write 
[x] for the image of X E sn under the quotient map 7r : sn -t pn(R). Thus for 
x, y E sn, [x] = [y] if and only if y = ±x. We proceed to show that pn(R) is an 
n-manifold. 
We first observe that the quotient map 1r is an open map. For let a : sn -+ sn 
be the antipodal map, i.e. a(z) = -z for each z E sn. a is a homeomorphism and 
thus, in particular, an open map. For any subset W of sn, note that 1r-1 (1r(W)) = 
W U a(W). In particular, if W is open in sn, so is 1r-1(1r(W)), and hence, since 1r 
is a quotient map, 1r(W) is open in pn(R). Thus 1r is an open map. 
We next check that pn(R) is Hausdorff. Suppose x, y E sn are such that 
[x] =/= [y]. Then x, y, -x, and -yare distinct points of sn. Since sn is Hausdorff, 
there exist mutually disjoint open neighborhoods A, B, C, and D of x, y, -x, 
and -y, respectively, in sn. Let U = 1r(A) n 1r(C) and V = 1r(B) n 1r(D). Note 
that [x] E U, [y] E V. Since 1r is an open map, it follows easily that U and V 
are open in pn(R). We have 1r-1 (U) = (An a( C)) U (C n a(A)) and 1r-1 (V) = 
(B n a(D)) U (D n a(B)). Since the latter two sets are disjoint, U and V are 
disjoint. Thus pn(R) is Hausdorff. 
For 1 :::; i :::; n + 1, let Vi = 7r(U/) where U/ is as in Example 2.3. Since 1r 
is an open map, and the Vi clearly cover pn(R), {Vb ... , Vn+I} is an open cover 
of pn(R). The restriction of 1r maps ui+ bijectively to Vi. Thus, since 1r is a 
continuous open map, Vi is homeomorphic to ui+. Since, from Example 2.3, ui+ 
is homeomorphic to an open set in R n, so is Vi. It now follows that pn (R) is 
an n-manifold and, in fact, admits an atlas with n + 1 charts fh, ... , On+I where 
Oi : Vi -+En is given by 
ei([xb ... 'Xn+1]) = I ::I (x1, ... 'Xi, ... ' Xn+I) 
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where the notation Xi means that Xi is skipped. 
Using algebraic topology, it can be proved that if n is even, every atlas for pn(R) 
must contain at least n + 1 charts. If we insist that the domains of the charts be 
simply-connected (as is the case in Example 2.5), then at least n + 1 charts are 
required even if n is odd. P3 (R) admits an atlas with exactly 2 charts (see the 
exercises at the end of this section). 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose M and N are manifolds of dimensions m and n, re-
spectively. Then M x N is an ( m + n) -manifold. If A and B are atlases for M and 
N, respectively, then { rp x 1/J I rp E A, 1/J E B} is an atlas for M x N. 
Proof. Since M and N are Hausdorff, so isM x N. The rest is immediate. 0 
Lemma 2.7. (a) Any open subspace of ann-manifold is ann-manifold. 
(b) Suppose X is a Hausdorff space which is the union of some open subspaces, 
each of which is an n-manifold. Then X is an n-manifold. 
We leave the proof as an exercise. 
Definition 2.8. A fiber bundle~ is a quadruple (F, E, B,p) satisfying: 
(i) F, E, and B are topological spaces called, respectively, the fiber, total space, 
and base space of~. 
(ii) p : E ---+ B is a continuous map call~d the projection for ~; for each x E B, 
p-1 (x) is called the fiber over x. 
A chart for~ is a homeomorphism rp : p-1 (Ucp) .---+ Ucp x F, where Ucp is open in 
B, such that the diagram 
commutes, where 1r1 denotes projection on the first factor, and we abuse notation 
by writing p for the indicated restriction of p. 
(iii) There exists a collection A of charts for ~ such that { U cp I rp E A} covers B. 
Such an A is called an atlas for ~. 
We will frequently commit notational abuses as above, i.e. use the same notation 
for both a map and a restriction of that map (e.g. if f : X ---+ Y is such that 
f(A) C B, we may write f : A ---+ B for the restriction off rather than a precise 
but cumbersome notation such as !I~: A---+ B) provided the domain and codomain 
of the restriction are displayed as above, or are clear from context. If situations 
arise where this abuse can cause trouble, we will use a non-ambiguous notation. 
Note that if~= (F, E, B,p) is a fiber bundle with atlas A, then if x E Band 
rp E A are such that x E Ucp, it follows that rp : p-1 (x) ---+ {x} x F rv F is a 
homeomorphism. However this homeomorphism is not canonical since it depends 
on the choice of chart rp for ~ for which x E Ucp and there is usually no preferred 
choice for the latter. 
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Example 2.9. Let F and B be arbitrary topological spaces. Then the quadruple 
(F, B x F, B, 1r1) is a fiber bundle with atlas {1sxF }. This fiber bundle is called 
the product bundle with base B (or over B) and E.ber F. 
Example 2.10. For n 2: 1, let Ln denote the quotient space obtained from sn x R 
by identifying (X' r) with ( -x' -r) whenever X E sn' r E R. Let q : sn X R ---7 Ln 
denote the quotient map and write [x,r] = q(x,r) for x E sn, r E R. Define Pn: 
Ln----* pn(R) by Pn([x, r]) = [x]. Let Vi and U/, 1 ~ i ~ n+1, be as in Examples 2.5 
and 2.3. Let 'Pi : p~ 1 (Vi)----* Vi x R be given by 'Pi([x, r]) = ([x], Xir). Note that 'Pi 
is well-defined since for all (x, r) E ui+ X R, [-x] = [x] and (-xi)( -r) = Xir· Let 
An = {'Pi 11 ~ i ~ n + 1 }. We proceed to show that (R, Ln, pn(R), Pn) is a fiber 
bundle with atlas An. We must show that Pn is continuous and that each 'Pi is a 
homeomorphism; the remaining conditions of Definition 2.8 are easily checked. 
Continuity of Pn is immediate from commutativity of the diagram 
and the facts that 1r1 , 1r are both continuous, and that q is a quotient map. 
Let 'h : ui+ X R ---7 U/ X R be given by if?i(x, r) = (x, Xir). Clearly, each 
component function of 'Pi is continuous, and hence so is 'Pi· Continuity of 'Pi is now 
immediate from commutativity of the diagram 
p~1 (Vi) -'P-i ~ Vi X R, 
the continuity of 'Pi and 1r x 1R, and the fact that the indicated q (the restriction 
of the quotient map q above to q-1 of an open set) is a quotient map. 
Define '1/Ji : Vi x R----* p~1 (Vi) by '1/Ji([x], r) = [x, r/xi]· '1/Ji is well-defined since 
Xi =/= 0 for [x] E Vi and [-x, r / (-xi)] = [x, r /xi]· It is easily checked that 'Pi and '1/Ji 
are inverses of one another. Thus, to prove that 'Pi is a homeomorphism, it remains 
only to check that '1/Ji is continuous. Since 1r : ui+ ----* Vi is a quotient map and R 
is locally compact and Hausdorff, 7r X 1R : ui+ X R ---+ Vi X R is a quotient map. 
~ + + ~ ~ 
Define '1/Ji : ui X R ---7 ui X R by '1/Ji (X' r) = (X' r I Xi). '1/Ji is clearly continuous. 
Continuity of '1/Ji now follows from commutativity of 
the continuity of '1/Ji and q, and the fact that 1r x 1a is a quotient map. 
This fiber bundle is called the canonical line bundle over pn(R). 
Example 2.11. We construct a fiber bundle having the Klein bottle K as total 
space, with both base space and fiber homeomorphic to the circle 8 1. Write I = 
[0, 1]' the closed unit interval. K is the quotient space I X I I rv where rv is the 
equivalence relation on I X I generated by (s, 0) rv (s, 1), (0, t) rv (1, 1- t) for all 
s, t E I. Write [s, t] E K for the image of (s, t) E I x I under the quotient map 
I X I---+ K. 
Write {)I = { 0, 1}. Note that I/{) I, the quotient space obtained from I by 
identifying 0 and 1, is homeomorphic to 81. In fact, writing [ t] E I/ &I for the 
image of t E I under the quotient map I ---+ I/{) I, h : I/{) I ---+ 81 given by 
h( [ t]) = (cos( 21rt), sin( 27rt)) is well-defined and is a homeomorphism. (We leave 
the details as an exercise.) Define p: K---+ I/&I by p([s,t]) = [s]. It is easily 
checked that if (s1, t1) "" (s2, t2) in I xI, then [ s1] = [ s2], and sop is well-defined. 
p is illustrated in the figure below: 
Q-----Q 
X 
We proceed to prove that ~K = (I/&I,K,I/&I,p) is a fiber bundle. We first check 
that p is continuous. 
We have the commutative diagram 
K--P~If&I 
where the qi are the respective quotient maps and 1r1 is projection on the first factor. 
Since 1r1 and q1 are both continuous, it follows that pq2 is continuous. Thus, since 
q2 is a quotient map, p is continuous. 
We will show that there exists an atlas for ~K consisting of 2 charts. Suppose 
c E (0, 1), the open unit interval. Write Uc =I /&I- {[c]}. Since I /&I is Hausdorff, 
it follows that Uc is open in I/&I. If c1, c2 are distinct points in (0, 1), Uc1 U Uc2 = 
I/{) I. Thus we will be done if we show that for each c E ( 0, 1), there exists a chart 
'Pc: p-1 (Uc)---+ Uc X I/&I for ~K· 
ForcE (0, 1) define 'Pc: p-1 (Uc) ---7 Uc X I/&I and '1/Jc: Uc X I/&I---+ p-1 (Uc) by 
{ 
( [ s], [ t]) if 0 :::.; s < c, 
'Pc([s, t]) = ([ s], [ 1- t]) if c < s :5,; 1, 
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1/Jc([s], [t]) = { [s,t] ~fO ~ s < c, 
[s, 1 - t] 1f c < s ~ 1. 
It is straightforward to check that both 'Pc and 1/Jc are well-defined, are inverses of 
one another, and that the diagram 
commutes. Thus it remains only to prove continuity of 'Pc and 1/Jc· 
We have the commutative diagram 
where 
{ 
( s' t) if 0 ~ s < c, ()(s,t)= ( ) 
s, 1- t if c < s ~ 1, 
and the q~ are restrictions of the quotient maps qi above. The restrictions of () to 
[0, c) xI and (c, 1] xI are clearly continuous, and so since the latter two sets form 
an open cover of (I - { c}) x I, () is continuous. 
Since (I- { c}) x I is the complete inverse image of p- 1 ( Uc) under q2 and is open 
in K, it follows that q~ is a quotient map. Since (), qi and q1 are all continuous, it 
follows from commutativity of the left-hand square in the above diagram that 'Pcq~ 
is continuous. Thus, since q~ is a quotient map, it follows that 'Pc is continuous. 
Since I - { c} is the complete inverse image of Uc under q1 and is open in I, it 
follows that qi is a quotient map. Since both I- { c} and I are locally compact and 
Hausdorff, it follows that qi x q1 is a quotient map. Since () and q~ are continuous, it 
follows from commutativity of the right-hand square that 1/Jc(qi x q1) is continuous. 
Thus, since qi x q1 is a quotient map, 1/Jc is continuous, completing the proof. 
Example 2.12. Every covering map p: X~ X is a fiber bundle projection. The 
fibers are discrete spaces. 
Lemma 2.13. Suppose~= (F, E, B,p) is a fiber bundle with F and B Hausdorff. 
Then E is Hausdorff. 
Proof. Let x, y be distinct points of E. We first consider the case p(x) =!= p(y). Then 
since B is Hausdorff, there exist disjoint open neighborhoods X andY of p(x) and 
p(y), respectively, in B. Then p-1 (X) and p-1 (Y) are disjoint open neighborhoods 
of x and. y, respectively, in E. 
Now suppose p(x) = p(y). Choose a chart cp for~ such that p(x) E Ucp. Since 
cp is injective, there exist distinct points u, v in F such that cp(x) = (p(x), u), 
cp(y) = (p(y), v). Since F is Hausdorff, there exist disjoint open neighborhoods U 
and V of u and v, respectively, in F. Then cp- 1 (Ucp xU) and cp-1 (Ucp x V) are 
disjoint open neighborhoods of x andy, respectively, in E. D 
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Proposition 2.14. Suppose (F, E, B,p) is a fiber bundle with F an m-manifold 
and B an n-manifold. Then E is an ( m + n) -manifold. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.13, E is Hausdorff. Let A be an atlas for (F, E, B,p). For 
each <p E A, Ucp is an n-manifold by Lemma 2.7(a). Thus, by Proposition 2.6, 
each Ucp x F is an (m + n)-manifold. Thus, since Ucp x F is homeomorphic to 
p-1 (Ucp), each p-1 (Ucp) is an (m + n)-manifold. The conclusion now follows from 
Lemma 2.7(b) since {p- 1 (Ucp) I <pEA} is an open cover of E. D 
If {Xj I j E J} is a collection of topological spaces where J is an index set, 
their disjoint union II Xj is U Xj x {j}. We topologize II Xj by taking all 
jEJ jEJ jEJ U Uj x {j}, Uj open in Xj for each j E J, as its open sets. In particular each 
jEJ 
Xj x {j} is open (and closed) in II Xj. The function Xj ---+ Xj x {j} sending 
jEJ 
x to (x,j) is a homeomorphism. In case J = {1, ... ,n}, we sometimes write 
II Xj = xl II ... II Xn. 
jEJ 
The index coordinate assures us that if i =/=- j, then Xi x { i} and Xj x {j} 
are disjoint. In case the Xj's are already mutually disjoint, we drop the index 
coordinate and identify II Xj with U Xj, where the open sets of the latter are 
jEJ jEJ 
precisely all U Uj, Uj open in Xj. In proving general results about disjoint unions 
jEJ 
we can often suppose, without loss of generality, that the Xj are mutually disjoint 
and drop the index coordinate. In specific examples where the Xj might not be 
disjoint (e.g. R II R), the index coordinate is required to avoid ambiguity. 
Example 2.15. Suppose {Mj I j E J} is a collection of n-manifolds. Then their 
disjoint union II Mj is ann-manifold. 
jEJ 
Our next goal is a construction called connected sum which manufactures new 
n-manifolds from old ones. The intuitive idea is to take two n-manifolds, punch 
a hole in each, and connect the punctured manifolds together by a pipe. For 
topological manifolds, the construction we give below is a little more complicated 
than necessary. However, when we come to smooth manifolds later, this more 
complicated construction will facilitate putting smooth structures on connected 
sums. 
Suppose X and Y are topological spaces, A c X, B c Y, and h : A ---+ B a home-
omorphism. We write Xuh Y for the quotient space obtained from the disjoint union 
X II Y by identifying (a, 1) rv (h(a), 2) for all a E A (a rv h(a) if X andY are dis-
joint). 
Lemma 2.16. Let X andY be topological spaces, A open in X, B open in Y, and 
h : A ---+ B a homeomorphism. Let q : X II Y ---+ X Uh Y denote the quotient map. 
Then: 
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(a) q is an open map. 
(b) The restrictions q : X x {1} ---t q(X x {1}) and q : Y x {2} ---t q(Y x {2}) 
are homeomorphisms. 
(c) q(X x {1}) and q(Y x {2}) are both open in X Uh Y. 
(d) X Uh Y = q(X X {1}) Uq(Y x {2}). 
Proof. We can suppose X andY as disjoint and drop index coordinates. Note that 
for any U c X and V c Y, q-1q(U u V) = U U h(U n A) U V U h-1(V n B). If U 
is open in X, then since his a homeomorphism, h(U n A) is open in B, and hence 
open in Y since B is open in Y. Similarly if V is open in Y, then h-1 (V n B) 
is open in X. Thus if U and V are open in X andY, respectively, q-1q(U U V) 
is open in X II Y. Thus, since q is a quotient map, q(U U V) is open in X Uh Y, 
establishing part (a). 
Note that the restrictions q : X ---t q(X) and q : Y ---t q(Y) are both bijective. 
Thus, since q is an open continuous map and X, Y are both open in X II Y, these 
restrictions are homeomorphisms, proving part (b). 
Part (c) follows immediately from part (b) and the fact that both X and Y are 
open in X II Y. 
Part (d) follows immediately from the fact that X II Y =XU Y. 0 
In particular, if M and N are n-manifolds and h is a homeomorphism from an 
open subset of M to an open subset of N, MUhN is a union of two open subspaces, 
each of which is an n-manifold. The only thing that prevents us from concluding 
that M Uh N is ann-manifold is that it may fail to be Hausdorff. 
Example 2.17. Consider RUh R where h: (O,oo) ---t (O,oo) is the identity map. 
We proceed to show that R Uh R is not Hausdorff. 
Let q : R II R ---t R Uh R denote the quotient map. For each x E R, S C R, 
and j = 0, 1, write Xj instead of (x, j) E R X {j} c R II R and sj instead of 
S x {j} c R II R to make the notation less cumbersome. Then q(01) and q(02) are 
distinct points of R Uh R. We will see that these two points cannot be separated in 
R Uh R. Let U and V be open neighborhoods of q(01) and q(02), respectively, in 
RUhR. Then q-1(U) and q-1 (V) are open neighborhoods of01 and 02, respectively, 
in R II R. Thus there exists a o > 0 such that the open intervals (0, o)I and (0, o)2 
are contained, respectively, in q-1 (U) and q-1 (V). But then q((O, o)1) c U n V 
and so U n V =/:. 0. 
Thus RUh R is a non-Hausdorff space which is the union of two open subspaces, 
each homeomorphic to R. This shows that the Hausdorff condition in the definition 
of manifold is not superfluous. 
We next give a sufficient condition to ensure that X Uh Y is Hausdorff. If 
h : A ---t B is a homeomorphism where A and B are open in X and Y, respectively, 
we say X and Y are unpinched by h if there exists an open subspace U of X such 
that A- A c U and h(U n A) c B. 
Lemma 2.18. Let X andY be Hausdorff spaces, A open in X, B open in Y, and 
h : A ---t B a homeomorphism. Suppose X andY are unpinched by h. Then X Uh Y 
is Hausdorff. 
Proof. Let q : XU Y ---t X Uh Y denote the quotient map. We may assume X 
is disjoint from Y and drop the index coordinate. Suppose v and w are distinct 
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points of X Uh Y. We first consider the case where v and w both lie in q(X). From 
Lemma 2.16(b), q(X) is homeomorphic to X and hence Hausdorff. Thus there exist 
disjoint open neighborhoods V and W of v and w, respectively, in q(X). Since, by 
Lemma 2.16(c), q(X) is open in X Uh Y, V and Ware both open in X Uh Y and 
thus separate v and win X Uh Y. The case where v, w both lie in q(Y) is the same. 
Thus it remains only to treat the case v E q(X)- q(Y), w E q(Y)- q(X). 
Since q is injective on X, q(X- A) is disjoint from q(A). Thus, since q(X) n 
q(Y) = q(A), q(X- A) is disjoint from q(Y). Thus if v E q(X- A), q(X- A) and 
q(Y) are disjoint open neighborhoods of v and w, respectively, in X Uh Y. 
Thus it remains only to treat the case v E q(X)- q(Y) but v ~ q(X- A), and 
w E q(Y) - q(X). Since q is injective on X and v ~ q(X - A), we must have 
v E q(A). But since v ~ q(Y) and q( X) n q(Y) = q( A), it follows that v E q(A- A). 
By hypothesis, there exists an open subspace U of X such that A - A c U 
and h(U n A) c B. Thus q(U) is an open neighborhood of v in X Uh Y, and 
wE q(Y)- q(X) = q(Y- B) c q(Y- h(U n A)). Thus q(U) and q(Y- h(U n A)) 
are open neighborhoods of v and w, respectively, in X Uh Y. It remains only to 
show that these neighborhoods are disjoint. 
Proceed by contradiction. Suppose x E U and y E Y- h(U n A) are such 
that q(x) = q(y). Then q(x) E q(X) n q(Y) = q(A) and so, since q is injective 
on X, we must have x E A. Thus x E UnA. Since q(x) = q(h(x)), we have 
q(y) = q(h(x)). Since q is injective on Y, y = h(x) and soy E h(UnA) c h(U n A), 
a contradiction. D 
Corollary 2.19. Let M and N be n-manifolds. Suppose h is a homeomorphism 
from an open subset of M to an open subset of N such that M and N are unpinched 
by h. Then M Uh N is an n-manifold. 
Example 2.20. Let n 2:: 1. We now construct the connected sum M # N of 
two non-empty connected n-manifolds M and N. Recall that En denotes the open 
unit disk in Rn, i.e. {x ERn lllxll < 1} where II II denotes the standard Euclidean 
norm. Suppose cp : dom cp --+ En and 'ljJ : dom 'ljJ --+ En are homeomorphisms where 
dom cp and dom 'ljJ are open sets in M and N, respectively. Say cp(P) = 'lj;(Q) = 0. 
For any subinterval J of (0, 1), write Ej = { x E En I llxll E J }. For r E (0, 1), 
write E;!' = { x E En lllxll = r }. 
Let A= cp- 1 ( E~, 1 ;2)) c M- {P}, B = 'lj;-1 (E~, 1 ;2)) c N- { Q}. A is open 
in dom cp, and hence open in M- {P} since dom cp is open in M. Similarly, B is 
open inN- { Q}. Write tp1 : A--+ E~, 1;2) and 'lj;1 : B --+ E~, 1 ;2 ) for the restrictions 
of cp and 'ljJ, respectively. tp1 and 'lj;1 are homeomorphisms. 
Note that for any r E (0, 1), the map ar : E~,r) --+ E~,r) given by ar(x) = 
(r- llxll) ~llxll is continuous and satisfies arar = lEn . Thus each ar is a homeo-x (O,r) 
morphism. Descriptively, ar reflects each open ray of length r emanating from the 
origin about its midpoint. Define h: A--+ B to be the composition 
'Pl n al/2 n 1/111 
A ----+ E(0,1/2) ----+ E(0,1/2) ----+ B . 
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Each map in this composition is a homeomorphism, and so h is a homeomorphism. 
We proceed to check that M- {P} and N- {Q} are unpinched by h. 
We claim that if r E (0, 1), then cp11 ( E(o,r]) is closed in M- {P} and that 
'1/J- 1 ( E(o,r]) is closed in N- { Q}. For writing D~ = { x E Rn I llxll ::; r }, D~ is 
compact and so, since cp: dom cp--+ En is a homeomorphism, cp- 1 (D~) is compact, 
and hence closed in M. Thus cp- 1(Dn n (M- {P}) is closed in M- {P}. The 
claim for cp1 1 ( E(o,r]) now follows since cp- 1 (D~)n(M- {P}) = cp11 ( E(o,r]). The 
proof of the claim for '1/J-1 ( E(o,r]) is the same. 
Thus, since A = cp1 1 ( E(o,1; 2)) c cp1 1 ( E(o,1121 ) and, by the above claim, this 
last set is closed in M -{P}, it follows that A c cp11 ( E(t,1121 ) (where the bar indi-
cates closure in M- { P} ). Thus A- A C cp1 1 ( E~12 ). Take U = cp-1 ( E0;4,3; 4)). 
Then U is open in dom cp, and hence open in M - { P} since dom cp is open in 
M. Note that UnA = cp1 1 ( E(i;4,1; 2)), and h(U n A) = 'l/J11 ( E(o,1; 4)). Thus 
h(U n A) c 'l/J1 1 ( E(o, 1141 ) and, by the claim above, this latter set is closed in 
N- {Q}. Thus, h(U n A) C 'l/J11 ( E(o,1141 ) c 'l/J1 1 ( E(o,1; 2)) = B where this 
last closure is inN- {Q}, completing the proof that M- {P} and N- {Q} are 
unpinched by h. 
We thus obtain, by Corollary 2.19, ann-manifold M # N as indicated above. 
The construction of M # N above depends on the choices of the charts cp and '1/J. 
It can be shown that for compact connected 2-manifolds, the homeomorphism type 
of M # N is independent of these choices, but for higher dimensional manifolds 
the homeomorphism type of M # N may depend on the "orientation classes" of 
these charts, a concept which we will deal with later. 
If M and N are compact connected n-manifolds, so isM# N (see the Exercises 
for §2). We inductively define two sequences of compact connected 2-manifolds 
T1' T2' . . . and p1' p2' . . . as follows: T1 = 8 1 X 8 1 ' the 2-dimensional torus, and 
Tn = T1 # Tn-1 for n > 1. P1 = P 2 (R), real projective 2-space (or the real 
projective plane), and Pn = P1 # Pn_1 for n > 1. It is known that every compact 
connected 2-manifold is homeomorphic to exactly one of 8 2 , T1 , T2 , ... , P1 , P2 , .... 
References for the classification of compact connected 2-manifolds are the following: 
(1) W. S. Massey, Algebraic Topology: An Introduction, Harcourt, Brace & World, 
Inc. 1967, Chapter 1. 
(2) A. J. Sieradski, An Introduction to Topology and Homotopy, PWS-Kent Pub-
lishing Co. 1992, Chapter 13. 
3) D. B. Fuks & V. A. Rokhlin, Beginner's Course in Topology, Springer-Verlag 
1984, Chapter 3, §5.3. 
It is elementary, though tricky, to show that every compact connected 1-manifold 
is homeomorphic to 81. A proof is given in the third of the above references, 
pp. 139-140. 
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Exercises for §2 
l.(a) Check the claim in Example 2.3 that <pt and '1/Jt are inverses of one another. 
(b) Check the claim in Example 2.4 that <p+ and '1/J+ are inverses of one another. 
2. Prove Lemma 2.7. 
3. Prove that every connected n-manifold is path-connected. 
4. Prove that if M and N are connected n-manifolds, then M # N is connected. 
If, further, M and N are both compact, then M # N is compact. 
5. Using informal cut and paste arguments, show 
(a) P2 (R) # P2 (R) is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle. 
(b) P2 (R) # (81 x 8 1) is homeomorphic to P2 (R) # P2 (R) # P 2 (R). 
6. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group. Suppose G contains a non-empty 
open subset which is homeomorphic to an open subset of Rn. Prove that G is an 
n-manifold. 
7. The orthogonal group O(n) consists of all T E GLn(R) such that r- 1 = T* 
where T* denotes the transpose ofT, topologized as a subspace of GLn(R). 
(a) Prove that O(n) is a Hausdorff topological group. 
(b) Let Skew(n) = {A E Mn(R) I A* = -A}. Show that if A E Skew(n), then 
(In+ A)(In- A)- 1 E O(n) where In denotes the n x n identity matrix. (Recall 
that the eigenvalues of a real skew-symmetric matrix are pure imaginaries, and so 
I- A is invertible.) 
(c) Show that if A E Skew(n), then -1 is not an eigenvalue of (I +A)(I -A)-1. 
(d) Prove that O(n) is a ~n(n- 1)-manifold. 
8. For n ;:::: 1, let T(Sn) = {(x,y) E sn X Rn+1 I X j_ y} where j_ denotes 
"orthogonal with respect to the standard inner product on Rn+1". Define p : 
T(Sn) ~ sn by p(x, y) =X. Show that (Rn' T(Sn), sn' p) is a fiber bundle. 
9. The goal of this exercise is to show that P3 (R) is the union of two open subsets, 
each homeomorphic to an open subset of R 3 . 
Identify R 2 with C in the standard way, i.e. (a, b) is identified with a+ bi. Then 
for n ;:::: 1, S 2n-1 can be identified with { (z1, ... 'Zn) E en I I:i lzil 2 = 1 }, and 
P 2n-1 (R) with the quotient space obtained from S 2n-1 by identifying (zb ... 'Zn) 
with ( -Z1, ... ' -zn) for all (zb ... 'Zn) E S 2n-1 • Write [z1, ... 'Zn] E P 2n-1(R) for 
the image of (z1, ... , Zn) E 8 2n-1 under the quotient map. 
(a) Let h : P 1 (R) ~ 8 1 be given by h( [ z]) = z2 . Show that h is well-defined 
and is a homeomorphism. 
(b) Find an explicit homeomorphism from 8 1 x R onto an open subset of R 2 . 
(c) Deduce that P 1 (R) x Cis homeomorphic to an open subset of R 3 . 
(d) Let U = {[z, w] E P3 (R) I z =I= 0} and V = {[z, w] E P3 (R) I w =I= 0}. Show 
that U and V are both open in P 3 (R) and that P3 (R) = U U V. 
(e) Let f: P 1(R) x C ~ U be given by 
f([z], w) = [z/ )1 + lwl 2 , zw/ )1 + lwl 2 J . 
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Show that f is well-defined, and is a homeomorphism. Similarly, show that V is 
homeomorphic to P 1 (R) x C. Deduce that P3 (R) is the union of two subspaces, 
each homeomorphic to an open subspace of R 3. 
(f) Generalize this to a result about P 2n-l (R). 
10. For n ~ 0 regard S 2n+l as the unit sphere in cn+l as in Problem 9. In par-
ticular we identify 8 1 with the set of complex numbers of absolute value 1. Define 
complex projective n-space pn(c) to be the quotient space obtained from S 2n+l 
by identifying (zl, ... 'Zn+l) rv (AZI, ... ' AZn+l) for all (zl, ... 'Zn+l) E S 2n+l and 
.X E 8 1 . 
(a) Prove that pn(C) is a 2n-manifold. 
(b) Write [z,w] E P1 (C) for the image of (z,w) E 8 3 under the quotient map. 
Let c+ denote the one-point compactification of C. Let f: P1(C) ~ c+ be given 
by 
{ 
!._ if w i= 0, f([z, w]) = 
00
w 
if w = 0. 
Show that f is well-defined, and is a homeomorphism. 
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3. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 
We assume a basic knowledge of Advanced Calculus. In particular, we assume 
the multivariate Chain Rule and the Inverse Function Theorem (stated below) as 
well as other standard analytic facts at that level. We include proofs of two cases 
of Taylor's Theorem in a form which will be needed later, but not found in some 
treatments of Advanced Calculus. We will reformulate some of Advanced Calculus 
in a coordinate-free form suitable for our purposes. 
Iff is a real-valued function defined on an open subset U of Rn, we write Dif 
for the partial derivative of f with respect to the ith variable. If I = ( i 1, ... , ir) 
where ik E {1, ... , n} for 1 :::; k :::; r, we write D1 f = Dh ... Dirf and call the 
latter an rth order partial derivative off. 
Definition 3.1. Let U be open in Rn and f: U ~ R a function. We say f is coo 
if f and all its possible partial derivatives of all orders exist and are continuous on 
u. 
If g: U ~ V where U is open in Rm and V open in Rn, we say g is coo if each 
of its coordinate functions g1, ... , 9n (relative to the standard basis of R n) is C00 • 
Thus if a real-valued function is coo, so are all its partial derivatives of all 
orders. In what follows, the results can usually be made more general by replacing 
coo hypotheses by weaker differentiability hypotheses. Since we only need the coo 
case, we sacrifice this generality in exchange for simplicity of statement. 
Definition 3.2. Iff : U ~ V is C00 where U is open in Rm and V open in 
Rn, then for each x E U, the derivative off at x, denoted Df(x), is the linear 
transformation Df(x): Rm ~ Rn whose matrix with respect to the standard bases 
is the Jacobian matrix off at x, i.e. 
Df(x) = 
D1!I (x) D2f1 (x) 
Dd2(x) D2!2(x) 
(Here, and possibly later, we identify a linear transformation from Rm toRn with 
its matrix with respect to the standard bases.) 
Theorem 3.3. (Chain Rule) Suppose f : U ~ V and g : V ~ W are C00 
maps where U, V, and W are open in Rm, Rn, and Rq, respectively. Then the 
compositiongf is coo and for all x E U, D(gf)(x) = Dg(f(x))Df(x). D 
Theorem 3.4. (Inverse Function Theorem) Suppose f: U ~Vis a coo map 
where U and V are open in Rn. Suppose x 0 E U is such that the linear transforma-
tion D f(xo) : Rn ~ Rn is invertible. Then there exist open neighborhoods W of x0 
in U, X of f(xo) in V, such that f maps W bijectively onto X and f- 1 :X~ W 
is coo. D 
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Theorem 3.5. (First Taylor Theorem) Let U be a convex open set in Rn and 
f a coo real-valued function defined on U. Let a = ( a1 , ... , an) E U. Then there 
exist coo real-valued functions 91, ... , 9n on U satisfying: 
(a) 9i(a) = Dd(a) for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
(b) For all x = (x1, ... , Xn) E U, 
n 
f(x) = f(a) + L 9i(x)(xi- ai)· 
i=1 
Proof. By the convexity of U, for all t E [0, 1] and x E U we have tx + (1- t)a E U. 
By the Chain Rule, 
! (t(tx + (1- t)a)) = t,n.t(tx + (1- t)a )<x,- a,) 
Thus, by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, 
f(x)- f(a) = t. ([ Dd(tx + (1- t)a) dt) (x,- a,). 
Define 9i(x) = 11 Dd(tx + (1- t)a) dt. It follows from the Advanced Calculus 
theorem on differentiating under the integral sign that each 9i is coo. Since 9i (a) = 11 Dd(a) dt = Dd(a), the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 3.6. (Second Taylor Theorem) Let U be a convex open set in Rn 
and f a coo real-valued function on U. Let a E U. Then there exist C00 real-valued 
functions hij on U, 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ n, such that for all x E U, 
n n n 
f(x) = f(a) + l:Dd(a)(xi- ai) + L Lhij(x)(xi- ai)(xj- aj)· 
i=l i=l j=l 
Proof. By the First Taylor Theorem there exist coo functions 9i on U, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
n 
such that 9i(a) = Dd(a) and f(x) = f(a) + L9i(x)(xi- ai)· Applying the First 
i=l 
Taylor Theorem to each of the 9i, we deduce that there exist coo functions hij on U, 
n 
1 ~ j ~ n, such that for each x E U, 9i(x) = 9i(a) + L hij(x)(xj- aj)· The result 
j=l 
now follows by substituting this into the above and the fact that 9i(a) = Dd(a) 
for each i. 0 
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Theorem 3. 7. Let f : U -7 V be a coo map where U is open in Rm and V is open 
in Rn. Let II ll1 and II ll2 be arbitrary norms on Rm and R n, respectively. Then 
for each a E U there exists a neighborhood N of a in U and a positive constant C 
such that for all x E N, 
llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)ll2 ~ Cllx- alii· 
Proof. Clearly, if the result holds for one choice of norms II ll1 and II ll2, it holds for 
all choices by Theorem 1.5. Thus we may suppose II lh and II ll2 are the respective 
box norms relative to the standard bases (see Example 1.3). Given a E U, choose 
c > 0 such that the open ball B(a, c) (with respect to the standard Euclidean norm) 
is contained in U. TakeN= B(a, c/2). 
For each x E U, 
m 
llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)ll2 = mrxifi(x)- fi(a)- LDjfi(a)(xj- aj)i· 
j=l 
Applying the Second Taylor Theorem to each Ji, there exist coo real-valued func-
tions hijk on B(a, c) such that for all x E B(a, c), 
m m m 
fi(x)- fi(a)- L Djfi(a)(xj- aj) = L L hijk(x)(xj- aj)(xk- ak)· 
j=l j=l k=l 
Since N is compact and the hijk are all continuous on N, there exists a positive 
constant M such that lhijk(x)l ~ M for all x EN and all i, j, and k. Thus for all 
xEN, 
m m 
llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)ll2 ~ L L M lxj- ajllxk- akl 
j=l k=l 
~ m2 Mllx- alii· 0 
The next result, together with Theorem 3.7, characterizes the derivative Df(a). 
Theorem 3.8. Let f: U -7 V be a C00 map where U is open· in Rm and Vis open 
in R n. Let a E U and suppose T : R m -7 R n is an R-linear transformation with 
the property that with respect to some choice of norms II ll1 and II ll2 on Rm and 
R n, respectively, there exists a neighborhood N of a in U and a positive constant 
C such that for all x E N, 
llf(x)- f(a)- T(x- a)ll2 ~ Cllx- alii· 
ThenT = Df(a). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 we can suppose, by passing to smaller neighborhoods and 
larger constants, if necessary, that N is convex and that for all x E N we have, in 
addition to the postulated inequality, 
llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)ll2 ~ Cllx- alii· 
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We then have, for all x E N, 
II (T- Df(a))(x- a)ll 2 
= llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)- (f(x)- f(a)- T(x- a)) 11 2 
:S iif(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)ll2 + lif(x)- f(a)- T(x- a)ll2 
::; 2CIIx- alii· 
If T- D f(a) =I= 0, we can choose x0 E N such that ( T- D f(a)) (xo- a) =/= 0 and 
hence II ( T- D f(a)) (xo- a) 11 2 =/=- 0. For any positive 8::; 1 we have 
811 ( T - D f (a)) ( xo - a) 11
2 
= II ( T - D f (a)) ( 8 ( xo - a)) 11
2 
= II ( T- D f(a)) (8xo + (1- 8)a- a) 11
2
• 
By convexity of N, 8xo + (1- 8)a EN and so 
II ( T- D f(a)) (8xo + (1- 8)a- a) 11 2 :S 2C ll8xo + (1- 8)a- ail~ 
= 2C ll8(xo- a) II~ = 2C82 IIxo- ail~. 
Thus II(T-Df(a))(xo-a)ll 2 ::; 2C8IIxo-all~ whenever 0 < 8::; 1. It follows 
that II ( T- D f(a)) (xo- a) 11 2 = 0, a contradiction. D 
Example 3.9. LetT: am ---7 an be an a-linear transformation. Tis coo since 
its coordinate functions are linear functions. For any a and x in am, 
T(x)- T(a)- T(x- a)= 0. 
It follows from Theorem 3.8 that DT(a) = T for all a E am. 
We now wish to talk about coo maps between open subsets of general finite-
dimensional real vector spaces, perhaps without any preferred bases. This is made 
possible by the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.10. Let X andY be finite-dimensional real vector spaces of dimensions 
m and n, respectively. Let f : U ---7 V be a function where U and V are open 
in X and Y, respectively. Suppose a 1 , a 2 : X ---7 am and (31 , (32 : Y ---7 an are 
a-isomorphisms. Then f31fa11 : a1 (U) ---7 (31 (V) is coo if and only if f32fa21 : 
a2 ( U) ---7 !32 (V) is C00 • 
Proof. We have f32fa2 1 = (/32/311) (f31fa11) (a1a21). The functions a1a21 : 
a2(U) ---7 a1(U) and/32/311 : f31(V) ---7 (32(V) arebothC00 since they are restrictions 
to open sets of a-linear transformations a 1 a21 : am ---7 am and (32(311 : an ---7 an, 
respectively. Thus if f31fa11 is C00 , so is f32fa2 1. D 
Definition 3.11. Suppose X and Y are finite-dimensional real vector spaces of 
dimensions m and n, respectively. Suppose f : U ---7 V is a function where U and 
V are open in X and Y, respectively. We say f is coo if for some (and hence all) 
a-isomorphisms a: X ---7 am and (3: Y ---7 an, (3fa- 1 : a(U) ---7 (3(V) is coo. 
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Proposition 3.12. Let X, Y, and Z be finite-dimensional real vector spaces. Sup-
pose f : U --t V and g : V --t W are coo maps where U, V, and W are open in X, 
Y, and Z, respectively. Then gf: U --t W is coo. 
We leave the proof as an exercise. 
Proposition 3.13. Let X and Y be real finite-dimensional vector spaces, and 
T : X --t Y an R-linear transformation. Then T is C00 • 
Proof. Let a : X --t Rm and f3 : Y --t Rn be R-isomorphisms. Then f3Ta- 1 
Rm --t Rn is an R-linear transformation, and hence coo. D 
Proposition 3.14. Let X and Y be finite-dimensional real vector spaces, and B 
an R-basis for Y. Let f : U --t V be a function where U and V are open in X and 
Y, respectively. Then f is coo if and only if the coordinate functions of f relative 
to B are coo. 
Proof. Say B = { b1, ... , bn }. Recall from Section 1 (just preceding Proposi-
tion 1.11), that the coordinate functions f/!: : U --t R of f relative to B are 
characterized by f ( x) = 'L-i f 1/: ( x) bi for all x E X. Let a : Y --t R n be given by 
a ('L-i ribi) = (rb ... , rn)· Thus af(x) = (ff: (x ), ... , ft! (x)) for all x E U. 
Let f3 : X --t Rm be any R-isomorphism. Then for all u E Rn, aff3-1 (u) = 
(ff:(f3- 1(u)), ... ,ft;.(f3-1 (u))). Thus the coordinate functions of af/3-1 relative 
to the standard basis of Rn are given by (af/3- 1 )i = f/!: o 13-1, 1:::; i:::; n. We have 
the equivalences 
f is coo-<=> af/3-1 is C00 (Definition 3.11) 
-<=> (aff3- 1 )i is C00 for 1:::; i:::; n (Definition 3.1) 
-<=> f/!: o /3-1 is C00 for 1 :::; i :::; n (by the equality above) 
-<=> f/!: is coo for 1 :::; i :::; n (by Proposition 3.12 since, 
by Proposition 3.13, both f3 and /3-1 are C00 .) D 
Our next task is to extend the notion of derivative to the class of coo functions 
of Definition 3.11. 
Lemma 3.15. Let X andY be finite-dimensional real vector spaces of dimensions 
m and n, respectively. Suppose f : U --t V is a coo map where U and V are 
open in X andY, respectively. Let a : X --t Rm and f3 : Y --t Rn be choices of 
R-isomorphisms. Then for each a E U the composition 
D((3fa- 1 )(a(a)) (3-1 X~ Rm -----------;~ Rn ~ Y 
is an R-linear transformation which depends only on f and a, and not on the 
choices of a and /3. 
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Proof. Let a 1 : X ~ Rm and (31 : Y ~ Rn be other choices of R-isomorphisms. 
Consider the diagram 
Rm 
D(f3fa-1)(a(a)) Rn 
;/ ~ 
X Cl!!Cl!-1 f31f3-1 y 
~ /{ 
Rm 
D(f31/a1 1)(al (a)) 
Rn 
The two triangles trivially commute, and so it remains only to check commutativity 
of the rectangle. 
By Example 3.9, a 1a-1 = D(a1a-1)(a(a)) and /31(3-1 = D(f31f3-1)(f3f(a)). 
Thus 
D(f3da11)(a1(a))a1a-1 = D(f3da11)(a1(a))D(a1a-1)(a(a)) and 
/31/3-1 D(/3 fa-1) (a( a)) = D(/31/3-1) ((3 f( a) )D((3fa-1) (a( a)). 
By the Chain Rule (Theorem 3.3), 
D(f3Ifa11 )(a1(a))D(a1a-1 )(a(a)) = D ( (f3da11) o (a1a-1)) (a(a)) 
= D(f31fa-1)(a(a)), and 
D(/31/3-1) ((3 f( a) )D(/3 fa-1) (a( a)) = D ( (/31/3-1) o ((3 fa-1)) (a( a)) 
= D(f31fa-1)(a(a)). 
By comparison, we are done. 0 
Lemma 3.15 permits the following definition. 
Definition 3.16. If X andY are finite-dimensional real vector spaces of dimensions 
m and n, respectively, and f : U ~ V is a coo map where U and V are open in 
X andY, respectively, then for each a E U the derivative off at a is the R-linear 
transformation D f (a) : X ~ Y defined by 
Df(a) = /3- 1 D(f3fa-1)(a(a))a 
where a :X ~ Rm and (3: Y ~ Rn are arbitrary R-isomorphisms. 
Theorem 3.17. Let X andY be finite-dimensional real vector spaces and f: U ~ 
V a coo map where U and V are open in X andY, respectively. Suppose II llx 
and II IIY are norms on X andY, respectively. Then for each a E U there exists a 
neighborhood N of a in U and a positive constant C such that for all x E N, 
llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)IIY :S Cllx- alii:. 
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Proof. Let a: X~ Rm and (3: Y ~ Rn be R-isomorphisms. Let II lh and II ll2 
be the norms on R m and R n, respectively, such that a and (3 are isometries with 
respect to II llx, II ll1 and II IIY, 11112, respectively. By Theorem 3.7 there exists a 
neighborhood N of ainU and a positive constant C such that for each x EN, 
ll(f3fa-1)(a(x))- ((3fa-1)(a(a))- D((3fa-1)(a(a))(a(x)-a(a)ll2 
:::; Clla(x)- a(a)III 
i.e., 
llf3(f(x)- f(a))- (3Df(a)(x- a)ll2:::; Clla(x- a) III· 
Since a and (3 are isometries, the left-hand side of this last inequality is equal to 
llf(x)- f(a)- Df(a)(x- a)IIY while the right-hand side equals Cllx- all~· D 
The next theorem generalizes Theorem 3.8. Its proof is the same as that of 
Theorem 3.8. 
Theorem 3.18. Suppose X andY are finite-dimensional real vector spaces, and 
that f : U ~ V is a C00 map where U and V are open in X and Y, respectively. 
Let a E U and suppose T : X ~ Y is an R-linear transformation with the property 
that with respect to some choice of norms II llx and II IIY on X andY, respectively, 
there exists a neighborhood N of a in U and a positive constant C such that for all 
xEN, 
llf(x)- f(a)- T(x- a)IIY:::; Cllx- all~· 
Then T = Df(a). D 
Example 3.19. Suppose X and Y are finite-dimensional real vector spaces and 
T : X ~ Y is an R-linear transformation. Using the same argument that was 
used to deduce Example 3.9 from Theorem 3.8, it follows from Theorem 3.18 that 
DT(a) = T for all a EX. 
The next theorem generalizes Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.20. (Chain Rule ) Let X, Y, and Z be finite-dimensional real vector 
spaces. Suppose f: U ~ V and g: V ~ W are coo where U, V, and W are open 
in X, Y, and Z, respectively. Then for each a E U, D(gf)(a) = Dg(f(a))Df(a). 
Proof. Let a: X~ Rm, (3: Y ~ Rn, and"'(: Z ~ Rq be R-isomorphisms. Then 
(by Definition 3.16) 
= "Y-l D("tg(3-1(3fa- 1 )(a(a))a 
= "Y-l D("tg(3-1 ) (!3(f(a))) D(f3fa-1 ) ( a(a) )a 
· (by Theorem 3.3) 
= 1 - 1 D("tgf3-1 ) (!3(f(a))) (3(3- 1 D(f3fa-1) ( a(a) )a 
= Dg(f(a))Df(a) 
(by Definition 3.16). D 
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Proposition 3.21. (Local Property) Suppose X andY are finite-dimensional 
real vector spaces and f : U --t V is a function where U and V are open in X and 
Y, respectively. 
(a) Suppose Uo and Vo are open in U and V, respectively, and that f(Uo) C Vo. 
If f is coo, then the restriction f : Uo --t Vo is C00 • 
(b) If U is a union of open subsets such that the restriction off to each of these 
is coo, then f is coo . 
(c) If f is c=, a E U, and g is a coo function from an open subset of X to an 
open subset of Y which agrees with f on some neighborhood of a, then Df(a) = 
Dg(a). 
Proof. Part (c) is a formal consequence of Theorems 3.17 and 3.18. It also, of course, 
follows quickly from the definitions since the partial derivatives Dd(a) only depend 
on f in a neighborhood of a. In case X = R m and Y = R n for some m and n, parts 
(a) and (b) are immediate since existence and continuity of the D If at a point only 
depends on f in a neighborhood of that point. Using Definition 3.11, the general 
case now follows easily. 0 
We conclude this section with a version of the Product Rule suitable for our later 
needs. If X is a real finite-dimensional vector space, U open in X, and f, g : U --t R 
are C00 , let f · g: U --t R be given by (! · g)(x) = f(x)g(x) for all x E U. 
Theorem 3.22. (Product Rule) Let X be a real finite-dimensional vector space 
and suppose U is an open subset of X. Suppose f, g : U --t R are C00 • Then 
f · g : U -!!f'R is coo, and for all x E U, . 
D(f · g)(x) = (Df(x))g(x) + f(x)Dg(x). 
Proof. We first consider the case X = R n. Then f · g is C 00 by the classical Product 
Rule. We have 
D(f · g)(x) = ( D1(f · g)(x) Dz(f · g)(x) . . . Dn(f · g)(x)). 
By the classical Product Rule, the ith component of the latter is (Dd(x))g(x) + 
f(x)Dig(x), and the result follows. 
For the general case, choose an arbitrary R-isomorphism a : X --t Rn. Note that 
(!. g)a-1 = (fa-1) · (ga- 1 ). It now follows from the case above and Definition 3.11 
(using (3 = 1R) that f · g is C00 • By Definition 3.16 (using (3 = 1R), 
D(f · g)(x) = D((f · g)a- 1) (a(x))a. 
By the case already done, 
D((f · g)a-1) (a(x)) 
= D(fa-1)(a(x))(ga-1)(a(x)) + (fa-1)(a(x))D(ga-1)(a(x)) 
= (nua-1)(a(x)) )g(x) + f(x)D(ga- 1)(a(x)). 
The result now follows by composing with a on the right and invoking Defini-
tion 3.16. 0 
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Exercises for §3 
1. Prove Proposition 3.12. 
2. Let n and q be positive integers. Write Mn,q(R) for the vector space of all 
n-rowed, q-columned real matrices. Let Sym(n) = {T E Mn(R) I T = T*} where 
T* denotes the transpose ofT. Define f : Mn,q(R) ---t Sym(n) by f(T) = TT* for 
T E Mn,q· (Note: (TT*)* = T**T* = TT* and so TT* E Sym(n).) 
(a) Show that j is a c= map. 
(b) Show that for each A E Mn,q(R), Df(A): Mn.q(R) ---t Sym(n) is given by 
Df(A)(T) =AT* +TA*. 
3. Let m, n, and q be positive integers. Define f : Mm,n(R) x Mn,q(R) ---t Mm,q(R) 
by f(S, T) = ST (matrix multiplication). 
(a) Show that j is c=. 
(b) Show that for each (A, B) E Mm,n(R) x Mn,q(R), 
Df(A, B): Mm,n(R) x Mn,q(R) ---t Mm,q(R) 
is given by Dj(A, B)(S, T) =AT+ SB. 
4. Suppose X 11 X 2 , Y11 and Y2 are finite-dimensional real vector spaces. Suppose 
U1, U2, V1, and V2 are open, respectively, in X1, X2, Y11 and Y2. Suppose f : U1 ---t 
Vi and g : u2 ---t v2 are c=. 
(a) Show that j X g: U1 X U2 ---t V1 X V2, given by(! X g)(a, b)= (!(a), g(b)) is 
c=. 
(b) Show that for each (a, b) E u1 X u2, D(f X g)(a, b) : x1 X x2 ---t y1 X y2 is 
equal to Df(a) x Dg(b). 
5. Let n be a positive integer. Recall, from Example 2.2, that GLn(R) is open in 
the real vector space Mn(R). Let f: GLn(R) ---t GLn(R) be given by j(T) = T-1 . 
(a) Show that j is c=. 
(b) Show that for each A E GLn(R), Df(A) : Mn(R) ---t Mn(R) is given by 
Df(A)(T) = -A-1TA- 1. 
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4. SMOOTH MANIFOLDS 
If f : X ----+ Y is a function, we will sometimes write X = dom f, the domain of 
f, and Y = codom f, the codomain of f. Recall (from Definition 2.1) that if M 
is a topological n-manifold, a chart <p for M is a homeomorphism where dom <p is 
an open subset of M and codom tp is an open subset of some real n-dimensional 
vector space. 
Definition 4.1. Let M be a topological n-manifold. Suppose <p and'¢ are charts 
for M. We say <p and '¢ are smoothly related if the compositions 
-1 'lj; 
<p(dom <p n dom '¢) ~ dom <p n dom '¢-----+ '1/J(dom <p n dom '¢) 
and 
'lj;-1 
'1/J(dom <p n dom '¢)-----+ dom <p n dom '¢ ~ tp(dom <p n dom '¢) 
(i.e. the overlap maps for <p and '¢) are both coo. (By convention, if dom <p and 
dom '¢ are disjoint, we consider tp and'¢ as being smoothly related.) 
codomcp codom'lj; 
cp(dom cp n dom'lj;) 'lj;(dom cp n dom 'lj;) 
domcpndom'lj; 
An atlas for M is a smooth atlas if all pairs of charts in that atlas are smoothly 
related. 
If A and B are smooth atlases for M, A is smoothly equivalent to B if every 
chart in A is smoothly related to every chart in B. 
The relation "is smoothly related to" on charts is clearly reflexive and symmetric. 
Note, however, that it is not transitive. (A trivial example is given by two charts 
<p1 and tp3 which are not smoothly related, and a chart <p2 such that dom <p2 is 
disjoint from both dom <p1 and dom tp3 . Then <p1 is smoothly related to 'P2 and <p2 
is smoothly related to tp3 , but <p1 is not smoothly related to tp3.) However we have 
the following weaker transitivity. 
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a topological manifold and suppose A,. B are smooth atlases 
for M such that A is smoothly equivalent to B. Suppose <p is a manifold chart for 
M which is smoothly related to each member of A. Then <p is smoothly related to 
each member of B. 
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Proof. Let 'ljJ E B. { r.p( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8) I 8 E A} is an open cover of 
r.p( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ) and { 'lj;( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8) I 8 E A} is an open cover 
of 'lj;(dom r.p n dom 'lj;). Thus, by Proposition 3.21(b) (Local Property), to prove 
that the overlap maps 'lj;r.p- 1 and r.p'lj;- 1 are coo, it suffices to show that for each 
8 E A, the restrictions of these overlap maps to r.p( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8) and 
'ljJ ( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8), respectively, are coo. We have the diagram 
r.p( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8) 
~ 
()cp-1 cp()-1 'lj;( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8) . 
8( dom r.p n dom 'ljJ n dom 8) 
with both the outside triangle and inside triangle commuting. 8r.p- 1 and r.p8- 1 are 
both coo since r.p is smoothly related to every member of A. 'lj;8-1 and 8'1j;-1 are both 
coo since A is smoothly equivalent to B. Thus r.p'lj;- 1 and 'lj;r.p-1 are compositions 
of coo maps and hence are coo. 0 
Proposition 4.3. The relation "smooth equivalence" on the class of all smooth 
atlases for a given topological manifold is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. The reflexive and symmetric properties are immediate. Suppose A, B, and 
C are smooth atlases for M such that A is smoothly equivalent to B and B is 
smoothly equivalent to C. Suppose r.p E A. Then since A is smoothly equivalent to 
B, r.p is smoothly related to each member of B. Since B is smoothly equivalent to 
C, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that r.p is smoothly related to each member of C. 0 
Definition 4.4. A smooth structureS on a topological n-manifold M is a smooth 
equivalence class of smooth atlases forM. The pair (M, S) is then called a smooth 
n-manifold. Any smooth atlas for M which represents S is called an S-admissible 
atlas. Any manifold chart for M which is a member of an S-admissible atlas is 
called an S-admissible chart. 
Not all topological manifolds admit smooth structures. The first example, due 
to M. Kervaire [A manifold which does not admit any differentiable structure, 
Comment. Math. Helv. 34 (1960), 257-270] was of a compact topological 10-
manifold admitting no smooth structure. The non-existence of a smooth structure 
on the Kervaire example was proved using methods of algebraic topology. 
Frequently, a particular smooth structure on a topological manifold M will be 
understood, and we will abuse notation and talk about the "smooth manifold M" 
rather than the "smooth manifold (M, S)". This is analogous to using the same 
notation to denote both a topological space and its underlying set. 
Example 4.5. If U is an open subset of a finite-dimensional real vector space, the 
atlas consisting of the single chart 1u is clearly smooth. The smooth structure on 
U represented by this atlas will be called the standard smooth structure on U. If a 
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smooth structure on such a U is not specified, the standard smooth structure will 
be understood. 
Example 4.6. For n 2: 1, the atlas for sn given in Example 2.4 is smooth. In fact 
the overlap maps 
are given by r.p- (r.p+)-1 (y) = r.p+ (r.p_)-1 (y) = IIYII-2y, which is C00 • The smooth 
structure on sn represented by this smooth atlas is called the standard smooth 
structure on sn. 
It is not hard to show (see the exercises for §4) that the atlas for sn given in 
Example 2.3 is smooth, and that it represents the standard smooth structure on 
sn. 
Example 4. 7. For n 2: 1, it follows from Example 2.5 that pn(R) has an atlas 
{ 01, ... , On+d where ei : Vi ---+ En is given by 
We proceed to check that the above atlas is smooth. 
Fori=/:. j, 
ei(V'i n V.) = { {y E En I Yj =/:. 0} if j < i, 
J {y E En I Yj-1 =/:. 0} if j > i. 
One checks that fori=/:. j, Oj0i1 : Oi(V'i n Vj)---+ Oj(Vi n Vj) is given by 
if j < i, 
if j > i, 
which is coo. The smooth structure on pn(R) represented by the above smooth 
atlas is called the standard smooth structure on pn(R). 
Example 4.8. Let h: R---+ R be any homeomorphism. Then the one element set 
{ h} is a smooth atlas for R. If h is not coo, e.g. if 
h(x) = { X if X :S 0, 
2x if x > 0, 
then { h} is not smoothly equivalent to {1R} since the overlap map h1ii1 = h : R ---+ 
R is not C00 • 
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Proposition 4.9. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then: 
(a) Any twoS-admissible charts are smoothly related. 
(b) If A and B are atlases for M such that A C B and B is S -admissible, then 
A is S -admissible. 
(c) If A and B are smooth atlases for M such that A C B and A is S -admissible, 
then B is S -admissible. 
(d) If cp is an S -admissible chart and U is open in dom cp, then the restriction 
cp : U-+ cp(U) is an S-admissible chart. 
(e) If cp is a manifold chart forM and A an S-admissible atlas, then cp is an 
S-admissible chart if and only if cp is smoothly related to each member of A. 
(f) If A is an S-admissible atlas and C is any set of S-admissible charts, then 
AU C is an S -admissible atlas. 
Proof of (a). Suppose cp and 'ljJ are S-admissible. Then there exist S-admissible 
atlases A and B such that cp E A and 'ljJ E B. Since A and B are both S-admissible, 
A is smoothly equivalent to B. Thus every chart in A is smoothly related to every 
chart in B. In particular, cp is smoothly related to '1/J. 
Proofs of (b) and (c) Let A and B be as in either (b) or (c). In either case, since B 
is a smooth atlas, it follows trivially that A is a smooth atlas and that each chart 
in A is smoothly related to each chart in B. Thus A is smoothly equivalent to B. 
Thus if one of these atlases is S-admissible, so is the other. 
Proof of (d). Say cp belongs to the S-admissible atlas A. Let r.p': U-+ cp(U) denote 
the restriction of cp. Certainly, r.p' is a chart for M, and so A U { cp'} is an atlas 
for M. For any 'ljJ E A, smoothness of r.p'lj;-1 and '1/Jc.p- 1 and the Local Property 
(Proposition 3.21(a)) yield smoothness of the respective restrictions r.p''lj;- 1 and 
'lj;r.p'- 1 . It follows that AU { cp'} is a smooth atlas for M. Thus, since A c AU { r.p'}, 
it follows from part (c) that AU{r.p'} isS-admissible, and hence each of its members 
(in particular r.p') is an S-admissible chart. 
Proof of (e). Suppose cp isS-admissible. Then there exists an S-admissible atlas 
B for M such that cp E B. Since A and B are both S-admissible, B is smoothly 
related to A, and so every chart of B is smoothly related to every chart of A. In 
particular, cp is smoothly related to each member of A. 
Conversely, suppose cp is smoothly related to each member of A. Then A U { cp} 
is a smooth atlas forM which contains A, and hence isS-admissible by part (c). 
It follows that cp is S-admissible. 
Proof of (f). Since AU C consists of S-admissible charts, it follows from part (a) 
that any two charts in A U C are smoothly related, and so A U C is a smooth atlas 
for M. Since A C AU C and A is S-admissible, it follows from part (c) that AU C 
is an S-admissible atlas. D 
It follows from Proposition 4.9(f) that if (M, S) is a smooth n-manifold, the set 
of all S-admissible charts having codomains contained in a fixed n-dimensional real 
vector space V is an S-admissible atlas, the unique maximal S-admissible atlas 
with charts having codomains contained in V. 
We next consider products of smooth manifolds. Recall from Proposition 2.6 
that if M is a topological m-manifold with atlas A and N is a topological n-
manifold with atlas B, then M x N is a topological (m + n)-manifold with atlas 
{ cp x 'ljJ I cp E A, 'ljJ E B}. We denote this atlas on M x N by A x B. 
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Proposition 4.10. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. Suppose A and 
B are S- and T -admissible atlases, respectively. Then A x B is a smooth atlas for 
M x N, and the smooth structure on M x N determined by A x B depends only on 
the smooth structures S and T. 
Proof. If <p1, <p2 E A and '1/Jl, 'l/J2 E B, note that 
( <p1 x '1/;1) ( dom ( <p1 x 'l/J1)ndom ( <p2 x '1/;2)) 
= <p1 ( dom <p1 n dom <p2) X 'I/J1 ( dom 'l/J1 n dom 'l/J2) 
and that the overlap map 
( i.p2 X 'l/J2) ( <p1 X 'l/J1) - 1 : i.p1 ( dom i.p1 n dom i.p2) X 'l/J1 ( dom 'l/J1 n dom 'l/J2) 
---t <p2 ( dom i.p1 n dom i.p2) X 'l/J2 ( dom 'l/J1 n dom 'l/J2) 
is equal to ( <p2r.p!1) x ( 'l/J2'1/J!1). Since <p2r.p!1 and 'l/J2'1/J!1 are both C00 , so is their 
product. It follows that the atlas A x B is smooth. 
If A' and B' are other atlases which are S- and T-admissible, respectively, then 
whenever r.p E A, r.p' E A', '1/J E B, and '1/J' E B', the overlap maps r.p'r.p-1 and '1/;''1/;-1 
are both C00 • Thus, since (r.p' x '1/J')(r.p x '!j;)-1 = (r.p'r.p-1) x ('!j;''lf;-1), it follows 
that the overlap map ( r.p' x '1/J') ( r.p x '1/J )-1 is coo. It follows that Ax B is smoothly 
equivalent to A' x B'. D 
We denote the smooth structure on M x N arising from Proposition 4.10 by 
SxT. 
Proposition 4.11. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold. Suppose A is an S-
admissible atlas and U is an open subset of M. Let 
AIU = {r.p: u n dom <p ---7 r.p(U n dom r.p) I <pEA}. 
Then AIU is a smooth n-manifold atlas on U, and the smooth structure on U 
represented by AI U depends only on S. 
Proof. Since each <pEA is a homeomorphism from an open set in M onto an open 
set in some real n-dimensional vector space X, and U is open in M, each restriction 
of such a r.p to U n dom r.p is a homeomorphism from an open set in U onto an open 
set in X. Since {dom <pI <pEA} is an open cover of M, {U n dom <pI <pEA} is 
an open cover of U. Thus AIU is a topological n-manifold atlas for U. If <p, '1/J E A, 
the overlap map 
'1/Jr.p-1 : r.p(U n dom r.p n dom '1/J) ---t '1/;(U n dom r.p n dom '1/J) 
is the restriction of the overlap map 
'1/;r.p-1 : r.p(dom <p n dom '1/;)---+ '1/;(dom <p n dom '1/;). 
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Since the latter map is coo, it follows from the Local Property that the former map 
is C00 • Thus AI U is a smooth atlas for U. If A' is another S-admissible atlas, and 
if <p E A, <p1 E A', the overlap map 
<p1 <p-1 : <p(U n dom <p n dom <p') -+ <p(U n dom <p n dom <p1) 
is the restriction of the over lap map 
<p1 <p- 1 : <p( dom <p n dom <p1) -+ <p1 ( dom <p n dom <p1). 
The latter map is coo since A and A' are smoothly equivalent. Thus, by the 
Local Property, the former map is coo. Similarly, the restriction of <p<p'- 1 to 
<p1(U n dom <p n dom <p1 ) is coo. Thus AIU is smoothly equivalent to A'IU. 0 
We write SIU for the smooth structure on U arising from Proposition 4.11 and 
call it the restriction of S to U. We leave the proof of the following proposition as 
an exercise. 
Proposition 4.12. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. Suppose U and 
V are open in M with U C V, and suppose W is open in N. Then: 
(a) (SIV)IU = SIU. 
(b) (S X T)I(U X W) = (SIU) X (TIW). 
(c) Every SIU-admissible chart isS-admissible. 0 
In many parts of mathematics, the objects of interest are sets with special struc-
ture and one studies special functions between these objects which have special 
properties with respect to these structures. For example, in group theory the ob-
jects are groups and the special functions are group homomorphisms; in general 
topology, the objects are topological spaces and the special functions are contin-
uous functions. Our present objects of study are smooth manifolds, and we now 
proceed to describe the special functions between these which we will study. 
Definition 4.13. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds and f: M-+ N a 
function. We say f is smooth with respect to S and T if f is continuous and for 
each S-admissible chart <p and T-admissible chart '1/J, the composition 
is coo. If smooth structures on M and N are understood from context, we will 
simply say f is smooth if it is smooth with respect to the understood structures. 
The assumption that f is continuous in Definition 4.13 is needed to ensure that 
f-1(dom '1/J) is open in M, and hence that the domain of the above restriction of 
1/Jf<p-1 is an open subset of a finite-dimensional real vector space. (Recall, from 
Chapter 3, that the domain of a coo function must be open in the containing vector 
space.) 
If M and N are open subsets of finite-dimensional real vector spaces and f : M -+ 
N is a function, we have the notion off being coo in the sense of Definition 3.1, 
and the notion off being smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures 
in the sense of Definition 4.13. We observe next that these two notions agree. 
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Proposition 4.14. Let M and N be open subsets of finite-dimensional real vector 
spaces and f : M ---* N a function. Then f is smooth with respect to the standard 
smooth structures on M and N, respectively, if and only if f is coo. 
Proof. Suppose f is smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures. Then 
since 1M and 1N are admissible charts for these respective structures, the compo-
sition (1N )f(1M )-1 is coo, i.e. f is coo. 
Conversely, suppose f is coo. Then f is certainly continuous. Suppose <p and '1/J 
are charts for M and N, respectively, which are smoothly related to 1M and 1N, 
respectively. Then 1M<p-1 and '¢1}/ are both coo, i.e. <p- 1 and '¢ are both coo. 
By proposition 3.12, the composition '1/Jf<p- 1 is C00 • Thus f is smooth. 0 
Thus the concept of "smooth function" between general smooth manifolds is 
a generalization of the concept of "C00 function" between open subsets of finite-
dimensional real vector spaces. In practice, one of these two terms is often used 
for both situations. However, since the former is defined in terms of the latter, it 
is perhaps clearer to use different terminologies for the two situations (as we have 
done here). 
The next result shows that to check smoothness of a map, it is only necessary 
to test it with "enough" pairs of admissible charts. 
Proposition 4.15. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds and f : M---* N 
a continuous function. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) f is smooth with respect to S and T. 
(2) For someS-admissible atlas A forM and some T-admissible atlas B for N, 
the composition 
is C00 for all <pEA and all'¢ E B. 
(3) For each x EM, there existS-admissible and T-admissible charts 'Px forM 
and '1/Jx for N, respectively, such that x E dom 'Px, f ( dom 'Px) C dom '1/Jx, and the 
composition 
'l/Jxf<p;1 : codom 'Px ---* codom '1/Jx 
is coo. 
Proof. The implication (1) ===? (2) is trivial. 
Suppose (2) and let x E M. Since { dom <p I <p E A} covers M, we can choose 
a chart <p E A such that x E dom <p. Similarly, we can choose a chart '¢ E B 
such that f(x) E dom '¢. By continuity off, f- 1 (dom '¢) is open in M. Writing 
U = dom <p n f- 1(dom '¢), U is an open neighborhood of x in dom <p, and f(U) c 
dom '¢. By Proposition 4.9(d), the restriction of <p to U is an S-admissible chart 
for M. Taking 'Px to be the above restriction and '1/Jx = '¢, it follows from the fact 
that '¢ f <p - 1 is coo and the Local Property that '1/Jx f <p; 1 is coo, completing the 
proof that (2) ===? (3). 
Assume (3), and suppose <p and '¢ are arbitrary S- and T-admissible charts, 
respectively. To show that 'lj;f<p-1 : <p( dom <p n f- 1 (dom '¢)) ---* codom '¢is coo, 
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it suffices, by the Local Property, to check that each y E <p( dom <p n f- 1(dom '1/J)) 
has an open neighborhood Uy in <p( dom <p nj-1 (dom '1/J)) such that the restriction 
of'lj;j<p-1 to Uy is C 00 • Given such a y, write x = <p-1 (y). By (3) there existS- and 
T-admissible charts l.fJx and '1/Jx, respectively, such that x E dom l.fJx, f(dom l.fJx) C 
dom '1/Jx, and the composition 'l/Jxf<p;; 1 : codom l.fJx ---+ codom '1/Jx is coo. Take 
Uy = <p( dom <p n dom l.fJx n f- 1(dom '1/J)). 
Since x E dom <p n f- 1 (dom '1/J) and x E dom <px, it follows that y E Uy. By conti-
nuity of J, f- 1 (dom '1/J) is open in M, and hence dom <p n dom l.fJx n f- 1(dom '1/J) 
is open in M (and hence open in dom <p). Since <p : dom <p ---+ codom <p is 
a homeomorphism, it follows that Ny is open in codom <p, and hence open in 
<p( dom <p n f- 1 (dom '1/J)). Since f(dom l.fJx) c dom 'lj;x, it follows that 
( '1/Jxfl.fJ;/) ( cPx ( dom <p n dom l.fJx n f- 1 ( dom '1/J))) c 'lj;xf ( dom I.{Jx n f- 1 ( dom '1/J)) 
c '1/Jx(dom 'lj;x n dom '1/J). 
The restriction of '1/Jf<p- 1 to Uy is the composition ('I/J'I/J;; 1 )('l/Jxf<p;; 1 )(<px<p-1 ) where 
the maps in this last composition have domains and codomains restricted as follows: 
l.fJx<p- 1 : <p(dom <pndom l.fJx nj-1(dom '1/J)) ---7 
l.fJx(dom <pndom l.fJx nj- 1 (dom '1/J)), 
The first of these is a restriction of an overlap map for <p and l.fJx, which is coo since 
<p and l.fJx are both S-admissible. The second of these is coo by condition (3). The 
third of these is a restriction of an overlap map for the '1/Jx and '1/J, which is coo since 
'1/Jx and '1/J are both T-admissible. Thus, the composition of these maps is coo by 
Proposition 3.12. D 
Example 4.16. Suppose (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth manifolds. Let 1r1 : 
M x N ---+ M and 1r2 : M x N ---+ N denote the respective projections. We claim 
1r1 is smooth with respect to S x T and S, and 1r2 is smooth with respect to S x T 
and T. For if (x, y) EM x N, choose any S- and T-admissible charts l.fJx and '1/Jy, 
respectively, such that x E dom l.fJx andy E dom '1/Jy· Then l.fJx x '1/Jy is an S x T-
admissible chart with ( x, y) E dom ( l.fJx x '1/Jy) and 1r1 ( dom ( l.fJx X '1/Jy)) = dom l.fJx. 
The composition l.fJx1r1 (<px x '1/Jy)-1 is the projection on the first factor 
(cod om l.fJx) x (cod om '1/Jy) ---+ codom l.fJx 
which is coo. Thus 1r1 satisfies condition (3) of Proposition 4.15 and hence, by the 
latter, is smooth. Similarly, 1r2 is smooth. 
We leave the proof of the following as an exercise. 
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Proposition 4.17. Let ( M, S), ( N, T), and ( Q, U) be smooth manifolds, and f : 
Q ·-t M x N a function. Then f is smooth with respect to U and S x T if and only 
if 1r1 f : Q -t M is smooth with respect to U and S, and 1r2 f : Q -t N is smooth 
with respect to U and T. D 
Proposition 4.18. Suppose (M, S) is a smooth manifold. Then: 
(a) 1M : M -t M is smooth with respect to S and S. 
(b) If(N, T) and (Q,U) are smooth manifolds, f: M -t N is smooth with respect 
to S and T, and g: N -t Q is smooth with respect toT andU, then gf: M -t Q 
is smooth with respect to S and U. 
Proof. 1M is certainly continuous. If r.p and '1/J are S-admissible charts, they are 
smoothly related and hence 'l/Jr.p- 1 is coo, i.e. 'l/JlM<p-1 is coo, proving (a). 
Iff and g are as in (b), certainly gf is continuous. Let x EM. By the continuity 
off and g and Proposition 4.9(d), it is possible to choose charts <px, '1/Jx, Bx which are 
S-, T-, U-admissible, respectively, such that x E dom <px, f(dom 'Px) C dom '1/Jx, 
and g(dom '1/Jx) C dom Bx. From the smoothness off and g, '1/Jxfr.p-;; 1 , Bxg'l/J-;;1 are 
both coo. By Proposition 3.12, their composition Bxgfr.p-;; 1 is coo. Thus gf satisfies 
condition (3) of Proposition 4.15, and so, by the latter, is smooth. D 
We have the following extension of the first two parts of the Local Property 
(Proposition 3.21 (a) (b)): 
Proposition 4.19. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds and f : M -t N 
a function. 
(a) Suppose U and V are open in M and N, respectively, and that f(U) C V. 
If f is smooth with respect to S and T, then the restriction f : U -t V is smooth 
with respect to SIU and TjV. 
(b) Suppose 0 is an open cover of M such that for each U E 0, the restriction 
off to U is smooth with respect to SjU and T. Then f is smooth with respect to 
SandT. 
Proof. Suppose U and V satisfy the hypotheses of part (a), and that f is smooth 
with respect to S and T. Then if r.p and '1/J are S- and T-admissible charts, respec-
tively, the composition 
is coo. By Proposition 3.21(a), the composition 
'1/Jfr.p- 1 : r.p( U n dom r.p n f- 1(V n dom '1/J)) -t 'lj;(V n dom '1/J) 
is coo. Thus, since the restrictions to U and V, respectively, of all S- and T-
admissible charts, respectively, constitute SIU- and TIV-admissible atlases, respec-
tively, it follows that f : U -t V satisfies condition (2) of Proposition 4.15, and 
hence, by the latter, is smooth with respect to S!U and TjV, proving part (a). 
Let 0 satisfy the hypotheses of part (b). Since the restriction of f to each 
member of 0 is continuous, f is continuous. Let x EM and choose a Ux E 0 such 
that x E Ux. By the smoothness of the restriction f : Ux -t N with respect to S!Ux 
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and T, it follows, from the equivalence of conditions (1) and (3) of Proposition 4.15, 
that there exist SIUx- and T-admissible charts 'Px and '1/Jx, respectively, such that 
x E dom !fJx, f(dom i.fJx) C dom 'l/Jx, and 'l/Jxfrp;1 : codom i.fJx ----+ codom 'l/Jx is 
C00 • By Proposition 4.12(c), 'Px isS-admissible. Thus f satisfies condition (3) of 
Proposition 4.15 and hence, by the latter, is smooth. D 
Definition 4.20. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. A diffeomorphism 
from (M, S) to (N, T) is a homeomorphism f: M----+ N such that f is smooth with 
respect to SandT, and f- 1 is smooth with respect toT and S. (M, S) is said to 
be diffeomorphic to (N, T) if a diffeomorphism from (M, S) to (N, T) exists. 
We will sometimes say "f : M ----+ N is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and 
T" iff is a diffeomorphism from (M, S) to (N, T). 
Let ( M, S) and ( N, T) be smooth manifolds, U open in M, V open in N, and 
f : U ----+ V a function. We will sometimes abbreviate the statement "f is smooth 
with respect to SIU and TIV" by "f is smooth with respect to SandT". Similarly, 
we will sometimes abbreviate the statement "f is a diffeomorphism with respect to 
SIU and TIV" by "f is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T". This should 
cause no confusion. 
The following proposition is immediate: 
Proposition 4.21. Let (M,S), (N, T), and (Q,U) be smooth manifolds. Then: 
(a) 1M: M----+ M is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and S. 
(b) Iff : M ----+ N is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T, then f- 1 : N ----+ 
M is a diffeomorphism with respect to T and S. 
(c) Iff: M----+ N is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T, and g: N----+ Q 
is a diffeomorphism with respect to T and U, then g f : M ~ Q is a diffeomorphism 
with respect to S and U. D 
It follows that the relation "is diffeomorphic to" is an equivalence relation on 
the class of smooth manifolds. This is the fundamental equivalence relation of 
differential topology. Diffeomorhism plays the role in differential topology that 
homeomorphism plays in general topology. 
Example 4.22. Let h : R----+ R be any homeomorphism which is not coo. Let 
Sa denote the standard smooth structure on R, and 7h the smooth structure on R 
determined by the smooth atlas {h} as in Example 4.8. There, we observed that Sa 
and 7h were different smooth structures on R. However, since 1ahh-1 = 1a which 
is C 00 , h satisfies condition (2) of Proposition 4.15 with A · {h} and B = {1a} 
and so, by Proposition 4.15, his smooth with respect to 7h and Sa. Similarly, since 
hh- 1 1R,1 = 1a which is coo, h-1 satisfies condition (2) of Proposition 4.15 with 
A= {1a} and B = {h} and so, by Proposition 4.15, h-1 is smooth with respect to 
Sa and 7h. It follows that his a diffeomorphism with respect to 7h and Sa. 
Similarly, given any smooth manifold (M, S) and a homeomorphism h : M ~ M 
which is not smooth with respect to S and S one can construct a smooth structure 
Ton M which is strictly different from S, but such that his a diffeomorphism from 
(M, T) to (M, S). Such different smooth structures are not particularly interesting. 
The real interest is in smooth structures S and T on a given topological manifold 
M such that (M, S) and (M, T) are not diffeomorphic. Prior to the 1950's, no 
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example of a topological manifold admitting non-diffeomorphic smooth structures 
was known and, indeed, although it had not been proved that this phenomenon was 
impossible, it was widely guessed that it was. The first example of this phenomenon 
was due to J. Milnor (On manifolds homeomorphic to the 7-sphere, Ann. of Math. 
64 (1956), 399-405)who proved that S 7 admits 28 distinct diffeomorphic classes of 
smooth structures. Later, work of J. Milnor and M. Kervaire (Groups of homotopy 
spheres. I., Ann. of Math. 77 (1963), 504-537) classified the diffeomorphism 
classes of smooth structures on all sn for n ;:: 5. 
It had been known for some time before the 1980's that Rn admits a unique 
smooth structure up to diffeomorphism, with the possible exception of the case 
n = 4. In the early 1980's, the mathematical world was astounded by work of 
S. Donaldson (Self-dual connections and the topology of 4-manifolds, Bull. Amer. 
Math. Soc. 8 (1983), 81-83) which showed that R 4 admits uncountably many 
diffeomorphically distinct smooth structures. 
Proposition 4.23. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and <p a chart forM. Then 
<p is S -admissible if and only if <p is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and the 
standard smooth structure on codom <p. 
Proof. Write Sc.p for the standard smooth structure on codom <p. Then { 1codom c.p} 
is an Sc.p-admissible atlas for codom <p. 
Suppose <p is S-admissible. Then { <p} is an ( Sldom <p )-admissible atlas for 
dom <p. Since (lcodom c.p)<p<p-1 = 1codom c.p' and 1codom c.p is C00 , it follows that 
<p satisfies condition (2) of Proposition 4.15 with A= {<p} and B = {1codom c.p}· 
Thus by Proposition 4.15, <p is smooth with respect to S and Sc.p. Similarly, since 
<p<p- 1 (1codom c.p)- 1 = 1codom c.p, it follows that <p-1 is smooth with respect to Sc.p and 
S. Thus <p is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and Sc.p. 
Conversely, suppose <p is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and Sc.p. Let 1/J be 
an arbitrary S-admissible chart. By the above, 1/J is a diffeomorphism with respect 
to Sand S'l/J, where S'l/J denotes the standard smooth structure on codom 1/J. Thus, 
1/J is smooth with respect to S and S'l/J, and 1/J-1 is smooth with respect to S'l/J and 
S. By Proposition 4.19(a), the restriction 
<p- 1 : <p(dom <p n dom 1/J) ~ dom <p n dom 1/J 
is smooth with respect to Sc.p and S, and the restriction 
1/J: dom <p n dom 1/J ~ 1/J(dom <p n dom '1/J) 
is smooth with respect to S and S'l/J. By Proposition 4.18(b), it follows that the 
composition of these is smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures. 
Thus, by Proposition 4.14, 1/J<p-1 : <p(dom <p n dom '1/J) ~ 1/J(dom <p n dom 1/J) is 
coo. Similarly, <p'l/J-1 : 1/J( dom <p n dom 1/J) ~ <p( dom <p n dom 1/J) is coo. Thus <p 
is smoothly related to every S-admissible chart. Thus, by Proposition 4.9(e), <pis 
S-admissible. D 
Proposition 4.24. Let M be a topological n-manifold and U an open cover of M. 
SupposeS and T are smooth structures on M such that for all U E U, SIU = TIU. 
Then S = T. 
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Proof. Let <p and 'ljJ be $-admissible and T-admissible charts, respectively. We 
must show that <p and 'ljJ are smoothly related. 
For U E U, let <pu and '1/Ju denote the restrictions of <p and 'ljJ, respectively, 
to dom <p n U and dom 'ljJ n U, respectively. Thus <pu is SIU-admissible and '1/Ju 
is TIU-admissible. Since SIU = TIU, it follows that <pu and '1/Ju are smoothly 
related. Thus the restriction of '1/J<p- 1 to <p( dom <p n dom 'ljJ n U) is coo. Since 
{ <p( dom <p n dom 'ljJ n U) I U E U} is an open cover of <p( dom <p n dom 'ljJ), it follows 
from the Local Property that '1/J<p- 1 is coo. Similarly, <p'I/J- 1 is coo, proving that <p 
and 'ljJ are smoothly related. 0 
Definition 4.25. Let M be a topological n-manifold and U a collection of open 
subsets of M. Suppose, for each U E U, we are given a smooth structure Su on U. 
We say the collection { Su I U E U} is compatible if whenever U, V E U, we have 
SuI un v = Sv 1 unv. 
Theorem 4.26. Let M be a topological n-manifold, and U an open cover of M. 
Suppose, for each U E U, we are given a smooth structure Su on U. Suppose the 
collection { Su I U E U} is compatible. Then there exists a unique smooth structure 
S on M such that for each U E U, S I U = Su. 
Proof. The uniqueness is immediate from Theorem 4.24. 
For each U E U, choose an Su-admissible atlas Au for U, and let A = U Au. 
UEU 
Since each U E U is open in M, the members of each Au are charts for M. Since 
U is a cover of M, the domains of the charts in A cover M, and so A is an atlas 
for M. We proceed to show that A is a smooth atlas for M, and that the smooth 
structureS which it represents satisfies SIU = Su for all U E U. 
Suppose U, V E U and <p E Au, 'ljJ E Av. Write <p1 and '1/J' for the restrictions 
of <p and '1/J, respectively, to dom <p n dom '1/J. Since dom <p n dom 'ljJ c U n V, <p1 is 
SuI u n v -admissible and '1/J' is Sv I u n v -admissible. Since, by the compatibility 
hypothesis, SuiU n V = SviU n V, it follows that <p' and '1/J' are both SuiU n V-
admissible, and hence are smoothly related. It follows that <p and 'ljJ are smoothly 
related, and so A is a smooth atlas for M. 
Let S denote the smooth structure on M which is represented by A. For each 
U E U, SIU is represented by AIU where AIU is as in Proposition 4.11, while 
Su is represented by Au. From the construction of A and AIU, Au C AIU. By 
Proposition 4.9(c), AIU is Su-admissible. Thus AIU is both SIU-admissible and 
Su-admissible. It follows that SIU = Su, completing the proof. 0 
The proof of the following is routine, and left as an exercise. 
Proposition 4.27. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, X a topological space, and 
f : X -4 M a homeomorphism. For each chart <p for M, let f* <p denote the 
composition 
f-1 ( dom <p) ~ dom <p ~ codom <p. 
(a) Let A be an S-admissible atlas forM. Write f* A= {f*<p I <pEA}. Then 
f* A is a smooth atlas for X whose smooth equivalence class depends only on S. 
Let f* S denote the smooth equivalence class off* A. 
(b) f is a diffeomorphism with respect to f* S and S. 0 
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We next consider fiber bundles with smoothness conditions. Recall the basic 
definitions without smoothness given in Definition 2.8. Also, to make the terminol-
ogy less cumbersome, if ( M, S) is a smooth manifold and U, V are open in M and 
f : U ---7 Vis a function, we will abbreviate "f is smooth with respect to S and S" 
to "f is smooth with respect to S", and we will abbreviate "f is a diffeomorphism 
with respect to S and S" to "f is a diffeomorphism with respect to S". 
Definition 4.28. Suppose (F, SF) and (B, SB) are smooth m- and n-manifolds, 
respectively, and let~= (F,E,B,p) be a fiber bundle. Let <p: p-1(Urp) ---7 u<p X F 
and 'ljJ: p-1 (U'I/J) ---7 U'I/J x F be charts for~. We say <p and 'ljJ are SB-Sp-related if 
the compositions 
-1 'ljJ (Urp n U'I/J) x F ~ p-1(Urp n U'I/J)- (Urp n U'I/J) x F and 
are smooth with respect to SB x Sp. (Equivalently, if <p'I/J- 1 and '1/J<p- 1 are diffeo-
morphisms with respect to SB x Sp.) 
An atlas A for~ is said to be SB-Sp-smooth if whenever <p, 'ljJ E A, then <p and 
'ljJ are S B-S p-related. 
If A and B are SB-Sp-smooth atlases for ~' we say A and B are SB-SF-
equivalent if for all <p E A and 'ljJ E B, <p and 'ljJ are S B-S p-related. 
Proposition 4.29. Let~= (F, E, B,p) be a fiber bundle. Suppose SB and Sp are 
smooth structures on B and F, respectively. Then the relation S B -SF -equivalence 
on the set of all S B -SF -smooth atlases for ~ is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. For the purpose of this proof, write _ for "is SB-Sp-equivalent to". It is 
immediate that = is reflexive and symmetric. 
Suppose A, B, and Care SB-Sp-smooth atlases for~ with A Band B =C. 
Let <p E A and 'ljJ E C. The overlap maps '1/J<p-1 and <p'I/J- 1 on (Urp n U'I/J) x Fare 
homeomorphisms (any chart for~ is a homeomorphism). Thus, to prove that these 
overlap maps are diffeomorphisms with respect to SB xSp, it remains only to prove 
that they are smooth with respect to S B x SF. 
{ (Ug n u<p n U'I/J) X F I (} E B} is an open cover of (Urp n U'I/J) X F. By the Local 
Property, it suffices to prove that the restrictions of the above overlap maps to each 
(U9 n Urp n U'I/J) x F, (} E B, are smooth with respect to SB x Sp. Let(} E B. Then 
the restriction of <p'I/J- 1 to (Ug n u<p n U'I/J) X F is the composition 
The above B'lj;- 1 is smooth with respect to SB x SF since B C, while the above 
<pB-1 is smooth with respect to SB x Sp since A = B. Thus their composition, 
<p'I/J-1 restricted to (U9 n Urp n U'I/J) x F, is smooth with respect to SB x Sp, and 
similarly for '1/J<p-1 . D 
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Definition 4.30. Let ~ = (F, E, B,p) be a fiber bundle and suppose SB and Sp 
are smooth structures on F and B, respectively. An SB-Sp-smooth structure for 
~ is an S B-S p-equivalence class S of S B-S p-smooth atlases for ~. 
An SB-Sp-smooth atlas for~ which represents Swill be said to be S-admissible. 
A chart for ~ which belongs to an S-admissible SB-Sp-smooth atlas for ~ will 
be said to be S-admissible. 
Definition 4. 31. A smooth fiber bundle is a quintuple ( ( F, SF), E, ( B, S B), p, S) 
satisfying: 
(i) (F, E, B,p) is a fiber bundle. 
(ii) (F,Sp) and (B,SB) are smooth manifolds. 
(iii) Sis an SB-Sp-smooth structure for (F, E, B,p). 
If~= ((F, Sp ), E, (B, SB),p, S) is a smooth fiber bundle, write~= (F, E, B, p) 
for its underlying fiber bundle. 
The following proposition is analogous to Proposition 4.9. The proof is left as 
an exercise. 
Proposition 4.32. Let ~ = ( ( F, SF), E, ( B, S B), p, S) be a smooth fiber bundle. 
Then: 
(a) Any twoS-admissible charts are SB-Sp-related. 
(b) If A and B are atlases for~ such that A C B and B is S -admissible, then A 
is S -admissible. 
(c) If A and B are S B -SF -smooth atlases for ~ such that A C B and A is 
S -admissible, then B is S -admissible. 
(d) If cp is an S-admissible chart for~ and U is open in Ucp, then the restriction 
cp: p-1 (U)---+ U x F is an S-admissible-chart. 
(e) If cp is a chart for ~ and A an S -admissible atlas, then cp is S -admissible if 
and only if cp is S B -SF -related to each member of A. 
(f) If A is an S-admissible atlas and C any set of S-admissible charts, then AUC 
is an S -admissible atlas. D 
Note that the data for a smooth fiber bundle does not include a smooth structure 
for the total space. However, we will soon see that one is implied which blends in 
well with the structure. 
Suppose ~ = ( F, E, B, p) is a fiber bundle and that S B. and SF are smooth 
structures on F and B, respectively. Suppose cp : p-1 (Ucp) ---+ Ucp x F is a chart 
for ~· Using the construction of Proposition 4.27, we obtain a smooth structure 
cp*((SBIUcp) xSp) onp-1 (Ucp)· 
Lemma 4.33. Let ~ = ( F, E, B, p) be a fiber bundle. Suppose S B and SF are 
smooth structures on B and F, respectively. Suppose cp and 'ljJ are SB-Sp-related 
charts for~· Then the smooth structures cp*((SB I Ucp) x Sp) IP-1 (Ucp n Uw) and 
'1/J* ((SB I Uw) x Sp) I p-1 (Ucp n Uw) on the manifold p-1 (Ucp n Uw) are the same. 
Proof. Let 0 be a cp* ( (SB I Ucp) xSp) I p-1(UcpnUw)-admissible chart. Since cp and 'ljJ 
play symmetric roles, it suffices to show that e is '1/J* ( (SB I Uw) X Sp) I p-1 (Ucp nUw)-
admissible. 
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By the construction given in Proposition 4.27, () is expressible as a<p for some 
( (Ss I Ucp) x Sp) IP- 1 (Ucp n U1/J)-admissible chart a. Thus () = a(<p'ljJ- 1 )'1/J with do-
mains and codomains suitably restricted. By Proposition 4.9(d) and the construc-
tion given in Proposition 4.27, we will be done if we show a(<p'I/J- 1 ) is Ss x Sp-
admissible. 
By Proposition 4.23, a is a diffeomorphism with respect to Ss x Sp and the 
standard smooth structure on the codomain. Since <p and 'ljJ are S s-Sp-related, 
<p'I/J- 1 is a diffeomorphism with respect toSs x Sp. Thus the composition a<p'ljJ- 1 
is a diffeomorphism with respect to S B x SF and the standard smooth structure 
on the codomain. Thus by Proposition 4.23 and Proposition 4.9(d), a<p'ljJ- 1 is 
Ss x Sp-admissible. D 
Theorem 4.34. Let e = ( (F, Sp ), E, (B, Ss),p, S) be a smooth fiber bundle. Then 
there exists a unique smooth structure SE forE such that for each S-admissible 
chart <p for e' s E I p - 1 ( u cp) = <p* ( ( s B I u cp) X sF) . 
Proof. For convenience, if T is a smooth structure for E and <p an S-admissible 
chart fore, let P(T,<p) denote the condition "Tip- 1 (Ucp) = <p*((SsiUcp) X Sp)". 
Let A be an S-admissible atlas for e. Then {p- 1 (Ucp) I <pEA} is an open cover 
of E. By Lemma 4.33, {<p*((SsiUcp) x Sp) I <p E A} is compatible. Thus, by 
Theorem 4.26, there exists a unique smooth structure TA on E such that condi-
tion P(TA, <p) holds for all <p E A. Thus if there existed a smooth structure SE 
on E satisfying P( S E, <p) for all S-admissible charts <p, it follows from the above 
uniqueness of TA that SE = TA. Uniqueness of SE follows. 
For existence of SE, choose any S-admissible atlas Afore and take SE = TA. It 
remains to show that for any S-admissible chart '1/J fore, condition P(TA,'I/J) holds. 
Given such a '1/J, let B = AU { 'ljJ }. By Proposition 4.32(f), B is an S-admissible 
atlas for e. The resulting smooth structure T13 satisfies condition P(T13, <p) for all 
<p E B, i.e. for 'ljJ and all <p E A. By the uniqueness for TA above, it follows that 
TA = T13, and so P(TA, '1/J) holds. D 
Example 4.35. In Example 2.11 a fiber bundle e = (I/8I,K,I/8I,p) was con-
structed, where K is the Klein bottle. An atlas consisting of exactly 2 charts was 
given. We now proceed to impose a smooth structure on e. 
We have a homeomorphism h: I/81 --t 8 1 given by h([t]) = (cos27rt,sin27rt). 
Let S denote the standard smooth structure on 8 1 (Example 4.6). Using Propo-
sition 4.27, we obtain a smooth structure h*S on I/81. Thus the base space and 
fiber of e are now equipped with smooth structures. 
The atlas in Example 2.11 depended on a choice of 2 distinct real numbers c1 < 
c2 E (0, 1). Let Ui = 1/81- {[ci]}, i = 1, 2. The charts <pi: p-1 (Ui) --t Ui x 1/81 
and their inverses '1/Ji : ui X I I 81 --7 p-1 (Ui) are given by 
·([ ]) _ { ([s], [t]) if 0 ~ 8 < ci, 
<pt 8, t -
( [ 8], [ 1 - t]) if Ci < 8 ~ 1, 
{ 
[8, t] 
'I/Ji([8], [t]) = [8, 1- t] 
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if 0 ~ 8 < Ci, 
if Ci < 8 ~ 1. 
It can be checked that the overlap maps 
are given by 
{ 
([s], [t]) 
'Pl'P21([s], [t]) = <;?2<t?1 1([s], [t]) = ([s], [1- t]) 
([s], [t]) 
if 0 ~ S < C1, 
if C1 < S < C2, 
if C2 < S ~ 1. 
Writing q: I---+ II8I for the quotient map, and setting V = q([O,c1) U (c2, 1]), 
W = q ( ( c1, c2)) , V and W are disjoint open subsets of I I 8 I, and dom <p1 cp21 = 
dom cp2cp1 1 = V x (IIfJI) U W x (II8I). The restriction of each overlap map 
to V x (II8I) is the identity map, which is smooth regardless of which smooth 
structure is put on I I 8I. The proof of smoothness of the overlap maps will be 
complete if we show that the map f : II8I---+ IlfJI given by f([t]) = [1- t] is 
smooth with respect to h * S. Define g : 8 1 ---+ 8 1 by g ( x, y) = ( x, -y). Then the 
diagram 
commutes. We leave it as an exercise to check that g is smooth with respect to 
S (e.g. using the stereographic projection charts). By Proposition 4.27, h is a 
diffeomorphism with respect to h*S and S. Thus, since f = h-1gh, it follows that 
f is smooth with respect to h * S. Thus { <p1, <;?2} is an h * S-h * S-smooth atlas for 
~' which determines a smooth structure for~· Thus, by Theorem 4.34, the Klein 
bottle K receives a smooth structure. 
The final topic of this section deals with smooth structures on connected sums 
and related matters. Recall Lemmas 2.16 and 2.18. 
Theorem 4.36. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth n-manifolds, n 2: 1. Suppose A 
is open in M, B is open in N, and h : A ---+ B is a diffeomorphism with respect to 
S and T. Suppose M and N are unpinched by h. Let q: MllN---+ M Uh N denote 
the quotient map. Then: 
(a) The maps iM : q(M x {1}) ---+ M and iN : q(N x {2}) ---+ N given by 
iM (q(x, 1)) = x and iN (q(y, 2)) = y are homeomorphisms. 
(b) There exists a unique smooth structure U on M Uh N which satisfies 
U I q(M x {1}) = iMS and U I q(N x {2}) = i'NT. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.16(b), the map q(M x {1}) ---+ M x {1} sending q(x, 1) to 
(x, 1) is a homeomorphism. iM is the composition of the above with the projection 
on the first factor M x {1} ---+ M, which is a homeomorphism. Thus iM is a 
homeomorphism, and similarly for iN. 
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It follows from Lemmas 2.16 and 2.18 that M Uh N is a topological n-manifold, 
and that { q(M x {1} ), q(N x {2})} is an open cover of M Uh N. By Theorem 4.26, 
we will be done if we show that { iMS, i'N T} is compatible. 
We have q(Mx{1} )nq(Nx{2}) = q(Ax{1}) = q(Bx{2} ). Any i'NT I q(Bx{2} )-
admissible chart is a composition 
ij\/ ( dom <p) ~ dom <p ~ codom <p 
where <p is T-admissible with dom <p C q(B x {2} ). Since q(a, 1) = q(h(a), 2) for 
all a E A, the diagram 
q(A X {1}) ~A 
~t 1 h 
q(B X {2}) ~B 
~N 
commutes. Thus <piN = <phiM. Since h is a diffeomorphism with respect to S 
and T, and <p is a diffeomorphism with respect to T and the standard smooth 
structure on codom <p, it follows that <ph is a diffeomorphism with respect to S 
and the standard smooth structure on codom <p. Thus <phiM is iMS I q(A x {1} )-
admissible. Similarly, using h-1 in place of h, every iMS I q(A x {1} )-admissible 
chart is i'N T I q(B x {2} )-admissible. Thus iMS I q(A x {1}) = i'N T I q(B x {2} ). 0 
Example 4.37. Recall the connected sum construction of Example 2.20. Suppose 
( M, S) and ( N, T) are non-empty smooth manifolds, n ~ 1. We can choose S-
admissible and T-admissible charts <p : dom <p -7 En and 'lj; : dom 'lj; -7 En, 
respectively. Say <p(P) = 0 = 'lj;(Q). Let A = <p- 1 (E(b,1; 2)) C M- {P}, B = 
'lj;-1 (E(b,1; 2)) c N- {Q}. Recall that M # N is (M- {P}) Uh (N- {Q}) where 
h is the composition 
Here <p1 and 'l/J1 are the restrictions of <p and 'lj;, respectively, and a 1; 2 is given by 
a1/2(x) = (~- llxll) 11:11' a1/2 is c= 'and equal to its own inverse, and hence is 
a diffeomorphism with respect to the standard smooth structure on Rn. <p1 is a 
diffeomorphismwith respect to S and the standard smooth structure on Rn. 'lj;-1 
is a diffeomorphism with respect to the standard smooth structure on Rn and T. 
Thus h is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T. 
By Theorem 4.36, M # N has a smooth structure U such that U I (M- {P}) = 
S I ( M - { P}) and U I ( N - { Q}) = T I ( N - { Q}). 
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Exercises for §4 
1. Prove that for n 2: 1, the atlas for sn given in Example 2.3 is smooth and that 
it represents the standard smooth structure (Example 4.6) on sn. 
2. Prove Proposition 4.12. 
3. Prove Proposition 4.17. 
4. Under the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 4.34, prove that p : E ---t B is 
smooth with respect to S E and S B. 
5. Show that the orthogonal group O(n) (see Exercise 7 of §2) admits a smooth 
structure. 
6. Let (M,S), (N, T), and (Q,U) be smooth manifolds. Suppose f: M ---t N is a 
diffeomorphism with respect to SandT, and that g : N----+ Q is a function. Prove 
that g is smooth with respect to T and U if and only if g f : M ----+ Q is smooth 
with respect to Sand U. 
7. Let (Mil S1), (M2, S2), (N1 , 1i), and (N2, 72) be smooth manifolds. Suppose, 
for i = 1, 2, fi : Mi ---t Ni is smooth with respect to Si and 7i,. Prove that 
h X h : Ml X M2 ---t Nl X N2 is smooth with respect to sl X s2 and 1i X 7?,. 
8. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. Let f : M ---t N be a constant 
map. Prove that f is smooth with respect to SandT. 
9. Let V and W be finite-dimensional real vector spaces. Let Sv and Sw denote 
the standard smooth structures on V and W, respectively. Prove that Sv x Sw is 
the standard smooth structure on V x W. 
10. Prove Proposition 4.27. 
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5. TANGENT SPACES AND TANGENT MAPS 
Given a smooth n-manifold (M, S) and a point x EM, we will construct below a 
real n-dimensional vector space Tn(M, S), the tangent space toM at x with respect 
to S, which can be thought of as the best flat approximation toM near x. If M is an 
open subset of a real n-dimensional vector space V, and Sis the standard smooth 
structure on M, Tx(M, S) will be canonically identified with V. If (N, T) is another 
smooth manifold and f: M--+ N a smooth map with respect to SandT, we will 
construct an R-linear transformation Txf : Tx(M, S) --+ Tf(x) (N, T) which reduces 
to the derivative D f ( x) in case M and N are open subsets of finite-dimensional 
real vector spaces. Txf can be thought of as the best linear approximation to f 
near x. 
Definition 5.1. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and x EM. Suppose f and g 
are real-valued functions with dom f and dom g open neighborhoods of x in M, 
such that f and g are smooth with respect to S and the standard smooth structure 
on R. We say f and g have the same germ at x, denoted f rvx g, if there exists a 
neighborhood U of x in M such that f(y) = g(y) for ally E U. 
It is immediate that rvx is an equivalence relation on the set of all real-valued 
functions defined on open neighborhoods of x in M, which are smooth with respect 
to S and the standard smooth structure on R. 
Definition 5.2. For (M, S), x, and f as above, the "'x-equivalence class off is 
called the germ off at x, and denoted [flx· We denote by Gx(M, S) the set of all 
germs at x of smooth real-valued functions defined in neighborhoods of x. 
Note that iff and g are real-valued functions defined in neighborhoods of x, and 
r E R, we can define f + g : dom f n dom g --+ R, f · g : dom f n dom g --+ R, 
and rf: dom f--+ R by(!+ g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) and(!· g)(x) = f(x)g(x) for all 
x E dom f n dom g, and ( r f) ( x) = r f ( x) for all x E dom f. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose (M,S) is a smooth manifold and x EM. Let f and g be 
real-valued functions defined in neighborhoods of x in M, which are smooth with 
respect to S and the standard smooth structure on R. Let r E R. Then f + g, f · g, 
and r f are all smooth with respect to S and the standard smooth structure on R. 
Proof. Write SR for the standard smooth structure on R. Let ~ : M --+ M x M, 
a: R x R--+ R, and f-i: R x R--+ R be given by t:..(y) = (y,y) for ally EM, 
and a(r, s) = r + s, f-t(r, s) = rs for all (r, s) E R x R. Note that f + g is the 
composition 
.6. fxg a dom f n dom g -----+ ( dom f n dom g) X ( dom f n dom g) -----+ R X R -----+ R, 
f · g is the composition 
.6. fxg M dom f n dom g -----+ ( dom f n dom g) X ( dom f n dom g) -----+ R X R -----+ R, 
and r f is the composition 
.6. cxf M dom f -----+ ( dom f) x ( dom f) -----+ R x R -----+ R, 
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where cis the constant map with valuer. Fori= 1, 2, 1ri~ =1M which is smooth 
with respect to SandS. Thus, by Proposition 4.17, ~is smooth with respect to S 
and S x S. By Exercise 7 of §4, f x g is smooth with respect to S x Sand SR x SR. 
It is an easy exercise to check that any constant map is smooth with respect to 
any given smooth structures, and soc is smooth with respect to Sand SR. Thus, 
by Exercise 7 of §4, c x f is smooth with respect to S x S and SR x SR. By 
Exercise 9 of §4, SR x SR is the standard smooth structure on R x R. a and p, 
are clearly smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures. The result now 
follows easily from Propositions 4.19(a) and 4.18(b). D 
If (M, S), x, j, g, and rare as in Lemma 5.3, it is immediate that [f + g]x and 
[f · g]x depend only on [f]x and [g]x, and that [rf]x depends only on rand [flx· 
Thus we can define operations of addition, multiplication, and scalar multiplication 
by reals on Gx(M, S) by the rules [f]x + [g]x = [f + g]x, [f]x[9]x = [f · 9]x, and 
r[f]x = [r flx· The proof of the following is easy: 
Proposition 5.4. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and x EM. Then Gx(M, S) 
is an algebra over R under the above operations. D 
Note that iff rvx g, then f(x) = g(x). 
Definition 5.5. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and x E M. A tangent vector 
v to (M, S) at x is a derivation v : Gx(M, S) ---t R, i.e. 
(i) v is an R-linear transformation; 
(ii) for all [f]x, [g]x E Gx(M, S), V ([f]x[9]x) = v ([f]x) g(x) + f(x)v ([g]x)· 
The tangent space to (M, S) at x, denoted Tx(M, S), is the set of all tangent 
vectors to (M, S) at x. 
Example 5.6. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and M be an open subset 
of V. Let S denote the standard smooth structure on M. Let x E M. For v E V, 
define Bx(v): Gx(M,S) ---t R by Bx(v)([f]x) = Df(x)(v). The latter is well-defined, 
for iff rvx g, then f and g agree on a neighborhood of x and so Df(x) = Dg(x). 
Bx(v) is easily checked to be R-linear. By the Product Rule (Theorem 3.22), for 
any [f]x, [g]x E Gx(M, S), we have 
Bx(v)([f]x[9]x) = Bx(v)([f · 9]x) = D(f · g)(x)(v) 
= (g(x)Df(x) + f(x)Dg(x))(v) 
= g(x)Bx(v)([f]x) + f(x)Bx(v)([g]x) 
and so Bx ( v) E Tx ( M, S). We thus obtain a function Bx : V ---t Tx ( M, S). 
In case V = Rn, Bx(v)([f]x) is simply the directional derivative off at x in the 
direction of v. (Here, we do not restrict v to being a unit vector as is sometimes 
done in calculus.) The idea here is that each vector v E V gives rise to a directional 
derivative Bx(v) defined on germs at x. We will see shortly that, as a consequence of 
Taylor's Theorem, Bx is bijective, i.e. there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
vectors in V and derivations of the algebra of germs at a point in the case of open 
subsets of V. The derivation concept makes sense in the abstract case, and we 
adopt it as our definition of tangent vector in general. 
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For a general smooth manifold (M, S) and x E M, it is easily checked that 
if v, w E Tx(M,S) and r E R, then v + w and rv, defined by (v + w) ([f]x) = 
v ([f]x) + w ([f]x) and (rv) ([f]x) = rv ([f]x), are in Tx(M, S). We easily obtain: 
Proposition 5. 7. If ( M, S) is a smooth manifold and x E M, then Tx ( M, S) is a 
real vector space under the above operations. 0 
It is not yet obvious that Tx(M, S) is finite-dimensional over R. We will see below 
that if (M, S) is a smooth n-manifold, then Tx(M, S) is actually n-dimensional over 
R. 
Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds and f : M ---t N a smooth map 
with respect to SandT. Let x EM. Given [g]f(x) E Gf(x)(N, T) we can form 
the composition gf: f- 1 (dom g) ---t R, which is smooth with respect to Sand the 
standard smooth structure on R. Note that if g ""f(x) h, then gf rvx hf. 
Proposition 5.8. Suppose (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth manifolds and f: M ---t 
N is smooth with respect to S and T. Let x E M and v E Tx ( M, S). Define Tx f ( v) : 
Gf(x)(N, T) ---t R by Txf(v) ([g]j(x)) = v ([gf]x)· Then Txf(v) E Tf(x)(N, T), and 
Txf : Tx(M, S) ---t Tf(x) (N, T) is an R-linear transformation. 
Proof. If [g1]J(x), [g2]J(x) E G f(x) (N, T), then 
Txf(v) ([g1]J(x)[92]f(x)) = Txf(v) ([91 · 92]j(x)) = V ([(g1 · 92)f]x) 
= V ([(gd)' (g2f)]x) = V ([(g1f)]x[(g2f)]x) 
= v ([(gd)]x) 92 (f(x)) + 91 (f(x) )v ([(g2f)]x) 
= Txf(v) ([g1]J(x)) 92(f(x)) + 91(f(x))Txf(v) ([g2]j(x)) 
and so Txf(v) satisfies Condition (ii) of Definition 5.5. The check of Condition (i) 
is similar and shorter. The check that Txf is R-linear is left as an exercise. 0 
Txf is called the tangent map off at x. It is sometimes called the differential 
off at x. 
Proposition 5.9. Let (M, S), (N, T), and (Q,U) be smooth manifolds. Suppose 
f : M ---+ N and g : N ---t Q are smooth with respect to S and T, and T and U, 
respectively. Let x E M. Then 
(a) TxlM = lTx(M,S) · 
(b) Tx(gf) = Tf(x)(g)Tx(f). 
Proof. For any v E Tx(M,S) and [h]x E Gx(M,S), TxlM(v) ([h]x) = v ([hlM]x) = 
v ([h]x) and so TxlM(v) = v, proving (a). 
Let [h](gf)(x) E G(gf)(x)(Q,U). Then 
Tx(gf)(v) ([h](gf)(x)) = V ([hgf]x) = Tx(f)(v) ([hg]f(x)) 
= Tf(x)(g)Tx(f)(v) ([h](gf)(x)), 
proving (b). 0 
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Corollary 5.10. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds and suppose f : 
M ---+ N is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T. Then for each x E M, 
Txf : Tx(M, S) ---+ Tf(x) (N, T) is an R-isomorphism. 
Proof. By hypothesis, f- 1 : N ---+ M exists and is smooth with respect to T 
and S. Since f- 1 f = 1M and f f-1 = lN, it follows from Proposition 5.9 that 
Tf(x)(f- 1)Tx(f) = lT,(M,S) and Tx(f)Tf(x)(f- 1) = lTf(x)(N,T)· The result now 
follows. 0 
Proposition 5.11. (Local Property for Tangent Spaces) (a) Let (M, S) be a 
smooth manifold. Suppose U is open in M and x E U. Let i : U ---+ M denote the 
inclusion map. Then Txi: Tx(U, SIU)---+ Tx(M, S) is an R-isomorphism. 
(b) Suppose (N, T) is another smooth manifold and f, g : M---+ N are smooth 
with respect to S and T. Suppose x E M is such that f and g agree on some open 
neighborhood of x in M. Then Txf = Txg. 
Proof. Since i = lMI£1 (see the notational comment following Definition 2.8), it 
follows from Proposition 4.19(a) that i is smooth with respect to S and S. Note 
that the function Gxi : Gx(M, S) ---+ Gx(U, SIU) given by Gxi ([f]x) = [fi]x is a 
bijection. 
For any v in the kernel ofTxi we have, for all [f]x E Gx(M, S), 0 = Txi(v) ([f]x) = 
v ([fi]x) = v ( Gxi([f]x)). Thus, since Gxi is surjective, it follows that v = 0. Thus 
Txi is injective. 
Let v E Tx(M, S). Since Gxi is bijective, we can form the composition w = 
v(Gxi)-1 : Gx(U, SIU) ---+ R. One checks easily that w is a derivation and that 
Txi(w) = v, establishing the surjectivity of Txi. Thus part (a) is proved. 
Let U be an open neighborhood of x in M on which f and g agree, and let 
i: U---+ M denote the inclusion map. Then fi = gi : U---+ N. Thus 
TxfTxi = Tx(fi) 
(by Proposition 5. 9 (b)) 
= Tx(gi) 
= TxgTxi 
(by Proposition 5.9(b)). 
Thus, since Txi is an isomorphism by part (a), Txf = Txg. 0 
Recall the Bx of Example 5.6. 
Proposition 5.12. Let V and W be real finite-dimensional vector spaces. Let M 
and N be open subsets of V and W, respectively, and let S and T denote their 
respective standard smooth structures. Suppose f : M ---+ N is smooth with respect 
to S and T. Then for each x EM, the diagram 
commutes. 
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Proof. Let v E V. For each [g]J(x) E Gf(x)(N, T), 
(Txf)Bx(v)([g]f(x)) = Bx(v)([gf]x) = D(gf)(x)(v) 
= Dg(f(x))Df(x)(v) 
(by the Chain Rule, Theorem 3.20) 
= Of(x)Df(x)(v)([g]f(x))· D 
Theorem 5.13. Let V be a real finite-dimensional vector space and M an open 
subset of V. Suppose x E M, and let S denote the standard smooth structure on 
M. Then Bx : V ---+ Tx ( M, S) is an R-isomorphism. 
Proof. We first consider the case V = Rn. The R-linearity of Bx is easily checked. 
Let e1 , ... , en be the standard basis for R n. For 1 ::::; i ::::; n and any [f] x E 
Gx(M,S), Bx(ei)([f]x) = Df(x)(ei) = Dd(x). Thus if 7rj : M ---+ R, 1 :::; 
j :::; n, denotes projection on the lh coordinate, Bx(ei)([7rj]x) = Di?rj(x) = Oij· 
Thus if v = (a1, ... , an) lies in the kernel of Bx, we have 0 = Bx(v)([7rj]x) = 
I:~=l aiBx(ei)([7rj]x) = I:~=l aiOij = aj for 1 :::; j ::::; n and so v = 0, establishing 
the injectivity of Bx. 
To prove surjectivity of Bx it remains only to check that the Bx(ei), 1 ::::; i ::::; n, 
span Tx(M, S) over R. Let v E Tx(M, S) be arbitrary. Given [f]x E Gx(M, S), 
choose any convex open neighborhood U of x in dom f. By the First Taylor The-
orem (Theorem 3.5), there exist smooth real-valued functions g1 , ... , 9n on U such 
that 9i(x) = Dd(x) for 1::::; i:::; n, and for ally E U, 
n 
f(y) = f(x) + L 9i(Y)(Yi- Xi), 
i=l 
i.e. 
n 
f = c + L9i. (7ri- Ci) 
i=l 
where c is the constant function with value f(x) and ci is the constant function 
with value Xi for 1 ::::; i :::; n. Thus 
n n 
v([f]x) = v([c]x) + L v([gi]x)(7ri(x)- Xi)+ L 9i(x)v([7ri- ci]x)· 
i=l i=l 
Since v([c]x) = 0 (see Exercise 1 in the Exercises for §5), 7ri(x) -Xi = 0, and 
9i(x) = Dd(x) = Bx(ei)([f]x), we obtain 
v([f]x) = ( t, v([1T; - c;]x )Bx ( e;)) ( [f]x) 
and so v = I:~=l v([1ri- ci]x)Bx(ei), completing the proof in case V = Rn. 
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For the general case, choose any R-isomorphism a: V---+ Rn. LetT denote the 
standard smooth structure on a(M). By Proposition 5.12, the diagram 
commutes. Since a is a diffeomorphism, Txa is an R-isomorphism by Corollary 5.10. 
Since a is an R-linear transformation, Da(x) = a, which is an R-isomorphism. 
()a(x) is an R-isomorphism from the Rn case. It now follows that Ox is an R-
isomorphism. 0 
The upshot of Theorem 5.13 and Proposition 5.12 is that in the case of open 
subsets of real finite-dimensional vector spaces with the standard smooth struc-
tures, tangent spaces are canonically identified with the containing vector spaces 
and under this identification, the tangent map of a smooth map at a point is the 
derivative of that smooth map at that point. 
Corollary 5.14. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold. Then for each x E M, 
Tx(M, S) is n-dimensional over R. 
Proof. Choose any S-admissible chart r.p with x E dom r.p. Say codom r.p C V 
where Vis a real n-dimensional vector space. By Proposition 5.11, Tx(M, S) is R-
isomorphic to Tx(dom r.p,Sidom r.p). LetT denote the standard smooth structure 
on codom r.p. By Proposition 4.23, r.p : dom r.p ---+ codom r.p is a diffeomorphism 
with respect to S and T. Thus, by Corollary 5.10, Tx<p: Tx(dom r.p, Sldom r.p) ---+ 
T<p(x)(codom r.p, T) is an R-isomorphism. By Theorem 5.13, T<p(x)(codom r.p, T) is 
R-isomorphic to V, and hence n-dimensional over R. D 
One consequence of Corollary 5.14 is that non-empty smooth manifolds of differ-
ent dimensions cannot be diffeomorphic. The corresponding statement for topolog-
ical manifolds and homeomorphisms is true, but requires some algebraic topology 
to prove. 
Theorem 5.15. (Inverse Function Theorem) Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth 
n-manifolds and f : M ---+ N a smooth map with respect to S and T. Suppose for 
some x EM the tangent map Txf: Tx(M, S) ---+ Tf(x)(N, T) is an R-isomorphism. 
Then there exist open neighborhoods U of x in M and V of f(x) inN such that 
f(U) = V and f: U---+ V is a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T. 
Proof. We can choose S- and T-admissible charts r.p and 'lj;, respectively, with 
codomains in R n such that x E dom r.p and f ( dom <p) C dom 'lj;. We have the 
commutative diagram 
. <p 
M ~ dom r.p ~ codom r.p 
ft k 1' 
N~dom'lj;~codom'lj; 
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/ 
where i, j are the inclusion maps, f' the restriction of f, and g = 'ljJ f' <p- 1 . Thus 
by Proposition 5.9(b) the diagram 
commutes where, for notational simplicity, we have suppressed the smooth struc-
tures which are understood from context. By the Local Property for Tangent Spaces 
(Proposition 5.11), Txi and Tf(x)J are R-isomorphisms. Since <p and 'ljJ are diffeo-
morphisms, it follows from Corollary 5.10 that Tx<p and Tf(x)'l/J are R-isomorphisms. 
Thus, since Txf is an R-isomorphism by hypothesis, Tcp(x)9 is an R-isomorphism. 
It now follows, by Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 5.13, that Dg(<p(x)) is an R-
isomorphism. Thus, by the Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 3.4), there exist 
open neighborhoods A of <p( x) in cod om <p and B of 'ljJ (f ( x)) in cod om 'ljJ such that 
g maps A diffeomorphically onto B. Take U = <p- 1(A), V = 'ljJ- 1 (B). D 
Exercises for §5 
1. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, x E M, and v E Tx(M, S). 
(a) If cis a constant real-valued function defined in a neighborhood of x, prove 
that cis smooth and that v([c]x) = 0. 
(b) Prove that for all positive integers n and all [f]x E Gx(M, S), v([f]~) = 
n(f(x)) n-1 v([f]x)· 
2. Suppose (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth manifolds and x E M, y E N. Let 
1r1 : M x N ----+ M and 1r2 : M x N ----+ N denote the respective projections. Let 
iy : M----+ M x Nand Jx : N----+ M X N be given by iy(a) = (a, y), Jx(b) = (x, b). 
Prove that iy and Jx are smooth, and that the functions 
a: T(x,y)(M x N, S x T)----+ Tx(M, S) ffi Ty(N, T), 
{3: Tx(M, S) ffi Ty(N, T) ----+ T(x,y) (M x N, S x T) 
given by a(v) = (r(x,y)1r1(v),T(x,y)1r2(v)), {3(u,w) = Txiy(u) + Ty)x(w) are R-
isomorphisms, inverse to one-another. 
3. Let f : S2 ----+ R 3 be given by f(x, y, z) = (x2 - y2 , 2xy, z). 
(a) Show that f is smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures on 
S2 and R 3 . 
(b) Show that T(x,y,z)i has rank 2 for all (x,y,z) E S2 , except for (0,0, 1) and 
(0,0,-1). 
(c) Determine the ranks of T(o,o,l)f and T(o,o,-l)f· 
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6. SUBMANIFOLDS, REGULAR VALUES, IMMERSIONS AND SUBMERSIONS 
Definition 6.1. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold and X c M. An S-admissible 
k-chart for (M, X), 0 :::; k :::; n, is an S-admissible chart 'P for M such that codom 'P 
is an open subset of Vcp EB Wcp where Vcp and Wcp are real vector spaces of dimensions 
k and n- k, respectively, and 'P(X n dom 'P) = Vcp n codom <p. 
An S-admissible k-atlas for (M, X) is a set A of S-admissible k-charts for (M, X) 
such that X C U dom 'P· 
cpEA 
If <p is an S-admissible k-chart for ( M, X), write <p x : X ndom 'P ----+ Vcp ncodom 'P 
for the restriction of <p. Note that X n dom <p is open in X, Vcp n cod om <p is open 
in Vcp, and that <px is a homeomorphism. Thus if A is an S-admissible k-atlas for 
(M, X), it follows that { <px I <pEA} is a k-manifold atlas for X, which we denote 
by Ax. 
Lemma 6.2. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold and X c M. Suppose <p and 'ljJ 
areS-admissible k-charts for (M,X). Then 'Px and '1/Jx are.smoothly related. 
Proof. We have the commutative diagram 
where 1r1 is projection on the first summand, i 1 : Vcp ----+ Vcp EB Wcp is inclusion on the 
first summand, and i, j are inclusion maps. j is smooth, being an inclusion map of 
an open subset. Since <p and 'ljJ are smoothly related, 'l/J<p- 1 is smooth. i 1 and 1r1 are 
R-linear transformations, and hence are smooth. Hence, by commutativity of the 
above diagram, i'l/Jx<p)/ is smooth. Since i is an inclusion map of an open subset, 
it follows from the Local Property (Proposition 3.21(a)) that '1/Jx'P)/ is smooth. 
Similarly, <px'l/Jx? is smooth. D 
Corollary 6.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, X c M, and suppose an S-
admissible k-atlas A for (M, X) exists. Then Ax is a smooth atlas for X, and the 
smooth structure on X determined by Ax depends only on S, and not on the choice 
of S -admissible k-atlas A. D 
Write SIX for the smooth structure on X arising from Corollary 6.3. In view of 
Corollary 6.3, we make the following definition: 
Definition 6.4. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold and suppose X c M is 
such that there exists an S-admissible k-atlas for (M, X). We call the resulting 
smooth k-manifold (X, SIX) a k-dimensional smooth submanifold of (M, S). More 
briefly, if S is understood from context, we say that X is a k-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of M. 
Example 6.5. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold and suppose U is open in 
M. Let 'P be any S-admissible chart with dom <p c U, and write Vcp for the real 
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n-dimensional vector space containing codom <p. Take Wcp = 0 and thus Vcp = 
Vcp EB Wcp. Then <p is an S-admissible n-chart for (M, U), and <pu = <p. It follows 
that U is an n-dimensional smooth submanifold of M and that our new usage of 
the notation SIU coincides with the old usage (i.e. that following Proposition 4.11). 
Example 6.6. By convention, the unique map R 0 ---+ R 0 is smooth. It follows 
that every 0-manifold admits a unique smooth structure. 
Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold and X a discrete subset of M. For each 
x E X we can choose an S-admissible chart <(Jx such that X n dom <(Jx = { x} 
and <px(x) = 0. Write Wx for the real n-dimensional vector space which contains 
codom <(Jx, and take Vx = 0. Then Vx EB Wx = Wx, and it follows easily that 'Px 
is an S-admissible 0-chart for (M, X), and that { <(Jx I x E X} is an S-admissible 
0-atlas for (M, X). Thus for each discrete subset of M, is a 0-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of M. 
Example 6. 7. Let X be a real n-dimensional vector space andY a k-dimensional 
R-linear subspace of X. Let S be the standard smooth structure on X. We can 
choose an (n- k)-dimensional subspace Z of X such that X= Y EB Z. Note that 
{1x} is an S-admissible k-atlas for (X, Y), and so Y is a k-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of X. 
Example 6.8. LetS denote the standard smooth structure on Rn+I, n;::: 0. We 
claim that sn is an n-dimensional smooth submanifold of R n+l. 
Let Y = {x E Rn+l I (xn+l + 1)2 > xi+···+ x;}. Y is open in Rn+I, being 
the inverse image of (0, oo) under the continuous map Rn+l ---+ R which sends x 
to (xn+l + 1)2 - xi - · · ·- x;. Geometrically, Y is the interior of the upper solid 
cone of half-vertex angle 7r/4 with vertex at (0, ... , 0, -1) and symmetric about 
the Xn+1-axis. We will construct an S-admissible n-atlas A for (Rn+l,Sn) whose 
charts all have Y as codomain. We can write Rn+l = Rn EB R, and each <p E A 
will have Vcp = R n and W cp = R. 
For 1::::; i::::; n + 1let W/ = {x E Rn+l I Xi> 0}, wi- = {x E Rn+l I Xi< 0}. 
The W/ and wi- are all open in Rn+l and their union is Rn+l - {0}, which 
contains sn. Define ot : wi+ ---+ Y and Oi : Wi ---+ Y by 
where II II denotes the standard Euclidean norm on Rn+l. Define Pt : y ---7 wi+ 
and Pi : Y---+ wi- by 
Pt(x) = ( X1, .. ·, Xi-b -j(l + Xn+1) 2 - xi-"·- X~, Xi,· .. , Xn), 
Pi(x) = ( Xl, ... 'Xi-1, -v(l + Xn+1) 2 - xi- ... - x~, Xi, ... ' Xn). 
Clearly the ot, Oi, Pt, and Pi are all smooth, and it is easily checked that ot, Pt 
are inverses of one another, as are Oi, Pi. Thus the ot and Oi are S-admissible 
charts for Rn+l. Note that the last coordinates of Of(x) are 0 if and only if 
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X E sn. Hence the et- are S-admissible n-charts for (Rn+l' sn) and constitute 
an S-admissible n-atlas A for (Rn+l, sn). Thus sn is an n-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of Rn+l. Note that the atlas Asn for sn is precisely the atlas of 
Example 2.3. Thus SISn is the standard smooth structure on sn. 
Lemma 6.9. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and X a k-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of M. Let x E X and suppose c.p is an (SIX)-admissible chart for X 
with x E domc.p. Then there exists an S-admissible k-chart 'lj; for (M,X) such that 
x E dom 'lj; and 'lj; x agrees with c.p on some neighborhood of x in X. 
Proof. Let () be any S-admissible k-chart for (M, X) with x E dom B. By taking 
restrictions of c.p and (), we can suppose, without loss of generality, that dom c.p = 
dom () x. Let V be the real k-dimensional vector space which contains codom <p. 
Since <p and Bx are smoothly related, the overlap map c.pB)/ : codom Bx ~ codom c.p 
is a diffeomorphism. Thus ( c.p()_x1 ) x 1 We : ( codom () x) x Wo ~ (cod om <p) x Wo 
is a diffeomorphism onto an open subset of V x Wo. Take 'lj; to be the composition 
( ( c.pB.X1 ) x 1 We)(), restricted to e-1 ( (cod om B) n ( (cod om () x) x Wo)). 0 
Proposition 6.10. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, X a k-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of M, andY an [-dimensional smooth submanifold of X. Then Y is 
an [-dimensional smooth submanifold of M, and SlY= (SIX)IY. 
Proof. Note that if 'lj; is an S-admissible k-chart for (M, X) such that 'l/Jx is an 
(SIX)-admissible l-chart for (X, Y), we would have V'l/1 = V'l/Jx E9 W'l/Jx, 'lj; would be 
an S-admissible l-chart for ( M, Y), and ( 'lj; x )y = 'lj;y. Thus it suffices to show that 
for each y E Y, there exists an S-admissible k-chart 'lj; for (M, X) withy E dom 'lj; 
such that 'l/Jx is an (SIX)-admissible l-chart for (X, Y). 
Let y E Y and choose an arbitrary (SIX)-admissible l-chart c.p for (X, Y) with 
y E dom c.p. By Lemma 6.9, there exists an S-admissible k-chart 'lj; for (M, X) such 
that 'l/Jx agrees with c.p on a neighborhood of y in X. By restricting <p and 'lj; we 
can suppose, without loss of generality, that 'l/Jx = c.p. 0 
Theorem 6.11. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and X a k-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of M. Let i : X ~ M denote the inclusion map. Then i is smooth with 
respect to SIX and S and for each x E X, the tangent map Txi : Tx(X, SIX) ~ 
Tx (M, S) is injective. 
Proof. To prove that i is smooth it suffices, by Proposition 4.15, to show that when-
ever c.p is an S-admissible k-chart for (M, X), the composition <pic.p)/ : codom <px ~ 
codom <p is smooth. The latter is a restriction of the inclusion on the first sum-
mand j : Vcp ~ Vcp E9 Wcp, which is smooth since j is an R-linear transformation. 
Thus, by the Local Property (Proposition 3.21(a)), c.pic.p)/ is smooth, establishing 
the smoothness of i. 
Let x EX and choose an S-admissible k-chart c.p for (M, X) such that x E dom c.p. 
By restricting <p we can suppose codom c.p = ( codom c.p x) x U where U is open in 
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WIP. We have the commutative diagram of inclusion maps 
·I 
dom <px ~ dom <p 
ix! ! iM 
X--~-· -~M 
which yields, by Proposition 5.9(b), the commutative diagram 
Tx(X, SIX)------?- Tx(M, S). 
T.,i 
By the Local Property for Tangent Spaces (Proposition 5.11), Txix and TxiM are 
R-isomorphisms. Thus it remains only to prove Txi' is injective. 
We have the commutative diagram 
i' dom <px --------~ dom <p 
~~ 
codom r.px 
where 1r : ( codom <p x) x U -+ codom <p x is projection on the first factor. 1r is 
smooth, being the restriction of the R-linear transformation 1r : VIP EB W IP -+ VIP. 
Thus, by Proposition 5.9, the diagram 
commutes where Tis the standard smooth structure on codom <px. Since <px is 
a diffeomorphism, it follows from Corollary 5.10 that Tx<px is an R-isomorphism. 
Hence, by commutative of the last diagram above, Tx(m.p)Txi' is an R-isomorphism. 
It follows that Txi' is injective. 0 
Recall that for topological spaces, if X is a subspace of Y and g : Z -+ X is 
a function where Z is a topological space, then g is continuous if and only if the 
composition ig : Z -+ Y is continuous where i : X -+ Y is the inclusion map. We 
next establish the analogue of this for smooth submanifolds and smooth maps. 
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Theorem 6.12. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and X a k-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of M. Let i : X --+ M denote the inclusion map. Let (N, T) be a 
smooth manifold and g : N --+ X a function. Then g is smooth with respect to T 
and SIX if and only if ig : N --+ M is smooth with respect to T and S. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.11, i is smooth with respect to SIX and S. Thus if g is 
smooth with respect toT and SIX, it follows from Proposition 4.18(b) that ig is 
smooth with respect toT and S. 
Conversely, suppose ig is smooth with respect toT and S. Then, in particular, 
ig is continuous and so g is continuous. By Proposition 4.15, it remains only to 
show that for each y E N there exist 'T- and (SIX)-admissible charts r.p and 'lj;, 
respectively, such that y E dom r.p, g( dom r.p) c dom '1/J, and '1/Jgr.p- 1 : codom r.p --+ 
codom '1/J is smooth. We can choose an S-admissible k-chart e for (M, X) such 
that g(y) E dome and codom e = (codom ex) x U for some open subset U of 
We. Take '1/J = ex. Since g-1 (dom 'lj;) is an open neighborhood of y inN, we 
can choose a 'T-admissible chart r.p such that y E dom r.p and g( dom r.p) c dom 'lj;. 
Then 'lj;gr.p-1 = 1reigr.p-1 where 1r : ( codom 'ljJ) x U --+ codom '1/J is projection on 
the first factor. Since rr, e, ig and r.p-1 are all smooth, so is their composition by 
Proposition 4.18(b). D 
We leave the proof of the following as an exercise. 
Proposition 6.13. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth n-manifolds and f: M--+ N 
a diffeomorphism with respect to S and T. Suppose X is a smooth k-dimensional 
submanifold of M. Then f(X) is a smooth k-dimensional submanifold of N. D 
Definition 6.14. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. An immersion of 
(M, S) into (N, T) is a map f: M--+ N which is smooth with respect to SandT 
such that for each x E M, Txf: Tx (M, S) --+ Tf(x) (N, T) is injective. 
Example 6.15. It is immediate from Theorem 6.11 that if (X, SIX) is a smooth 
submanifold of the smooth manifold (M, S), then the inclusion map i: X--+ M is 
an immersion of (X, SIX) into (M, S). 
Example 6.16. Let f : R --+ R 2 be given by f(x) = (x 2 , x- x3). f is clearly 
smooth with respect to S and T where the latter are the standard smooth struc-
tures. By Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 5.13 we can canonically identify the tan-
gent map Txf with the derivative Df(x): R--+ R 2 . The latter is 
which has rank 1 for all real x. Thus f is an immersion of (R, S) into (R2 , T). 
Note that in the above example, f( -1) = f(1) and so f is not globally injec-
tive. However, we will see later that every immersion is locally injective. This, 
as well as the following Proposition, will require the Inverse Function Theorem 
(Theorem 5.15). 
Proposition 6.17. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth n-manifolds and f: M--+ N 
an immersion with respect to S and T which is bijective. Then f is a diffeomor-
phism. 
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Proof. The only question is the smoothness of f- 1 . By Proposition 4.19(b) it 
suffices to check this locally. 
Let y E N. By the Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 5.15), there exist 
open neighborhoods U of f- 1(y) in M and V of y inN such that the restriction 
f : U---+ Vis a diffeomorphism with respect to SandT. In particular, f-1 : V---+ U 
is smooth with respect toT and S. 0 
Lemma 6.18. Let U, V and W be finite-dimensional real vector spaces and suppose 
A, B and C are open subsets of U, V and W, respectively. Suppose f : A ---+ W 
and g : B ---+ W are smooth maps with respect to the standard smooth structures 
such that for all (a, b) E Ax B, f(a) + g(b) E C. Let h: Ax B ---+ C be given by 
h(a, b)= f(a) + g(b). Then his smooth and Dh(a, b)(u, v) = Df(a)(u) + Dg(b)(v) 
for all (a, b) E A x B and all ( u, v) E U x V. 
Proof. Smoothness of h follows easily from an examination of the coordinate func-
tions of h in terms of those of f and g. Fix (a, b) E A x B and define T : U x V ---+ W 
by T(u,v) = Df(a)(u)+Dg(b)(v). Then Tis R-linear. By Theorem 3.18 it suffices 
to show that for some neighborhood N of (a, b) in Ax Band some choice of norms 
ll·lluxv and ll·llw for U x V and W, respectively, there exists a positive constant 
C such that 
llh(u, v)- h(a, b)- T((u, v)- (a, b)) llw :s; Cll(u, v)- (a, b)ll~xv 
for all (u, v) EN. Choose arbitrary norms II · llu, II · llv, and II· llw for U, V, and 
W, respectively and define II · lluxv by ll(u, v)lluxv = max {llullu, llvllv }. Then 
ll·lluxv is a norm on U x V. 
By Theorem 3.17, there exist neighborhoods N 1 of a E A, N2 of b E B and 
positive constants cl and c2 such that 
llf(u)- f(a)- Df(a)(u- a)llw :s; Cdu- all~ for all u EN~, 
llg(v)- g(b)- Dg(b)(v- b)llw :s; C2llv ~ bll~ for all v E N2. 
TakeN= N1 x N2. Then for all (u, v) EN, 
llh(u, v)- h(a, b)- T((u, v)- (a, b)) llw 
= llf(u) + g(v)- f(a)- g(b)- T(u- a, v- b)llw 
= llf(u) + g(v)- f(a)- g(b)- Df(u- a)- Dg(b)(v- b)llw 
:s; llf(u)- f(a)- Df(a)(u- a)llw + llg(v)- g(b)- Dg(v- b)llw 
:s; C1llu- all~+ C2llv- bll~ :s; (C1 + C2) max {llu- all~, llv- bll~} 
= (C1 + C2)ll(u- a, v- b)ll~xv = (C1 + C2)ll(u, v)- (a, b)ll~xv· 0 
Theorem 6.19. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold, (N, T) a smooth n-manifold, 
and suppose f : M ---+ N is smooth with respect to S and T. Suppose x 0 E M is 
such that Tx0 f is injective. Then there exists an open neighborhood A of x 0 in M 
such that: 
(a) The restriction f to A is an immersion with respect to S and T. 
(b) f is injective on A. 
(c) f(A) is an m-dimensional smooth submanifold of N with respect toT. 
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Proof. We first treat the special case when M and N are open subsets of real vec-
tor spaces U and W, respectively, with the standard smooth structures, and that 
f(xo) = 0 E W. By Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 5.13, D f(xo) : U --+ W is 
injective, and so we can write W = D f(x 0 )(U) EB V for some (n- m)-dimensional 
R-linear subspace V of W. Define h : M x V --+ W by h(x, v) = f(x) + lv(v). 
By Lemma 6.18, Dh(x0 , O)(u, v) = Df(x0 )(u) + Dlv(O)(v). By Example 3.19, 
Dlv(O) = lv, and so Dh(xo, O)(u, v) = D f(xo)(u) + v for all (u, v) in U x V. 
Thus since W = D f(x 0 )(U) EB V, it follows that Dh(xo, 0) is onto, and hence is an 
R-isomorphism since both U x V and Ware n-dimensional over R. By Proposi-
tion 5.12 and Theorem 5.13, it follows that T(xo,o)h is an R-isomorphism and hence, 
by the Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 5.15), h maps some neighborhood of 
(xo, 0) in U x V diffeomorphically onto some neighborhood of 0 in W. By restricting 
to smaller neighborhoods we can suppose there exist open neighborhoods A of x 0 
in U, B of 0 in V, and C of 0 in W such that A c M, C c N, and h maps Ax B 
diffeomorphically onto C. 
Let io : A --+ A x B and 1r1 : A x B --+ A be given by io(a) = (a, 0) and 
1r1 (a, b) = a. By Proposition 4.17, io is smooth, and by Example 4.16, 1r1 is smooth. 
We have the commutative diagram 
Since i 0 and h are injective, f is injective on A, proving (b). 
By Proposition 5.9(b), for all a E A the diagram 
commutes, where we have omitted notation for the understood standard smooth 
structures. By Proposition 5.9(a), TalA = lra(A), and so from commutativity of 
the left-hand triangle, Taio is injective for all a E A. Since h is a diffeomorphism 
from A x B to C, T(a,o)h is an R-isomorphism for all a E A. It follows, from 
commutativity of the right-hand triangle, that Taf is injective for all a E A, proving 
(a). 
Note that h-1 is an admissible chart for N with domain C, codomain Ax B, 
and that 
h- 1 (f(A) n dom h-1 ) = h-1 (f(A)) =Ax {0} = (U x {0}) n (Ax B) 
= (U x {0}) n codom h-1 
and so h-1 is an admissible m-chart for (N, f(A)) whose domain contains f(A). 
Part (c) follows. 
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We now consider the general case. We can chooseS- and T-admissible charts r.p 
and '1/J, respectively, such that x0 E dom r.p and f(dom r.p) c dom '1/J. Without loss 
of generality we can suppose 'l/J(f(x0 )) = 0. Let g denote the composition 
cp-1 f 1/J 
codom r.p ~ dom r.p ~ dom '1/J ~ codom '1/J • 
Write zo = r.p(x0 ). Then g(zo) = 0. The diagrams 
and 
g 
codom r.p ~ codom '1/J 
cp-1! ! 1/J-1 
dom r.p --~ dom '1/J 
f 
both commute, where in ( **) the omitted smooth structures are the evident ones. 
Since r.p- 1 and 'l/J- 1 are diffeomorphisms, it follows that the vertical maps in ( **) 
are R-isomorphisms. Thus, since Tx 0 f is injective by hypothesis, it follows from 
( **) that Tz0 9 is injective. Thus, by the special case proved above, it follows that 
there exists an open neighborhood A' of z0 in codom r.p such that: 
(a') The restriction of g to A' is an immersion with respect to the standard 
smooth structures. 
(b') g is injective on A'. 
(c') g(A') is an m-dimensional smooth submanifold of codom '1/J. 
Take A= r.p- 1 (A'). By ( *) and the fact that r.p- 1 and 'l/J- 1 are bijective, part (b) 
follows. By Proposition 6.13 and the fact that r.p-1 is a diffeomorphism, part (c) 
follows. 
Let a E A and write a' = r.p( a) E A'. We have the commutative diagram 
The vertical maps are R-isomorphisms since r.p- 1 and 'l/J- 1 are diffeomorphisms. 
Thus, since Ta' g is injective, it follows that Taf is injective, completing the proof 
of part (a). D 
Example 6.20. A smooth injective map can fail to be an immersion. For example, 
let f : R ----* R be given by f ( x) = x3 . Then f is smooth and injective, but 
D f(O) = (0) and so f is not an immersion. 
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Theorem 6.21. Let (M, S) be a compact smooth m-manifold, (N, T) a smooth 
n-manifold, and f : M ---+ N an injective immersion with respect to S and T. Then 
f(M) is an m-dimensional smooth submanifold of N with respect toT. 
Proof. Let x EM. By Theorem 6.19 there exists an open neighborhood Ax of x in 
M such that f(Ax) is an m-dimensional smooth submanifold of N with respect to 
T. Choose aT-admissible m-chart 'Px for (N, f(Ax)) with f(x) E dom 'Px· Then 
there exist real vector spaces V<p., and W<p., of dimensions m and n-m, respectively, 
such that cod om 'Px c V<p., EB W <p, and 'Px (! (Ax) n dom 'Px) = V<p, n codom 'Px. 'Px 
need not beaT-admissible m-chart for (N, f(M)) since it is possible that for some 
y E M - Ax, f (y) E dom 'Px but 'Px (f (y)) ~ V<p, . We fix this as follows: M - Ax 
is compact, and so f(M- Ax) is closed inN. Take cp~ to be the restriction of 'Px 
to dom 'Px- f(M- Ax)· Then x E dom r.p~ and cp~ is aT-admissible m-chart for 
(N, f(M)). Thus {r.p~ I x EM} is aT-admissible m-atlas for (N, f(M)). D 
If the compactness hypothesis in Theorem 6.21 is dropped, the conclusion can 
fail. For example, the restriction of the immersion in Example 6.16 to ( -oo, 1) is 
an injective immersion whose image is not a manifold. Much more complicated 
phenomena are possible. For example, let a be any irrational real number and let 
f : R ---+ 8 1 x 8 1 be given by f ( t) = ( e27rit, e2a7rit) where we regard 8 1 as the space 
of complex numbers of absolute value 1. It can be shown that f is an injective 
immersion whose image is dense in 8 1 x 8 1 . 
We next consider analogues of some of the above considerations for the case when 
the tangent map is surjective. We have the following analogue of Lemma 6.18. 
Lemma 6.22. Let U, V, and W be finite-dimensional real vector spaces, and sup-
pose A, B, and C are open subsets of U, V, and W, respectively. Suppose f : A ---+ B 
and g : A ---+ C are smooth maps with respect to the standard smooth structures. Let 
h: A---+ B x C be given by h(a) = (!(a), g(a)) for all a E A. Then his smooth, and 
for all a E A, Dh(a): U---+ V x W is given by Dh(a)(u) = (Df(a)(u),Dg(a)(u)). 
Proof. Smoothness of h follows from Proposition 4.17. Choose norms ll·llu, ll·llv, 
and ll·llw for U, V, and W, respectively, and let ll·llvxw be the norm on V x W 
given by ll(v,w)llvxw = max(llvllv, llwllw). Fix a EA. By Theorem 3.17 there 
exists a neighborhood N of a in A and a positive constant C such that for all u EN, 
llf(u)- f(a)- D f(a)(u- a)llv:::; Cllu- all~ 
llg(u)- g(a)- Dg(a)(u- a)llw :::; Cllu- all~· and 
Define T: U---+ V x W by T(u) = (Df(a)(u),Dg(a)(u)) for all u E U. Then Tis 
R-linear and for all u E N, 
llh(u)-h(a)- T(u- a)llvxw 
= II (f(u), g(u)) - (!(a), g(a)) - (D f(a)(u- a), Dg(a)(u- a)) llvxw 
= II (f(u) - f(a)- D f(a)(u- a), g(u)- g(a)- Dg(a)(u- a)) llvxw 
=max {llf(u)- f(a)- Df(a)(u- a)llv, llg(u)- g(a)- Dg(a)(u- a)llw} 
:::; Cllu- all~· 
By Theorem 3.18, T = Dh(a). D 
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Lemma 6.23. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold, (N, T) a smooth n-manifold, 
and f: M---+ N a smooth map with respect to S and T. Suppose for some xo EM 
the tangent map Tx 0 f: Tx0 (M,S)---+ Tf(xo)(N, T) is surjective. Then there exist 
an open neighborhood X of x0 in M, an open neighborhood Y of f(xo) inN such 
that f(X) C Y, an open subset Q of some (m- n)-dimensional real vector space, 
and a diffeomorphism h : X ---+ Y x Q with respect to S and T xU {where U denotes 
the standard smooth structure on Q) such that the diagram 
commutes. 
h X-----?YxQ 
~/, 
y 
Proof. We first treat the special case in which M is an open subset of a real m-
dimensional vector space U, and N an open subset of a real n-dimensional vector 
space V (with the standard smooth structures). By Proposition 5.12 and Theo-
rem 5.13, Df(x0 ): U---+ Vis surjective. Let K denote the kernel of Df(xo). Then 
we can write U = J EB K for some R-linear subspace J of U. Let 1r2 : U ---+ K 
denote projection on the second factor, and let h : M ---+ V x K be given by 
h(x) = (f(x),1r2(x)). By Lemma 6.22, his smooth and for all x EM and u E U, 
Dh(x)(u) = (Df(x)(u), D1r2(x)(u)). By Example 3.9, D1r2(x) = 1r2 for all x, and 
so Dh(x)(u) = (Df(x)(u),1r2(u)) for all x EM, u E U. We proceed to show that 
Dh(x0 ) is an R-isomorphism. Note that U and V x K are both m-dimensional over 
R, and so it suffices to show that Dh(x0 ) is injective. 
Suppose u lies in the kernel of Dh(x0 ). Then Df(xo)(u) = 0 and 1r2(u) = 0. But 
then u E K (since Df(xo)(u) = 0), and so 1r2(u) = u, and sou= 0. Thus Dh(xo) 
is injective, and hence an R-isomorphism. 
By the Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 5.15) there exists an open neigh-
borhood X' of x0 in M and an open neighborhood Z of (f(xo), 1r2(xo)) in V x K 
such that h maps X' diffeomorphically onto Z. We can choose a product neigh-
borhood Y x Q of (f(xo),1r2(x0)) inN x K such that Y x Q C Z. Then taking 
X = X 1 n h - 1 (Y x Q), the restriction h : X ---+ Y x Q fulfills the requirements. 
For the general case, choose S- and T-admissible charts c.p and '1/J, respectively, 
such that x0 E dom c.p and f ( dom c.p) c dom 'ljJ. Let g : cod om c.p ---+ cod om 'ljJ 
denote the composition 
<p-1 f 'ljJ 
codom c.p ------+ dom c.p ------+ dom 'ljJ ------+ cod om 'ljJ. 
Since Tx0 f is onto, and c.p-1 and 'ljJ are diffeomorphisms, it follows that Dg(c.p(x0 )) 
is onto. By the special case treated above, there exist open neighborhoods X' of 
c.p(x0 ) in codom c.p, Y' of g(c.p(x0 )) in codom '1/J, and an open subset Q of some m-n-
dimensional real vector space and a diffeomorphism h' :X'---+ Y' x Q such that the 
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diagram 
h' X'-----?>- Y' X Q 
~/. 
Y' 
commutes. Take X= <p- 1 (X'), Y = 'lj;-1 (Y'), and h to be the composition 
cp h' '1/J-lxlQ X ______.,... X I ______.,... y I X Q y X Q. 0 
Corollary 6.24. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold, (N, 7) a smooth n-manifold, 
and f : M -+ N a smooth map with respect to S and 7. Suppose for some x E M 
the tangent map Txf : Tx(M, S) -+ Tf(x) (N, 7) is surjective. Then there exists an 
open neighborhood off ( x) in N which is contained in the image off. 
Proof. Let X, Y, Q, and h be the open sets and diffeomorphism which exist by 
Lemma 6.23. Then the diagram 
h X----+YxQ 
~/. 
y 
commutes. Since 1r1 h is onto, it follows that Y is contained in the image of f. 0 
Definition 6.25. Let (M, S) and (N, 7) be smooth manifolds and f : M -+ N a 
smooth map with respect to Sand 7. A pointy E f(M) is called a regular value 
off with respect to S and 7 if for each x E f- 1(y), Txf is surjective. 
f is said to be a submersion with respect to S and 7 if each point in f(M) is a 
regular value off (or, equivalently, Txf is surjective for all x EM). 
Example 6.26. Let (M, S) and (N, 7) be arbitrary smooth manifolds and 1r1 : 
M x N-+ M projection on the first factor. Then 1r1 is a submersion with respect 
to S x 7 and S. For, by Example 4.16, 1r1 is smooth with respect to S x 7 and 
S. Suppose (xo, Yo) E M x N. Define a : M -+ M x N by a(x) = (x, Yo). It 
follows from Propositions 4.17 and 4.18(a) and Exercise 9 of §4 that a is smooth 
with respect to S and S x 7. Note that 1r1a = 1M. Thus, by Proposition 5.9, 
lr.,0 (M,S) = T(x0 ,y0 )1r1Tx0 a and so T(xo,yo)1f"l is surjective. 
Similarly, 1r2 : M x N -+ N is a submersion of with respect to S x 7 and 7. 
The following is an immediate corollary of Corollary 6.24. 
Corollary 6.27. Let (M, S) and (N, 7) be smooth manifolds and f : M -+ N a 
submersion with respect to S and 7. Then f is locally surjective, i.e. each point in 
the image off has a neighborhood in N which is contained in the image off. D 
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Theorem 6.28. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold, (N, T) a smooth n-manifold, 
and f : M --7 N a smooth map with respect to S and T. Let y be a regular value 
off with respect to S and T. Then f- 1(y) is an (m- n)-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of (M, S). 
Proof. We must show that for each x E f- 1(y), there exists an S-admissible (m-n)-
chart <p for (M, f- 1(y)) with x E dom r.p. 
Let x E f- 1(y). Since y is a regular value of f with respect to S and T, 
Txf: Tx(M, S) --7 Ty(N, T) is surjective. Let X, Y, Q, K, and h denote the sets and 
diffeomorphism which arise from Lemma 6.23. By taking smaller neighborhoods if 
necessary, we can suppose that Y = dom 'ljJ for some T-admissible chart 'lj;. We can 
choose 'ljJ such that '!f;(y) = 0. Let <p be the composition 
h 'lj;x1q 
X----+ Y x Q ---~ (codom '!f;) x Q. 
Then <p is an S-admissible chart for M with x E dom <p. We will be done if we check 
that <pis an S-admissible (m- n)-chart for (M, f- 1 (y)). It remains only to check 
that r.p(f-1(y) nx) = ({0} x K) ncodom r.p. Note that ({0} X K) ncodom <p = 
{0} X Q. Since 1r1h(z) = f(z) for all z EX it follows that h(f-1(y) nX) = {y} X Q, 
from which the desired conclusion follows easily. D 
Example 6.29 Let f: Rn+1 --7 R be given by f(x) =xi+···+ x;+1 . Then 
If x =/= 0, D f ( x) has rank 1, and hence is surjective. It follows from Proposition 5.12 
and Theorem 5.13 that Txf is surjective for x =/= 0, and hence every positive real 
is a regular value of f. Thus, for each r > 0, f- 1(r) is ann-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of Rn+1. In particular, this gives an alternate proof that sn is an 
n-dimensional smooth submanifold of Rn+1 . (Compare with Example 6.8.) 
Example 6.30. For 1 ::; q ::; n, the real Stiefel manifold Vq(Rn) is the set of 
all n-rowed, q-columned real matrices A satisfying A* A = Iq where A* denotes 
the transpose of A and Iq is the q x q identity matrix. The above condition on A 
says that each column of A has Euclidean norm 1 (look at the diagonal entries of 
A* A), and that distinct columns of A are orthogonal with respect to the standard 
Euclidean inner product on Rn (look at the off-diagonal entries of A* A). Thus 
Vq(Rn) can be viewed as the set of all orthonormal q-frames of vectors in Rn. Note 
that Vn(Rn) = O(n), the orthogonal group, if we identify matrices with the linear 
transformations they represent with respect to the standard bases (see Exercise 7 
of §2). At the other extreme, V1(Rn) = sn-1 if we identify n X 1 matrices with 
points in R n. 
Write Mn,q(R) for the set of all real n-rowed, q-columned matrices, a vector 
space of dimension nq over R. We will show that Vq(Rn) is an ( nq- q(q + 1)/2 )-
dimensional smooth submanifold of Mn,q(R). Write Sym(q) for the set of all q x q 
symmetric real matrices, a vector space of dimension q(q + 1)/2 over R. Define 
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f : Mn,q(R) -t Sym(q) by f(X) =X* X. Clearly, f is smooth with respect to the 
standard smooth structures, and Vq(Rn) = f- 1 (Iq)· Thus our above assertion will 
follow from Theorem 6.28 if we show that Iq is a regular value of f. 
Iq is certainly in the image off, e.g. 
f ( Iq ) -I On-q,q - q 
where On-q,q is the (n- q) x q 0-matrix. We claim that for each A E Mn,q(R), 
Df(A): Mn,q(R) -t Sym(q) is given by Dj(A)(X) =A* X+ X*A for all X E 
Mn,q(R). (Compare with Exercise 2 of §3.) For if we let a : Mn,q(R) -t Sym(q) 
be given by a(X) =A* X+ X* A for all X E Mn,q(R), then a is R-linear, and 
j(X)- f(A)- a(X- A)= X* X- A* A- A*(X- A)- (X- A)* A 
=(X- A)*(X- A). 
Let II liM and II lis denote the sup norms on Mn,q(R) and Sym(q), respectively, i.e 
the norm of a matrix is the maximum of the absolute values of its entries. For all 
B, C E Mn,q(R), it is easily checked that IIB*CIIs ~ niiBIIMIICIIM· It follows that 
llf(X)- f(A)- a(X- A) lis~ niiX- All~ 
for all X E Mn,q(R). Thus, by Theorem 3.16, D f(A) =a. 
We next check that for A E f- 1(Iq), Df(A) is surjective. For such an A we have 
A* A= Iq. Let BE Sym(q) be arbitrary. Then AB/2 E Mn,q(R) and we have 
Df(A)(AB/2) = A*(AB/2) + (AB/2)* A= (A* A)B/2 + (B* A* /2)A 
= B/2 + B* /2 (since A* A= Iq) 
=B (since B is symmetric) 
proving that Df(A) is surjective for A E f- 1 (Iq). Thus, from Proposition 5.12 and 
Theorem 5.13, TAf is surjective for each A E f- 1 (Iq), completing the proof that 
Iq is a regular value of f. 
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Exercises for §6 
1. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold, (N, T) a smooth n-manifold, and f: M -t 
N a smooth map with respect to S and T. Let G(f) denote the graph of j, i.e. 
G(f) = {(x,f(x)) I x E M} C M x N. Prove that G(f) is an m-dimensional 
smooth submanifold of (M x N, S x T). 
2. Let 1r: sn --t pn(R) be the quotient map of Example 2.5. Prove that 1r is both 
an immersion and a submersion with respect to the standard smooth structures 
(Examples 4.6 and 4.7). 
3. Let ((F,SF),E, (B,SB),p,S) be a smooth fiber bundle. Prove that p: E --t B 
is a submersion with respect to SE and SB. 
4. Let f : P 2 (R) --t R5 be given by f([x, y, z]) = (x2 , y2 , xy, xz, yz). Prove that f 
is an immersion with respect to the standard smooth structures. 
5. Let A= {(x, y, z, t) E R4 I x2 - y2 + z2 = 1 and xy- zt = 2}. Prove that A is 
a 2-dimensional smooth submanifold of R 4 • 
6. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. Suppose X is a k-dimensional 
smooth submanifold of (M, S) and Y an [-dimensional smooth submanifold of 
(N, T). Prove that X x Y is a (k +i)-dimensional smooth submanifold of (M x 
N,S x T). 
7. Prove Proposition 6.13. 
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7. TANGENT SPACES TO SMOOTH SUBMANIFOLDS OF EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
If M is a smooth submanifold of Rn, there is a more intuitive notion of the 
tangent space toM at a point x in M than the one given in §5, namely the totality 
of velocity vectors to smooth curves in M at x. In this section we canonically 
identify the two notions. 
Definition 7.1. Let M be a smooth submanifold of Rn and x E M. A smooth 
curve a at x in M is a smooth map a : ( -o, o) -+ M for some o > 0 such that 
a(O) = x. The velocity vector of a at x, denoted vel (a), is D(ia)(0)(1) ERn where 
i: M-+ Rn is the inclusion map. 
Note that if a 1 , ... , an are the coordinate functions of ia, then 
( 
a~(O)) a~(O) 
D(ia)(O) = : 
a~(O) 
and so vel (a) = (a~ (0), a~(O), ... , a~(O)), which is the usual calculus notion of the 
velocity vector to a smooth curve in Euclidean space at a point. Let Vx (M) denote 
the set of all velocity vectors to smooth curves in M at x. We wish to canonically 
identify Vx(M) with Tx(M) (which we will write instead of Tx(M, SIM) where S 
is the standard smooth structure on Rn). 
Lemma 7.2. Let M be a smooth submanifold of Rn and x EM. Suppose a and 
(3 are smooth curves at x in M. Then: 
(a) If a and (3 agree on some neighborhood of 0, then vel (a) = vel ((3). 
(b) If ( -o, o) c (dam a) n (dam (3), then vel (a) = vel ((3) if and only if To a = 
Tof3: To((-o,o))-+ Tx(M). 
Proof. Let i : M -+ Rn denote the inclusion. If a and (3 agree on some neighbor-
hood of 0, then by the Local Property (Proposition 3.21(c)), D(ia)(O) = D(if3)(0) 
and it follows that vel (a) =vel ((3), proving part (a). 
Suppose ( -o, o) c (dom a) n (dom (3). By part (a) we can suppose dom a = 
dom (3 = (-o, o) for purposes of obtaining vel (a) and vel ((3). By the Chain 
Rule (Theorem 3.3), vel (a) = D(ia)(0)(1) = Di(x)Da(0)(1). Similarly, vel ((3) = 
Di(x)D(3(0)(1). It follows from Theorem 6.11, Proposition 5.12, and Theorem 5.13 
that Di(x) is injective. Thus, vel (a)= vel ((3) if and only if Da(0)(1) = D(3(0)(1), 
i.e. if and only if Da(O) = D(3(0). By Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 5.13, the 
latter condition holds if and only if T0a = T0(3, proving part (b). 0 
If a: ( -o, o) -7 M is a smooth curve at X in M and 0 < 01 < o, the diagram 
j ( -o', o') (-o, o) 
~/ 
M 
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commutes where j is the inclusion and a' the restriction of a. Thus, from Propo-
sitions 5.9 and 5.12, the diagram 
R ~To ( ( -o', o')) 
~ 
Dj(O) Toj Tx(M) 
~ 
R 
00 
To ( ( -o, o)) 
commutes. Since j is a restriction of 1a, it follows from the Local Property (Propo-
sition 3.21(c)) and Example 3.9 that Dj(O) = 1a. Thus we obtain a well-defined 
function cM,x: Vx(M) ~ Tx(M) by the rule cM,x(vel(a)) = Toa(Bo(1)). We wish 
to show that cM,x is a bijection. Note that we have not yet proved that Vx(M) is 
an R-linear subspace of Rn. There does not seem to be an obvious operation on 
curves at x in M which induces addition of velocity vectors. 
Lemma 7.3. Let M be a smooth submanifold ofRn and x EM. Let i: M ~ Rn 
denote the inclusion map. Then the diagram 
Tx(M) ~Tx(Rn) 
'M "I I .. 
commutes where j is the inclusion. 
Proof. Let a: ( -0, o) ~ M be a smooth curve at x in M. From Proposition 5.12 
we have the commutative diagram 
R ___ _____,.. R n. 
D(ia)(O) 
By Proposition 5.9(b), To(ia) = TxiT0 a. Thus 
Bx (vel (a)) = Bx ( D(ia)(O) (1)) = To(ia) ( Bo(1)) 
= Txi(Toa(Bo(1))) = Txi(cM,x(vel(a))). D 
If M is a smooth submanifold of R m, N a smooth submanifold of R n, f : M ~ N 
a smooth map, and a a smooth curve at x in M, then fa is a smooth curve at f ( x) 
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inN. We claim that if a and {3 are curves at x in M such that vel (a) =vel (,6), 
then vel (fa) = vel (!{3). For by Lemma 7.2 we can suppose dom a = dom ,6 
and Toa = Tof3. By Proposition 5.9(b), To(fa) = (Txf)(Toa) = (Txf)(Tof3) = 
T0 (j{3) and hence vel (fa) = vel (!{3) by Lemma 7.2(b), establishing the above 
claim. Thus we obtain a well-defined function Vxf: Vx(M)----+ Vf(x)(N) by the rule 
Vx f (vel (a)) = vel (!a). 
Proposition 7.4. Suppose M is a smooth submanifold of Rm, N a smooth sub-
manifold of R n, and f : M ----+ N a smooth map. Then for each x E M the diagram 
commutes. 
Proof. Let a: ( -8, 8) ----+ M be a smooth curve at x in M. Then 
cN,f(x) ( Vxf (vel (a))) = €N,J(x) (vel (fa)) =To (fa) ( Bo(l)) 
= Txf ( Toa( Bo(l))) = Txf (cM,x (vel (a))). D 
Proposition 7.5. Let M, N, and Q be smooth submanifolds ofRm, Rn, and Rq, 
respectively, and x E M. Then: 
(a) VxlM = lv,(M)· 
(b) If f : M ----+ N and g : N ----+ Q are smooth maps, then 
Proof. For each smooth curve a at x in M we have Vx 1M (vel (a)) = vel (1M a) = 
vel (a), proving part (a), and 
Vx(gf) (vel (a)) =vel (gfa) = Vf(x)g(vel (fa)) 
= Vf(x)9 ( Vxf (vel (a))) 
proving part (b). D 
Corollary 7.6. Let M and N be smooth submanifolds ofRm and Rn, respectively. 
Suppose f : M----+ N is a diffeomorphism. Then for each x E M, Vxf : Vx(M) ----+ 
Vf(x) (N) is a bijection. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.5, lv.,(M) = VxlM = Vx(f- 1 f) = Vf(x) (j-1 )Vxf and 
similarly lv1<x)N = Vf(x)(f- 1 )Vxf· D 
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Lemma 7.7. Let M be a smooth submanifold ofRn and U an open subset of M. 
Let j : U---+ M denote the inclusion map. Then for each x E U, Vx(U) = Vx(M) 
and Vxj : Vx(U) ---+ Vx(M) is the identity map. 
Proof. Let i : M ---+ Rn denote the inclusion. If a is a smooth curve at x in U, 
then Vxj (vel (a)) = vel (ja) = D(ija)(0)(1). Since ij : U ---+ Rn is the inclusion, 
D(ija)(0)(1) = vel(a), and so Vxj(vel(a)) = vel(a) for all smooth curves a at x 
in U. Thus Vx(U) C Vx(M) and Vxj is the inclusion. It remains only to check that 
Vxj is onto. 
Let a be a smooth curve at x in M. Since U is open in M, there exists a 
8 > 0 such that ( -8, 8) c dom a and a ( ( -8, 8)) c U. Let (3 : ( -8, 8) ---+ U be 
the restriction of a. Since a and j(3 agree on a neighborhood of 0, it follows from 
Lemma 7.2(a) that vel(a) = vel(j(3). Since vel(j(3) = Vxj(vel(f3)), the proof is 
complete. 0 
Proposition 7 .8. Let M be an open subset of Rn. Then for each x E M, Vx ( M) = 
Rn and cM,x =Ox: Vx(M)---+ Tx(M). In particular cM,x is an R-isomorphism. 
Proof. If v E Rn, let a : ( -1, 1) ---+ Rn be given by a(t) = x +tv. Then a is a 
smooth curve at x in R n, and vel (a) = v, proving that Vx (R n) = Rn. Since, by 
Lemma 7.7, Vx(M) = Vx(Rn), we have Vx(M) = Rn. 
By Lemma 7.3, (Txi)cM,x =Ox : Rn---+ Tx(Rn) where i: M---+ Rn denotes the 
inclusion. By Proposition 5.12, the diagram 
Di(x) 
commutes. Since Di(x) = 1Rn by Proposition 3.21(c) and Example 3.19, it follows 
that (Txi)Ox = Ox : Rn ---+ Tx(Rn). Thus, (Txi)cM,x = (TxiWx· Since Txi is 
injective by Theorem 6.11, the result now follows. 0 
Theorem 7.9. Let M be a k-dimensional smooth submanifold of Rn. Then for 
each x E M, Vx(M) is a k-dimensional R-linear subspace of Rn and cM,x : 
Vx ( M) ---+ Tx ( M) is an R-isomorphism. 
Proof. Let x EM. Choose a diffeomorphism <p from an open neighborhood of x in 
M to an open set in Rk. By Proposition 7.4 the diagram 
commutes where j : dom <p ---+ M is the inclusion map. By Lemma 7.7, Vxj is 
the identity map. Txj is a bijection by Proposition 5.11. Vx<p is a bijection by 
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Corollary 7.6. Txi.(J is a bijection by Corollary 5.10. E:codom cp,cp(x) is a bijection by 
Proposition 7.8. Thus, by commutativity of the above diagram, it follows that E:M,x 
is a bijection. 
It now follows from Lemma 7.3 that 
where i : M ---t Rn is the inclusion. Since Bx is an R-isomorphism (by Theo-
rem 5.13), Txi is an injective R-homomorphism (by Theorem 6.11), and Tx(M) is a 
real k-dimensional vector space, it follows that Vx(M) is a k-dimensional R-linear 
subspace of Rn and that cM,x is R-linear. D 
The upshot of Theorem 7.9 and Proposition 7.4 is that for smooth submanifolds 
of Euclidean spaces, the tangent space Tx ( M) is canonically identified with the 
space Vx ( M) of velocity vectors to smooth curves at x in M, and the tangent map 
Txf of a smooth map f between two such is identified with the map Vxf which 
sends the velocity vector of a smooth curve at x to the velocity vector of that curve 
composed with fat f(x). 
Example 7.10. We have seen (Example 6.8) that sn is ann-dimensional smooth 
submanifold of R n+ 1 . Let X E sn and a a smooth curve at X in sn. Then for 
all t E dom a, 2::~,:;11 ai(t) 2 = 1. Thus, taking derivatives and evaluating at 0, we 
obtain 2::~,:;11 ai(O)a~(O) = 0, which says that vel (a) is orthogonal to x with respect 
to the standard Euclidean inner product on R n+l. Thus Vx ( sn) is contained in 
x..l, the orthogonal complement of x in Rn+1 • Since both Vx(Sn) and x..l are n-
dimensional R-linear subspaces of Rn+I, it follows that Vx(Sn) = x..l. Thus, by 
Theorem 7.9, Tx(Sn) is canonically identified with x..l for each X E sn. 
Exercises for § 7 
1. Suppose M is a smooth submanifold of R m and N a smooth submanifold of 
Rn. Then by Exercise 6 of §6, M x N is a smooth submanifold of Rm x Rn, which 
we identify with Rm+n in the obvious way. Prove that for each (x, y) E M x N, 
V(x,y)(M X N) = Vx(M) X Vy(N). 
2. For 0 :::; k :::; n, the Grassmannian space G k (R n) is the set of all k-dimensional 
R-linear subspaces of Rn. We topologize Gk(Rn) as follows: Let Inja(Rk, Rn) 
denote the set of all injective R-linear transformations from Rk toRn, topologized 
as a subspace of the finite-dimensional real vector space Homa(Rk, Rn). Let q : 
Inja(Rk, Rn) ---t Gk(Rn) be the function given by q(A) = A(Rk) for each A E 
Inja(Rk, Rn). Give Gk(Rn) the quotient topology relative to q, i.e. a subset U of 
Gk(Rn) is open in Gk(Rn) if and only if q-1 (U) is open in Inja(Rk,Rn). 
Let M beak-dimensional smooth submanifold ofRn. Define 9M : M ---t Gk(Rn) 
by 9M(x) = Vx(M) for each x EM. Prove that 9M is continuous. 
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8. VECTOR BUNDLES AND THE TANGENT BUNDLE 
Definition 8.1. A vector bundle~ is a fiber bundle (F, E, B,p) such that 
(i) F is a real finite-dimensional vector space. 
(ii) For each x E B, p-1 (x) is equipped with the structure of a real finite-
dimensional vector space. 
(iii) There exists an atlas A for ~ such that for each <p E A and x E Ur.p, the 
restriction <p: p-1 (x) ~ {x} x F is an R-isomorphism, where {x} x F is given the 
obvious vector space structure. Such an A is called a linear atlas for ~. Any chart 
<p for ~ satisfying the above condition is called a linear chart for ~. 
A vector bundle for which the fiber is n-dimensional over R is called an n-plane 
bundle. A 1-plane bundle is sometimes called a line bundle. 
Example 8.2. Let X be any topological space and V any finite-dimensional real 
vector space. Then the product bundle (V, X x V, X, 1r1 ) is a vector bundle with 
linear atlas {lxxv }, where for each x EX, ?T:l 1(x) = {x} x Vis given the obvious 
real vector space structure. 
Example 8.3. We show that the canonical line bundle over pn(R) (Example 2.10) 
is a line bundle in the sense of Definition 8.1. Using the notation of Example 2.10, 
for each [x] E pn(R), p;;1 ([x]) = {[x, r] I r E R}. We must first put a real vector 
space structure on the fiber p;;1 ([x]). Define addition and scalar multiplication by 
the rules [x, r1] + [x, r2] = [x, r1 + r2] and s[x, r] = [x, sr] for all r1, r2, and sin R. 
It is straightforward to check that these operations are well-defined, that p;;1 ([x]) 
is a real !-dimensional vector space under the above operations, and that the An 
of Example 2.10 is a linear atlas for (R, Ln, pn(R),Pn)· 
Example 8.4. We show that the fiber bundle (Rn, T(Sn), sn,p) of Exercise 8 of §2 
is ann-plane bundle. For each x E sn, p-1 (x) = x..l, the orthogonal complement 
of x in Rn+l with respect to the standard Euclidean inner product. x..l is an 
n-dimensional R-linear subspace of Rn+I, and we choose this real vector space 
structure as the required real vector space structure on the fiber p-1 (x). 
For 1:::; i:::; n+ llet ui = {x E sn I Xi =I= 0}. Then {Ub···,Un} is an open 
cover of sn. Define ()i: p-1 (Ui) ~ ui X Rn by 
()i is clearly continuous, the diagram 
commutes, and each fiber restriction ()i : p-1 (x) ~ {x} x Rn is R-linear. Thus, 
if we show that each ()i is a homeomorphism, it will follow that { ()1 , ... , ()n+d is 
a linear atlas for (Rn, T(Sn), sn,p). We accomplish the latter task by explicitly 
finding the inverse of ()i and observing that it is continuous. 
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where ai : ui X Rn ----7 R is given by 
i-1 n+l 
ai(x, z) = -xi1 L XjZj- xi1 L XjZj-1· 
j=l j=i+l 
'r/i is clearly continuous, and one checks that 'f/i and fh are inverses of one another. 
Definition 8.5. Let 6 = (V1, E1, Bl,Pl) and 6 = (V2, E2, B2,P2) be vector 
bundles. A vector bundle homomorphism f : 6 ----+ 6 consists of a pair of continuous 
maps !E : E1 ----+ E2 and !B : B1 ----+ B2 such that 
(i) The diagram 
commutes. 
B 1 ______.,... B2 
fs 
(ii) From condition (i) it follows that for each x E B1, !E maps P11(x) into 
p21(JB(x)). We require that the restriction !E : P11 (x) ----+ P21(JB(x)) be R-
linear. 
The proof of the following Proposition is immediate. 
Proposition 8.6. (a) Let~= (V,E,B,p) be a vector bundle. Then le: ~----+ ~ 
given by leE = lE, leE = lB is a vector bundle homomorphism. 
(b) Suppose ~i, i = 1, 2, 3, are vector bundles and f : 6 ----+ 6, g : 6 ----+ 6 
are vector bundle homomorphisms. Then gf : 6 ----+ 6 given by (gf)E = gEJE, 
(gf)B = gBJB, is a vector bundle homomorphism. 0 
We next consider smooth vector bundles. The fiber F is always a real finite-
dimensional vector space and the smooth structure SF on F will always be the 
standard smooth structure. Thus we modify the terminology of Definition 4.28 as 
follows: 
Definition 8.7. Let ~ = (F, E, B, p) be a vector bundle and S B a smooth structure 
on B. If <p and 'ljJ are linear charts for ~, we say <p and 'ljJ are linearly S B-related if 
<p and 'ljJ are SB-SF-related in the sense of Definition 4.28. 
A linear atlas A for ~ is said to be linearly S3-smooth if whenever <p, 'ljJ E A, 
then <p and 'ljJ are linearly S3-related. 
If A and B are linearly S B-smooth atlases for ~, we say A and B are linearly 
S3-equivalent if for all <pEA and 'ljJ E B, <p and 'ljJ are linearly S3-related. 
The following is immediate from Proposition 4.29: 
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Proposition 8.8. Let~= (F, E, B,p) be a vector bundle and SB a smooth struc-
ture for B. Then the relation linear S B -equivalence on the set of all linear S B-
smooth atlases for ~ is an equivalence relation. 0 
Definition 8.9. Let ~ = (F, E, B,p) be a vector bundle and suppose SB is a 
smooth structure structure on B. A linear S B-smooth structure S for ~ is a linear 
S B-equivalence class of linear S B-smooth atlases for ~. 
A linear S B-smooth atlas for ~ which represents a linear S B-smooth structure S 
for~ will be said to be S-admissible. 
A linear chart for~ which belongs to an S-admissible linear SB-smooth atlas for 
~ will be said to be S-admissible. 
Definition 8.10. A smooth vector bundle is a quintuple ( F, E, ( B, S B), p, S) sat-
isfying: 
(i) (F,E,B,p) is a vector bundle. 
( ii) ( B, S B) is a smooth manifold. 
(iii) Sis a linear SB-smooth structure for (F, E.B,p). 
If~= (F, E, (B, SB),p, S) is a smooth vector bundle, write~= (F, E, B,p) for 
its underlying vector bundle. 
The following Proposition is the specialization of Proposition 4.32 to smooth 
vector bundles. 
Proposition 8.11. Let ~ = ( F, E, ( B, S B), p, S) be a smooth vector bundle. Then: 
(a) Any two S -admissible charts are linearly S B -related. 
(b) If A and B are linear atlases for ~ such that A C B and B is S -admissible, 
then A isS-admissible. -
(c) If A and B are linearly S B -smooth atlases for ~ such that A C B and A is 
S -admissible, then B is S -admissible. -
(d) If <p is a linear S-admissible chart for ~ and U is open in U cp, then the 
restriction <p: p-1 (U) --tUx F is a linear S-ad~issible chart. 
(e) If <p is a linear chart for ~ and A a linear S -admissible atlas, then <p is 
S-admissible if and only if <p is linearly SB-related to each member of A. 
(f) If A is a linear S-admissible atlas and C any set of linear S-admissible charts, 
then AU C is a linear S -admissible atlas. 0 
In particular, if ( F, E, ( B, S B), p, S) is a smooth vector bundle, it follows that 
((F,Sp),E, (B,SB),p,S) is a smooth fiber bundle in the sense of Definition 4.31 
(where Sp denotes the standard smooth structure on the vector space F). By 
Theorem 4.34, there will exist a unique smooth structure S E on E such that each 
S-admissible linear chart <p : p-1 (Ucp) --t Ucp x F is a diffeomorphism with respect 
to SE I p-1 (Ucp) and (SB I Ucp) x Sp. 
We leave as exercises the verification that the linear atlases in Examples 8.3 and 
8.4 above are linearly smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures on 
the base spaces. 
Definition 8.12. Let ~i = (Vi, Ei, (Bi, SBJ,pi, Si) be smooth vector bundles, 
i = 1, 2. A smooth vector bundle homomorphism f : 6 --t 6 is a vector bundle 
homomorphism from (V1, E1, B1,p1) to (V2, E2, B 2,p2) such that fB : B1 --t B2 is 
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smooth with respect to S B 1 and S B 2 , and f E : E1 ----+ E2 is smooth with respect to 
(Sl)E and (S2)E. 
The following analogue of Proposition 8.6 is immediate. 
Proposition 8.13. (a) Let~ = (V, E, (B, SB),p, S) be a smooth vector bundle. 
Then 1~ : ~ ----+ ~ given by 1~E = 1E, 1~B = 1B is a smooth vector bundle homo-
morphism. 
(b) Suppose ~i, i = 1, 2, 3, are smooth vector bundles and f : 6 ----+ 6, g : 
6 ----+ 6 are smooth vector bundle homomorphisms. Then gf : 6 ----+ 6 given by 
(gf)E = 9E!E, (gf)B = 9B!B is a smooth vector bundle homomorphism. D 
Given any m-manifold M, a chart forM with codomain an open subset of Rm 
will be called a Euclidean chart for M. If t.p is any chart for M with codomain 
an open subset of some m-dimensional real vector space V, and a : V ----+ R m an 
R-isomorphism, then the composition 
dom t.p ~ codom t.p ~ a( codom t.p) 
is a Euclidean chart forM having the same domain as t.p. Moreover, if Sis a smooth 
structure on M, it is easily seen that t.p is S-admissible if and only if the Euclidean 
chart at.p is 8-admissible. 
It will sometimes be convenient to use a common real m-dimensional vector space 
to contain the codomains of all charts we consider for m-manifolds, and Rm will 
be convenient for that purpose. Given a smooth m-manifold (M, S), we will let 
£ ( M, S) denote the set of all S-admissible Euclidean charts for M. £ ( M, S) is an 
S-admissible atlas for M. 
The main goal of this section is to construct for each smooth m-manifold (M, S) 
a smooth m-plane bundle TM,S = (Rm, T(M, S), (M, S),PM,s, S), the tangent 
bundle of ( M, S), and, if ( N, T) is another smooth manifold and f : M ----+ N 
a smooth map with respect to S and T, a smooth vector bundle homomorphism 
T f : TM,S ----+ TN,T· For x E M, the fiber P"M~s(x) will be the tangent space 
Tx ( M, S); T f B will be f; the restriction of T f E to p "M1 8 ( x) will be the tangent map 
Txf: Tx(M, S) ----+ Tf(x) (N, T). , 
As a set, T(M, S) is defined to be U Tx(M, S), and PM,S : T(M, S) ----+ M is 
xEM 
defined by PM,s(v) = x if v E Tx(M, S). Thus P"M~8 (x) = Tx(M, S). Our next task 
is to put a suitable topology on T(M, S). 
Let t.p E £(M, S). Thus codom t.p is an open subset of Rm. Write St<p for the 
standard smooth structure on codom t.p. 
By the Local Property for Tangent Maps (Proposition 5.11), for each x E dom t.p, 
the tangent map Txi<p: Tx(dom t.p,Sjdom t.p)----+ Tx(M,S) is an R-isomorphism, 
where i<p : dom t.p----+ M denotes the inclusion map. Taking disjoint unions,we get 
a bijection of sets 
(1) Ti<p: u Tx ( dom t.p, S I dom t.p) ----+ u Tx(M, S) = p_;v} 8 (dom t.p). 
' 
xEdom <p xEdom <p 
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Since <p : dom <p ---t codom <p is a diffeomorphism with respect to S I dom <p and 
Step, for each x E dom <p the tangent map 
Tx<p : Tx ( dom <p, S I dom <p) ---* Tep(x) ( codom <p, Step) 
is an R-isomorphism and so, taking disjoint unions, we obtain a bijection of sets 
(2) Tt.p: U Tx(dom<p,Sidom<p)---t U Tep(x)(codom<p,Step)· 
xEdom ep xEdom ep 
Recall, from Example 5.6, the R-isomorphism ()ep(x): Rm ---t Tep(x)(codom <p,Stcp) 
for each x E dom <p. Define 
?fep(x): {x} x Rm---* Tep(x)(codom <p,Step) 
by ()ep(x)(x,v) = ()ep(x)(v). Taking disjoint unions, we get a bijection 
(3) ()ep: (dom <p) x Rm ---t U Tep(x)(codom <p,Step)· 
xEdom ep 
From the bijections in (1),(2), and (3) above, we get a bijection of sets 
cp = ?f;/ o (T<p) o (Ti)-1 : PM-~8 (dom <p)---* (dom <p) x Rm. 
Give ( dom <p) x R m the product topology. We give p M-1 s ( dom <p) the unique topol-
ogy for which rp is a homeomorphism. Call this topol~gy the <p-local topology on 
p M1 s ( dom <p). 
) 
Proposition 8.14. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold. Define TOP(M, S) to 
be the collection of all subsets A of T(M, S) such that for every <p E &(M, S), 
A n PM-1 s ( dom <p) is open in the <p-local topology. Then: 
(a) TOP(M, S) is a topology on T(M, S). 
(b) If <p E &(M, S) and U is open in dom <p, then pM-1 8 (U) E TOP(M, S). 
(c) For each <p E & ( M, S), the subspace topology o~ p M-1 s ( dom <p) induced by 
TOP(M, S) is the <p-local topology. ' 
Proof. The proof of part (a) is immediate. 
For any'¢ E &(M,S) and V C dom '¢,note that ::f(PM-~s(V)) = 'lj;(V) x Rm. If 
V is open in dom '¢, then 'lj;(V) x Rm is open in (codom '¢) x Rm and so, since 
;j; is a homeomorphism, PM-~s(V) is open in the '¢-local topology. In particular, 
if U is open in dom <p, then PM-1 8 (U n dom '¢) is open in the '¢-local topology, 
i.e. p M~S ( U) n p M~S ( '¢) is open i~ the '¢-local topology. It follows that p M~S ( U) E 
TOP(M, S). Part (b) follows. 
Let <p E &(M,S). By part (b), pM-18 (dom <p) E TOP(M,S). If A E TOP(M,S), 
then by definition ofTOP(M,S), ArlpM-18 (dom <p) is open in the <p-local topology. 
Part (c) follows. 0 ' 
Unless otherwise stated, the topology on T(M, S) will be understood to be 
TOP(M,S). 
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Corollary 8.15. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then PM,S: T(M, S)-+ M is 
continuous. 
Proof. { dom cp I cp E £(M, S)} is a basis for the topology on M, and by Proposi-
tion 8.14(b), pJC/8 (dom cp) is open in T(M,S) for all cp E £(M,S). D , 
Proposition 8.16. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold. Then for each cp E 
&(M,S): 
(a) The diagram 
PM~S ( dom cp) ___ ({; __ .._ ( dom cp) X Rm 
~/ 
dom cp 
commutes. 
(b) For each x E dom cp, the restriction cp: Tx(M,S)-+ {x} x Rm is an R-
isomorphism. 
Proof. Both parts follow from the fact that cp is obtained by taking the disjoint 
union over x E dom cp of the compositions 
1 e- 1 
)(T.,icp)- T.,c.p ( ) cp(x) { } Tx(M,S ~Tx(dom cp,Sidom cp) ~Tc.p(x) codom cp,St'P ~ x X Rm 
and each map in this last composition is an R-isomorphism. D 
As a consequence of Proposition 8.14, Corollary 8.15, and Proposition 8.16, 
(Rm, T(M, S), M,PM,s) is an m-plane bundle with linear atlas {ip I cp E £(M, S}. 
To prove that this vector bundle is the underlying vector bundle of a smooth vector 
bundle, it remains only to prove that any two charts in { cp I cp E £ ( M, S} are 
linearly S-related. 
Lemma 8.17. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold and suppose cp, 'ljJ E £(M, S). 
Letgc.p,'I/J: (dom cpndom '1/J)xRm-+ (dom cpndom '1/J)xRm be given bygc.p,'!f;(x,y) = 
(x, D( '1/Jcp- 1) ( cp(x)) (y)). Then the diagram 
PAls(dom cp n dom '1/J) , 
(dom cp n dom '1/J) X Rm 
commutes. 
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Proof. If U is open in M and x E U, Tx(M, S) is canonically identified with 
Tx(U, S I U) via the Local Property (Proposition 5.11) and with this ~entifica­
tion, the maps Txicp and Txi'I/J appearing in the definitions of <; and 'ljJ become 
the identity maps. It follows that<; and ;J are given as follows: For u E p}.,}8 (x), 
[p(u) = (x, v) where vERmis the unique element such that Ocp(x)(v) = Txcp(u), and 
;f(u) = (x, w) where wE Rm is the unique element such that 01/J(x)(w) = Tx'lj;(u). 
Thus it remains only to show that for x, u, v as above, 
By Proposition 5.12 we have the commutative diagram 
D('I/Jcp- 1 )(cp(x)) Rm _____________ ,.._ Rm 
()<p(x)! ! ()1/J(x) 
Tcp(x) ( codom <p n codom 'ljJ) T'I/J(x) ( codom <p n codom 'ljJ) . 
T<p(x)('I/Jcp- 1 ) 
Thus 
0'1/J(x) ( D( 'lj;cp-1) ( ( cp(x) )( V)) = Tcp(x) ( 'lj;cp-1) (Ocp(x) ( V)) 
= Tcp(x)('lj;cp- 1)((Txcp)(u)) = (Tx'lj;)(u). 0 
Corollary 8.18. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold. Then for any charts <p, 'ljJ E 
E ( M, S), <; and ;J are linearly S -related. 
Proof. Since <p and 'ljJ are smoothly related, the overlap map 'lj;cp- 1 is coo. Thus all 
partial derivatives of the coordinate functions of 'lj;cp-1 are coo, and so the 9cp,'I/J of 
Lemma 8.17 is coo, i.e. ;Jrp-1 is coo. 0 
As a consequence of Proposition 8.14, Corollary 8.15, Proposition 8.16, and 
Corollary 8.18, { <P I <p E E(M, S)} is a linear S-smooth atlas for the vector bun-
dle (Rm, T(M, S), M,PM,s). Write S for its linear S-smooth equivalence class. 
Summarizing, 
Theorem 8.19. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold. Then 
(Rm, T(M, S), (M, S),PM,s, S) 
is a smooth m-plane bundle. 0 
Definition 8.20. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold. The smooth m-plane 
bundle of Theorem 8.19 is called the tangent bundle of (M, S), and denoted TM,S· 
It follows from Theorem 4.34 that that there is a unique smooth structure 
TanM,s on T(M, S) such that for each <p E E(M, S), 
<P: PN}s(dom cp)---+ (dom cp) x Rm 
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is a diffeomorphism with respect to TanM,s and S x St where St denotes the 
standard smooth structure on am. Thus (T(M, S), TanM,s) is a smooth 2m-
manifold. 
Suppose (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth m- and n-manifolds, respectively, and 
that f : M ~ N is smooth with respect to S and T. Let T f : T(M, S ~ T(N, T) 
be the function obtained by assembling the tangent maps Txf for x EM, i.e. Tf 
is the unique function such that for all x E M, the diagram 
Tx(M,S) ~ Tf(x)(N, T) 
! ! 
T(M,S) -T-f -;;..T(N, T) 
commutes, where the vertical maps are the inclusion maps. Our next task is to 
show that Tf is smooth with respect to TanM,s and TanN,T· 
Lemma 8.21. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth m- and n-manifolds, respectively, 
and f: M ~ N a smooth map with respect to S and T. Suppose 'P E £(M, S) and 
'1/J E £ ( N, T) are such that f ( dom 'P) C dom '1/J. Then the diagram 
-1 ( ) cp tpXlm p M,S dom i.p -----';>- ( dom i.p) X am -----';>- (cod om i.p) x am 
Tf! 11/,,,W 
pj~/r(dom '1/J) ~ (dom '1/J) X an (codom '1/J) X an 
' 'ljJ '1/JXln 
commutes, where 1m and ln are the identity maps on am and an, respectively, 
and lJ,rp,,p(y,z) = ('I/Jf~.p- 1 (y),D('I/Jf'P- 1 )(y)(z)). 
Proof. Let x E dom i.p and v E Tx(M, S). Then 
('1/J X ln);fTf(v) = ('1/J X ln);fTxf(v) = ('1/J X ln)(f(x),B;p)(x)Tf(x)'I/JTxf(v)) 
= ('1/Jf(x),B;p)(x)Tx('I/Jf)(v)) = ('I/Jf(x),D('I/Jf)(x)B-; 1(v)) 
(by Proposition 5.12), 
while 
lj,rp,,p('P X lm)<P(v) = lj,rp,,p('P X lm) (x, ();(~)Txi.p(v)) 
= lj,rp,,p('P X lm) (x, D~.p(x)B-; 1 (v)) 
(by Proposition 5.12) 
= lJ,rp,,p(~.p(x), D~.p(x)B-; 1 (v)) 
= ('I/Jf~.p- 1 ~.p(x),D('I/Jf~.p- 1 )(~.p(x))D~.p(x)B-; 1 (v)) 
= ('I/Jf(x),D('I/Jf)(x)B-; 1(v)) 
(by Theorem 3.20), 
completing the proof. D 
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Theorem 8.22. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth m- and n-manifolds, respec-
tively, and suppose that f : M ---+ N is smooth with respect to S and T. Then 
Tf: T(M,S)---+ T(N, T) is smooth with respect to TanM,s and TanN,T· 
Proof. By Proposition 4.19(b) it suffices to show that whenever <p E £(M,S) 
and 'ljJ E £(N, T) are such that f(dom r.p) C dom 'lj;, then the restriction Tf : 
pNf 8 (dom r.p) ---+ P.i~/r(dom 'lj;) is smooth. Since the horizontal maps in the dia-
gra'm of Lemma 8.2i are diffeomorphisms, it suffices, by Lemma 8.21 to check that 
lf,<p,'I/J is C00 • By smoothness off, it follows that 'lj;fr.p-1 is C00 • Since partial 
derivatives of coo functions are coo, D('lj;fr.p-1) is c=. It follows that lf,<p,'I/J is 
coo. D 
Summarizing Definition 8.20 through 8.22 we have: 
Theorem 8.23. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth m- and n-manifolds, respec-
tively, and suppose that f : M ---+ N is smooth with respect to S and T. Then 
Tf: TM,s---+ TN,T given by (Tf)E = Tf: T(M,S)---+ T(N, T), (Tf)B = f: M---+ N 
is a smooth vector bundle homomorphism. D 
As a consequence of Proposition 5.9 we have: 
Proposition 8.24. Let (M, S), (N, T), and (Q,U) be smooth manifolds. Suppose 
f : M ---+ N, g : N ---+ Q are smooth maps with respect to S and T, T and U, 
respectively. Then: 
(a) TlM = lTM,S. 
(b) T(gf) = (Tg)(Tf). D 
If f is a smooth map, then Theorem 8.22 yields that T f is smooth, and so we 
can consider T(Tf). We proceed to obtain some information about latter. 
Lemma 8.25. Suppose U is open in Rm, and V open in Rn. Let Stu and Stv 
denote the standard smooth structures on U and V, respectively. Suppose f : U ---+ V 
is smooth with respect to Stu and Stv. Then: 
(a) The diagram 
T(U, Stu) ----rj T(V, Stv) 
commutes, where Tf(x, y) = (f(x), Df(x)(y)), and lu, lv are the diffeomorphisms 
arising from lu E £(U,Stu), lv E £(V,Stv), respectively, by the construction 
preceding Proposition 8.14. 
(b) For all ( x, y) E U X R m, 
DT f (X' y) = ( D f*( X) 0 ) 
Df(x) 
for some n x m matrix * depending on x and y. 
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Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from Proposition 5.12 and the construction 
preceding Proposition 8.14. 
Writing JI, ... , fn for the coordinate functions off, 
as a function of the 2m variables x 1 , • •• , Xm, y1 , • •• , Ym· Part (b) now follows from 
Definition 3.2. 0 
Theorem 8.26. Let (M, S) and (N, 'T) be smooth manifolds and suppose f : 
M --+ N is smooth with respect to S and 'T. Suppose x E M is such that Txf : 
Tx(M,S) --+ Tf(x)(N, 'T) has rank r. Then for ally E Tx(M,S), the rank of 
Ty(Tf): Ty(T(M,S),TanM,s)--+ Trf(y)(T(N, 'T),TanN,T) is~ 2r. 
Proof. We first treat the case when M and N are open in Rm and Rn, respectively, 
with their standard smooth structures. By Proposition 5.12, the diagram 
commutes. Since, by Theorem 5.13, the vertical maps are R-isomorphisms, the 
ranks of Txf and Df(x) are the same, and so Df(x) has rank r. 
We can write lM(Y) = (x, z) for some z E Rm. Applying Lemma 8.25(a) with 
(M, S) and (N, 'T) replacing (U, Stu) and (V, Stv ), respectively, it follows from the 
fact that 1M and lN are diffeomorphisms, that rank Ty(Tf) =rank T(x,z)(Tf). By 
Lemma 8.25(b), the latter has rank;:::: 2 rank Df(x), completing the proof of the 
special case when M and N are open subsets of finite-dimensional vector spaces. 
For the general case, choose rp E £(M, S) and '1/J E £(N, 'T) such that x E dom rp 
and f(dom rp) c dom '1/J. Write s<p for s I dom 'P and 'T'Ij; for 'T I dom '1/J. Note that 
T(dom rp,S<p) = p_M~8 (dom rp) and hence, by continuity of PM,s, T(dom rp,S<p) is 
open in T(M, S). Similarly, T(dom '1/J, 'T'l/J) is open in T(N, 'T). Write fi : dom rp--+ 
dom '1/J for the restriction of f. By the Local Property, Txf = Txfi where we 
identify Tx(dom rp,S<p) with Tx(M,S) and Tf(x)(dom '1/J, 'T'1f;) with Tf(x)(N, 'T) via 
the maps induced by the inclusions i<p : dom rp--+ M and i'l/J : dom 'ljJ--+ N. Thus 
rank Txf = rank Txfi. 
Since T(dom rp,S<p) is open in T(M,S) and T(dom '1/J, T;p) is open in T(N, 'T), 
Ty(Tf) = Ty(Tfi). Thus it remains only to show that rank Ty(Tfi) ~ 2 rank Txfi· 
Since rp : dom rp --+ codom rp and 'ljJ : dom 'ljJ --+ codom 'ljJ are bijective, there 
exists a unique function h : codom rp --+ codom ¢ such that the diagram 
h dom rp --* dom 'ljJ 
<p1 !'1/J 
codom rp ------+ codom 'ljJ 
h 
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commutes. Write Step and St'I/J for the standard smooth structures on codom <p and 
codom '1/J, respectively. Since <p and 'ljJ are diffeomorphisms and !I is smooth, it 
follows that f2 is smooth, and that the diagrams 
Tx(dom <p, Scp) T,h Th(x)(dom '1/J, T'I/J) 
T,cpt tTh(x)'I/J 
Tcp(x)(codom <p,Stcp) -Thcp(x)(codom '1/J,St'I/J), Tcp(x)h 
T(codom <p, Step)- T(codom '1/J, St'I/J) Th 
Since the vertical maps in the first diagram are R-isomorphisms, it follows that 
rank Txfi =rank Tcp(x)h· 
Applying T to the second diagram, we obtain 
Trh(y)(T'IjJ) o Ty(TJI) = Trcp(y)(Tf2) o Ty(T<p). 
Since <p and 'ljJ are diffeomorphisms, Trh(y)(T'I/J) and Ty(T<p) are R-isomorphisms, 
and so rank Ty(Tfi) =rank Trcp(y)(Tf2). 
By the special case above, rank Trcp(y) (T !2) ~ 2 rank (Tcp(x)f2). The assertion 
follows. D 
Corollary 8.27. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds, and suppose f : 
M----+ N is an immersion with respect to S and T. Then T f: T(M, S) ----+ T(N, T) 
is an immersion with respect to TanM,s and TanN,T. 
Proof. Say M is a k-manifold. Then for all x E M, rank Txf = k. It fol-
lows from Theorem 8.26 that for all y E T(M, S), rank Ty(T f) ~ 2k. Since 
dimRTy(T(M,S)) = 2k for ally E T(M,S), we must have rank,Ty(Tf) = 2k. 
Thus, since T(M, k) is a 2k-manifold, Tf is an immersion. D 
We next consider the interaction between smooth submanifolds and the tangent 
bundle. 
Lemma 8.28. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold and <p E £(M, S). Then: 
(a) The composition 
PJC}8 (dom <p) ~ (dom <p) x Rm ~ (codom <p) x Rm 
' 
is a TanM,s-admissible chart, where lm denotes the identity map on Rm. 
(b) Let X be a k-dimensional smooth submanifold of (M, S), and write Y for 
the image of Ti : T(X, SIX) ----+ T(M, S) where i : X -+ M denotes the inclusion 
map. Suppose <p E £(M,S) is an S-admissible k-chart for (M,X). Then the 
TanM,s-admissible chart constructed in part (a) is a TanM,s-admissible 2k-chart 
for (T(M, S), Y). 
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Proof. Since p ;} 8 ( dom <p) is open in T ( M, S), (cod om <p) x R m is open in the real 
2m-dimensional' vector space R m x R m, and both rp and <p are diffeomorphisms, 
part (a) is immediate. 
Regard R k as a subspace of Rm in the standard way. We will restrict to S-
admissible k-charts cp for (M, X) satisfying cp(X n dom cp) = Rk n codom cp. For 
such a <p, write <px : X n dom <p -t Rk n codom <p for the restriction of cp. Recall 
from §6 that { <px I <p E £(M, S)} is a smooth atlas for X which represents the 
smooth structure S I X. 
Let i : X -t M denote the inclusion map. Applying Lemma 8.21 to i, <p x, and 
cp, we get the commutative diagram 
-1 (d ) fPx ( ) k<pxXlk( ) k Px,SIX om <px ~ dom <px x R ~ codom <px x R 
Tit !••·•x·• 
P"N}8 (dom cp) (dom cp) x Rm (codom cp) x Rm. 
' <p <pXlm 
Write 'ljJ for the TanM,s-admissible chart arising from part (a). Then Ti maps 
Px~s 1x(dom cpx) onto Yndom '1/J. Rk x Rk is a 2k-dimensional R-linear subspace 
of Rm x Rm, and it is easily checked that li,<px,<p is the restriction of the inclusion 
map Rk x Rk -t Rm x Rm. Since codom cpx = Rm n codom cp, it follows from 
commutativity of the above diagram that 'ljJ (Y ndom 'ljJ) = (R k x R k) ncodom 'ljJ. 0 
Theorem 8.29. Suppose X is a k-dimensional smooth submanifold of a smooth 
m-manifold (M, S). Let i : X -t M denote the inclusion map. Then Ti : 
T(X, SIX) -t T(M, S) maps T(X, SIX) diffeomorphically onto a 2k-dimensional 
smooth submanifold of T(M, S) with respect to the smooth structures Tanx,s 1 x 
andTanM,S· 
Proof. Let Y denote the image of Ti. By Lemma 8.28(b), Y is a 2k-dimensional 
smooth submanifold of ((T(M,S),TanM,s). Since i is an immersion by Theo-
rem 6.11, it follows from Corollary 8.27 that Ti is an immersion. Since Ti maps 
T(X, SIX) bijectively onto the smooth manifold Y, the result is now immediate 
from Proposition 6.17. D 
We return now to some general notions concerning vector bundles. 
Definition 8.30. Let ~ and rJ be vector bundles with the same base space B. A 
vector bundle homomorphism f : ~ -t rJ is called a vector bundle isomorphism from 
~ to rJ if f B = 1 B and f E is a homeomorphism. If a vector bundle isomorphism 
from~ to rJ exists, we say~ is isomorphic to rJ· 
If ~ and rJ are smooth vector bundles, a smooth vector bundle isomorphism from 
~ to rJ is a vector bundle isomorphism f : ~ -t rJ such that f E is a diffeomorphism. 
If a smooth vector bundle isomorphism from ~ to rJ exists, we say ~ is smoothly 
isomorphic to rJ· 
The proof of the following is easy and left as an exercise. 
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Proposition 8.31. (a) Let~ be a (smooth) vector bundle. Then le is a (smooth) 
vector bundle isomorphism. 
(b) Let f : ~ -+ rJ be a (smooth) vector bundle isomorphism. Then f- 1 : rJ -+ ~ 
given by u-1 )B = lB (where B is the base space of both rJ and~) and u-1 )E = 
(fE) - 1 is a (smooth) vector bundle isomorphism. 
(c) The composition of two (smooth) vector bundle isomorphisms is a (smooth) 
vector bundle isomorphism. D 
Corollary 8.32. Let B be a topological space (smooth manifold). Then the relation 
"is (smoothly) isomorphic to" is an equivalence relation on the class of all (smooth) 
vector bundles with nase space B. D 
Definition 8.33. Let ~ = (V, E, (M, SM),p, S) be a smooth vector bundle. A 
smooth section a of~ is a smooth map a: M-+ E such that pa =1M. Writer(~) 
for the set of all smooth sections of ~. 
Proposition 8.34. Let~= (F,E,(M,SM),p,S) be a smooth vector bundle. Let 
a1, a2 E r(~) and k E R. Define a1 + a2 : M -+ E and ka1 : M -+ E by 
(a1 + a2)(x) = a1(x) + a2(x), (ka1)(x) = ka1(x) for all x EM, where the+ and 
scalar multiplication on the right-hand sides are those in the fiber p-1(x). Then 
a1 + a2 and ka1 are both in r(~). 
Proof. The only question is the smoothness of a1 + o-2 and ka1. It suffices to 
check this locally. Since the U cp, as <p ranges over the linear S-admissible charts for 
( F, E, M, p) form an open cover of M, and that each such <p is a diffeomorphism, 
it suffices to check that for each such <p, the compositions 
(1) 
and 
(2) 
are both smooth. 
Using the fact that <p is R-linear on fibers, one checks that the composition in 
(1) equals the composition 
rr 1u10 x add --~ Ucp X F X F Ucp X F 
where~ is the diagonal map, 1r is given by 1r((ub h), (u2, h)) = (u1, h, h), and 
add : F x F -+ F is given by add (h, h) = h + h· Since all the maps in the 
above composition are smooth, it follows that the composition in (1) is smooth, 
and hence a1 + a2 is smooth. 
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Similarly, the composition in (2) equals the composition 
where mk : F---+ F is given by mk(u) = ku. All the maps in this composition are 
smooth, and hence so is kl71· D 
Proposition 8.35. Let~ be a smooth vector bundle. Then under the operations 
of Proposition 8.34, r(~) is a real vector space. D 
Proof. Say ~ = ( F, E, ( M, S M), p, £). The only detail that needs checking is that 
r(~) is non-empty. Define 0: M---+ E by O(x) =Ox for all x EM where Ox is the 0-
element in the fiber p-1(x). Let r.p be any linear S-admissible chart for (F, E, M,p). 
Consider the composition 
(1) 
We have 7!"1 r.pO = 1u'P and 7r2r.p0 = constant map with value 0, both of which are 
smooth. Hence the composition in (1) is smooth, and so 0 E r(~). D 
Except for the trivial cases where the base space or fiber is 0-dimensional, r(~) 
is infinite-dimensional over R. For example, if~ is the product R-bundle over a 
smooth manifold M, r(~) can be identified with the real vector space of all smooth 
real-valued functions defined on M. 
Definition 8.36. A smooth vector bundle is trivial if it is smoothly isomorphic to 
a product vector bundle. 
A smooth manifold is parallelizable if its tangent bundle is trivial. 
Proposition 8.37. Let~= (F, E, (M, SM),p, S) be a smooth n-plane bundle. The 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ~ is trivial. 
(ii) ~ admits n smooth sections l71, ... , l7n such that for each x E M, the elements 
l71(x), ... , t7n(x) are linearly independent in p-1(x). 
(iii) ~ admits a linear S-admissible atlas with exactly one chart. 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. We then have a fiber-preserving diffeomorphism f 
M x F ---+ E such that for each x E M, the restriction f : {x} x F ---+ p-1(x) 
is an R-isomorphism. Choose any R-basis v1 , ... , Vn for F. For 1 :::; i :::; n let 
Ti : M ---+ M x F be given by Ti ( x) = ( x, vi). Each Ti is clearly smooth. Define 
l7i = fri : M ---+ E for 1 :::; i :::; n. It is easily checked that the l7i satisfy the 
condition of (ii). 
Suppose (ii) holds. Then for each x EM, t71 (x), ... , t7n(x) is an R-basis for the 
fiber p-1(x). Choose any R-basis V1, ... , Vn for F. Define r.p : E ---+ M x F as 
follows: For each x EM, the restriction of r.p to p-1(x) is the R-isomorphism onto 
{x} x F which carries l7i(x) to Vi for 1:::; i:::; n. Condition (iii) will follow if we 
show that r.p is a linear S-admissible chart for (F, E, M,p). Clearly, r.p is bijective, 
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the diagram 
E cp MxF 
~/. 
M 
commutes, and cp is an R-isomorphism on each fiber. Thus, to prove (iii), it re-
mains only to show that for each linear S-admissible chart '1/J for (F, E, M,p), the 
compositions 
and 
are smooth. (Since '1/J is a diffeomorphism, smoothness, and hence continuity, of cp 
will be a consequence of the above.) Note that 7r1cp'ljJ-1 = 7r1'1/Jcp-1 = 1u.p, and so 
it remains only to check smoothness of 7r2cp'ljJ-1 and 7r2'1/Jcp-1. 
For 1 :S i :S n let Pi : F ---+ R denote the ith coordinate map with respect to 
the basis v1 , ... , Vn, i.e. Pi ( L_j=1 tjVj) = ti. It suffices to check the smoothness of 
Pi1r2<p'I/J-1 and Pi7r2'1/Jcp-1 for 1 :S i :S n. 
For all (x, v) E u'!f; X F and 1 :S i :S n we have 
Pi1r2'1/Jcp- 1(x, v) = P17r2'1/Jcp-1 (x, t Pj(v)vj) = Pi1r2'1/J (t Pj(v)aj(x)) 
J=l J=l 
and so 
(by the R-linearity of c.p-1 on fibers) 
(by the R-linearity of 'ljJ on fibers) 
= P<"' ( x, t, P;(v) t.Pk(7r,,Pu;(x))vk) 
= P< (t, t. p;(v)p•("',Pu;(x))vk) 
n n 
= L pj(v)pi(1r2'1/Jaj(x)) = L Pj (1r2(x, v))Pi(7r2'1/Jaj7rl(x, v)) 
j=l j=l 
n 
Pi7r2'1/Jcp-1 = L (pj7r2) · (pi7r2'1/Jaj7rl)· 
j=l 
Since the pj7r2 and Pi7r2'1/Jaj7rl are all smooth, the smoothness of Pi7r2'1/Jcp-1 follows 
from the smoothness of the addition and multiplication maps R x R ---+ R. 
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Since a 1 (x ), ... , an(x) is an R-basis for p-1 (x) for each x E U'l/J, we can write 
n 
'lj;- 1 (x, vi)= 2:::= aji(x)aj(x) 
j=1 
for 1 :::; i :::; n for unique functions aji : U'l/J ---? R. We check next that the aji are 
smooth. 
Since '1/J-1 is an R-isomorphism on fibers, it follows that for each X E u'l/J, 
'lj;-1(x,v1), ... ,'1j;-1(x,vn) is an R-basis for p-1(x). Thus there exist functions 
bii : U'l/J ---? R such that 
and 
n 
ai(x) = 2:::= bji(x)'lj;-1(x, vj), 
j=1 
Thus, since the aji(x) are rational functions of the bkl(x) with non-vanishing de-
nominators, it suffices to show that the bji are all smooth. 
We have 
p;rr2'if;a;(x) = p;rr2'1/J (t. bk;(x ),p-'(x, vk)) = p;rr2'if;'if;-1 ( x, t. bk;(x )vk) 
(since 'lj;- 1 is R-linear on fibers) 
and so bji = Pj'Tr2'1/Jai which is smooth, establishing the smoothness of the aji· 
We have, for each (x, v) E u'l/J X F and 1:::; i:::; n, 
Pi7r2cp'I/J- 1(x, v) = Pi7r2cp'I/J- 1 (x, t Pi(v)vj) = Pi7r2<p(t Pi(v)'l/J-1(x, Vj)) 
J=1 J=1 
(since 'lj;-1 is R-linear on fibers) 
= P<1r2'f' (t. P; ( V) t. ak; (X )ak( X)) 
= p;1r2 ( x, t. t. P;(v)ak;(x)vk) =Pi (t. t. P;(v)ak;(x)vk) 
n n 
= 2:::= Pi(v)aij(x) = 2:::= Pj7r2(x,v)aij7r1(x,v) 
j=1 j=1 
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and so 
n 
Pi1f2<p'l/J-1 = L (pj7r2) · (aij1f1), 
j=l 
which is smooth, completing the proof that condition (ii) implies condition (iii). 
Suppose condition (iii) holds. Then there exists a linear S-admissible chart 
<p : E ----+ M x F. It is immediate that <p is the map on total spaces for a smooth 
vector bundle isomorphism from ~ to the product bundle over M with fiber F. 
Thus condition (i) holds. D 
The proof of the following proposition is easy. 
Proposition 8.38. Let f : ~----+ ry be a smooth vector bundle isomorphism. Then: 
(a) If a is a smooth section of~' then fEa is a smooth section of 'fl· 
(b) The function r( ~) ----7 r( 'rl) which sends a to f Ea is a bijection. 
(c) If al, ... 'an E r(~), then for each X in the base space of~' al(x), ... 'an(x) 
are linearly independent if and only if f Ea1 ( x), ... , f Ea n ( x) are linearly indepen-
dent. D 
Definition 8.39. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. A smooth vector field on 
(M, S) is a smooth section of the tangent bundle TM,S· 
Thus by Proposition 8.37, a smooth m-manifold (M, S) is parallelizable if and 
only if (M, S) admits m smooth vector fields which are linearly independent at each 
point of M. Note that each open subset of a real finite-dimensional vector space is 
parallelizable since, by Example 4.5 and Definition 8.20, its tangent bundle admits 
an admissible atlas with exactly one chart. 
It can be shown, using algebraic topology, that if n 2: 2 is even, every smooth 
vector field on sn must be 0 at some point of sn. If n is odd, sn admits a 
smooth vector field which is nowhere 0 (see Exercises for §8). Using some rather 
heavy machinery from algebraic topology, it has been proved that for n 2: 1, sn is 
parallelizable if and only if n = 1, 3, or 7. 
Exercises for §8 
1. Let (F1, E1, Bl,Pl) and (F2, E2, B2,P2) be vector bundles. Show that (F1 x 
F2, E1 x E2 , B1 x B2,P1 x P2) admits a vector bundle structure. 
2. Let ~ = (F, E, B,p) be ann-plane bundle and f : X ----+ B a continuous map. 
Define f* E = {(x, e) EX x E I f(x) = p(e)}. Define q: f* E----+ X by q(x, e)= x. 
(a) Prove that f*~ = (F, f* E, X, q) admits the structure of ann-plane bundle. 
(b) Define 1: f* E----+ E by J(x, e)= e. Prove that 1 and f constitute a vector 
bundle homomorphism from f* ~ to ~. 
3. A Lie group is a smooth manifold ( G, S) such that G is a topological group for 
which the multiplication map G x G----+ G is smooth with respect to S x S and S, 
and the inversion map G ----+ G is smooth with respect to S and S. For example, 
GLn(R) and O(n) are Lie groups under matrix multiplication; Rn is a Lie group 
under addition. 
Let ( G, S) be a Lie group. For each g E G, let L 9 : G ----+ G be given by 
L 9 (x) = gx. 
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/ 
(a) Prove that L 9 is a smooth map. 
(b) Write e for the identity element of G. For each fixed v E Te(G, S) define 
(J'v : G ~ T(G, S) by (J'v(g) = TL9 (v) for each g E G. Prove that (J'v is a smooth 
vector field on (G, S). (The main point here is the smoothness of (J'v.) 
(c) Prove that ( G, S) is parallelizable. 
4. (a) Show that if n 2: 1 is odd, sn admits a nowhere-zero smooth vector field. 
(b) Show that if n = 3 (mod 4), n 2: 3, then sn admits 3 smooth vector fields 
(]'1 , (]'2 , (]'3 such that for all x E sn, (]'1 ( x), (]'2 ( x), (]'3 ( x) are linearly independent over 
R. In particular, 83 is parallelizable. 
5. The purpose of this problem is to illustrate the relation between smooth vec-
tor fields and differential equations. Recall the following theorem from ordinary 
differential equations: 
Existence Theorem. Let 91, ... , 9n be smooth real-valued functions defined on an 
open subset U of Rn, and let a E U. Then there exists a 8 > 0 and a smooth map 
f = (!I, ... , fn) : ( -8, 8) ~ U such that for all t E ( -o, 8) and 1 ::; i::; n, 
Now let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and suppose(]': M ~ T(M, S) is a smooth 
vector field. A smooth map a: (a, b) ~ M, where (a, b) is an open interval, is called 
an integral curve for (]' if for each t E (a, b), Tta ( Bt ( 1)) = (]' (a( t)). Prove that for 
each x0 EM, there exists an integral curve a: ( -8, 8) ~ M for(]' (for some 8 > 0) 
such that a(O) = xo. 
6. Prove that the atlas An of Example 8.3 is linearly smooth. 
7. Prove that the atlas of Example 8.4 is linearly smooth. 
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9. CATEGORIES AND FUNCTORS 
Definition 9.1. A category C consists of: 
(i) A class Ob (C) whose members are called the objects of C. 
(ii) For each ordered pair (X, Y) of objects of C, a set C(X, Y) called the set of 
morphisms inC from X toY. If a E C(X, Y), we call X the domain of a (denoted 
dom a) and Y the codomain of a (denoted codom a). We also write a : X -t Y 
or X~ Y to denote the statement that a E C(X, Y). 
(iii) For each ordered triple (X, Y, Z) of objects of C, a function 
C(X, Y) x C(Y, Z) -t C(X, Z). 
We denote the image of (a, f3) under this function by f3a and call it the composition 
of a and /3. 
(iv) We require that whenever a E C(W, X), f3 E C(X, Y), and "'( E C(Y, Z), 
then 'Y(f3a) = ('Yf3)a. 
(v) We require that for each object X of C there exist a morphism lx E C(X, X) 
with the property that alx = a whenever a E C(X, Y) and lx f3 = f3 whenever 
f3 E C(Y, X) for all objects Y of C. 
Example 9.2. The category of sets, Set, is as follows: Ob (Set) consists of all sets. 
If X, Y E Ob (Set), then Set(X, Y) is the set of all functions from X toY. The 
composition of morphisms is the usual composition of functions. 
Example 9.3. The category of topological spaces, Top, is as follows: Ob (Top) 
consists of all topological spaces. If X, Y E Ob (Top), then Top(X, Y) is the set 
of all continuous maps from X to Y. The composition of morphisms is the usual 
composition of functions. 
A variant of this, important for homotopy theory, is the category of based or 
pointed topological spaces Top*. Ob (Top*) consists of all ordered pairs (X, x0 ) 
where X is a topological space and x0 E X. If (X, xo), (Y, Yo) E Ob (Top*), then 
Top* ((X, x0 ), (Y, y0 )) is the set of all continuous maps f : X -t Y such that 
f(xo) = y0 • The composition of morphisms is the usual composition of functions. 
An important related example is the based homotopy category Hty*. The objects 
of Hty* are the same as the objects of Top*. However, Hty*((X,xo), (Y,yo)) does 
not consist of functions . A morphism from (X, x0 ) to (Y, y0 ) is a based homotopy 
class of morphisms in Top*((X,x0 ), (Y,yo)). The composition of morphisms is 
given by taking based homotopy classes of the usual composition of representative 
maps. 
Example 9.4. The category of smooth manifolds, Sm, is as follows: Ob (Sm) 
consists of all smooth manifolds. If ( M, S) and ( N, T) are smooth manifolds, then 
Sm ( ( M, S), ( N, T)) is the set of all maps f : M -t N which are smooth with 
respect to S and T. The composition of morphisms is the usual composition of 
functions. 
Example 9.5. The category of groups Gr is as follows: Ob (Gr) consists of all 
groups. If X, Y E Ob (Gr), then Gr(X, Y) is the set of all group homomorphisms 
from X toY. The composition of morphisms is the usual composition of functions. 
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Example 9.6. The category of abelian groups Ab is as follows: Ob (Ab) consists of 
all abelian groups. If X, Y E Ob (Ab), then Ab(X, Y) is the set of all group homo-
morphisms from X to Y. The composition of morphisms is the usual composition 
of functions. 
More generally, let R be a ring. We can form the category of left R-modules 
R\M od (respectively, the category of right R-modules Mod/ R), where the objects 
are left (respectively, right) R-modules and the morphisms are left (respectively, 
right) R-homomorphisms. The composition of morphisms is the usual composition 
of functions. If F is a field, write V SF = F\M od, the category of vector spaces 
over F. 
Example 9. 7. The category of vector bundles V ect is as follows: Ob (Vect) con-
sists of all vector bundles. If ~ and 'Tl are vector bundles, V ect( ~, 'Tl) consists of 
all vector bundle homomorphisms from ~ to 'Tl as defined in Definition 8.5. The 
composition of morphisms is the composition of vector bundle homomorphisms as 
given in Proposition 8.6(b). 
We can also form the category of smooth vector bundles Sm V ect whose objects 
are smooth vector bundles (Definition 8.10), whose morphisms are smooth vector 
bundle homomorphisms (Definition 8.12) and with composition of morphisms as in 
Proposition 8.13(b ). 
Commutative diagrams are frequently used to express equality of compositions 
of morphisms. 
Definition 9.8. Let C and D be categories. A covariant functor from C to D 
consists of: 
(i) A rule which assigns to each object X of Can object F X of D. 
(ii) A rule which assigns to each morphism a : X -----* Y in C a morphism Fa : 
FX-----* FY in D. 
(iii) We require that whenever a E C(X, Y) and /3 E C(Y, Z), then F(/3a) 
(F/3) (Fa). 
(iv) We require that for each object X inC, F(1x) = 1F(X)· 
We will sometimes write F: C-----* D to denote the statement that F is a functor 
(covariant as defined above, or contravariant as defined later) from C to D. 
Example 9.9. Theorem 8.23 and Proposition 8.24 can be summarized by saying 
that r is a covariant functor from the category of smooth manifolds to the category 
of smooth vector bundles. 
Example 9.10. The rule which assigns to each based topological space (X, x0 ) 
its fundamental group 1r1 (X, xo) and to each based continuous map f : (X, xo) -----* 
(Y, Yo) the induced homomorphism 1rd = f* : 1r1 (X, xo) -----* 1r1 (Y, Yo) is a covariant 
functor 1r1 : Top* -----* Gr. 
Example 9.11. If G is a group, let rG denote the commutator subgroup of G. If 
f : G -----* H is a group homomorphism, then f (rG) c r H and so, by restriction, 
we get a group homomorphism r f : rG -----* r H. It is easily seen that we obtain a 
covariant functor r : Gr -----* Gr. 
Since rG is normal in G, we can form the quotient group GjrG, which is abelian 
and which we now denote by AG. A group homomorphism f as above induces, on 
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passing to quotients, a group homomorphism Af : AG -+ AH. It is easily checked 
that we obtain a covariant functor A : Gr -+ Ab, the abelianization functor. 
Example 9.12. For any category C we have the identity functor lo on C given 
by loX =X for all objects X of C and loa= a for all morphisms a in C. 
Definition 9.13. Let C and D be categories. A contravariant functor from C to 
D consists of: 
(i) A rule which assigns to each object X of C an object F X of D. 
(ii) A rule which assigns to each morphism a : X-+ Y inC a morphism Fa : 
FY -+ F X in D (note the direction reversal). 
(iii) We require that whenever a E C(X, Y) and {3 E C(Y, Z), then F({3a) -
(Fa)(F{3). 
(iv) We require that for each object X inC, F(lx) = lF(X)· 
Example 9.14. Let F be a field. The rule which assigns to each vector space 
V over F its dual space V* = Homp(V, F) and to each F-linear transformation 
a : V -+ W its dual map a* : W* -+ V* is a contravariant functor from V Sp to 
VSp. We leave the proof of the following proposition as an exercise. 
Proposition 9.15. Let C, D, and E be categories and suppose F : C -+ D, 
G : D -+ E are functors (of either type). Then GF : C -+ E given by the rules 
(GF)(X) = G(F(X)) for each X E Ob(C) and (GF)(a) = G(F(a)) for each a E 
C(X, Y) is a functor. GF is covariant ifF and G are either both covariant or both 
contravariant, and contravariant if one is covariant and the other contravariant. D 
Exercises for §9 
1. Prove Proposition 9.15. 
2. Let C and D be categories and F, G : C -+ D covariant functors. A natural 
transformation T from F to G is a rule which assigns to each object X of C a 
morphism T X : F X -+ G X in D such that whenever a : X -+ Y is a morphism in 
C, the diagram 
FX~FY 
TX! ! TY 
GX~GY 
commutes. 
(a) Let K be a field and F : VSK -+ VSK the double dual functor, i.e. 
FV = (V*)* for all vector spaces V over K, and Fa = (a*)* for all K-linear 
transformations a. For each vector space V over K, define TV : V -+ (V*)* by 
the rule (TV)(v)(.A) = .A(v) for all v E V and A E V*. Show that Tis a natural 
transformation from the identity functor lvsK to F. 
(b) For each group G, let TG : G -+ G /fG denote the natural projection, where 
the notation is as in Example 9.11. Let I : Ab-+ Gr denote the inclusion functor 
from the category of abelian groups to the category of groups, i.e. IG = G for each 
abelian group G and I a = a for each homomorphism of abelian groups a. Show 
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that T is a natural transformation from lar to I A where A is the abelianization 
functor. 
3. Let C be a category. The opposite category to C, denoted cop, is defined as 
follows: Ob (C0 P) = Ob (C); if X, Y E Ob (C0 P), then C 0 P(X, Y) = C(Y, X). We 
define a composition law. for cop as follows: If a E C0 P(X, Y) and j3 E C0 P(Y, Z), 
then j3 ·a = aj3 where the composition on the right-hand side is the composition 
in the category C. For each X E Ob (C0 P) define lx E C0 P(X, X) to be the same 
as the lx E C(X, X). 
(a) Show that cop is a category. 
(b) Show that Op: C---+ cop given by the rules Op(X) =X for all X E Ob (X) 
and Op( a) = a for all morphisms a in C is a contravariant functor from C to cop. 
(c) Show that (C0 P) 0 P =C. 
4. Let C and D be categories. Define C x D as follows: 
Ob ( c X D) = Ob (C) X Ob (D); 
if (X, Y), (X', Y') E Ob (C x D), then 
(C x D)((X, Y), (X', Y')) = C(X,X') x D(Y, Y'). 
Define a composition law 
(C x D) ((U, V), (W, X)) x (C x D) ((W, X), (Y, Z))---+ (C x D) ((U, V), (Y, Z)) 
by sending ((a,/3), (a',/3')) to (a'a,j3'j3). For (X, Y) E Ob(C x D) define l(x,Y) = 
(lx, ly). Show that C x Dis a category. 
5. Let K be a field. Define F: VSC: x VSK---+ VSK as follows: For vector spaces 
X and Y over K, F(X, Y) = HomK(X, Y). If a : X' ---+ X and j3 : Y ---+ Y' are 
K-linear transformations, then 
F(a, j3): HomK(X, Y)---+ HomK(X', Y') 
is given by F(a, j3)('y) = f3"fa. Show that F is a covariant functor. 
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10. EXTERIOR ALGEBRA 
This section deals with some multilinear algebra which will be needed in the 
sequel. Throughout this section, all vector spaces and linear transformations are 
assumed to be in the category V SR of vector spaces over R. 
Definition 10.1 Let V be a vector space and k a positive integer. Write Vk for 
the k-fold cartesian product 
Vx .. ·xV. ,______.., 
k 
A function f : Vk ---t R is said to be k-linear if for each 1 :::; i :::; k and each fixed 
(k- 1)-tuple (vi, ... , Vk-I) of vectors in V, the function V ---t R which sends x to 
f(vb ... , vi-b x, Vi, ... , Vk-d is a linear transformation. 
Thus a 1-linear map V ---t R is simply a linear transformation from V to R. 
However, if k > 1, a k-linear map is not a linear transformation. For example, if 
f: V x V ---t R is 2-linear, it is not true (except for trivial cases) that !((w,x) + 
(y, z)) = f(w, x) + f(y, z). In fact, 
j ( ( W, X) + (y, Z)) = f ( W + y, X + Z) = f ( W, X + Z) + j (y, X + Z) 
= f(w, x) + f(w, z) + f(y, x) + f(y, z) 
using additivity of f in each variable separately. (Tensor products could be intro-
duced here to pass from k-linear maps to linear maps, but this will not be necessary 
for what follows.) 
For k ;:: 1 let I;k denote the kth symmetric group, i.e. the group of permutations 
of { 1, ... , k }. Recall that for each CJ E I;k the sign of CJ, denoted sgn (CJ), is defined 
to be 1 if CJ is expressible as a composition of an even number of transpositions, 
and -1 if CJ is expressible as a composition of an odd number of transpositions. 
Definition 10.2. A k-linear map f : yk ---t R is said to be alternating if for all 
(vi, ... , vk) E yk and all CJ E I;k, 
We will refer to such a map as an alternating k-linear map on V. 
Example 10.3. Let V = Rn and regard the members of Vas column vectors. For 
(vi, ... , Vn) E yn, let 
(VI . . . Vn) 
denote then x n matrix whose columns are VI, ... , Vn. Define f : yn ---t R by 
f (VI, · · . , Vn) = det ( VI · · · Vn ) . 
Then f is an alternating n-linear map on V. 
Example 10.4. Every R-linear map f : V ---t R is an alternating 1-linear map on 
v. 
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Example 10.5. Let f : Vk -----+ R be k-linear. Define Af : Vk -----+ R by 
It is easy to check that Af is an alternating k-linear map. 
The factor ~! is not essential to get an alternating map. However, by including 
it we have the nice property that a k-linear map f is alternating if and only if 
Af=f. 
Definition 10.6. The set of all alternating k-linear maps Vk -----+ R is called the 
kth exterior power ofV, and denoted Ak(V). 
Caution: There are a number of different notational conventions used in various 
treatments of exterior algebra. In particular, the notation Ak(V) means something 
different in some treatments; what we have denoted by Ak (V) is sometimes denoted 
A k(V*) elsewhere. There are also different definitions of the wedge product (defined 
below) in common use. It is usually straightforward to translate from one conven-
tion to another. Sometimes numerical constants have to be thrown in to get a 
correct translation. This should be borne in mind when reading other sources. The 
notation and conventions used here are consistent with those used in R. Abraham, 
J.E. Marsden & T. Ratiu, Manifolds, Tensor Analysis, and Applications. 
Note that Ak(V) is a real vector space under ordinary addition of real-valued 
functions, and ordinary multiplication of real-valued functions by real constants. 
Example 10.7. A1 (V) = V*, the dual space of V. 
Definition 10.8. A0 (V) = R for all V. 
Definition 10.8 fits in well with the above scheme. If we think of V 0 as the one 
element set consisting of the unique 0-tuple (), every function V 0 -----+ R is 0-linear 
and alternating, and we identify each such function with its image in R. We leave 
the proof of the following proposition as an exercise. 
Proposition 10.9. Let a : V -----+ W be a real linear transformation. Let f E 
A k (W). Then the composition 
where 
ak(v1, ... ,vk) = (a(v1), .. . ,a(vk)), 
lies in Ak(V). Moreover, if we denote the above composition by Ak(a)(f), the 
function 
is a real linear transformation. D 
Note that when k = 0, a 0 = 1{()} and so A 0 (a) = 1R for all linear transforma-
tions a. 
We leave the proof of the following proposition as an exercise. 
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Proposition 10.10. For each k 2: 0, the rule which assigns to each real vector 
space V its kth exterior power Ak(V) and to each real linear transformation a the 
linear transformation A k (a) is a contravariant functor A k : V SR -t V SR. 
A I coincides with the dual space functor. . 
A0 is the constant functor A0 (V) = R for all V, A0 (a) = 1R for all a. D 
Note that if f : Vj -t R is j-linear and g : Vk -t R is k-linear, then f · g : 
vj+k -t R given by 
(! · g)(vb ... , Vj+k) = f(vi, ... , Vj)g(vj+l, ... , Vj+k) 
is (j + k )-linear. 
Definition 10.11. Let f E Aj(V), g E Ak(V) where j, k 2: 0. Define f 1\ g E 
Aj+k(V) by 
(j + k)! f 1\g = ''k' A(!· g). J . . 
f 1\ g is called the wedge product off and g. 
Thus, iff E Aj(V) and g E Ak(V), then 
1 (! 1\g)(vb ... , Vj+k) = 'lkl 2::: sgn (o-)f(vo-(I)' ... , Va-(j))g(vu(j+I)' ... , Vu(j+k)). 
J . . o-EEHk 
For example, let f E A2(V), g E AI(V). We have 
and 
Thus 
~3 = { 1, (1 2), (1 3), (2 3), (1 2 3), (1 3 2)} 
sgn (1) = sgn (1 2 3) = sgn (1 3 2) = 1, 
sgn (1 2) = sgn (1 3)sgn (2 3) = -1. 
(! 1\ g)(vb v2, v3) = 2~11 (f(vb v2)g(v3)- j(v2, vi)g(v3)- j(v3, v2)g(vi) 
- f(vb v3)g(v2) + j(v2, v3)g(vi) + j(v3, VI)g(v2)) 
= ~ (f(vi, v2)g(v3) + f(vi, v2)g(v3) + j(v2, v3)g(vi) 
- f(vb v3)g(v2) + j(v2, v3)g(vi)- f(vi, v3)g(v2)) 
= f (VI , V2) g ( V3) + f ( V2, V3) g (VI) - f (VI, V3) g ( V2) · 
Quite generally, the alternating character of f and g results in a reduction from 
(j + k)! terms to (j ~k~)! terms in the expression for (! 1\ g)(vi, ... , Vj+k), as well 
J . . 
as a disappearance of the numerical factors, which motivates the reason for the 
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numerical factors in Example 10.5 and Definition 10.11. We proceed to make this 
precise. 
A permutation 0' E L:j+k is called a (j, k)-sbuffl.e if 
0'(1) < 0'(2) < .. · < O'(j) and O'(j + 1) < O'(j + 2) < .. · < O'(j + k). 
Let Shuf (j, k) denote the set of (j, k )-shuffles. For example, 
Shuf (2, 1) = { 1, (2 3), (1 2 3)}. 
In general, Shuf (j, k) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of j element 
subsets of {1, ... ,j + k} as follows: If S = {s1, ... , sj} with 1:::; s1 < s2 < · · · < 
s j :::; j + k, we associate with S the unique (j, k )-shuffle 0' s satisfying 0' s ( i) = si for 
1 :::; i :::; j. 
Lemma 10.12. Let () : L:j x L:k ---t L:j+k be given as follows: For r E L:j and 
1-l E L:k, 
Then: 
B(r, J-l)(i) = r(i) if 1:::; i:::; j, 
B(r, J-l)(j + i) = j + J-l(i) if 1:::; i:::; k. 
(a) sgn (B(r,J-l)) = sgn(r)sgn(J-l). I 
(b) Let t.p: Shuf(j,k) x L:j x L:k ---t L:j+k be given by t.p(O',r,J-l) = aB(r,J-l). Then 
t.p is a bijection. 
Proof. Note that the sets {1, ... , j} and {j + 1, ... , j + k} are both invariant under 
B( r, 1-l), the restriction of B( r, 1-l) to {1, ... , j} is r, and that the diagram 
{1, ... ,k} 
Ml 
{1, ... ' k} 
+j {j + 1' ... ' j + k} 
1 O(r,M) 
-----7 {j + 1, ... ,j + k} 
+j 
commutes. Thus if r is a product of r transpositions and J-l is a product of s 
transpositions, it follows that B( r, 1-l) is a product of r + s transpositions, proving 
part (a). 
Since the cardinalities of Shuf(j, k), L:j, and L:k are, respectively, (j ~k~)!, j!, 
J . . 
and k!, it follows that the cardinality of Shuf (j, k) x L:j x L:k equals the cardinality 
of L:j+k. Thus, part (b) will follow if we show that t.p is injective. 
Suppose t.p(0"1,r1,J-l1) = t.p(0'2,r2,J-l2)· Then 0'110'2 = B(rbJ-l1)B(r2,/-l2)-1. Since 
the sets { 1, ... , j} and {j + 1, ... , j + k} are both invariant under the () ( Ti, /-li) for 
i = 1, 2, it follows that these sets are also invariant under 0'110'2. We claim that 
0'110'2 is order-preserving (and hence, the identity). For if not, there would either 
exist p, q such that 1 :::; p < q :::; j with (0'110'2)(p) > (0'110'2)(q) or p, q such 
that j + 1 :::; p < q :::; j + k with (0'110'2)(p) > (0'110"2)(q). Suppose the first of 
these occurred. Since 0'1 is order-preserving on {1, ... ,j} (since it is a (j, k)-shuffle) 
it follows that 0'1 ( ( 0' 1 1 0'2 (p)) > 0'1 ( ( 0' 1 1 0'2 ( q)), i.e. 0"2 (p) > 0'2 ( q), contradicting 
the fact that 0'2 is order-preserving on {1, ... , j}. Similarly, the second possibility 
above is impossible. Thus 0'1 = 0'2, and hence B(r1,J-l1) = B(r2 ,f-l2 ). Clearly,() is 
injective, and so (r1, /-l1) = (r2, /-l2)· D 
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Proposition 10.13. Let f E Aj (V), g E Ak(V). Then for all v1 , ... , Vj+k E V, 
(f 1\ g)(vb ... , Vj+k) = L sgn (CJ)f(vu(1) 1 ••• , Vu(j))g(vu(j+l)'. · ·, Vu(j+k))· 
uEShuf(j,k) 
Proof. For notational convenience, abbreviate (vp(l)' ... ,vp(l)) by (vi~~~)). Thus 
we must show 
(f )( ) """"' ( )f( lu(j)) ( lu(j+k)) 1\ g VI, ... , Vj+k = ~ sgn CJ V u(l) g v u(j+l) . 
uEShuf(j,k) 
WriteS= Shuf(j, k) x ~j x ~k· We have 
(f 1\ g)(vb ... , Vj+k) = j!1k! L sgn (p)f(vl~g~)g(vl~g!~~) 
pE'Ei+k 
_ 1 """"' ( ()( ))f( 
1
uO(r,p,)(j)) ( 
1
uO(r,p,)(j+k)) 
- j!k! ~ sgn CJ T, f-L V uO(r,p,)(l) g V uO(r,p,)(j+l) 
(u,r,p,)ES (by Lemma 10.12(b)) 
1 """"' ( ) ( ) ( )f( 
1
ur(j)) ( 
1
u(j+p,(k))) 
= j!k! ~ sgn CJ sgn T sgn f..L v ur(l) g v u(j+p,(l)) 
(u,r,p,)ES (by Lemma 10.12(a)) 
= j!~! L sgn(CJ)sgn(T)sgn(f..L)sgn(T)f(vl~g~)sgn(f..L)g(vl~g!~~) 
(u,r,p,)ES ( , f l , ) 
smce and g are a ternatmg 
_ 1 """"' ( )f( 
1
u(j)) ( u(j+k)) 
- j!k! ~ sgn CJ v u(l) g vu(j+l) 
(u,r,p,)ES 
1 """"' 'lkl ( )f( lu(j)) ( lu(j+k)) 
- j!k! ~ J . . sgn CJ v u(l) g v u(j+l) 
uEShuf(j,k) (since the cardinality of ~j x ~k is j!k!) 
""""' ( )f( lu(j)) ( lu(j+k)) D ~ sgn CJ v u(l) g v u(j+l) . 
uEShuf(j,k) 
Theorem 10.14. Let V be a real vector space. Suppose f E Ai(V), g E Aj (V), 
hE Ak(V), andrE R. Then: 
(a) f 1\ (g 1\ h)= (f /\g) 1\ h. 
(b) g 1\ f = ( -1) ij f 1\ g. 
(c) If j = k, then f 1\ (g +h)= f 1\ g + f 1\ h. 
(d) (rf) 1\g = f 1\ (rg) = r(f /\g). 
(e) 1/\ f = f 1\ 1 = f where 1 E A0 (V) = R. 
Proof. To prove part (a), define an (i,j, k)-shuffle to be a permutation CJ E ~i+Hk 
such that 
CJ(1) < CJ(2) < ... < CJ(i), 
CJ(i + 1) < CJ(i + 2) < .. · < CJ(i + j), and 
CJ(i+j+1) < CJ(i+j+2) < ... < CJ(i+j+k). 
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Let Shuf(i,j, k) denote the set of all (i,j, k)-shuffles. We have bijections 
r.p: Shuf(i,j + k) x Shuf(j,k) --t Shuf(i,j,k) 
and 
'ljJ: Shuf(i+j,k) x Shuf(i,j) --t Shuf(i,j,k) 
given by 
r.p(r,w)(q) = r(q) if 1 ~ q ~ i, 
r.p ( T, W) ( i + q) = T ( i + W ( q)) if 1 ~ q ~ j + k, 
and 
'lj;(p, p,)(q).= pp,(q) if 1 ~ q ~ i + j, 
'lj;(p, p,)(i + j + q) = p(i + j + q) if 1 ~ q ~ k. 
Note that sgn (r.p(r,w)) = sgn (r) sgn (w) and sgn ('l/J(p, p,)) = sgn (p) sgn (p,). In the 
summations below, a runs over Shuf ( i, j, k), T runs over Shuf ( i, j + k), w runs over 
Shuf (j, k), p runs over Shuf ( i + j, k), and p, runs over Shuf ( i, j). We employ the 
abbreviated notation used in the proof of Proposition 10.13. For all v1, ... , Vi+j+k 
we have, using Proposition 10.13, 
(f 1\(g!\h))(vll+i+k) =I: sgn(r)f(vl~~2))(g/\h)(vl~~!!{~k)) 
T 
~ ( )f( lr(i)) ~ ( ) ( lr(i+w(j))) h( lr(i+w(j+k))) 
= L-t sgn T v r(l) L-t sgn w g V r(i+w(l)) V r(i+w(j+l)) 
T W 
~ ( ( ))/( lcp(r,w)(i)) ( lcp(r,w)(i+j))h( lcp(r,w)(i+j+k)) 
= LJ sgn r.p T, W V cp(r,w)(l) g V cp(r,w)(i+l) V cp(r,w)(i+j+l) 
r,w 
~ ( )f( la(i)) ( la(i+j))h( la(i+j+k)) 
= L-t sgn a v a(l) g V a(i+l) v a(i+j+l) 
a 
= ~ sgn ('l/J(p 1/.))f(vl'l/J(p,J-t)(i) )g(vl'l/J(p,p,)(~+j))h(vl'l/J(p,J-t)(~+~+k)) L-t 'r-v '1/J(p,J.-£)(1) '1/J(p,p,)(~+l) '1/J(p,J-t)(~+J+l) 
p,J-t 
= I: sgn (p) (I: sgn (p,)f ( vl:~g)))g (vi;~~!!{~)) h( vl~~!!;!~j) 
p J-t 
~ ( )(f )( lp(i+j))h( lp(i+Hk)) 
= L-t sgn p !\ g v p(l) v p(i+Hl) 
p 
=((!!\g)!\ h)(vll+i+k), 
proving part (a). 
To prove part (b), let r be the (j, i)-shuffle characterized by the property r(q) = 
i+q for 1 ~ q ~ j (and thus r(j +q) = q for 1 ~ q ~ i). Note that r is expressible as 
the composition of ij transpositions (successively, move each of j + 1, j + 2, ... , j +i 
to the left past 1, 2, ... , j). Thus sgn ( r) = ( -1)ii. Note also that if a is an (i, j)-
shuffle, thenar is a (j,i)-shuffl.e and that the map Shuf(i,j) --t Shuf(j,i) which 
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sends a to aT is a bijection. In the summations below, a runs over Shuf(i,j) and 
p runs over Shuf (j, i). We have 
(g 1\ f)(vl~+j) = L sgn (p)g(vJ:~{~)f(vJ:g!?)) 
p 
"" ( ) ( Jrrr(j))f( Jar(j+i)) 
= L......t sgn O'T g V ar(l) V ar(j+l) 
"" ( ) ( ) ( Ja(i+j))f( Ja(i)) 
= L......t sgn T sgn a g v a(i+l) v a(l) 
( ) "" ( )f( Ja(i)) ( Ja(i+j)) = sgn T L......t sgn a v u(l) g v a(i+l) 
proving part (b). 
The proofs of parts (c) and (d) are easy exercises. Part (e) is immediate from 
the observation that 1 · f = f · 1 = f. D 
Write A(V) = ffiAk(V). Theorem 10.14 can be summarized by the statement 
k 
that A(V) is a graded algebra over R with unit, and is commutative (in the graded 
sense). A(V) is called the exterior algebra or Grassmann algebra on V*. 
As a consequence of the graded commutativity property (Theorem 10.14(b)) it 
follows that if k is odd, then for all f E Ak(V), f 1\ f =- f 1\ f and so f 1\ f = 0. 
Fork even, f 1\ f is generally not 0. 
The proof of the following proposition is easy and left as an exercise. 
Proposition 10.15. Let a: V---+ W be an R-linear transformation. Then for all 
f E Ai(W) and g E Aj(W), Ai+j(a)(f 1\ g)= Ai(a)(f) 1\ Aj(a)(g). 0 
Propositions 10.15 and 10.9, together with the remark following the latter, can be 
paraphrased by saying that the A k (a) constitute a homomorphism of commutative 
graded algebras with unit over R. We can form the category CG AR of commutative 
graded algebras with unit over R. Then Propositions 10.15 and 10.10 state that A 
is a contravariant functor from V SR to CG AR. 
Lem_ma 10.16. Let k ~ 1 and suppose f E Ak-l(V), g E A1(V). Then for all 
V1, ... , Vk E V, 
k 
(! 1\ g)(v1, ... , vk) = L ( -1)k-i f(vb ... , vi, ... , vk)g(vi)· 
i=l 
Proof. For 1 :::; i :::; k, let O'i denote the (k- 1, 1)-shuffi.e determined by ai(k) = 
i. Then Shuf(k- 1, 1) = {all ... , ak}· Note that O'i is a composition of k- i 
transpositions (move k to the left past i, i + 1, ... , k -1) and so sgn (ai) = ( -1)k-i 
for each i. Thus, by Proposition 10.13, 
k 
(! 1\ g)(vb .. ·, Vk) = L sgn (ai)f(vai(l)' · · ·, Vai(k-l))g(vai(k)) 
i=l 
k 
= L(-1)k-if(vi, ... ,vi, ... ,vk)g(vi)· D 
i=l 
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Theorem 10.17. Let k ~ 1 and suppose JI, ... ,fk E A1 (V). Then for all 
VI, ... , Vk E V, 
(!I 1\ · · · 1\ fk)(vl, · · · ,vk) = '2: sgn(cr)JI(vu(l)) · · · fk(Vu(k))· 
uEL:k 
Proof. Proceed by induction on k. The result is trivial for k = 1. Suppose k > 1 
and that the result holds for !I 1\ · · · 1\ fk-l· By Lemma 10.16, 
k 
(*) (!II\·· ·1\fk)(vb ... , Vk) = 2.:.:= ( -1)k-i(fi/\· · ·1\fk-I)(vl, ... , vi, ... , vk)fk(vi)· 
i=l 
For 1 :::; i:::; k let xi= {cr E ~k I cr(k) = i}. Then ~k is the disjoint union of the 
xi. For 1 :::; i:::; k we have bijections Ci : ~k-1 ---+xi given by 
{ 
T(j) if j :::; k - 1 and T(j) < i, 
ci(T) = T(j) + 1 if j:::; k- 1 and T(j) ~ i, 
i if j = k. 
Thus, ci(T) is given by first moving 1, ... , k- 1 via T, and then moving k to the 
left past i, i + 1, ... , k - 1. Thus sgn ( ci ( T)) = ( -1 )k-i sgn ( T). 
For a fixed i between 1 and k, let 
{ 
Vj 
Wj = 
Vj+l 
if 1 :::; j < i, 
if i :::; j :::; k - 1. 
Then, by the inductive hypothesis, 
(!I 1\ · · · 1\ ik-I)(vb ... , Vi, ... , vk) =(!I 1\ · · · 1\ fk-I)(wl, ... , Wk-1) 
= 2.:.:= sgn(T)fi(wr(l)) .. ·fk-l(Wr(k-1)) 
and so 
( -1)k-i(!I 1\ · · · 1\ fk-d(vb ... , Vi,.··, vk)fk(vi) 
= 2.:.:= (-1)k-isgn(7)fi(vei(r)(l)) "'fk-l(vei(r)(k-l))fk(vi) 
Thus, by(*), 
k 
(!I 1\ · · · 1\ fk)(vl, ... , Vk) = 2.:.:= '2: sgn (cr)fi(vu(l)) · · · fk(vu(k)) 
= '2: sgn(cr)fi(vu(l)) .. ·fk(vu(k)), 
uEL:k 
completing the induction. 0 
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Theorem 10.18. Suppose V is finite-dimensional over R, and { JI, ... , fn} is an 
R-basis of A1 (V) = V*. Then fork~ 0, 
{ fi1 1\ fh 1\ · · · 1\ fik I 1 :::; i1 < i2 < · · · < ik :::; n} 
is an R-basis of Ak(V). 
Proof. Let { e1 , ... , en} be the basis of V dual to { JI, ... , fn }, i.e. fi(ej) = Oij for 
alli,j. Let 
X = { (i1, ... , ik) 11 :::; ir < i2 < · · · < ik :::; n }. 
For I= (ir, ... , ik) EX, write fr = fh 1\ · · · 1\ fik and ei = (ei11 ••• , eik). It follows 
from Theorem 10.17 that for I, J EX, 
if I= J, 
if I =I- J. 
From the k-linearity and alternating properties, it follows that if g, hE Ak(V), then 
g = h if and only if g ( e I) = h ( e I) for all I E X. 
To prove that { fr I I E X } spans Ak (V), let g E A k (V) and consider h = 
LIEX g(ei)fr. For each J EX we have h(e1) = LIEX g(ei)fr(el) = g(eJ), and 
so g =h. Thus { fr I IE X} spans Ak(V). 
To prove that { fr I I E X} is linearly independent, suppose ri E R are such 
that LIEX rifr = 0. Let J EX. Then 0 = LIEX rifi(eJ) = rJ. D 
Corollary 10.19. Let V be n-dimensional over R. Then Ak(V) = 0 fork > n 
and for 0 :::; k :::; n, Ak(V) is (~)-dimensional over R. In particular, An(V) is 
1-dimensional over R. D 
Theorem 10.20. Suppose V is n-dimensional over R and let a : V -7 V be an 
R-linear transformation. Then An (a) : An (V) -7 An (V) is given by multiplication 
by det(a). 
Proof. Choose any basis { e1, ... , en} of V and let {!I, ... , fn} be the basis of 
V* dual to the above. By Theorem 10.18, An(V) is 1-dimensional, spanned by 
!I 1\ · · · 1\ fn· By Propositions 10.15 and 10.10, 
An(a)(fi 1\ · · · 1\ fn) = A1(a)(fl) 1\ · · · 1\ A1(a)(fn) 
= a*(JI) 1\ · · · 1\ a* (in)· 
Let A = ( ai,j) be the matrix of a with respect to { e1 , ... , en } . Then the matrix of 
a* with respect to { !I, ... , f n } is the transpose of A, and so a* (fi) = Lj ai,j fj. 
Thus 
a*(f1) 1\ .. · 1\ a* (in)= ( 2;: a1,jfj) 1\ .. · 1\ ( 2;: an,jfi) 
J J 
= I: al,h · · ·an,jnfh (\ · · · 1\ fjn· 
j1, ... ,jn 
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Since f 1\ f = 0 for all f E A 1 (V), it follows from graded commutativity of the 
wedge product (Theorem 10.14(b)) that fj 1 1\ · · · 1\ fjn = 0 unless (jr, ... , jn) is a 
permutation of (1, ... , n). Thus, 
A n(a)(fl 1\ ... 1\ fn) = L al,u(l) ... an,u(n)fu(l) 1\ ... 1\ fu(n)· 
uE~n 
From Theorem 10.14(b) it follows that 
fu(l) 1\ · · · 1\ fu(n) = sgn (a)fr 1\ · · · 1\ fn 
and so 
A n(a)(fl 1\ · · · 1\ fn) = L sgn (a)al,u(l) · · · an,u(n)fr 1\ · · · 1\ fn 
= det(a) fr 1\ .. · 1\ fn· D 
For each k 2: 0 and real vector spaces V and W we have a function 
which sends a to A k (a). In general, A k is not a linear transformation (e.g. usually 
det(a+ /1) =/= det(a) +det(/1)). If V and Ware both finite-dimensional over R, then 
both HomR (V, W) and HomR (A k (W), A k (V)) are finite-dimensional real vector 
spaces, and hence have their standard smooth structures. 
Theorem 10.21. If V and W are finite-dimensional real vector spaces, then for 
each k 2: 0, the function 
Ak: HomR (V, W)---+ HomR (Ak(W), Ak(V)) 
is smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures. 
Proof. Let { vr, ... , Vm} and { w1, ... , Wn} be R-bases for V and W, respectively, 
and write {vi, ... , v:n } and { wi, ... , w~ } for the respective bases dual to these for 
V* and W*. Let 
X= { (i1, ... , ik) 11 :::; i1 < .. · < ik :::; m }, 
Y = { (h, · · · , j k) I 1 :::; ir < · · · < j k :::; n } . 
For I = (i1, ... , ik) E X write vj = vi1 1\ · · · 1\ vik and similarly define wj for 
J E Y. Then by Theorem 10.18, { vj I IE X} and { wj I J E Y} are R-bases for 
Ak(V) and Ak(W), respectively. Using the above bases on V and W we identify 
HomR (V, W) with the space of real n x m matrices. Similarly, using the above 
bases on A k (W) and A k (V), HomR (A k (W), A k (V)) is identified with the space of 
real X X Y-matrices (i.e. the space of real-valued functions on X X Y). 
Let a : V---+ W be a real linear transformation with matrix (aj,i), i.e. a(vi) = 
L:j aj,iWj· Let (AI,J) be the matrix of Ak(a), i.e. Ak(a)(wj) = L:IEX AI,JVj for 
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all J E Y. It suffices to show that the A1,1 are smooth functions of the aj,i· We 
will see, in fact, that they are polynomial functions in the aj,i· 
Let J =(]I, ... ,jk) E Y. We have, by Proposition 10.15, 
Ak(a) (wj) =a* (wjJ !\ .. ·!\a* (wjJ = ( ~ ah,iv;) !\ .. · !\ ( 2;: ajk,iv;). 
~ ~ 
If I= (i1 , ... , ik) EX, the contribution to the vj term in this last expression is 
2:: ajl ,iu(l) vt(l) !\ ... !\ ajk ,iu(k) v;u(k) = 2:: sgn ( 0' )ail ,iu(l) ... ajk ,iu(k) vj 
aE~k aE~k 
and so AI,J = LaE~k sgn (a)ah,iu(t) · · · ajk,iu(k), which is a polynomial function in 
the aj,i· D 
It is interesting to note that the A1,J above is the determinant of the k x k 
submatrix C,.,, aj1,i2 a;,,<,) 
ah,it ahh ah,ik 
ajk,it ajk,h ajk,ik 
of (aj,i)· 
Exercises for §10 
1. Let V be a real vector space and suppose !I, ... , fk E V*. 
(a) Prove that JI, ... , fk are linearly independent over R if and only if fi !\ · · · !\ 
fk =1- 0. 
(b) Suppose !I, ... , fk and 91 , ... , 9k are two linearly independent k-tuples in V*. 
Prove that the subspace of V* spanned by fi, ... , fk is the same as the subspace 
spanned by 91, ... , 9k if and only if !I!\···!\ fk is a scalar multiple of 91 !\ · · · !\ 9k· 
2. Let V be a real vector space (not necessarily finite-dimensional over R), and a: 
V-+ Van R-linear transformation. Suppose A1, ... , Ak are distinct real eigenvalues 
of a. Prove that A1A2 · · · Ak is an eigenvalue of Ak(a). 
3. Let V and W be finite-dimensional real vector spaces and a : V -+ W an R-
linear transformation. Prove that the rank of a is the largest positive integer k 
such that Ak(a) : Ak(W)-+ Ak(V) is not the 0-map. 
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11. EXTERIOR POWERS OF SMOOTH VECTOR BUNDLES 
Definition 11.1. Let Q : VSR ~ VSR be a contravariant functor (recall VSR 
denotes the category of real vector spaces). Q is said to be a smooth contravariant 
functor if QV is finite-dimensional over R whenever V is, and if V and W are 
both finite-dimensional over R, the function Q: HomR(V, W) ~ HomR(QW, QV) 
sending a to Qa is smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures. 
Example 11.2. It follows from Theorem 10.21 that for each k 2: 0, Ak is a smooth 
contravariant functor. 
Suppose Q : V SR ~ V SR is a smooth contravariant functor and that 
~ = (V, E, (M, SM),p, S) 
is a smooth vector bundle. We wish to construct a new smooth vector bundle 
where, as a set, QE = lJ Q(p-1(x)) and PQ : QE ~ M sends the points in 
xEM 
p-1 (x) to x. Thus pQ1 (x) = Q(p- 1 (x)). The idea is to construct linear charts 
as follows: Let rp : p-1 (U<p) ~ u<p X v be an S-admissible linear chart. For each 
X E U<p, let 'Px: p-1(x) ~ V denote the composition 
Then each 'Px is an R-isomorphism, and hence Qrpx : QV ~ Q(p-1 (x)) is an 
R-isomorphism. Define rpQ : pQ1 (U4') ~ U4' x QV by rpQ(y) = (x, (Qrpx)- 1 (y)) 
whenever y E pQ1 (x) = Q(p-1 (x)). 
Proposition 11.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and V, W finite-dimensional 
real vector spaces. Suppose f : M x V ~ W is a function such that for each x E M, 
the function fx : V ~ W given by fx(v) = f(x, v) is an R-linear transformation. 
Define f" : M ~ HomR(V, W) by fU(x) = fx· Then f is smooth if and only if fU 
is smooth. 
Proof. ChooseR-bases { v1 , ... , Vm} and {WI, ... , Wn} for V and W, respectively. 
For each x EM, let (aj,i(x)) be the matrix of fx with respect to the above bases. 
Thus for all x E M 
f(x,vi) = fx(vi) = L aj,i(x)wj. 
j 
The aj,i : M ~ R are the coordinate functions of fU with respect to basis { ci,j } 
where ci,j : V ~ W is given by ci,j ( vk) = oi,kWj. Thus fU is smooth if and only if 
the aj,i are all smooth. 
Suppose f is smooth. For 1 :::; i :::; m, let Li : M ~ M x V be given by 
Li(x) = (x,vi), and for 1:::; i:::; n let 7rj: W ~ R be given by 7rj(L::q sqwq)= Sj. 
Then the Li and 7rj are all smooth, and hence each 7rjfLi is smooth, i.e. each aj,i is 
smooth. Thus f" is smooth. 
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Suppose, conversely, fU is smooth. Note that f is the composition 
f"x1v eval M x V ~ Homa(V, W) x V ~W 
where eval : Homa(V, W) x V ---+ W is given by eval (a, v) = a(v). The map 
eval is smooth since its coordinate functions with respect to the Wk are polynomial 
functions in the coordinates with respect to the ci,j and Wk. The smoothness off 
follows. D 
Lemma 11.4. Let Q : V Sa ---+ V Sa be a smooth contravariant functor, V, W 
finite-dimensional real vector spaces, (M, SM) a smooth manifold, and f: M x V---+ 
W a smooth map such that for each x EM, fx : V---+ W given by fx(v) = f(x, v) is 
R-linear. Let g: M x QW---+ QV be given by g(x, y) = Qfx(y). Then g is smooth. 
Proof. By Proposition 11.3, it suffices to show that gU : M---+ Homa(Q"W, QV) is 
smooth. It is easily checked that gU is the composition 
M L Homa(V, W) ~ HomR(QW, QV). 
fU is smooth by Proposition 11.3, and Q is smooth by hypothesis. D 
Lemma 11.5. Let Q : V Sa ---+ V Sa be a smooth contravariant functor and ~ = 
(V,E, (M,SM),p,S) a smooth vector bundle. Let t.p and '1/J be linear S-admissible 
charts. Then '1/JQ ('PQ) - 1 is a self-diffeomorphism of (U<p n UV;) x QV where t.pQ and 
'1/JQ are as in the paragraph following Example 11. 2. 
Proof. Since the restrictions of t.p and '1/J to fibers are R-isomorphisms and Q is a 
functor, it follows that the restrictions of t.pQ and '1/JQ to fibers are R-isomorphisms. 
Thus t.pQ and '1/JQ are both bijections, so it remains only to check the smoothness 
of '1/JQ ( t.pQ) - 1 (the smoothness of t.pQ ( '1/JQ) - 1 will then follow by symmetry). 
Write u = u<p n UV;. Since t.p and '1/J are linearly SM-related charts, it fol-
lows that t.p'I/J-1 : U x V ---+ U x V is a diffeomorphism, 1r1t.p'lj;-1 = 1r1, and 
for each x E U, (1r2t.p'lj;-1 )x : V ---+ V (using the notation of Lemma 11.4) is 
an R-isomorphism. Thus by Lemma 11.4, the map g : U x QV ---+ QV given 
by g(x,y) = Q((7r2t.p'I/J-1)x)(y) is smooth. Now (7r2'P'I/J-1)x = t.px'I/J;1 and so 
Q((7r2'P'I/J-1)x) = Q(cpx'I/J;1 ) = Q('I/J;1 )Qt.px. 
We have 
and so both 7r1'1/JQ('PQ)-1 and 7r2'1/JQ('PQ)-1 are smooth, completing the proof. D 
Theorem 11.6. Let Q: VSa---+ VSa be a smooth contravariant functor and~= 
(V, E, ( M, S M), p, S) be a smooth vector bundle. Let Q E, PQ : Q E ---+ M, and 'PQ 
for each linear S -admissible chart t.p be as in the paragraph following Example 11. 2. 
Then: 
(a) Let T5Q denote the set of all subsets A of Q E such that 'PQ (A n PQ1 (U <p)) is 
open in U<p x QV for each linear S-admissible chart t.p. Then T5Q is a topology on 
QE. 
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(b) Using the topology T5Q on QE, PQ : QE-+ M is continuous. 
(c) Using the topology T5Q on QE, r.pQ is a homeomorphism for each linear S-
admissible chart. 
(d) The set of all r.pQ, as r.p runs over the linear S -admissible charts, is a linearly 
SM-smooth atlas for (QV, QE, M,pQ)· 
Proof. Part (a) is immediate. 
Suppose U is open in M. For each admissible r.p, r.pQ(P(/(U) n pQ1 (U<p)) 
(U n U<p) X QV, which is open in u<p X QV. Thus PQ1 (U) is open in QE, proving 
part (b). 
Let r.p be a linear S-admissible chart. Clearly, r.pQ is a bijection and an open 
map. Thus it remains only to prove that r.pQ is continuous to establish part (c). 
Let X be open in u<p X QV. For each linear S-admissible chart 'If;, 
and so 
Since, by Lemma 11.5, '1/JQ ( ( r.pQ) - 1 is a self-homeomorphism (in fact, a diffeomor-
phism) of (U<p n U,p) x QV, and X n ((U<t' n U,p) x QV) is open in (U<p n U,p) x QV, 
it follows that '1/JQ(r.pQ) - 1 (X n ((U<t' n U,p) x QV)) is open in (U<p n U,p) x QV, and 
hence open in U,p x QV, proving part (c). 
Part (d) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 11.5. 0 
Corollary 11.7. Let Q: VSa-+ VSa be a smooth contravariant functor, and~= 
(V,E,(M,SM),p,S) a smooth vector bundle. Then Q~ = (QV,QE,(M,SM),SQ) 
is a smooth vector bundle where SQ is the smooth equivalence class of the linear 
SB-smooth atlas { r.pQ I r.p S-admissible }. 0 
In particular, for each smooth vector bundle ~ and k 2: 0 we obtain a smooth 
vector bundle Ak~, the kth exterior power of~· 
Proposition 11.8. Suppose C is a finite-dimensional real vector space and Q the 
constant contravariant functor with value C, i.e. QV = C for all real vector spaces 
V and Qa = lc for all R-linear maps a. Then: 
(a) Q is a continuous contravariant functor. 
(b) If~= (V, E, (M, SM,p, S) is a smooth vector bundle, then Q~ is the product 
bundle with fiber C and the identity map on M x C is a linearly SQ -admissible 
chart. 
Proof. For all finite-dimensional real vector spaces V and W, Q: Homa(V, W)-+ 
Homa(C, C) is the constant map with value lc, which is smooth. 
For~ as above, QE = li Q(p-1 (x)) = li C = M x C (the index coordinate 
xEM xEM 
for the disjoint union is needed here) and for each linearly S-admissible chart r.p, 
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P(/(U<p) = U<p X C and <pQ is the identity map on U<p X C. It follows that the 
identity map 1MxC : QE --t M x C is a diffeomorphism where QE is given the 
smooth structure arising from SQ and M x C the product smooth structure. 0 
In particular, for any smooth vector bundle ~, A 0 ~ is the product bundle with 
fiber R. 
Exercises for § 11 
1. If Q : VSR --t VSR is a covariant functor, we can define what it means for Q 
to be smooth. Just make the obvious modifications in Definition 11.1. State and 
prove analogues of Lemmas 11.4 and 11.5, Theorem 11.6, and Corollary 11.7 for 
smooth covariant functors. 
2. Show that if Q : VSR --t VSR is a smooth covariant functor, then if~ = 
(V, X, (M, S),p, D) and 7J = (W, Y, (N, T), q, £) are smooth vector bundles and 
f : ~ --t 1J a smooth homomorphism of vector bundles, then there is a smooth 
homomorphism of vector bundles Qf : Q~ --t Q7J (where the latter vector bundles 
are as constructed in Problem 1) such that QfB = fB and for each x E M, the 
restriction QfE: PQ1(x) = Q(p-1 (x)) --t qQ1(fB(x)) = Q(q-1(fB(x))) is Qfx 
where fx : p-1(x) --t q-1(fB(x)) is the restriction of fE· Show that with these 
constructions, Q yields a covariant functor from the category of smooth vector 
bundles to itself. 
(The latter fails for smooth contravariant functors Q since there is no reasonable 
way to define Q on morphisms.) 
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12. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 
As remarked at the end of Problem 2 of §11, a smooth contravariant functor 
Q : V SR -+ V SR does not yield a contravariant functor from the category of 
smooth vector bundles Sm V ect to itself since there is no reasonable way to specify 
Q on the morphisms of SmVect. However, Q does behave well with respect to 
smooth sections and smooth vector bundle homomorphisms, as we shall see next. 
Theorem 12.1. Let~= (V,X, (M,S),p, V) andTJ = (w, Y, (N, T),q,£) be smooth 
vector bundles and f : ~ -+ TJ a smooth vector bundle homomorphism. For each x E 
M let fx: p-1(x)-+ q-1 (/B(x)) denote the restriction of fE· Let Q: VSR-+ VSR 
be a smooth contravariant functor. Let a : N -+ QY be a smooth section of QrJ. 
Define f*a : M -+ QX by (f*a)(x) = (Qfx) (a(fs(x))). Then f*a is a smooth 
section of Q~. 
Proof. Clearly, pf*a = 1M, so the only question is the smoothness of f*a. It 
suffices to check this locally. Thus it suffices to check that whenever r.p is a linear 
1J-admissible chart and 'ljJ an linear £-admissible chart such that fs(Uc.p) C U'l/J, 
then the restriction f* a : U c.p -+ P(/ (U c.p) is smooth. Since r.pQ is a diffeomorphism, 
it suffices to show that for r.p and 'ljJ as above, the composition 
is smooth. Since 1r1r.pQ f*a = lu'~' which is smooth, it remains only to check smooth-
ness of 1r2 rpQ f* a. 
1r2'1/JfE'P-1 : Uc.p x V ---+ W is smooth and is R-linear on fibers. Thus, by 
Lemma 11.4, the map g: Uc.p x QW-+ QV given by g(x,z) = Q((7r2'1/JfEr.p- 1)x)(z) 
is smooth. We will be done if we show that 1r2rpQ f* a is equal to the composition 
1 x·'·Q x1 
Ucp .,., u'P x u'I/J x QW 7rl QW u'P x QW --9 ----+- QV 
since all maps in this composition are smooth. 
For each x E U c.p we have 
(1r2<pQ f*a)(x) = 1r2'PQ ( (Qfx) (a(fB(x)))) = 1r2 ( x, (Qrp; 1)(Qfx) (a(fs(x)))) 
= Q(fxrp;1)(a(fB(x))) 
while 
g(1r1 x lQw)(lu'~' x '1/JQ)(lu'~' x a)(lu'~' x fB)b.(x) =g(1r1 x lQw)(x,'ljJQafB(x)) 
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= g( 1r1 x lQw) ( x, fB(x), Q( ~f:(x)) ((J(JB(x)))) 
= 9 ( x, Q(~f:(x)) ((J(JB(x)))) 
= Q((7r2~fE<p- 1 )x) ( Q(~f:(x))) ((J(JB(x))) 
= Q(~JB(x)fx<p-; 1 )Q(~f:(x)) ((J(JB(x))) 
= Q ( ~f:(x) ~/B(x)fx<p-; 1 ) ( (J(fB (x))) = Q(fx<p-;1 ) ( (J(JB(x))), 
completing the proof. 0 
f*(J is sometimes called the section induced from (J by for the pull-back of (J via 
f. 
Theorem 12.2. Let Q : V SR --* V SR be a smooth contravariant functor. Then 
the rules which assign to each smooth vector bundle ~ the space of smooth sections 
r(Q~), and to each smooth vector bundle homomorphism f : ~ --* rJ the function 
f* : r( Qry) --* r( Q~)' constitute a contravariant functor from Sm v ect to v SR. 
Proof. We must check the following: 
(i) Iff : ~--* rJ is a smooth vector bundle homomorphism, then f* : r(Qry) -+ 
r(Q~) is R-linear. 
(ii) Iff : ~-+ ry and g : ry --* pare smooth vector bundle homomorphisms, then 
(gf)* = f*g* : r(Qp)--* r(Q~). 
(iii) le = lr<Q~). 
Let f: ~--* ry be a smooth vector bundle homomorphism. Suppose (J, T E r(Qry) 
and k E R. Then for each x in the base space of ~, 
j* ( (J + kT) (X) = ( Q f x) ( ( (J + kT) (f B (X))) = Q f x ( (J (f B (X)) + kT (f B (X))) 
= Q f x ( (J (f B (X)) + kQ f x ( T (f B (X))) 
(since Q f x is R-linear) 
= j*(J(x) + kj*T(x) = (f*(J + kj*T)(x) 
and so f*((J + kT) = f*(J + kj*T, proving (i). 
Suppose f : ~ -+ rJ and g : ry --* p are smooth vector bundle homomorphisms. 
For each (J E r ( Q p) and x in the base space of ~ we have 
(gf)*((J)(x) = Q((gf)x) ((J(gf)B(x)) = Q(gf8 (x)fx) ((J(gB(fB(x)))) 
= Q(fx)Q(9J8 (x)) ((J(gB(fB(x)))) = (Qfx) ((g*(J)(JB(x))) 
= j*(g*(J)(x) 
and so (gf)*((J) = f*g*(J, proving (ii). 
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For any smooth vector bundle ~ with projection p and any a E r( Q~) we have, 
for each x in the base space of ~, 
and so 1€a =a, proving (iii). 0 
Definition 12.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k 2: 0. A smooth section 
of AkrM,s is called a k-form on (M, S). The real vector space of all k-forms on 
(M, S) is denoted [lk(M, S). A differential form on (M, S) is a k-form on (M, S) 
for some k 2: 0. 
If (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth manifolds and f : M ~ N is smooth with 
respect to S and T (sometimes expressed by writing f : (M, S) ~ (N, T) is 
smooth), the tangent bundle functor r yields a smooth vector bundle homomor-
phism r f: TM,S ~ TN,T· If a is a k-form on (N, T), we obtain, from Theorem 12.1, 
a k-form (rf)*a on (M,S). We abbreviate (rf)*a by f*a. 
Composing the covariant functor T : Sm ~ Sm V ect with the contravariant 
functor rAk: SmVect ~ VSR of Theorem 12.2 (with Q = Ak), we obtain: 
Corollary 12.4. For each k 2: 0, the rules which assign to each smooth manifold 
(M, S) its vector space of k-forms flk(M, S), and to each smooth map f: (M, S) ~ 
(N, T) the R-linear transformation f* : O,k(N, T) ~ O,k(M, S), constitute a con-
travariant functor from the category of smooth manifolds Sm to the category of real 
vector spaces V SR. 0 
We next proceed to show that the wedge product operation, performed fiberwise, 
gives rise to a wedge product operation on the smooth sections of the exterior powers 
of a smooth vector bundle, in particular on differential forms. 
Theorem 12.5. Let~= (V, E, (M, S), p, £) be a smooth vector bundle. Let i, j 2: 
0 and suppose a E r(Ai~), T E r(Ai~). Then a 1\ T : M ~ Ai+j E given by 
(a 1\ r)(x) = a(x) 1\ r(x) for all x EM is in r(Ai+i~). 
Proof. The only question is the smoothness of a 1\ r. It suffices to check this locally. 
Thus it suffices to check that for each linear £-admissible chart <p, the restriction 
of a 1\ r to U cp is smooth. 
For any k 2: 0 write Pk for the projection map of the vector bundle Ak~, and 
<pk instead of <pAk for the linear AkV-bundle chart for Ak~ as constructed in §11. 
Since the map 1\ : AiV x AiV ~ N+iv given by I\( a, b)= a 1\ b is R-bilinear, its 
coordinate functions with respect to any choice of bases are homogeneous quadratic 
polynomials in the coordinates, and hence 1\ is a smooth map. The result will now 
follow if we check that the restriction of a 1\ r to U cp is the composition 
U D. U U O"Xr -l(U ) -l(U ) cpixcpi U AiV U AiV cp --+ cp X cp --+Pi cp X Pj cp cp X X cp X 
since all maps in this composition are smooth. 
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Any x E U cp is sent, by the above composition, to 
(cpi+j)-1 (1u'P X !\)(1ucpxAiV x 1r2) (cpi(o-(x)),cpj(r(x))) 
= (cpi+j)-1 (1u'P X !\)(1ucpxAiV X 1r2) (x, (Aicpx)- 1 (o-(x)),x, (Ajcpx)- 1 (r(x))) 
(by definition of cpk) 
= (cpi+j)-1 (1u'P X A) (x, (Aicpx)-1 (o-(x)), (Ajcpx)- 1 (r(x))) 
= (cpi+j)-1 (x, (Aicpx)-1 (o-(x)) !\ (Ajcpx)- 1 (r(x))) 
= (Ai+j'Px)((Aicpx)-1 (o-(x)) !\ (Ajcpx)- 1 (r(x))) 
(by definition of cpk) 
(by Proposition 10.15) 
= o-(x) !\ r(x) =(a-!\ r)(x). 0 
The following is immediate from Theorem 10.14 and Proposition 10.15: 
Proposition 12.6. Let ~ be a smooth vector bundle. Suppose a- E r(Ai~), r E 
r(Aj~), f-L E r(Ak~), and c E R. Then: 
(a) a-!\ (r !\ !-L) =(a-!\ r) !\ 1-L· 
(b) T !\ 0" = ( -1) ij (T !\ T. 
(c) If j = k, then a-!\ (r + f-L) =a-!\ r +a-!\ f-L· 
(d) (CO") !\ T = (T !\ ( CT) = c( (T !\ T). 
(e) 1 !\a-= a-!\ 1 =a- where 1 E r(A0~) is the section given by 1(x) = (x, 1) for 
each x in the base space of~. 
(f) Suppose ry is another smooth vector bundle and f : ry ----* ~ is a smooth vector 
bundle homomorphism. Then f* (a- !\ r) = f* (a-) !\ f* ( r). 0 
Corollary 12.7. Let ( M, S) be a smooth manifold. Suppose a- E D,i ( M, S), r E 
nj (M, S), f-L E D,k(M, S), and c E R. Then: 
(a) a-!\ (r !\ !-L) = (a-!\ r) !\ 1-L· 
(b) T !\ (T = ( -1)ij(T !\ T. 
(c) If j = k, then a-!\ (r + f-L) =a-!\ r +a-!\ f-L· 
(d) (co-)!\ r =a-!\ (cr) = c(o- !\ r). 
(e) 1 !\a- =a-!\ 1 =a- where 1 E D.0(M, S) is the 0-form given by 1(x) = (x, 1) 
for each x EM. 
(f) Suppose (N, T) is another smooth manifold and f : N---+ M is a smooth map 
with respect toT and S. Then f*(o- !\ r) = f*(o-) !\ f*(r). 0 
Proposition 12.8. Let f : (M, S) ---+ (N, T) be a smooth map and a- a k-form on 
(N, T). Let x EM and VI, ... , Vk E Tx(M, S). Then 
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Proof. From the definition of f*a (following Definition 12.3) we have 
(f*a)(x) = Ak(Txf)(a(f(x))). 
From the definition of the R-homomorphism Ak(Txf) (Proposition 10.9), 
Ak(Txf) (a(f(x))) (vb ... , vk) = a(f(x) )(Txf(vl), ... , Txf(vk)). 0 
Note that for any smooth vector bundle~ with base space M, a smooth section 
of A0~ is a smooth map M--+ M x R which sends x to (x, a(x)) where a: M--+ R 
is smooth. Thus r(A0~) can be identified with the real vector space of smooth 
real-valued maps on M. In particular, !1°(M, S) is identified with C00 (M, S), the 
R-algebra of smooth real-valued maps on M. 
We can also view the identification of DP(M, S) with C00 (M, S) as follows: As-
sociate to a E 0°(M,S) the real-valued function on M which sends x to a(x)(O) 
where () is the unique 0-tuple of elements of Tx(M, S) (see the remarks following 
Definition 10.8). 
Proposition 12.9. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Identify 0°(M, S) with 
C00 (M, S) by the rule which assigns to each a E !1°(M, S) the real-valued func-
tion which sends x to a(x)(). Then: 
(a) If a E 0°(M, S) = C00 (M, S) and r E Oi(M, S), then for all x E M, 
(a 1\ r)(x) = a(x)r(x). 
(b) Iff : (N, T) --+ (M, S) is a smooth map, then for any a E 0°(M, S) = 
C00 (M, S), the pull-back f*a E 0°(N, T) = C00 (N, T) is the composition a f : 
N--+ R. 
Proof. Let x EM. By definition (see Theorem 12.5), (a 1\ r)(x) = a(x) 1\ r(x). By 
Definition 10.11, a(x) 1\ r(x) = A(a(x) · r(x)). Note that for any i-tuple v1 , ... , Vi 
in Tx(M,S), 
( a(x) · r(x)) (v1, ... , vi) = a(x)()r(x)(v1, ... , vi)· 
Since a(x) is 0-linear and r(x) is alternating, it follows easily that a(x) · r(x) is 
alternating and hence A(a(x) · r(x)) = a(x) · r(x). Thus 
(a(x) 1\ r(x))(vb ... , vi)= a(x)()r(x)(v1, ... , vi) 
and so a(x) 1\ r(x) = O"(x)()r(x), proving part (a). 
If f : (N, T) --+ (M, S) is smooth and y E N, then by Proposition 12.8, 
(f*a)(y)() = a(f(y))(), yielding part (b). 0 
We next look at differential forms for open subsets of Euclidean spaces. The 
reason for calling these gadgets "differential forms" will become apparent from this 
case. The standard smooth structures are assumed throughout, and we suppress 
notation for these. 
If U is an open subset of R m, the standard smooth structure on U is represented 
by the one-chart atlas {1u} and consequently the tangent bundle of U admits a one-
chart admissible atlas {1u} (see the material preceding Proposition 8.14). Thus 1u : 
T(U)--+ U x Rm is given by 1u(v) = (x, B;1(v)) for v E Tx(U) where Bx is defined 
in Example 5.6. The following is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.12. 
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Proposition 12.10. Let U be open in Rm, V open in Rn, and f : U ---* V a 
smooth map. Define Tf: U X Rm---* V X Rn by Tf(x,y) = (f(x),Df(x)(y)). 
Then the diagram 
T(U) _T_f ~ T(V) 
1u! ! 1v 
commutes. D 
~Thus, the tangent map T f is identified with T f via the diffeomorphisms 1u and 
1v. 
~i . . . Fori~ 0 let 1u : NT(U)---* U x N(Rm) denote the chart for A~Tu arising from 
~ ~i 
1u by the construction in §11. Thus 1u is a diffeomorphism which is R-linear on 
·~i -1 
fibers. Note that each i-form CJ on U has the form CI(x) = (1u) (x,O:(x)) for a 
unique smooth map 0:: U---* Ai(Rm), and conversely any such smooth 0: yields an 
i-form by the above formula. 
Notation 12.11. Let e1 , ... , em denote the standard basis of Rm, and ei, ... , e-:n 
the basis dual to this for (Rm)* = A1 (Rm). Let U be open in Rm. For 1:::; i:::; m, 
we denote by dxi the 1-form on U given by dxi(x) = (1u 1) -\x, ei). 
If I = (ill ... , ik) where 1 :::; ij :::; m for each j, let ej denote ei1 1\ · · · 1\ eik E 
~k -1 
Ak(Rm) and dx1 the k-form given by dx1(x) = (1u ) (x, ej). 
Lemma 12.12. Let U be open in Rm and I= (i1 , ... , ik) where 1 :::; ij :::; m for 
each j. Then dx1 = dxi 1 1\ ···I\ dxik E O,k(U). 
~k -1 ~k -1 ~ 
Proof. Recall that (1u ) is given by (1u ) (x, y) = Ak(1u )x(y). Thus, 
dx1(x) = Ak(1u)x(e11 1\ ···I\ e1J 
1~ (* 1~ (*) 
= A (1u )x eiJ 1\ .. · 1\ A (1u )x eik 
(by Proposition 10.15) 
= dXi1 (x) 1\ · · · 1\ dxik (x) = (dxh 1\ · · · 1\ dxik) (x). D 
Proposition 12.13. For 1 :::; k :::; m let Xm,k denote the set of all sequences 
I= (i1, ... ,ik) such that 1:::; i1 < · · · < ik:::; m. Let U be open in Rm. Then each 
k-form on U can be expressed uniquely in the form 
L fidxi 
lEXm,k 
where the h E C00 ( U). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that { ej I I E Xm,k} is an R-basis 
for Ak(Rm) (by Theorem 10.18) and so every smooth map 0: : U---* Ak(Rm) can 
be expressed uniquely in the form O:(x) = LIEXm,k fi(x)ej for x E U where the 
h : U ---* R are smooth. D 
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Theorem 12.14. Suppose U is open in Rm, V open in Rn, and f : U ~ V is 
smooth. Then for 1 :S i :S n, 
m 
f*(dxi) =I: DJfi dxj 
j=1 
where fi is the ith coordinate function of f. 
Proof. Let x E U. By Proposition 12.10 the diagram 
Tx(U) ~ Tf(x)(V) 
(1u).,! ! (1v)J(a:) 
Rm Rn 
Df(x) 
commutes, and the vertical maps are R-isomorphisms. Write o-1 = f*(dxi), o-2 = 
2:,7=1 Djfi dxj. It suffices to check that for 1:::; q:::; m, 
We have 
a1(x)((1u); 1 (eq)) = f*(dxi)(x)((lu); 1 (eq)) 
while. 
= dxi (f(x) )( (Txf) (1u );1(eq)) 
(by Proposition 12.8) 
= dxi (f (X))( (1 V) f(~) D f (X) ( eq)) 
(by commutativity of the above diagram) 
~1 1( ) ( ~ 1 ) 
= (1v )- f(x),e; (1v)f(x)Df(x)(eq) 
(by definition of dxi) 
= A 1 ( (1v) f(x)) ( e;) ( (1v )j(~)D f(x) ( eq)) 
(by definition of 1 v 1) 
= e:( (1 v) f(x) (1v )j(~)D f(x )(eq)) 
(since A1 is the dual space functor) 
= e:(Df(x)(eq)) = e; (t DqfJ(x) ej) = Dqfi(x), 
J=1 
<Y2(x)((lu);;'1(eq)) = (t, D;f<(x)dx;(x)) ((1u);;'1(eq)) 
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m 
= L Djfi(x)(1u1)-1(x,ej)((1u);1(eq)) 
j=l (by definition of dxj) 
m 
= L Djfi(x)A1 ((1u)x)(ej)((1u);1 (eq)) 
1=1 (by definition of 1u 1 ) 
m 
= L Djfi(x)(ej)((1u)x(1u);1 (eq)) 
j=l (since A1 is the dual space functor) 
m 
= L Djfi(x)ej(eq) = Dqfi(x). D 
j=l 
Thus, for smooth maps between open subsets of Euclidean spaces, Proposi-
tion 12.9(b) and Theorem 12.14 tell us how to pull back 0-forms and 1-forms. Thus, 
since pull-backs preserve wedge products (Corollary 12.7(f)), Propositions 12.9(a) 
and 12.13 and Lemma 12.12 enable us to pull back arbitrary differential forms in 
the case of smooth maps between open subsets of Euclidean space. 
The Local Property for Tangent Spaces (Proposition 5.11) yields the following: 
Proposition 12.15. Suppose (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth manifolds, x E M 
and f, g: (M, S) -7 (N, T) smooth maps which agree in some neighborhood of x in 
M. Then for each k-form a- on (N, T), (f*a-)(x) = (g*a-)(x). 
Proof. Say U is an open neighborhood of x in M on which f and g agree. Let 
i: U -7 M denote the inclusion. Then fi = gi. 
It suffices to show that whenever v1, ... , Vk E Tx(M, S), then 
By Proposition 5.11, Txi : Tx(U, SIU) -7 Tx(M, S) is an R-isomorphism and so 
each Vi can be written Txi(wi) for some Wi E Tx(U, SIU). Thus 
(f*a-)(x)(vb ... , vk) = (f*a-)(x)(Txi(wl), ... , Txi(wk)) 
= a-(f(x)) ((Txf)(Txi)(wl), ... , (Txf)(Txi)(wk)) 
(by Proposition 12.8) 
= a-((fi)(x)) (Tx(fi)(wl), ... , Tx(fi)(wk)) 
(by Proposition 5.9(b)). 
Similarly, (g*a-)(x)(vb ... , vk) = a-((gi)(x))(Tx(gi)(wi), ... , Tx(gi)(wk)). There-
sult now follows since fi = gi. D 
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Exercises for §12 
l.(a) Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space. Prove that for each k 2:: 0, 
the function 
f: Ak(V) x Vk -t R 
given by f(a, VI, ... , vk) =a( vi, ... , vk) is smooth. 
(b) Let (]' be a k-form on the smooth manifold (M, S) and suppose 
v~, ... ,vk: M -t T(M,S) 
are smooth vector fields. Define f : M -t R by 
f(x) = O"(x) (vi(x), ... , vk(x)). 
Prove that f is smooth. 
2. Write Xi : Rn -t R for the ith coordinate function, i.e. Xi(t~, ... , tn) = ti. Let 
f: R 3 -t R 2 be given by f(x, y, z) = (xy2, x + z2). Calculate j*(xix2/\ dxii\ dx2). 
Express your answer in the form a 1\ dx21\ dxs + {31\ dxii\ dxs + "( 1\ dxii\ dx2 where 
a, {3, 'Y: R3 -t Rare smooth. 
3. Let f: R -t SI be given by f(t) = (cost,sint) and let i: SI-t R 2 denote the 
inclusion map. 
(a) Show that f is an immersion. 
(b) Write x, y instead of XI, x2 . Let w = i*(y 1\ dx- x 1\ dy). Show that for each 
z E SI, w(z) =I= 0. 
(c) Let(]'= i*(y 1\ dx + x 1\ dy). Find all z E 8 1 for which (J'(z) = 0. 
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13. EXTERIOR DIFFERENTIATION, EXACT AND 
CLOSED FORMS, AND DE RHAM COHOMOLOGY 
For each smooth manifold (M, S) and each k 2 0 we will define a function 
d: D,k(M,S)---+ n,k+1(M,S) called the exterior derivative. In contrast to wedge 
products and pull-backs of smooth sections, which exist for exterior powers of ar-
bitrary smooth vector bundles (not just tangent bundles), exterior differentiation 
is special to differential forms. We will first define d in the case of open subsets of 
Euclidean space and establish properties of d in this case. We will then extend the 
definition and properties to the general case by means of charts. 
Definition 13.1. Suppose U is open in Rm. Iff E 0.0 (U) = C 00 (U) the exterior 
derivative off, denoted df, is defined by 
m 
df = L Dd 1\ dxi. 
i=l 
If w = I::IEX !I 1\ dx1 E D,k(U), the exterior derivative of w, denoted dw, is 
m,k 
defined by 
dw = L dfi 1\ dx1 E n,k+1(U). 
lEXm,k 
Example 13.2. For 1 ~ i ~ m let Xi : U---+ R denote the ith coordinate map (as 
is commonly done in calculus). Then 
m m 
dxi = L DjXi dxj = L Oij dxj = dxi 
j=l j=l 
where the extreme left dis the exterior derivative operator and the other dxk are as 
defined in Notation 12.11. Thus Notation 12.11 is consistent with Definition 13.1 if 
we use Xi to denote the ith coordinate map. If, say, t 1, ... , tm were used to denote 
the coordinate maps in some example, then dt1, ... , dtn would be used in place of 
dx1, ... , dxn in Notation 12.11. 
Proposition 13.3. Let U be open in Rn. Then for each k 2 0, d : D,k(U) ---+ 
n,k+1(U) is an R-linear transformation. 
Proof. The result is immediate from the R-linearity of the operators Di and the 
R-bilinearity of/\. D 
Lemma 13.4. Let U be open in Rm, k 2 0, and I= (i11 ••• , ik) where 1 ~ ij ~ m 
for 1 ~ j ~ k. {We do not assume I E Xm,k here. If k = 0, then I is the 
empty sequence and we make the convention that dx1 = 1 E D.0 (U).) Then for all 
f E 0°(U), d(f 1\ dx1) = df 1\ dx1. 
Proof. The result is trivial if the ij are not distinct, for it then follows from 
Lemma 12.12 and Corollary 12.7(b) that dx1 = 0 and so both sides are 0. The 
result is also trivial if k = 0 since 1 E D.0 (U) is an identity element for the wedge 
product (Corollary 12.7(e)). 
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Suppose k > 0 and the ij are distinct. Let CJ E :Ek be the permutation such 
that J = (ia(l)' ... , io-(k)) E Xm,k· By Lemma 12.12 and Corollary 12.7(b), dx1 = 
sgn ( CJ) dxJ and so 
d(f 1\ dx1) = d(f 1\ sgn (CJ) dxJ) = sgn (CJ) d(f 1\ dxJ) 
= sgn (CJ) df 1\ dxJ 
= df 1\ sgn (CJ) dxJ = df 1\ dxJ. 
(by Proposition 13.3) 
(by Definition 13.1) 
D 
Lemma 13.5. Let U be open in Rm and I = (i11 ... , ik) where k 2: 1 and 1 < 
ij ~ m for each j. Then d(dx1) = 0. 
Pmof. dx1 = 11\dxi and so by Lemma 13.4, d(dx1) = d(1) l\dx1 = Ol\dx1 = 0. D 
Proposition 13.6. Let U be open in R m. Let w E O,i (U) and p E O,i (U), i, j ;:::: 0. 
Then 
d(w 1\ p) = (dw) 1\ p + ( -1)iw 1\ (dp). 
Proof. Since both sides are R-bilinear in w and p, it suffices to prove the result 
when w = f 1\ dx1 and p = g 1\ dxJ where f, g E 0.0 (U) = C00 (U) and IE Xm,i, 
J E Xm,j· Then 
w 1\ p = f 1\ dx1 1\ g 1\ dxJ = f 1\ g 1\ dx1 1\ dxJ = (! 1\ g) 1\ dxu 
where I J is the sequence obtained by juxtaposing I and J. (Note that g and dx1 
commute since g is a 0-form.) Thus, 
d(wl\p) = d((f 1\ g) 1\ dxu) = d(f 1\ g) 1\ dxu (by Lemma 13.4) 
m 
= L Dk(f 1\ g) 1\ dxk 1\ dxu (by Definition 13.1) 
k=l 
m 
= L ( (Dkf) 1\ g + f 1\ (Dkg)) 1\ dxk 1\ dxu 
k=l 
(by the product rule since for 0-forms, 1\ is ordinary multiplication of real-valued 
functions) 
m m 
= L (Dkf) 1\ g 1\ dxk 1\ dx1 1\ dxJ + L f 1\ (Dkg) 1\ dxk 1\ dx1 1\ dxJ 
k=l k=l 
m m 
= L (Dkf) 1\ dxk 1\ dx1 1\ g 1\ dxJ + L ( -1)i f 1\ dx1 1\ (Dkg) 1\ dxk 1\ dxJ 
k=l k=l 
(by graded commutativity (Corollary 12.7(b)); g and Dkg are 0-forms, dxk a 1-form, 
and dx I an i-form) 
= df 1\ dx1 1\ g 1\ dxJ + ( -1)i f 1\ dx1 1\ dg 1\ dxJ 
= (dw) 1\ p + ( -1)iw 1\ (dp). D 
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Proposition 13.7. Let U be open in Rm. Then for all k 2 0 and all wE D,k(U), 
d(dw) = 0. 
Proof. By R-linearity of d it suffices to treat the case w = f 1\dxr where f E D.0 (U) 
and I is a sequence of length k. We have 
(by Lemma 13.4) 
= d(df) 1\ dxr- d(dxr) 
(by Proposition 13.6) 
= d(df) 1\ dxr 
(by Lemma 13.5) 
and so it remains only to show d(df) = 0 for all f E D.0 (U). 
We have 
d(df) = d(t, D<f A dx;) = t, d(Dd) A dx; 
(by Definition 13.1, Proposition 13.3, and Lemma 13.4) 
= t, (t, D;Dd Adx;) Adx, 
m 
= L DiDd 1\ dxi 1\ dxi + L ( D1Dd 1\ dxj 1\ dxi + DiDjf 1\ dxi 1\ dxj). 
i=l 1$i<j$m 
Since dxi 1\ dxi = 0 and dxi 1\ dxj = -dxj 1\ dxi for all i, j by Corollary 12.7(b), 
and DiDjf = D1Dd by Advanced Calculus, the result follows. D 
Remark 13.8. The R-isomorphism ~: Rm---+ (Rm)* determined by ~(ei) = ei for 
each i yields, for each open subset U of R m, a smooth vector bundle isomorphism 
~u : Tu---+ A1Tu with map of total spaces (~u) E the composition 
Thus, ~u induces an R-isomorphism Wu: r(Tu)---+ 0 1(U), i.e. from smooth vector 
fields on U to 1-forms on U. (For general smooth manifolds (M, S), construction of 
such an isomorphism r(TM,s)---+ D.1(M,S) requires an additional piece of structure 
on M called a Riemannian metric.) 
Note also that for 1:::; i ~ m, Ai(Rm) and Am-i(Rm) have the same dimension 
over R. In fact we choose an explicit isomorphism, traditionally denoted 
called the Hodge *-operator, as follows: For each IE Xm,i let I' E Xm,m-i denote 
the increasing sequence complementary to I and let sgn (I) denote the sign of the 
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( i, m - i)-shuffle which sends 1, ... , i to the respective entries of I. Then * is the 
R-isomorphism determined by *(ej) = sgn (I) ej, for each I E Xm,i· It is easily 
checked that the composition 
is multiplication by ( -1 )i(m-i). 
For example, in case m = 3 we have 
*(ei 1\ e; 1\ e;) = 1, 
*(e;/\e;)= ei, 
*(ei 1\ e;) = -e;, 
*(ei 1\ e;) = e;. 
More generally the Hodge *-operator can be defined on the exterior powers of any 
oriented finite-dimensional real inner product space V; replace the ei by the duals 
of any orthonormal basis in the given orientation of V. The resulting *-operator 
can be shown to depend only on the inner product and orientation of V, and not 
on the choice of orthonormal basis. 
For U open in Rm, the Hodge *-operator as defined above yields R-isomorphisms 
as follows: If w E D,i(U), then *W is the composition 
This composition is smooth since * : Ai(Rm) ---+ Am-i(Rm) is R-linear, and so 
certainly smooth. 
We can form the composition 
One can check that this composition sends any smooth real-valued f on U to gradf, 
the gradient of f. 
In case m = 3, we can form the composition 
One can check that this composition sends any smooth vector field (J on U to curl (J, 
the curl of (J. 
For general m we can form the composition 
r(Tu) ~ D,1(U) ~ n,m-1(U) ~ nm(U) ~ D,0(U) = C00 (U). 
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One can check that this composition sends any smooth vector field a on U to div o-, 
the divergence of a. 
Thus, in case m = 3, for any f E C00 (U), 
by Proposition 13.7. 
For any a E r('ru ), 
by Proposition 13. 7. Thus the fact that the composition of any two maps in the 
sequence 
is 0 yields the classical vector analysis facts that curl (grad f) = 0 and div (curl a) = 
0 for any smooth real-valued f and any smooth vector field a on an open subset of 
R 3 . Conversely, it is easily checked that the latter implies dd = 0 for open subsets 
ofR3 . 
Proposition 13.9. Let U be open in Rm, V open in Rn, and f: U-+ V a smooth 
map. Then for all k ~ 0 the diagram 
nk (V) ~ nk+l (V) 
f*! !f* 
nk(U) ~ nk+1(U) 
commutes. 
Proof. We first consider the case k = 0. Let g E 0°(V) = C 00 (V). We have 
f'd(g) = f' (t, D,g A dx;) (by Definition 13.1) 
n 
= L !*(Dig) 1\ f*(dxi) 
i=l (by Corollary 12.7(f)) 
= t ((D;g)f) A (t, (D;J;) A dx;) 
(by Proposition 12.9(b) and Theorem 12.14) 
m ( n ) m 
= ~ tt ( (Dig)f) · Dj/i 1\ dxj = ~ (Dj(gf)) 1\ dxj 
(by the Chain Rule) 
= d(gf) = d(f*g), 
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the latter by Definition 13.1 and Proposition 12.9(b), establishing the result for 
k = 0. 
We next show that whenever 1 ::; i ::; nand IE Xn,i, then d(f*(dxi)) = 0. For 
the case i = 1, writing Xj for the jth, coordinate function on U, 1 ::; j ::; n, we have 
by Example 13.2, f*(dxj) = d(f*xj) by the k = 0 case of the Proposition proved 
above, and so d(f*(dxj)) = dd(f*xj) = 0 by Proposition 13 .. 7. Now let i > 1 and 
suppose inductively that d(f*(dx1)) = 0 for all J E Xn,i-1· For IE Xn,i we can 
write dxi = dxj 1\ dx1 for some (j) E Xn, 1 and J E Xn,i-1· Then 
d(f*(dxi)) = d(f*(dxj /\dx1)) = d(f*(dxj) 1\f*(dxJ)) 
(by Corollary 12.7 (f)) 
= d(f*(dxj)) 1\ f*(dxJ)- f*(dxj) 1\ d(f*(dxJ)) 
(by Proposition 13.6) 
=0 
since both d(f*(dxj)) and d(f* (dx1)) are 0 by the induction hypothesis, completing 
proof of the claim. 
To complete the proof of the Proposition, since f* and dareR-linear it suffices 
to prove that d(f*w) = f*(dw) whenever w = g 1\ dxi for some g E D0 (V) and 
I E Xn,k, k 2:: 1. We have 
d(f*w) = d(f*(g 1\ dxi)) = d(f*(g) 1\ f*(dxi)) 
(by Corollary 12.7(f)) 
= d(f*(g)) 1\ f*(dxi) + f*(g) 1\ d(f*(dxi)) 
= d(f*(g)) 1\ f*(dxi) 
= f* ( dg) 1\ f* ( dx I) 
= f*(dg 1\ dxi) 
= f*(d(g 1\ dxi)) 
= f*(dw), 
completing the proof. D 
(by Proposition 13.6) 
(since d ( f* ( dx I)) = 0) 
(by the k = 0 case) 
(by Corollary 12. 7(f)) 
(by Definition 13.1) 
Our next task is to extend exterior differentiation to general smooth manifolds 
by locally transferring the Euclidean space case by means of charts. 
Lemma 13.10. Let (M, S) be an m-dimensional smooth manifold. Let <p and '1/J be 
S-admissible charts whose codomains are open subsets ofRm. Then for any k-form 
w on dom <p n dom '1/J' 
Proof. By Theorem 12.2, ('l/J~.p- 1 )* = (~.p- 1 )*'1/J* and (~.p- 1 )* 
suffices to show that 
('l/J<p- 1 )*d( ('lj;-1 )*w) = d((<p- 1 )*w) 
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(<p*)- 1 . Thus it 
for all k-forms won dom c.p n dom '¢. The overlap map 
'lj;c.p-1 : c.p(dom c.p n dom '¢) ~ '¢(dom c.p n dom '¢) 
is a smooth map between open subsets of Rm. Hence, by Proposition 13.9, the 
diagram 
nk('I/J(dom c.p n dom '¢)) nk ( c.p( dom c.p n dom '¢)) 
dl ld 
nk+1 ( '¢( dom c.p n dom '¢)) [!k+l ( c.p( dom c.p n dom '¢)) 
('1/Jcp-1 )* 
commutes. Thus for any k-form won dom c.p n dom '¢, 
('¢c.p-1)*d(('¢-1)*w) = d(('¢c.p-1)*('¢-1)*w) 
= d(('¢-1'¢c.p-1)*w) 
(by Theorem 12.2) 
Recall, from Proposition 5.11 and Theorem 8.29, that if (M, S) is a smooth man-
ifold, U open in M, and i: U ~ M the inclusion map, then Ti maps T(U, SJU) dif-
feom~rphically onto p-;},8 (U). We would now like to be able to identify AkT(U, SJU) 
with pk,1 (U) where Pk is the projection map for AkTM,S· Because of the fact that 
A k does not yield a functor Sm V ect ~ Sm V ect, A k f does not have an immediate 
meaning for smooth maps f. However, we shall see below that in the case of i as 
above, A ki does make sense and yields the desired diffeomorphism. The argument 
works for general smooth contravariant functors. 
Lemma 13.11. Let Q: VSR ~ VSR be a smooth contravariant functor, (M, S) 
a smooth m-manifold, and U an open subset of M. Let i : U ~ M denote the 
inclusion map. Write PQ for the projection map of the smooth vector bundle QTM,S, 
and Qi: P(/(U) ~ QT(U,SJU) for the function whose restriction to PQ1 (x) for x 
in U is QTxi: QTx(M,S) ~ QTx(U,SJU). Then Qi is a diffeomorphism. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.11, Txi: Tx(U, SJU) ~ Tx(M, S) is an R-isomorphism for 
each x E U. Thus, since Q is a functor, each QTxi is an R-isomorphism. It follows 
easily that Qi is a bijection. Let q denote the projection map for QTu,SIU. To 
complete the proof it suffices to check that for each SJU-admissible chart c.p with 
codomain an open subset ofRm, the restriction Qi: pQ1(dom c.p) ~ q-1(dom c.p) is 
a diffeomorphism. Note that ic.p is an S-admissible chart and the diagram 
dom c.p X QRm 
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commutes where i'"(p Q and <pQ are the linear QRm-bundle ~harts for QTM,S and 
QTu,SIU derived from the charts i<p and <p, respectively, by the construction in §11. 
Since i'"(p Q and <pQ are diffeomorphisms, the result follows. D 
Lemma 13.12. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, U an open subset of M, and 
iu : U -+ M the inclusion. Then: 
(a) For any k-form w on (M, S), the restriction of w to U is (Akiu )-1iijw. 
(b) If w and p are k-forms on (M, S), then w and p agree on U if and only if 
iijw = iijp. 
Proof. By definition of iijw, iijw(x) = Ak(Txiu)(w(x)) for each x E U. Thus, 
by definition of Akiu, (Akiu)- 1 (iijw(x)) = (Ak(Txiu))- 1Ak(Txiu)(w(x)) = w(x), 
proving part (a). 
If iijw = iijp, then application of (Akiu )-1 to both sides and part (a) yield that 
the restrictions of w and p to U agree, proving part (b). D 
Theorem 13.13. Let (M,S) be a smooth m-manifold and w a k-form on (M,S). 
Define dw : M -+ Ak+lT(M, S) as follows: For each S-admissible chart <p with 
codomain an open subset of R m define the restriction of dw to dom <p to be 
where i'P : dom <p -+ M is the inclusion and Ak+1 i is as in Lemma 13.11 with 
Q = Ak+1 . Then dw is a (k + 1)-form on M. 
Proof. If <p and '1/J are S-admissible charts whose codomains are open subsets of 
Rm, it follows from the Local Property for Tangent Spaces (Proposition 5.11(b)) 
that Txi<p = Txi'I/J for all x E dom <p n dom '1/J and hence Ak+1i'P and Ak+1i'I/J agree 
on fibers over points in dom <p n dom '1/J. By Proposition 12.15, i~w and i~w agree 
on points of dom <p n dom '1/J. Thus by Lemma 13.10, 
It follows that dw is well-defined. 
Since each <p*d((r_p- 1 )*i~w) is smooth and, by Lemma 13.11, (Ak+1i'P)- 1 is 
smooth, it follows that the restriction of dw to dom <p is smooth for each S-
admissible <p as above. Thus, by the Local Property, dw is smooth. Clearly, 
(dw)(x) E Ak+lTx(M,S) for each x EM, completing the proof. D 
Corollary 13.14. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold and w a k-form on (M, S). 
Then for each S -admissible chart <p with codomain contained in Rm, 
Conversely, if p is a (k +I)-form on (M, S) such that 
i~p = <p*d((r_p- 1 )*i~w) 
for a collection of S -admissible charts <p as above whose domains cover M, then 
p=dw. 
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Proof. By Lemma 13.12 and the definition of dw given by Theorem 13.13, 
(Ak+1 icp)- 1 i~(dw) = (Ak+licp)- 1 <p*d((<p- 1 )*i~w) 
for all <p as above. Since each Ak+1icp is a diffeomorphism by Lemma 13.11, it 
follows that dw has the stated property. 
Suppose p is a (k + 1)-form on (M, S) such that for a collection of <p as above 
whose domains cover M, 
i~p = <p* d( ( <p-1 )*i~w). 
Thus i~p = i~(dw) for all <pin a collection of charts whose domains cover M, and 
and so, by Lemma 13.12(b), p and dw agree on all members of some open cover of 
M. D 
Theorem 13.15. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold. Then: 
(a) If M is an open subset ofRm, then for each k 2:: 0 the d: D,k(M) ---7 n,k+1(M) 
as given by Theorem 13.13 agrees with that given by Definition 13.1. 
(b) If x EM, k 2: 0, and w, p E D,k(M, S) are such that w and p agree in some 
open neighborhood of x in M, then dw(x) = dp(x). 
(c) For each k 2: 0, d: D,k(M, S) ---7 n,k+1(M, S) is R-linear. 
(d) If (N, T) is a smooth n-manifold and f : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) a smooth map, 
then for all k 2: 0 the diagram 
n,k+1(N, T) r n,k+1(M,S) 
commutes. 
(e) For any wE D,k(M, S), d(dw) = 0. 
(f) Ifw E D,i(M,S) and p E D)(M,S), then 
d(w 1\ p) = (dw) 1\ p + ( -l)iw 1\ (dp). 
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from Corollary 13.14 by use of the chart 1M. 
Let x, w, and p be as in part (b). We can choose an S-admissible chart <p with 
codomain contained in Rm such that x E dom <p, and wand p agree agree on dom <p. 
It then follows from Lemma 13.12(b) that i~w = i~p. Thus by Corollary 13.14, 
i~(dw) = i~(dp). Thus, by Lemma 13.12(b), dw and dp agree on dom <p, proving 
part (b). 
It suffices to check part (c) locally. For each S-admissible chart <p with codomain 
contained in Rm, note that i~, (<p-1 )*, <p*, and the d for open subsets of Rm are 
all R-linear, and that (A k+licp)- 1 , is fiberwise R-linear. Part (c) follows. 
To prove part (d) it suffices to show (by Corollary 13.14) that whenever <p and 
'1/J areS-admissible and T-admissible charts with codomains contained in Rm and 
R n, respectively, such that f ( dom <p) C dom '1/J, then for all k-forms w on ( N, T), 
(1) i~j*(dw) = <p*d((<p- 1 )*i~f*w). 
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Let g : dom <p ----+ dom '1/J denote the restriction of f. We have the commutative 
diagram 
(2) 
By Proposition 13.9 the diagram 
(3) 
commutes. Thus 
<p*d((~.p- 1 )*i~f*w) = <p*d(('I/Jg<p- 1 )*('!f;- 1 )*i~w) (by (2)) 
= <p*('I/Jg<p- 1 )*d(('I/J- 1 )*i~w) (by (3)) 
= ('I/Jg<p- 1 <p)*d(('I/J- 1 )*i~w) = g*'lj;*d(('I/J- 1 )*i~w) 
= g*i~(dw) (by Corollary 13.14) 
= i~f*(dw) (by (2)) 
which establishes ( 1), completing the proof of part (d). 
For any w E f!k(M, S) and any S-admissible chart <p with codomain contained 
in Rm we have 
i~(ddw) = <p*d((~.p- 1 )*i~dw) 
= <p*dd((~.p- 1 )*i~w) 
=0 
(by part (d)) 
by Proposition 13.7 since ( <p- 1 )*i~w is a is a k-form on codom <p, an open subset of 
Rm. Thus i~(O) = <p*d((~.p- 1 )*i~dw) for all <pas above, and so, by Corollary 13.14, 
d(dw) = 0, proving part (e). 
Let w and p be as in part (f), and <p any S-admissible chart with codomain 
contained in R m. Then 
i~(d(w 1\ p)) = <p*d((<p- 1 )*i~(w 1\ p)) (by Corollary 13.14) 
= <p*d((icp<p-1)*(w 1\ p)) = <p*d((icp<p-1)*w 1\ (icp<p-1)*p) 
(by Corollary 12.7(f)) 
= <p* ( d( (icp<p-1 )*w) 1\ (icp<p- 1 )* p + ( -1)i( icp<p- 1 )*w 1\ d( (icp<p- 1 )* p)) 
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(by Proposition 13.6, since (icpcp-1)*w and (icpcp-1)*p are differential forms on 
codom cp, an open subset of Rm) 
= cp* ( ( icpcp- 1 )* dw 1\ ( icpcp- 1 )* p + ( -1 )i ( icpcp-1 )*w 1\ ( icpcp- 1 )* dp) 
= cp* ( icpcp- 1 )* ( ( dw 1\ p + ( -1 )iw 1\ ( dp)) 
= (icpcp- 1cp)*((dw 1\ p+ (-1)iw 1\ (dp)) 
= i~((dw) 1\ p + ( -1)iw 1\ (dp)). 
Part (f) now follows from Corollary 13.14. D 
(by part (d)) 
(by Corollary 12.7(f)) 
Definition 13.16. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k ;:::: 0. A k-form w on 
(M, S) is said to be closed if dw = 0. If k > 0, w is said to be exact if w = dp for 
some (k- 1)-form p on (M, S). 
The set of all closed k-forms on (M, S) is denoted zk(M, S). The set of all exact 
k-forms on (M, S) is denoted Bk(M, S). (By convention, B 0 (M, S) = 0.) Closed 
forms are sometimes called de Rham cocycles. Exact forms are sometimes called 
de Rham coboundaries. 
Proposition 13.17. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then for each k ;:::: 0, 
zk(M, S) and Bk(M, S) are R-linear subspaces of O,k(M, S) and Bk(M, S) c 
zk(M,S). 
Proof. Since zk(M, S) and Bk(M, S) are the kernel and image, respectively, of the 
appropriate R-linear transformation d, it follows that they are R-linear subspaces 
of O,k(M, S). Since d(dw) = 0 for all k-forms w by Theorem 13.15(e), every exact 
form is closed, i.e. Bk(M, S) c zk(M, S) for all k;:::: 0. D 
Example 13.18. Let U = R 2 - {0} and 
-y X 
w= 2 2 1\dx+ 2 2 1\dy. 
X +y X +y 
We leave it as an exercise (see Exercises for §13) to show that w is a closed 1-form 
on U, but is not exact. 
Definition 13.19. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Fork;:::: 0, the kth de Rham 
cohomology group of (M, S), denoted H~n(M, S), is the quotient real vector space 
zk(M, S)/ Bk(M, S). 
The H~n(M, S) are real vector spaces. The smooth structureS on M plays an 
essential role in their definition. Thus, it may come as a surprise that the H~n(M, S) 
depend, up to isomorphism, only on the topology of M, and not on the smooth 
structureS. This is by no means obvious. ForM compact, the H~n(M, S) actually 
turn out to be finite-dimensional over R. In algebraic topology, singular cohomology 
groups Hk(X; R) with coefficients in Rare defined for arbitrary topological spaces 
X, which depend only on the topology of X (in fact, only on the homotopy type of 
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X). There is an important result, known as the de Rham Theorem, which asserts 
that for M compact, H~R(M, S) ~ Hk(M; R). 
If w is a closed k-form on (M, S), we denote by [w] the de Rham cohomology 
class of w, i.e. the image of w under the natural projection 
Proposition 13.20. Let (M, S) be a smooth m-manifold, and Comp(M) the set 
of connected components of M. For each C E Comp(M) let xc: M-+ R denote 
the characteristic function of C, i.e. 
xc(x) = { ~ if X E C, if X~ C. 
Then {[xc] I C E Comp(M)} is an R-basis for H~R(M, S). 
Proof. Since B 0 (M, S) = 0 we must show that {xc I C E Comp(M)} is an R-basis 
for Z 0 (M, S). Note that {xc IcE Comp(M)} is an R-basis for the space of locally 
constant real-valued functions on M. Thus we must show that iff E 0.0(M, S) = 
c=(M, S), then df = 0 if and only iff is locally constant. 
By Lemma 13.12, df = 0 if and only if for each S-admissible chart <p with 
codomain contained in R m, i~ ( df) = 0. Since <p : dorn <p -+ codorn <p is a dif-
feomorphism, the latter holds if and only if (<p- 1 )*i~(df) = 0, i.e. if and only if 
d( ( <p-1 )*i~f) = 0, i.e. if and only if d(ficp<p-1 ) = 0. Since 
m 
d(ficp<p- 1 ) = L Dj(ficp<p-1 ) 1\ dxj, 
j=1 
the latter holds if and only if Dj (ficp<p- 1 ) = 0 for 1 :::; j :::; m, i.e. if and only if 
ficp<p- 1 is constant, i.e. if and only iff is constant on dom <p. D 
Thus, in particular, H~R(M, S) depends only on the topology of M. 
Proposition 13.21. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds and f: (M, S)-+ 
(N, T) a smooth map. Then: 
(a) For each k 2 0, J*(Zk(N, T)) c zk(M,S). 
(b) For each k 2 0, J*(Bk(N, T)) c Bk(M,S). 
Proof. Both parts are immediate from the fact that for any differential form won 
(N, T), d(f*w) = f*(dw) by Theorem 13.15(d). D 
In view of Proposition 13.21 we can make the following definition: 
Definition 13.22. Let f : (M, S) -+ (N, T) be a smooth map. For each k 2: 0, 
denote by H~Rf: H~R(N, T) -+ H~R(M, S) the R-homornorphism induced by f* : 
zk(N, T) -+ zk(M, S), i.e. for each closed k-form won (N, T), H~Rf([w]) = [f*w]. 
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Proposition 13.23. For each k 2:: 0, the rules which assign to each smooth man-
ifold (M, S) its kth de Rham cohomology group H1R(M, S) and to each smooth 
map f : (M, S) --+ (N, T) the R-linear transformation H1Rf : H1R(N, T) --+ 
H1R(M, S), constitute a contravariant functor H1R: Sm--+ VSR. 
Proof. Suppose f : (M,S) --+ (N, T) and g: (N, T)--+ (Q,U) are smooth maps. 
Then for any closed k-form won (Q,U) we have 
and 
H1R(gf)([w]) = [(gf)*(w)] = [f*(g*w)] 
(by Corollary 12.4) 
= H1Rf([g*w]) = H1Rf(H1Rg([w])), 
by Corollary 12.4. D 
We next show that the wedge product of forms induces a wedge product operation 
on de Rham cohomology classes. 
Lemma 13.24. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Suppose w and p are closed i-
and j -forms, respectively, on ( M, S). Then w 1\ p is a closed ( i + j) -form on ( M, S) 
and the de Rham cohomology class [w 1\ p] of w 1\ p depends only on [w] and [p]. 
Proof. By Theorem 13.15(f), d(w 1\ p) = (dw) 1\p + ( -1)iw 1\ (dp) = 0 since dw = 0 
and dp = 0, proving that w 1\ pis a closed (i + j)-form. If [w'] = [w] and [p'] = [p], 
then we can write w' = w + da and p' = p + df3 for some (i- 1)- and (j- 1)-forms 
a and (3, respectively. (By convention, k-forms for negative k are all 0, so if i or j 
is 0, the corresponding a or (3 is 0.) Then 
w' 1\ p' = w 1\ p + w 1\ (df3) + (da) 1\ p + (da) 1\ (df3) 
= w 1\ p + ( -1)id(w 1\ (3) + d(a 1\ p) + d(a 1\ (df3)) 
by Theorem 13.15(f) since dw, dp, and d(df3) are all 0. Thus [w' 1\ p'] = [w 1\ p]. D 
In view of Lemma 13.24 we can make the following definition: 
Definition 13.25. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and suppose a E H~R(M, S), 
b E H~R(M, S). We define a 1\ b E H~~j (M, S) as follows: If a = [w] and b = [p] 
where w and p are closed forms, then a 1\ b = [w 1\ p]. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 12.7: 
Theorem 13.26. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Suppose a E H~R(M, S), 
bE H~R(M,S), and c E H1R(M,S) where i,j,k 2::0. Then: 
(a) al\(bl\c) = (al\b)l\c. 
(b) a 1\ b = (-1)ijb 1\ a. 
(c) If j = k, then a 1\ (b +c)= a 1\ b +a 1\ c. 
(d) If r E R, then (ra) 1\ b =a 1\ (rb) = r(a 1\ b). 
(e) If M =I= 0, then [1]/\ a = a 1\ [1] = a where 1 E n°(M, S) is the constant 
function with value 1. 
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(f) Iff: (N, T)-+ (M, S) is a smooth map, then 
D 
Writing Hd,R(M, S) = ffi H1R(M, S), Hd,R(M, S) is a graded algebra over R 
k;:::o 
(with unit if M =/= 0), which is associative and commutative (in the graded sense). 
Hd,R is a contravariant functor from the smooth category to the category of graded 
algebras over R. 
It turns out that the above graded ring structure on Hd,R(M, S) depends, up to 
isomorphism, only on the topology of M, and not on the smooth structure S. 
If V is a realm-dimensional vector space, then by Theorem 10.18, AkV = 0 if 
k > m. Thus, for a smooth m- manifold (M, S), O,k(M, S) = 0 for k > m, and 
hence H1R(M, S) = 0 fork> m. This, combined with Proposition 13.20, yields: 
Corollary 13.27. Let P be a one point space. Then 
Exercises for §13 
1. Verify the claims made in Example 13.18. 
if k = 0, 
if k =!= 0. D 
2. (a) Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and wE 0.2k(M, S). Prove that w 1\ dw is 
exact. 
(b) Give an explicit example of a 1-form w such that w 1\ dw is not closed. 
3. A real cochain complex ( C, 8) consists of: 
(i) A sequence { Ck I k ;::: 0} of real vector spaces. (For convenience we also set 
ck = o if k < o.) 
(ii) A sequence of R-homomorphisms 8 : Ck -+ ck+1 . 
(iii) We require that for each k, the composition 
is the zero map. 
Thus, if (M, S) is a smooth manifold, the de Rham complex (O.(M, S), d) given 
by O.(M, S)k = O,k(M, S), with d being exterior differentiation, is an example of a 
real cochain complex. 
If ( c, 8) is a real cochain complex, define zk ( c, 8) to be the kernel of 8 : ck -+ 
Ck+l and Bk ( C, 8) the image of 8 : ck-l -+ Ck. Members of zk ( C, 8) are called 
k-cocycles of ( C, 8). Members of Bk ( C, 8) are called k-coboundaries of ( C, 8). 
It is immediate from the condition 88 = 0 that Bk(C, 8) c zk(C, 8) for all k, 
and hence we can form the quotient zk(C, 8)/ Bk(C, 8), which is denoted Hk(C, 8) 
and called the kth cohomology group (or module, or vector space) of ( C, 8). 
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If (C, o) and (D, c) are real cochain complexes, a real cochain map f: (C, o) ---+ 
(D, c) consists of a sequence of R-homomorphisms Jk : Ck ---+ Dk such that for 
each k, the diagram 
commutes. 
For example, iff : (M, S) -+ (N, T) is a smooth map, the R-homomorphisms 
f* : O,k(M, S)-+ D,k(N, T) constitute a real cochain map from the de Rham com-
plex of (N, T) to the de Rham complex of (M, S). 
(a) Show that by taking the real cochain complexes as objects and real cochain 
maps as morphisms, we obtain a category CoChaina, the category of real cochain 
complexes. 
(b) Given a real cochain map f: (C, o) -+ (D, c), show that for each k there is 
a well-defined R-homomorphism Hk f: Hk(C, o)---+ Hk(D,c) given by Hk f([z]) = 
[Jk(z)] for each z E zk(C, o) where [z) denotes the coset of z modulo coboundaries. 
(c) Show that for each k the rules which assign to each real co chain complex 
( C, o) the real vector space Hk ( C, o), and to each real co chain map f the R-
homomorphism Hk j, constitute a covariant functor Hk : CoChaina-+ VSa. 
4. Let (C,£5) and (D,c) be real cochain complexes and j,g: (C,o)-+ (D,c) real 
cochain maps. A cochain homotopy T from f to g consists of a sequence of R-
homomorphisms Tk : Ck-+ nk-l such that for each k, 
We say f is co chain homotopic to g (denoted f ~ g) if there exists a co chain 
homotopy from f to g. 
(a) Show that ~ is an equivalence relation on C oC hain ( ( C, 6), ( D, c)). 
(b) Prove that iff~ g, then Hk f = Hkg for all k. 
5. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and X a smooth submanifold of (M, S). X 
is said to be a smooth retract of (M, S) if there exists a smooth map r : M ---+X 
such that r(x) = x for all x E X. Such an r is called a smooth retraction of M 
onto X. Prove that if r is a smooth retraction of M onto X, then for each k 2: 0, 
HjRr: HjR(X, SIX) -+ HjR(M, S) is injective. 
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14. INTEGRATION OF FORMS AND STOKES' THEOREM 
In this section we take up the integration of differential forms over special kinds 
of parametrized domains call smooth cubical chains. The integrals are oriented 
integrals in that they depend on the orientation of the parametrization. The graded 
commutativity of wedge products appropriately deals with changes of orientation. 
We will prove a version of Stokes' Theorem for these integrals, which may be viewed 
as a generalization of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. We will then use 
Stokes' Theorem to prove that certain de Rham cohomology classes are non-zero. 
I denotes the closed unit interval [0, 1] and for k > 0, Ik is the k-fold cartesian 
product I x ···xI, contained in Rk. By convention we take I 0 = R0 = {0}. Note 
~
k 
that for k > 0, Ik is not a manifold. 
Definition 14.1. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k 2: 0. A smooth k-cube 
u in (M, S) is a function u: Ik ~ M which is the restriction of some smooth map 
(i : U ~ M where U is some open subset of R k which contains Ik. 
Since I 0 is open in R 0 (in fact, equals R 0 ) every function u: I 0 ~ M is a smooth 
0-cube in M. We can identify the smooth 0-cubes in M with the points of M. Note 
that if k > 0, the image of a smooth k-cube need not beak-dimensional set since 
we are allowing arbitrary maps on Ik which have smooth extensions (an extreme 
case would be a constant k-cube). "Nice" smooth k-cubes, e.g. those which are 
restrictions of immersions or embeddings of open neighborhoods of Ik into M, are 
of primary geometric interest, but for functorial reasons we are forced to include 
singular and degenerate smooth k-cubes. For example, iff: (M, S) ~ (N, T) is a 
smooth map and u is a smooth k-cube in ( M, S), then f u is a smooth k-cube in 
( N, T). However even if u is "nice", f u may be quite singular and degenerate. 
If X is any set, we can form the real vector space RX on X as follows: Elements 
of RX are formal sums L.:xEX rxx where the rx are real and all but finitely many 
are 0. Addition and scalar multiplication in RX is defined in the obvious way, and 
it is easy to check that RX is a real vector space with these operations. If x 0 E X, 
we identify xo with the element L.:xEX rxx where 
X is then an R-basis for RX. 
if X= Xo, 
if X =/= Xo. 
Definition 14.2. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k 2: 0. Denote by Qk(M, S) 
the real vector space on the set of all smooth k-cubes in ( M, S). Members of 
Qk(M, S) are called smooth cubical k-chains in (M, S), and Qk(M, S) the kth 
cubical chain space of (M, S). 
Smooth cubical k-chains are going to be the domains of integration of k-forms. 
If (3: Ik ~ R is continuous, then the k-fold integral 
r (3dvk }Jk 
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exists in both the Riemann and Lebesgue senses, and the two agree. Moreover, by 
Fubini's Theorem, 
r (3 dVk = {
1 
... {
1 
(3(x1, ... 'Xk) dxa(1) ... dxa(k), }Jk lo lo 
a k-fold iteration of single integrals, for any permutation a E Ek. The latter can 
be evaluated using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. 
For the case k = 0 we interpret { (3 dV0 to be /3(0). }Io 
Let a be a smooth k-cube in (M, S) and a a smooth extension of a to an open 
neighborhood U of Jk in Rk. If w is a k-form on (M,S), then O:*w is a k-form on 
U and hence, by Proposition 12.13, we can write O:*w = f31Y,w 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ dxk for 
a unique smooth real-valued map f31Y,w on U. If (i : V ---t M is another smooth 
extension of a, then a and & agree on (0, 1)k and so by Proposition 12.15, O:*w and 
Ci*w agree on (0, 1)k. Hence f31Y,w and f3Ci,w agree on (0, 1)k. Thus, since (0, 1)k is 
dense in Jk, it follows by continuity that f31Y,w and f3Ci,w agree on Jk. Thus we can 
unambiguously write a*w for the restriction to Jk of a*w for any smooth extension 
a of a, and a*w = f3a,w 1\ dx1 1\ ···I\ dxk for a unique real-valued f3a,w on Jk which 
has a smooth extension to an open neighborhood of Jk in R k. 
Definition 14.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and a a smooth k-cube in 
(M, S). Let w beak-form on (M, S). We define [ w to be 
{ f3a,w dVk. }Jk 
If c = L.{=1 riai E Qk(M, S), where the ai are smooth k-cubes in (M, S) and 
the ri E R, we define 
Note that no measures or metrics on Mare required to define 1 w. 
Proposition 14.4. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k ~ 0. Then the real-
valued function 1 w for w E D,k(M, S) and c E Qk(M, S) is R-bilinear in the 
arguments w and c. 
Proof. R-linearity inc for fixed w is immediate. 
Let a be a fixed smooth k-cube in (M, S), and a any smooth extension of a. 
Then for any w, p, E D,k(M, S) andrE R, it follows from Corollary 12.4 that 
a* (w + rp,) = a*w + ra* f-L· 
Hence 
f3a,w+rp, = f3a,w + rf3a,p,· 
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Thus 
and so 1 w is an R-linear function of w for any fixed smooth k-cube CJ in ( M, S). 
The R-linearity of 1 win w for any fixed c E Qk(M, S) now follows easily. 0 
Let f : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) be a smooth map and CJ a smooth k-cube in (M, S). 
Note that if (i is any smooth extension of CJ, then fCi is a smooth extension of f CJ, 
and so fCJ is a smooth k-cube in (N, T). Since the set of smooth k-cubes on (M, S) 
is an R-basis for Qk(M, S), we can make the following definition: 
Definition 14.5. Let f : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) be a smooth map. Then for each 
k ~ 0, f* : Qk(M, S) ---7 Qk(N, T) is the unique R-homomorphism which sends any 
smooth k-cube CJ in (M, S) to the smooth k-cube fCJ in (N, T). 
The proof of the following proposition is easy and left as an exercise. 
Proposition 14.6. For each k ~ 0 the rules which assign, to each smooth manifold 
(M, S) the real vector space Qk(M, S), and to each smooth map f: (M, S) ---7 (N, T) 
the R-homomorphism f* : Qk(M, S) ---7 Qk(N, T), constitute a covariant functor 
fmm Sm to VSR. D 
Proposition 14. 7. Let f : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) be a smooth map. Then for all 
c E Qk(M, S) and w E D,k(N, T), 
Proof. Both sides are R-linear in c, and so it suffices to check the case c = CJ for CJ 
a general smooth k-cube in (M, S). 
Let (i be any smooth extension of CJ. Then f(j is a smooth extension of f*CJ. 
Since (!Ci)*w = (i* f*w by Corollary 12.4, it follows that f3t*u,w = f3u,f*w· Hence 
Definition 14.8. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and CJ a smooth k-cube in 
(M, S), k 2: 1. For 1 :::; i:::; k define CJb, af : Jk-l ---7 M by 
ab(t1, ... , tk-1) = a(t1, ... , ti-l, 0, ti, ... , tk-1), 
af (t1, ... , tk-1) = a(t1, ... , ti-b 1, ti, ... , tk_l). 
The a!, c = 0, 1, 1 :::; i :::; k are called the faces of a. 
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Note that if a is a smooth k-cube in (M, S), k 2: 1, then each face of a is a 
smooth ( k - 1 )-cube in ( M, S). For let (j : U -+ M be a smooth extension of a, U 
open in Rk. For c = 0,1 and 1::; i::; k let j~: Rk-1 -+ Rk be the map given by 
j~(t1, ... 'tk-1) = (t1, ... 'ti-b c, ti, ... 'tk-1)· 
The j~ are smooth, and Cij~ : (j~) -\U) -+ M is a smooth extension of a~. 
Definition 14.9. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k ;::: 1. The kth cubi-
cal boundary map for (M,S) is the unique R-homomorphism a : Qk(M,S) ----+ 
Qk-1 (M, S) defined on smooth k-cubes a in (M, S) by 
k 
a(a) = I:(-1)i(a~ -ai). 
i=1 
Proposition 14.10. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then for k 2: 2 and all 
c E Qk(M, S), a(ac) = 0. 
Proof. Since a is R-linear, it suffices to treat the case c = a, a smooth k-cube in 
(M, S). An easy check shows that for 1 ::; j < i ::; k, c = 0 or 1, TJ = 0 or 1, 
(1) (ai)j = (aj)i-1 e'f/ 'f/e • 
Thus 
k k-1 
= L ( -1)i L ( -1)j ((a~)~- (a~){- (ai)~ +(aD{) 
i=1 j=1 
L ( -1)i+j ((a~)~- (a~){- (ai)~ + (ai){) 
1:S;i:S;j:S;k-1 
+ L ( -1)i+j ((a~)~- (a~){- (af)~ + (ai){) 
1:S;j<i:S;k 
= S1 + Sz 
where 
s1 = I: ( -1)i+j ((a~)~- (a~){- (aD~+ (ani), 
1:S;i:S;j:S;k-1 
Sz = L ( -1)i+j ((a~)~- (a~){- (ai)~ + (af){). 
1:S;j<i:S;k 
By (1), 
Sz = L ( -1)i+j ( (ag)b-1 - (ag)i-1 - (a{)b-1 + (a{)i-1). 
1:S;j<i:S;k 
Note that each term in this last summation occurs exactly once in the summation 
S1 with the opposite sign. D 
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Proposition 14.11. Let f : (M, S) ----+ (N, T) be a smooth map. Then for all 
k 2:: 1, the diagram 
commutes. 
Proof. Since all maps in the above diagram are R-homomorphisms, it is sufficient 
to check that for each smooth k-cube a in (M, S), o(f*a) = f* (oa). 
Note that for 1 ::::; i ::::; k and c = 0, 1, 
Thus, 
k k 
J,(a") = t.(tt<-ll'("~ -(Ji)) = tt<-ll'(t.<"il- J,("D) 
k 
= L (-1)i(U*a)b- (f*a)i) = o(f*a). D 
i=l 
Theorem 14.12. (Generalized Stokes' Theorem) Let (M, S) be a smooth 
manifold, k 2::0, wE O,k(M,S), and c E Qk+l(M,S). Then 
l dw= r w. c lac 
Proof. Since both sides are R-linear in c, it suffices to treat the case c = a, a 
smooth (k + 1)-cube in (M, S). Let (j be a smooth extension of a to an open set U 
in Rk+l. By Proposition 12.13 we can write 
k+l 
Ci*w = L '1/Ji 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ rfii 1\ · · · 1\ dxk+l 
i=l 
where the '1/Ji are smooth real-valued functions on U. By Theorem 13.15(d) and 
Definition 13.1 we have 
k+l 
Ci*(dw) = d(Ci*w) = L d'l/Ji 1\ dx11\ · · · 1\ rfii 1\ ···I\ dxk+l 
i=l 
k+l k+l 
= L L Dj'l/Ji 1\ dxj 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ ~ 1\ · · · 1\ dxk+l· 
i=l j=l 
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By Corollary 12.7(b), 
. - {0 dxj 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ dxi 1\ · · · 1\ dxk+1 = . 1 ( -1)~- dx1 1\ · · · 1\ dxk+l 
Thus 
i.e. 
k+1 
f3CY,dw = I:.>-1)i-1Di'I/Ji· 
i=1 
Thus 
1 dw = { (I: ( -1)i-1 Di'l/Ji) dVk+1 (Y J Jk+l i=1 
k+1 1 1 
= L ( -1)i-1 1 · · ·1 Di'l/Ji dx1 · · · dxk+1 
i=1 ~
k+1 
k+1 1 1 
= L ( -l)i-1 1 · · ·1 Di'l/Ji dxi dx1 · · · dxi · · · dxk+l 
if j =I= i, 
if j = i. 
i=1 ~
k+1 (by Fubini's Theorem) 
k+1 1 1 
= L ( -l)i-1  .. ·1 ( '1/Ji(XI, ... 'Xi-1, 1, Xi+l, ... 'Xk+I) 
i=1 ~
k 
- 'l/Ji(X1, · · ·, Xi-1, 0, Xi+I, · · ·, Xk+1)) dx1 · '· dxi · · · dxk+1 
(by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus) 
k+1 1 1 
= L(-1)i 1···1 ('l/Ji(x1, ... ,Xi-1,0,xi+1,···,xk+1) 
i=1 ~
k 
- 'l/Ji(X1, ... , Xi- I, 1, Xi+1, ... , Xk+1)) dx1 · · · dxi · · · dxk+1 
k+1 1 1 
= L ( -1)i 1 .. ·1 ( '1/Ji(Yb ... 'Yi-1, 0, Yi, ... 'Yk) 
i=1 ~
k 
On the other hand, 
Thus we will be done if we show that for 1:::; i:::; k + 1 and c = 0, 1, 
(1) 1. w = { 1 · · · { 1 'l/Ji(Yb ... , Yi-b c, Yi, ... , Yk) dy1 .. · dyk. 
a' Jo Jo 
" '-v-" 
k 
Let j~: Rk----+ Rk+l be as in the paragraph preceding Definition 14.9. Then aj~ 
is a smooth extension of a~, and 
(aJ!)*(w) = (J!)*(a*w) = (J!)* (~ 'l/Jj 1\ dx1 1\ ···I\ dx; 1\ · · · 1\ dxk+1) 
J=1 
k+1 
= 2::: (J!)*('l/Jj) 1\ (J!)*(dx1) 1\ ···I\ (jf)*(!fcj) 1\ ···I\ (J!)*(dxk+1) 
j=1 
(by Corollary 12.7(f)). 
Writing y1 , ... , Yk for the coordinate functions on Rk we have, by Theorem 12.14, 
if 1 :::; q:::; i- 1, 
if q = i, 
if i + 1 :::; q :::; k + 1' 
and (j~)* ( 'l/Jj) = 'lj;jj~ by Proposition 12.9(b ). Thus, the only possible non-zero con-
tribution to the above summation for (aj~)*(w) occurs when (j~)*(dxi) is omitted, 
i.e. when j = i. Thus, 
and so f3ai w = 'l/Jd!. Thus 
"' ~ 
1 w = r 'l/Jd!dvk a~ Jrk 
= 11 · · ·11 'l/Ji(Y1, ... , Yi-1, c, Yi, ... , Yk) dy1 · · · dyk, 
'-v-" 
k 
establishing ( 1). D 
We will shortly use the Generalized Stokes' Theorem to prove the non-triviality 
of certain de Rham cohomology groups. In order to facilitate this we first make 
some definitions. 
Definition 14.13. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k ;:::: 0. We denote 
the image of fJ : Qk+1 (M, S) ----+ Qk(M, S) by Bk(M, S), and the kernel of fJ : 
Qk(M, S) ----+ Qk-1 (M, S) by Zk(M, S). (By convention, Qi(M, S) = 0 if i < 0 
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and so Zo(M, S) = Qo(M, S).) Members of Zk(M, S) are called smooth cubical k-
cycles in (M, S), and members of Bk(M, S) are called smooth cubical k-boundaries 
in (M,S). 
It is immediate from Proposition 14.10 that Bk(M, S) C Zk(M, S) and so, in 
analogy with our formation of de Rham cohomology groups, we can form the quo-
tient Zk(M, S)/ Bk(M, S). The latter is called the kth unnormalized real homology 
group of (M, S) and denoted Hf (M, S). These are related to, but not equal to, 
the normalized homology groups usually used in algebraic topology. Later we will 
describe the modification needed to obtain the normalized homology groups and 
indicate the relation between the latter and the de Rham cohomology groups (the 
de Rham Theorem). For the present we will simply use the terminology of cycles 
and boundaries, along with the Generalized Stokes' Theorem, to obtain information 
about de Rham cohomology. 
Corollary 14.14. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Suppose w is a closed k-form 
on ( M, S) and c a smooth cubical k-cycle in ( M, S). Then: 
(a) If w is exact, then 1 w = 0. 
(b) If c is a smooth cubical k-boundary in (M, S), then 1 w = 0. 
Proof. If w is exact, then w = dp for some (k- 1)-form p on (M, S). By the 
Generalized Stokes' Theorem, 
1 w = r dp = r p = o c Jc lac 
since oc = 0, proving part (a). 
If c E Bk(M, S), then c = oe for some e E Qk+l(M, S). By the Generalized 
Stokes' Theorem, j w= { w= { dw=O c Jae Je 
since dw = 0, proving part (b). D 
Corollary 14.15. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Suppose w is a closed k-form 
on (M, S) and c a smooth cubical k-cycle in (M, S) such that 1 w =1- 0. Then w is 
not an exact form on (M, S) and c is not a smooth cubical k-boundary in (M, S). 
In particular, H1R(M, S) and HJ/ (M, S) are both non-zero. D 
Theorem 14.16. Suppose n ~ 1 and let 
n 
"""""' x· --w = ~ ( -l)i-lllxiln 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ dxi 1\ · · · 1\ dxn E nn-1(Rn- {0}) 
where llxll denotes the Euclidean norm of x. Then w is a closed (n- 1)-form on 
Rn- {0} which is not exact. In particular, H~il 1 (Rn- {0}) =1- 0. 
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Proof. w is clearly an (n- 1) form on Rn - {0}. We first check that w is closed. 
By Definition 13.2, 
~ i-1 ( Xi ) .....-... dw = L.J ( -1) d -- A dx1 A · · · A dxi A · · · A dxn 
i=1 llxlln 
= t (-1)i-1 t Dj ( ;\)A dxj A dx1 A··· A {f;i A··· A dxn. 
i=1 j=1 II II 
By Corollary 12.7(b), 
.....-... { (-1)i-1dx1 A··· A dxn 
dx · A dx1 A · · · A dx · A · · · A dx = J ~ n 0 
and so 
Thus, to show dw = 0, it remains only to check that 
By Calculus, for 1 :S i :S n we have 
and so 
completing the check that dw = 0. 
if i = j, 
if i =f. j' 
To show that w is not exact it suffices, by Corollary 14.15, to show that for some 
smooth cubical (n- 1)-cycle c in Rn- {0}, 1 w =f=. 0. 
Let(}': In--+ Rn be given by (J'(x) = x- (~, ... ,~).(}'is a smooth n-cube in Rn. 
In fact, the function given by the same formula on all of Rn is a smooth extension 
of(}'. Note that for 1 :S i :S n and c = 0, 1, (}'! has image contained in Rn- {0}. 
Thus if we write f : Rn- {0} --+ Rn for the inclusion map, we can write(}'! = !Te,i 
where the Tg,i are smooth (n- 1)-cubes in Rn- {0}. Explicitly, 
( ) ( 1 1 1 1 1) Tg,i x1, ... ,Xn-1 = X1-2, ... ,Xi-1-2,E:-2,Xi-2, ... ,xn-1-2 · 
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Let 
n 
c= l:(-1)i(To,i-T1,i) EQn-1(Rn-{o}). 
i=1 
Note that 
n n 
f*(c) =I: ( -1)i (!To,i- jT1,i) =I: ( -1)i (a~- ai) = fJa. 
i=1 i=1 
Thus, by Propositions 14.11 and 14.10, f*(fJc) = fJ(f*c) = 8(8c) = 0. Since f is 
injective, it follows easily that f* : Qn-1 (Rn- {0}) -+ Qn-l (Rn) is injective since 
distinct smooth (n- 1)- cubes are sent by f* to distinct smooth (n- 1)-cubes and 
the latter are linearly independent over R. Thus 8c = 0, i.e. c is a smooth cubical 
(n- 1)-cycle in Rn- {0}. We will be done if we show 1 w =/= 0. 
For 1 ::; i::; nand c = 0, 1, let T~;,i : Rn-1 -+ Rn- {0} be the map given by the 
same formula as that for T~;,i· T~;,i is a smooth extension of T~;,i· For 1 ::; i ::; n let 
9i: Rn- {0}-+ R be given by 9i(x) = ll:~n. Then by Corollary 12.7(f), 
n 
-:r;,iw = L ( -1)j-17;,i(9j) 1\ -:r;,i(dx1) 1\ · · · 1\ r[J_d;j) 1\ · · · 1\ -:r;,i(dxn)· 
j=1 
We have, by Theorem 12.14, 
Since 
we obtain 
Hence 
n-1 
-:r;,i(dxj) = L Dk(T~;,i)j 1\ dxk. 
k=1 
{ 
x· _l J 2 
T~;,i(Xb · · ·, Xn-1) = c- ~ 
1 Xj-1- 2 
if 1 ::; j ::; i - 1, 
if j = i, 
if i + 1 ::; j ::; n, 
if 1 ::; j ::; i - 1 and k = j, 
if i + 1 ::; j ::; n and k = j - 1, 
otherwise. 
if 1 ::; j ::; i - 1' 
if j = i, 
if i + 1 ::; j ::; n. 
Thus the only possible non-zero contribution in the above summation for 7; iw 
occurs when 7; i(dxi) is omitted, i.e. when j = i. Thus, ' 
, 
~* ( 1)i-1~* ( ) d d T~;iw=- Tei9i 1\ X11\···l\ Xn-1· , , 
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Since r;,i(gi) = gi'Te,i by Proposition 12.9(b), it follows that 
and so 
1 w = ( -1)i-l { 9i'Te,i dVn-1· Te:,i }Jn-1 
Thus 
9iT1,i(X)- 9iTO,i(X) = 9i(X1- !, · · ·, Xi-1- !, !, Xi-!,···, Xn-1- !) 
-gi(x1- !, ... ,Xi-1- !,-!,xi- !, ... ,Xn-1- !) 
1 1 
= 2 - -2 = 1 > 0 
IITo,i(x)lln IITI,i(x)lln IITI,i(x)lln 
since IITo,i(x)ll = IIT1,i(x)ll· Thus r (giTl,i- 9iTo,i) dVn-1 > 0 for 1 :::; i ::; n 
}Jn-1 ' 
and so 1 w > 0, completing the proof. 0 
Theorem 14.16 will later be used, in conjunction with some additional results on 
de Rham cohomology, to prove a purely topological result known as the Brouwer 
Fixed-Point Theorem. 
In the remainder of this section we look at the relation between the Generalized 
Stokes' Theorem and classical vector analysis results, including the classical Stokes' 
Theorem. 
Lemma 14.17. Let U and V be open subsets ofRn and f : U---+ V a smooth map. 
Then 
j*(dx11\ ···I\ dxn) = det (Df) 1\ dx11\ ···I\ dxn. 
Proof. By Corollary 12.7(f) and Theorem 12.14, 
j*(dx11\ ···I\ dxn) = (t Djfi 1\ dxj) 1\ ···I\ (t Djfn 1\ dxj). 
J=1 J=1 
By the same calculation as used in the proof of Theorem 10.20, the latter is 
det (D f) 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ dxn. 0 
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Recall, by Remark 13.8, that if U is an open subset of R n, smooth vector fields on 
U are in one-to-one correspondence with 1-forms on U. Explicitly, ifF is a smooth 
vector field on U with component functions F1, ... , Fn, i.e. the Fi are smooth real-
valued functions on U and F(x) = 1u - 1 (x,I:~=1 Fi(x)ei), we associate with F 
the 1-form w(F) = 2::::~= 1 Fi 1\ dxi. F as above is classically written 2::::~= 1 Fiei or, 
in case n = 3, F1i + F2j + F3k. 
For U as above, a subset X of U is a k-patch if it is the image of a smooth 
k-cube a- in U such that a- has a smooth extension a which is a diffeomorphism 
onto a k-dimensional smooth submanifold of U. Call such a a- a parametrization of 
the k-patch X. Two parametrizations a-,T of X determine the same orientation of 
X if D(T-15) has positive determinant at all points of Ik. An oriented k-patch X 
in U is a k-patch in U with a choice of orientation class of parametrizations. Any 
representative of the latter is called an orientation-preserving parametrization of 
X. 
In the special case of ann-patch X in U, there is a natural orientation, namely 
the class of parametrizations a- for which det (Da) > 0 at all points of In. 
Let f : U -----* R be smooth and X an n-patch in U. By the classical change of 
variables formula for multiple integrals, 
{ f dVn = { (fa-) ·ldet (Da)l dVn Jx }Jn 
where the dot denotes point-wise multiplication. If X is given the natural orien-
tation and a- is orientation-preserving, then the absolute value bars in the above 
formula can be dropped. It follows from Lemma 14.17, Corollary 12.7(f), and 
Proposition 12.9 that 
(fa)· det (Da) 1\ dx1 1\ ···I\ dxn = a*(f 1\ dx11\ ···I\ dxn) = a*(*f) 
where * denotes the Hodge star operator. Thus, 
Observation 14.18. Let U be open in Rn, f : U ---+ R a smooth map, X an 
n-patch in U, and a- : In -----* U a parametrization of X which preserves the natural 
orientation of X. Then L f dVn = 1 *f. 0 
1-patches and 2-patches will be called curve and surface patches, respectively. 
If C is an oriented curve patch in U and F a smooth vector field on U, the line 
integral of the tangential component ofF along C, denoted fc F · T ds (which we 
will not define here) is studied in calculus and found to be computable as follows: 
If a- is any orientation-preserving parametrization of C, then 
where al, ... 'an are the coordinate functions of a and the dot on the right denotes 
point-wise multiplication. From Corollary 12.7(f) and Theorem 12.14, 
Thus 
Observation 14.19. Let U be open in Rn, C an oriented curve patch in U, and 
F a smooth vector field on U. Then for any orientation-preserving parametrization 
cr of C, fa F · T ds = 1 w (F). 0 
Now suppose U is open in R 2 , Can oriented curve patch in U, and Fa smooth 
vector field on U. The line integral of the normal component ofF along C, denoted fa F · n ds, is studied in calculus and found to be computable as follows: If cr is 
any orientation-preserving parametrization of C, then 
faF · nds = 1 ((F1a) ·a~- (F2a) ·a~) dV1. 
From Corollary 12.7(f) and Theorem 12.14, 
a* ( *w(F)) = a* (F1 1\ dx2 - F2 1\ dx1) = (F1a) 1\ a* ( dx2) - (F2a) 1\ a* (dx1) 
= ((F1a) ·a~- (F2a) ·a~) A dx1. 
Thus 
Observation 14.20. Let U be open in R 2 , C an oriented curve patch in U, and 
F a smooth vector field on U. Then for any orientation-preserving parametrization 
cr of C, fa F · n ds = 1 * w (F). 0 
Now suppose U is open in R 3 and S is a smooth oriented surface patch in U. Let 
F be a smooth vector field on U. The surface integral of the normal component of 
F along S, denoted is F · n dS, is studied in calculus and is computable as follows: 
If cr is any orientation-preserving parametrization of S, then 
where 
From Corollary 12.7(f) and Theorem 12.14, 
a* ( *\li(F)) = a* ( *(Fl 1\ dx1 + F2 1\ dx2 + F3 1\ dx3)) 
Thus 
= a* (F1 1\ dx2 1\ dx3 - F2 1\ dx1 1\ dx3 + F3 1\ dx1 1\ dx2) 
= (F1a) 1\ a*(dx2) 1\ a*(dx3)- (F2a) 1\ a*(dxl) 1\ Ci*(dx3) 
+ (F3a) 1\ O:*(dx1) 1\ a*(dx2) 
= ( (F1a) · J2,3(a)- (F2a) · J1,3(a) + (F30:) · J1,2(a)) 1\ dx1 1\ dx2. 
Observation 14.21. Let U be open in R 3 , S an oriented surface patch in U, and 
F a smooth vector field on U. Then for any orientation-preserving parametrization 
O"ofS, 1 F · ndS = [ *\II(F). 0 
Suppose U is open in Rn and let O" be a smooth k-cube in U which has a 
smooth extension to a diffeomorphism onto a smooth k-dimensional submanifold 
of U. Write X(]" for the image of O". Thus X(]" is a k-patch in U, and we orient it by 
choosing the orientation containing O". Define ax(]" to be the union of the images 
of the faces O"!, 1 :S i :S k, c = 0, 1. Thus ax(]"= X(]" -0"((0, 1)k). ax(]" is the union 
of the (k- 1)-patches parametrized by the faces of O". Write X~,c = O"!(Ik-l ). We 
orient X~,c: as follows: the parametrization O"! is orientation-preserving if O"! occurs 
with coefficient + 1 in the expression for aO", and orientation-reversing otherwise. 
These are called the induced orientations on the X~,c. The following is then a 
consequence of Observations 14.19, 14.20, and 14.21: 
Proposition 14.22. With notation as above, let F be a smooth vector field on U. 
Then: 
(a) If k = 2, then 
{ F · T ds = { \II (F). lax(f laO" 
(b) If n = k = 2, then 
{ F · n ds = { *\II (F). lax(f laO" 
(c) If n = k = 3, then 
{ F · ndS = { *\II(F). 0 lax(f laO" 
We proceed now to apply the Generalized Stokes' Theorem (Theorem 14.12) to 
each of the cases of Proposition 14.22. 
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If n = 3 and k = 2, then 
{ F · T ds = { w (F) 1axa 1aa (by Proposition 14.22(a)) 
= 1 dw(F) 
(by Theorem 14.12) 
= f *(*dw(F)) = 1 *w(curlF) 1 a a (by Remark 13.8) 
= f curlF · ndS 1xa (by Observation 14.21). 
Thus we obtain the classical Stokes' Theorem. 
If k = n = 2, then 
f F · n ds = f * W (F) 1axa 1aa (by Proposition 14.22(b)) 
(by Theorem 14.12) 
= f *(*d * w(F)) = 1 *w(div F) 1 a a (by Remark 13.8) 
(by Observation 14.18). 
Thus we obtain the classical Green's Theorem. 
If k = n = 3, then 
{ F · n dS = { * w (F) 1axa 1aa (by Proposition 14.22(c)) 
(by Theorem 14.12) 
= f *(*d * w(F)) = 1 *w(div F) 1 a a (by Remark 13.8) 
= { div FdV3 1x<7 
Thus we obtain the classical Divergence Theorem. 
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(by Observation 14.18). 
Exercises for §14 
1. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, w E 0.P(M, S), p E nq(M, S), and c E 
Qp+q+l (M, S). Prove the following integration by parts formula: 
1 (dw) !\ p = r W !\ p- ( -1)P 1 W !\ (dp). c lac c 
2. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Suppose w is a k-form on M. 
(a) Suppose 1 w = 0 for every smooth k-cube rJ in (M, S). Prove that w = 0. 
(b) Prove that w is closed if and only if { w = 0 for all c E Qk+1(M,S). lac 
3. Let rJ, T : ! 2 ---+ 8 2 be given as follows: 
CJ(x,y) = (sinny cos2nx,sinny sin2nx,cosny), 
r(x, y) = (sin ny, 0, cosny). 
Let c = CJ- T E Q2 (82). 
(a) Prove that cis a smooth cubical 2-cycle in 8 2 . 
(b) Let i: 8 2 ---+ R 3 denote the inclusion map. Let w = i*(z!\dx!\dy). Calculate 1 w. 
(c) What can you conclude from (a) and (b) about H'JR(S2 )? Explain. 
4. Let rJ : 12 ---+ 8 1 x 8 1 be given by 
CJ(x,y) = ((cos2nx,sin2nx), (cos2ny,sin2ny)). 
(a) Prove that CJ is a smooth cubical 2-cycle in 8 1 x 8 1 . 
(b) Let i : 8 1 ---+ R 2 denote the inclusion map. Let w = i*(x !\ dy). Let 
p = niw !\ n2w where n1 , n2 : 8 1 x 8 1 ---+ 8 1 are the projections on the first and 
second factors, respectively. Calculate 1 p. 
(c) What can you conclude from (a) and (b) about H'JR(S1 x 8 1)? Explain. 
5. Let rJ, T : I ---+ 8 1 x 8 1 be given by 
CJ(x) = ((cos2nx,sin2nx),(0,1)), 
r(x) = ((cos2nx,sin2nx), (0, -1)). 
Prove that for every closed 1-form w on 8 1 x 8 1 , 
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15. SMOOTH HOMOTOPY lNVARIANCE OF DERHAM COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we introduce a smooth version of homotopy between smooth maps 
and prove that smoothly homotopic maps induce the very same homomorphisms 
in de Rham cohomology. As a consequence, smooth manifolds of the same smooth 
homotopy type have isomorphic de Rham cohomology groups. This will greatly 
facilitate obtaining information about de Rham cohomology groups of certain man-
ifolds (in particular, Rn and sn). This cohomology information will then be used, 
in conjunction with analytic and topological arguments, to deduce the purely topo-
logical Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem. 
Definition 15.1. Suppose f, g: (M, S) ~ (N, T) are smooth maps. We say f is 
smoothly homotopic to g (denoted f ~ g) if a smooth map h : M x R ~ N exists 
such that h(x, 0) = f(x) and h(x, 1) = g(x) for all x E M. Such an his called a 
smooth homotopy from f to g. We write f ~h g to denote the statement "his a 
smooth homotopy from f to g". 
For topological homotopy, one uses I instead of R. This will not do for our 
purposes since I is not a manifold. We could take the approach that we followed 
earlier for smooth cubes and replace R by an open interval (depending on h) which 
contains I. Our approach is equivalent to this since any open interval is diffeomor-
phic to R, and has the slight notational advantage that the homotopy parameter 
space R is the same for all smooth homotopies. 
Example 15.2. For an arbitrary smooth map f: M ~ Rn, let h: M x R ~ Rn 
be given by h(x, t) = (1 - t)f(x). Then h is a smooth homotopy from f to the 
constant map with value 0. 
We wish to show that the relation ~ on the set of smooth maps from ( M, S) 
to (N, T) is an equivalence relation. The usual topological homotopy argument for 
this works fine for the reflexive and symmetric properties, but fails for the tran-
sitive property since the topological pasting construction used there could destroy 
smoothness. The following lemma will allow us to replace the usual topological 
pasting construction by a smooth pasting construction. 
Lemma 15.3. Let a and b be real numbers with a < b. Then there exist smooth 
maps aa,b : R ~ R and f3a,b : R ~ R such that: 
(i) aa,b(x) = 0 if x :Sa or x ~ b, and aa,b(x) > 0 for a< x <b. 
(ii) f3a,b(x) = 0 for x :Sa, f3a,b(x) = 1 for x ~ b, and f3a,b(x) is strictly increasing 
for a< x <b. 
Proof. Let f: R ~ R be given by 
if X :S 0, 
if X> 0. 
It is elementary to check that f is smooth everywhere (including 0) and that f(x) > 
0 for x > 0. Take 
aa,b(x) = f(x- a)f(b- x) 
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Proposition 15.4. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. Then ~ is an 
equivalence relation on the set of all smooth maps from (M, S) to (N, T). 
Proof. Let f : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) be smooth. Let h: M x R ---7 N be the composition 
MxR~MLN. 
Then f "'h f, and so~ is reflexive. 
Suppose f, g: (M, S) ---7 (N, T) are smooth and f ~h g. Let 'fl: R ---7 R be given 
by 'fl(t) = 1- t. Then g ~k f where k is the composition 
M X R lM Xr] M X R ~ N. 
Thus ~ is symmetric. 
Suppose f, g, h : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) are smooth and f ~j g, g ~k h. Let r.p, '1f; : 
M x R ---7 N be the compositions 
MxR lMxf3o,l;s MxRLN 
and 
M X R lMX/3213 ' 1 M X R ~ N, 
respectively. Then r.p and '1f; are smooth. Note that r.p and '1f; agree on M x (~, ~). 
In fact, for ~ < t < ~, r.p(x, t) = j(x, 1) = g(x), 'lj;(x, t) = k(x, 0) = g(x). Thus we 
have a well-defined map q: M x R ---7 N given by 
{ 
r.p(x, t) 
q(x, t) = 'lj;(x, t) 
if t < ~, 
if t > ~· 
Since the restrictions of q to the open sets M x ( -oo, ~) and M x (k, oo) are the 
restrictions of r.p and 'lj;, respectively, which are smooth, it follows from Proposi-
tion 4.19(b) that q is smooth. Note that f ~q h, and so ~ is transitive. 0 
Proposition 15.5. Let J, g : (M, S) ---7 (N, T) be smoothly homotopic maps. 
Then: 
(a) For any smooth map h: (Q,U) ---7 (M, S), fh ~ gh. 
(b) For any smooth map j: (N, T) ---7 (Q,U), jf ~ jg. 
Proof. Say f ~kg. Then k(h x 1R) is a smooth homotopy from fh to gh, and jk 
is a smooth homotopy from j f to j g. D 
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Corollary 15.6. Let JI, f2 : (M, S) --t (N, 'T) and 91,92 : (N, 'T) --t (Q,U) be 
smooth maps such that !I~ !2 and 91 ~ 92· Then 91!1 ~ 9212· 
Proof. By Proposition 15.5, 91!1 ~ 91!2 and 91!2 ~ 92h· The result now follows 
from Proposition 15.4. D 
Definition 15. 7. A smooth map f : (M, S) --t (N, 'T) is called a smooth homotopy 
equivalence if there exists a smooth map 9 : (N, 'T) --t (M, S) such that f9 ~ 1N 
and 9 f ~ 1M. In this case we say that 9 is a smooth homotopy inverse to f, and that 
(M, S) and (N, 'T) are smoothly homotopy equivalent. We write (M, S) ~ (N, 'T) 
to denote the statement that (M, S) and (N, 'T) are smoothly homotopy equivalent. 
Proposition 15.8. ~ is an equivalence relation on the class of all smooth mani-
folds. 
Proof. For any smooth manifold (M, S), 1M is a smooth homotopy equivalence 
from ( M, S) to itself, so ~ is reflexive. 
Symmetry of~ is immediate from the definition. 
Suppose (M,S) ~ (N,'T) and (N,'T) ~ (Q,U). Say f: (M,S) --t (N,'T), 
9 : ( N, 'T) --t ( Q, U) are smooth homotopy equivalences with respective smooth 
homotopy inverses hand k. Thus 9f ~ 1M, f9 ~ 1N, kh ~ 1N, and hk ~ 1Q. 
Then, using Corollary 15.6 and Proposition 15.4, 
(hf)(9k) = h(f9)k ~ h1Nk = hk ~ 1Q 
and similarly (9k)(hf) ~ 1M. Thus hf is a smooth homotopy equivalence from 
(M, S) to (N, 'T), and so ~ is transitive. D 
Example 15.9. Every diffeomorphism is a smooth homotopy equivalence. 
Example 15.10. For any m, n ~ 0, Rm is smoothly homotopy equivalent toRn. 
For let f : ~m --t Rn and 9: Rn --t Rm be arbitrary smooth maps (e.g. constant 
maps). By Example 15.2, both 9f and 1Rm are smoothly homotopic to the constant 
map with value 0, and so 9f ~ 1Rm· Similarly, f9 ~ 1Rn· In particular, Rn ~ R 0 
for all n ~ 0. 
Example 15.11. Suppose n > 0. Let i : sn-1 --t Rn- {0} denote the standard 
inclusion, and let 9 : Rn - {0} --t sn-1 be given by 9(x) = ll~ll' Then 9 and i 
are smooth with respect to the standard smooth structures, and 9i = 1sn-1. Let 
h: ( Rn- {0}) x R --t Rn- {0} be given by 
X 
h(x, t) = 1 + ,Bo,1 (t) (llxll- 1) · 
Then h is a smooth homotopy from 1Rn-{o} to i9. Thus i and 9 are smooth 
homotopy equivalences. 
As stated earlier, we want show that smoothly homotopic maps induce the very 
same homomorphisms in de Rham cohomology. The next lemma reduces this task 
to verifying a special case. 
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Lemma 15.12. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Let io, i1 : M--+ M x R be the 
inclusions given by ij(x) = (x,j), j = 0, 1. Suppose (M,S) has the property that 
H~Rio = H~Ril : H~R(M X R, S X Sa) --+ H~R(M, S) 
for all k 2: 0, where Sa denotes the standard smooth structure on R. Then for any 
smooth manifold (N, T) and smooth maps f, g: (M, S)--+ (N, T) such that f ~ g, 
H~Rf = H~Rg: H~R(N, T)--+ H~R(M,S) 
for all k 2: 0. 
Proof. Let h be a smooth homotopy from f to g. Then f = hio, g = hi1 and so by 
Proposition 13.23, 
H~Rf = H~R(hio) = H~RioH~Rh = H~Ri1H~Rh = H~R(hi1) = H~Rg. D 
Thus, to prove that smoothly homotopic maps induce the same de Rham co-
homology homomorphisms, it remains only to show that every smooth manifold 
(M, S) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 15.12. We will make use of the re-
sult of Exercise 4 of §13 to show this, i.e. show that the cochain maps i 0, ii : 
r2*(M x R,S x Sa)--+ !l*(M,S) are cochain homotopic. 
The concept of cochain homotopy can be motivated by its dual concept, "chain 
homotopy" which has a geometric motivation as follows: Suppose f, g: (M, S) --+ 
( N, T) are smooth maps and h is a smooth homotopy from f to g. For each smooth 
k-cube CJ in (M, S) let TkCJ : Jk+l --+ N be the composition 
Jk+l = Ik X I c Jk X R o-XlR M X R..!!; N. 
TkCJ is a smooth (k + 1)-cube in (N, T). Let Tk: Qk(M,S)--+ Qk+l(N, T) be the 
R-homomorphism extending the above construction. Writing fk, gk : Qk(M, S)--+ 
Qk(N, T) instead of f*, g* as earlier, it is straightforward to check that ()Tk + 
Tk-l() = gk - fk for all k. Thus the Tk constitute a "chain homotopy" from 
the chain map f* to the chain map g*. "Chain homotopy" plays a role in the 
category of chain complexes analogous to that of smooth homotopy in the category 
Sm. Having motivated the concept of chain homotopy in the category of chain 
complexes, cochain homotopy is motivated by the fact that it is the dual concept 
for the category of cochain complexes. 
We carry out the task of showing that all smooth manifolds satisfy the hypothesis 
of Lemma 15.12 in two stages: We first show that in the case of open subsets of 
Euclidean spaces, i0 and ii are "naturally" cochain homotopic. We next extend 
this to the general case via charts. 
Lemma 15.13. There is a construction which assigns to each open subset U ofRn 
a cochain homotopy ru : n*(U X R) --+ n*(U) from i(i to ii such that iff : u--+ v 
is a smooth map where U, V are open in R n, then the diagram 
f2k(V x R) 
(fxlR)* 1 
nk(u x R) 
nk-l(V) 
lr 
nk-l(u) 
commutes for all k. 
Proof. Write XI, ... , Xn for the coordinate functions in R n and t for the coordinate 
function in R. For each k > 0 we have f!k(U x R) = n~(U x R) E90t(U x R) where 
n~(U x R) consists of all L:IEXn,k !I 1\ dx1 where each !I : U x R---+ R is smooth, 
and nt(U x R) consists of all I:JEXn,k- 1 9J 1\dxJ 1\dt where each 9J: U x R---+ R 
is smooth. If w E Ok(U x R) we will write w = w0 +WI where Wi E Of(U x R), 
i = 0, 1. 
If g : U x R ---+ R is smooth, define g : U ---+ R by g(x) = 1I g(x, t) dt. 
Then g is smooth. For k > 0 we define Tf! : Ok(U x R) ---+ nk-I(U) as follows: 
If w is a k-form on U x R and WI = L:JEXn,k-1 9J 1\ dxJ 1\ dt, then Tf! (w) = 
(-1)k-I L:JEXn,k-1 9J 1\ dxJ. (Thus T{!(w) depends only on WI.) We also define 
Tl/ = 0. 
Note that for any ( k - 1 )-tuple J of integers between 1 and n (not necessarily 
an increasing (k- 1)-tuple), if g : U x R---+ R is smooth, then Tf! (g 1\ dxJ 1\ dt) = 
( -1)k-Ig 1\ dxJ. For if a repeat occurs in J, both sides are 0; if a repeat does not 
occur, the permutation required to bring the entries of J into increasing order must 
be applied to both sides. 
We proceed to calculate dT{! ( w) + Tf!+l d( w). If f : U x R ---+ R is a smooth map 
we will write Dtf instead of Dn+If for the partial derivative with respect to t to 
emphasize the special role played here by the last coordinate. Say 
w = L !I 1\ dx 1 + L g J 1\ dx J 1\ dt 
JEXn,k-1 
where the /J, 9J: U x R---+ Rare smooth. Then 
dT{! (w) = ( -1)k-I L dgJ 1\ dxJ 
JEXn,k-1 
and so 
n 
(1) dT{! (w) = ( -1)k-I L L DigJ 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ. 
JEXn,k-1 i=I 
We have 
dw = L dfi 1\ dx1 + L dgJ 1\ dxJ 1\ dt 
JEXn,k-I 
n 
+ L L Di9J 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ 1\ dt 
JEXn,k-I i=I 
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since in the second summation, Dt9J 1\ dt 1\ dxJ 1\ dt = 0 for all J. Thus 
n 
(dw)l = L Dtfi 1\ dt 1\ dxi + L L DigJ 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ 1\ dt 
IEXn,k JEXn,k-l i=l 
n 
= L ( -1)k Dtfi 1\ dxi 1\ dt + L L Di9J 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ 1\ dt. 
IEXn,k JEXn,k-l i=l 
Thus 
T[/+1(dw)=(-1)k L (-1)kDtfii\dxi 
IEXn,k 
n 
+ ( -1)k L L DigJ 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ 
JEXn,k-l i=l 
n L Dtf I 1\ dxi + ( -1)k L L DigJ 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ. 
JEXn,k-l i=l 
By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus we have, for each IE Xn,k, 
Dtf I(x) = 11 Dtfi(x, t) dt = fi(x, 1)- fi(x, 0) 
= (!Ii1- fiio)(x). 
We have, for each J E Xn,k-l and 1 :::; i :::; n, 
Thus 
T!/+1 ( dw) = L (!Ii1 - fiio) 1\ dx I 
IEXn,k 
(2) n 
+ ( -1)k L L Di?h 1\ dxi 1\ dxJ. 
JEXn,k-1 i=l 
Thus, by (1) and (2), 
(3) dT!/(w) +T!/+1d(w) = L (!Iil- fiio) 1\dxi. 
IEXn,k 
We next calculate ii(w)-i0(w). Since ij(x1 , ... , Xn) = (x1 , ... , Xn, j) for j = 0, 1, 
it follows that ij(dxi) = dxi for 1:::; i:::; nand ij(dt) = d(j) = 0. Thus, for IE Xn,k 
we have ij(dxi) = dxi, and so 
ij(w) =ij( L fii\dxi) +ij( L gJI\dxJI\dt) 
IEXn,k JEXn,k-1 
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= L (ijfi)/\ij(dxi)+ij( L 9J/\dxJ) 1\ij(dt) 
IEXn,k JEXn,k-1 
= L fiii 1\ dxJ. 
IEXn,k 
Thus 
(4) ii(w)- i~(w) = L (!Ii1- fiio) 1\ dxJ. 
IEXn,k 
From ( 3) and ( 4), it follows that Tu is a co chain homotopy from i0 to ii. 
Now suppose f : U ----+ V is smooth where U and V are open in Rn. Let 
1ru : U x R ----+ U and 1rv : V x R ----+ V denote the projections on the first factor. 
We claim 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
1r[}(dxi) = dxi for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
7ry(dxi) = dxi for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
(f x 1R)*(dxi) = 1r[} f*(dxi) for 1 < i ~ n, 
(f x 1R)*(dt) = dt, and 
(f X 1R)* carries O~(V X R) into O~(U X R). 
(5) and (6) are immediate since 1ru(x1, ... , Xn, t) = (xb ... , xn) and similarly 
for 1rv. 
From (6) and commutativity of the diagram 
UxR fxlR VxR 
l~v 
u v 
f 
we obtain, for 1 ::::; i ::::; n, 
establishing (7). 
(8) is immediate since (f x 1R)(xb ... , Xn, t) = (f(x1, ... , Xn, t), t). 
To prove (9) it suffices to check that for each smooth h : V x R ----+ R and 
IE Xn,k, (f x 1R)*(h 1\ dx1) E O~(U x R). By (7) we have 
(f X 1R)*(h/\dxi) = h(f X 1R) 1\ (f X 1R)*(dxi) = h(f X 1R) 1\Jruf*(dxJ). 
Since f*(dxi) = '£7=1 (Djfi) 1\ dxj for 1::::; i::::; n, it follows from (5) that 
n 
1r[}j*(dxi) = :L (Djfi)7ru 1\ dxj 
j=l 
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from which it follows easily that(! x 1R)*(h!\dxr) has the form I:JEX fJ!\dxJ 
n,k 
where the !J : U x R---+ Rare smooth, proving (9). 
It remains only to show 
(10) f*T[ (w) = TJ/ (! x 1R)*(w) for all wE !lk(V x R). 
Since Tf and T[ are 0 on n~(U X R) and n~(V X R), respectively, it follows from 
(9) that both f*T[ (w) and Tf (! x 1R)*(w) are 0 for w E !l~(V x R). Thus it 
remains only to show that (10) holds for all wE n~(V x R). It is sufficient to treat 
the case w = g 1\ dxJ 1\ dt where g: V x R---+ R is smooth and J E Xn,k-1· 
We have f*T[(w) = (-1)k- 1f*(g!\dxJ) = (-1)k-1gf 1\f*(dxJ). Thus if we 
write 
(11) f*(dxJ) = L fr 1\ dxr 
IEXn,k-1 
where each fr : U---+ R is smooth, then 
(12) f*T[(w)=(-1)k- 1 L gf!\fr!\dxr. 
IEXn,k-1 
On the other hand, 
(!X 1R)*(w) = g(f X 1R) 1\ (!X 1R)*(dxJ) 1\ (!X 1R)*(dt) 
= g(f x 1R) A 1fu f* ( dxJ) A dt 
(by (7) and (8)) 
=g(fx1R)/\7ru( L fr!\dxr) 1\dt 
IEXn,k-1 (by (11)) 
L g(f x 1R) 1\ Jr1ru 1\ 1fu(dxr) 1\ dt 
IEXn,k-1 
L g(f x 1R) 1\ fr1ru 1\ dxr 1\ dt (by (5)). 
IEXn,k-1 
Hence 
T!/ (! x 1R)*(w) = ( -1)k-1 L g(f x 1a) 1\ fr1ru 1\ dxr. 
IEXn,k-1 
Thus, by (12) the proof will be complete if we check that for all IE Xn,k-1, 
gf 1\ fr = g(f X 1R) 1\ fr7ru. 
For all x E U we have 
g(f x 1a) 1\ fr1ru(x) = 11 (g(f x 1R) 1\ fr1ru) (x, t) dt 
completing the proof. D 
= 11 g (f (X), t) fr (X) dt = (11 g (f (X), t) dt) fr (X) 
= g(f(x)) fr(x) = (gf 1\ fr )(x ), 
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Corollary 15.14. There is a construction which assigns to each smooth manifold 
M which is diffeomorphic to an open subset of Rn, a cochain homotopy TM : 
f!*(M x R) ~ f!*(M) from i0 to ii such that iff: M ~ N is a smooth map where 
N is diffeomorphic to an open subset of Rn, then the diagram 
commutes for all k. 
nk(N x R) 
(fx1a)* 1 
f!k(M x R) 
nk-1(N) 
1r 
nk-1(M) 
Proof. Choose any diffeomorphism a : M ~ U where U is open in R n. Since ax 1R 
is a diffeomorphism, (a X 1R)* : nk(U X R) ~ D,k(M X R) is an R-isomorphism 
for all k. Define Tf:l : nk(M X R) ~ nk-1(M) to be the composition 
where Tf is provided by Lemma 15.13. Write i~: M ~ MxR and if: U ~ UxR 
to distinguish the inclusions io and i1 for the spaces M and U. For € = 0, 1 the 
diagram 
i~ M ------'----t M X R 
(1) 1 ax1a 
U UxR 
if 
commutes. We then have, for all k, 
dTf:l + Tf:l_ 1 d = da*Tf (a x 1R)*-1 + a*Tf_1 (ax 1R)*-1d 
= a*dTf(a X 1R)*-1 +a*Tf_1d(a X 1R)*-1 
= a*(dTf +Tf_1d)(a X 1R)*-1 
= a*(if*- ilf*)(a x 1R)*-1 
=a* (a*-1if1*- a*- 1 i~*) 
·M* ·M* 
= t1 -to 
(by Theorem 13.15(d)) 
(by Lemma 15.13) 
(by (1)) 
and so TM is a co chain homotopy from i~ * to if!*. (We could, at this point, verify 
that the above TM is independent of the choice of a, but we will not explicitly need 
this to complete the proof.) 
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Choose any diffeomorphism f3 : N ~ V where V is open in R n, and construct 
TN as above using /3. Since f3fa- 1 : U ~Vis a smooth map between open subsets 
of Rn, it follows from Lemma 15.13 that for each k, the diagram 
(2) 
ok(v x R) 
(<fJfa- 1 )x1a)* 1 
ok(u x R) 
Tv __;k~ ok-1(V) 
1 ({3fa-1)* 
------t nk-1 (U) 
Tf/ 
commutes. Thus 
f*Tf: = f*f3*T[ (f3 X 1R)*-1 = a*a*-1 f*f3*T[ (f3 X 1R)*-1 
= a*(f3fa-1 )*T[(f3-1 X 1R)* 
= a*Tf/ ((f3fa- 1 ) X 1R)*(f3-1 X 1R)* (by (2)) 
= a*Tf/ ( (/3-1 f3fa- 1 ) X 1R)* = a*Tf/ ((!X 1R)(a-1 X 1R) )* 
= a*T!/(a x 1R)*-1 (f x 1R)* = Tf1(f x 1R)*. D 
Theorem 15.15. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds. Suppose f, g 
(M, S) ~ (N, T) are smooth maps which are smoothly homotopic. Then for all 
k 2:: 0, 
Proof. Let i~,ir: M ~ M x R denote the inclusions given by i~(x) = (x,.s), 
c = 0, 1. From Lemma 15.12 and Exercise 4 of §13 it suffices to show that the 
co chain maps i~ *, ir * : 0* ( M x R) ~ 0* ( M) are co chain homotopic. Our strategy 
is to use Corollary 15.14 to construct such cochain homotopies locally, and to show 
that these local constructions are compatible on overlaps. 
Say M is n-dimensional and let 0 be the collection of all open subsets of M which 
are diffeomorphic to open subsets of Rn. For each U E 0 let Tu : f!*(U x R) ~ 
!l*(U) denote the cochain homotopy from ilf* to if* provided by Corollary 15.14, 
and let ju : U ~ M denote the inclusion. For k 2:: 0 let Pk : A k ( M, S) ~ M denote 
the projection. For k 2:: 1 and w E f!k(M x R) let Sf (w) : U ~ P"k~ 1 (U) denote 
the composition 
where Ak-1ju is the diffeomorphism of Lemmas 13.11 and 13.12. Then Sf(w) is 
smooth, and Pk-1Sf(w) = 1u. Thus, if we show that whenever U, V E 0 then 
Sf (w) and Sf (w) agree on U n V, we would have a (k- 1)-form Tf1 (w) on M 
whose restriction to each U E 0 is Sf ( w). To show this, it suffices to check that 
whenever W is open in U, then SJ:'(w) is the restriction of Sf(w) toW (for then 
the restrictions of Sf (w) and Sf (w) to U n V would both be sfnv (w)). 
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Let i : W -t U denote the inclusion. Then jw = jui. By Corollary 15.14, the 
diagram 
(1) 
D,k(U X R) 
(ix 1R)* 1 
D,k(W X R) 
nk-1(u) 
1 i* 
----+ nk-1(W) 
T'J: 
commutes. Thus 
SJ:'(w) = (Ak- 1 jw)-1Tf((jw x 1a)*w) 
= (A k-1 (jui)) - 1Tf ( ( (ju x 1a)(i x 1a) )* w) 
= (Ak-1ju)-1(Ak-1i)-1Tf((i x 1a)*(ju x 1a)*w) 
= (Ak-1ju)-1(Ak-1i)-1i*Tf!((ju x 1a)*w) (by (1)). 
Note that (A k- 1i)-1i*Tf! ( (ju x 1a)*w) is the restriction of Tf! ( (ju x 1a)*w) toW 
by Lemma 13.12(a). Thus SJ:' (w) is the restriction of (Ak- 1ju )-1Tf/ ( (ju x 1a)*w) 
to W, i.e. the restriction of Sf ( w) to W. Hence we have a well-defined ( k - 1 )-
form Tf1 ( w) on M whose restriction to U is Sf ( w) for each U E 0 and each 
wE D,k(M x R). 
Since Tf! and (ju x 1a)* are R-linear and Ak-1 ju is fiberwise R-linear for each 
U E 0, it follows that Tf1 : D,k(M x R) -t D,k-1(M) is R-linear for each k. 
It remains only to check that dTM + TM d = if'I * - iff*. By Lemma 13.12(b) it 
suffices to check that for all U E 0 and all k, 
(2) 
where the right-hand side is restricted to k-forms. 
From commutativity of 
u ju M 
·U 1 ~e 1·M ~e 
UxR MxR juX1R 
for c = 0,1 we have 
(3) 
Recall that for p E D,k(M,S) and x E U, (j[;p)(x) = (AkTxju)(p(x)), and that 
A k ju denotes the map whose restriction to the fiber over x is A kTxju. It follows 
that for each wE D,k(M x R) and x E U, 
j[;Tf1(w)(x) =j[;(Ak-1ju)-1Tf/((ju x 1a)*(w))(x) 
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and so 
(4) 
for all k. Thus 
= (At- 1TxJu)(At- 1TxJu)- 1T!/((ju X la)*(w))(x) 
= T!/ ((ju x la)*(w))(x) 
'*TM Tu(. 1 )* Ju k = k )U X R 
(by Theorem 13.15(d)) 
= dT!/ (ju x la)* + T[/_ 1 (ju x la)* d 
(by (4)) 
= (dT!/ +Tf/_1d)(ju x 1a)* 
(by Theorem 13.15(d)) 
( ·U* ·U*)( · 1 )* = ~1 - ~0 )U X R 
(by Corollary 15.14) 
and so we are done by (2) and (3). D 
Corollary 15.16. Iff: (M, S) --+ (N, T) is a smooth homotopy equivalence, then 
HjRJ: HjR(N, T) --+ HjR(M, S) is an isomorphism for all k. 
Proof. Let g: (N, T)--+ (M, S) be a smooth homotopy inverse to f. Since gf ~1M 
it follows from Theorem 15.16 that HjR(gf) = HjR(1M ). Thus, since HjR is a 
contravariant functor, (HjRf)(HjRg) = lH~R(M,S)· Similarly, (HjRg)(HjRf) 
lH~R(N,T)· Thus HjRf and HjRg are inverses of one another. D 
Corollary 15.17. For all n ~ 0, HjR(Rn) = 0 fork> 0, and H~R(Rn) rv R. 
Proof. By Example 15.10, Rn is smoothly homotopy equivalent to R 0 . The asser-
tion now follows from Corollaries 15.16 and 13.27. D 
Corollary 15.18. Suppose n > 0 and let i : sn-1 --+ Rn- {0} denote the inclusion 
map. Then for each k, HjRi : HjR(Rn- {0}) --+ HjR(sn-1 ) is an isomorphism. 
In particular, H;ii 1 (sn- 1 ) =f. 0. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 15.16, Example 15.11, and Theo-
rem 14.16. D 
Theorem 15.19. (Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem) For n ~ 1 let Dn denote 
the closed unit disk in Rn J i.e. nn = {X E Rn I llxll = 1} where II II denotes the 
standard Euclidean norm. Suppose f : nn --+ nn is continuous. Then there exists 
at least one X E Dn such that j(x) =X. 
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose f : nn --+ nn were a continuous 
map such that f(x) =1- X for each X E nn. Definer: nn --+ sn-1 as follows: Given 
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X E Dn, r(x) is the intersection of sn- 1 with the ray which begins at j(x) and 
passes through x. Explicitly, if we write 
-x · (x- f(x)) + (x · (x- f(x))) 2 + llx- f(x)ll 2 (1-llxll 2) 
A( x) = -----..!...--------,1,----lx---f-:-( x--:-)-:-:-::-112 ______ _ 
where · denotes the standard Euclidean inner product in Rn, then 
r(x) = (1 + A(x))x- A(x)f(x). 
Note that r(x) =X if X E sn- 1 (for X. (x- f(x)) > 0 if llxll = 1). If n = 1 we have 
a contradiction since D 1 is connected, r is onto, but 8° is not connected. 
Suppose n > 1. r extends to a continuous map g : [-2, 2]n---+ sn-1 by defining 
g(x) = ll~ll if llxll > 1. By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, the coordinate functions 
of g can be uniformly approximated by polynomial functions in n variables. Thus 
there exists a polynomial map P: [-2, 2]n---+ Rn such that IIP(x)- g(x)ll < ~ for 
all x E [-2,2]n. Since llg(x)ll = 1 for each x E [-2,2]n we must have P(x) f. 0 for 
each x E [-2, 2]n. By restriction we obtain a smooth map Q: ( -2, 2)n---+ Rn- {0} 
with the property that IIQ(x)- xll < ~ for all X E sn- 1 (since g(x) = X for all 
X E sn- 1 ). In particular, for each X E sn- 1 ' the entire line segment joining X and 
Q(x) is contained in Rn- {0}. 
Let i : sn-1 ---+ Rn- {0} and j : sn-1 ---+ ( -2, 2)n denote the inclusion maps. 
Define h: sn-1 X R---+ Rn- {0} by 
h(x, t) · /Jo,1(t)x + (1- /Jo,1(t))Q(x). 
h is a smooth homotopy from Qj to i. Thus, by Theorem 15.15, H:lii1(Qj) = 
H:lii1i. By Corollary 15.18, H:lii 1i f. 0, and so H:lii 1(Qj) f. 0. Since H:lii1 
is a contravariant functor, H:lii1(Qj) = (H:lii 1J)(H:l[i 1Q), and so we must have 
H:lii 1j f. 0. Since (-2,2) is diffeomorphic toR (e.g. the map (-2,2)---+ R which 
sends t to tan(?rt/4) is a diffeomorphism), it follows that ( -2, 2)n is diffeomorphic to 
Rn and hence, by Corollary 15.17, H:lii 1 (( -2, 2)n) = 0 (since n > 1). Thus H:lii1j: 
H:lii 1 ((-2,2)n)---+ H:l[i 1(sn- 1) is the 0-homomorphism, a contradiction. 0 
Exercises for §15 
1. Let f: sn---+ sn be given by f(x) = -x for all X E sn. 
(a) Prove that if n is even, then f is not smoothly homotopic to the identity 
map on sn. 
(b) If n is odd, find an explicit smooth homotopy from f to 1sn. 
2. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold such that H~R(M, S) f. 0 for at least one k > 0. 
Let f: M x M---+ M x M be given by f(x,y) = (y,x) for all (x,y) EM x M. 
Prove that f is not smoothly homotopic to the identity map on M x M. 
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16. PARACOMPACTNESS, SMOOTH PARTITIONS 
OF UNITY, AND PIECING OF LOCAL SECTIONS 
This section is concerned with some technicalities concerning the construction of 
smooth sections of smooth vector bundles by suitably piecing together local sections 
with certain desirable properties. This material will be subsequently used to study 
orientations of manifolds and Riemannian metrics on manifolds. It will sometimes 
be necessary to restrict ourselves to paracompact manifolds for these constructions. 
Recall that a topological space is paracompact if it is Hausdorff and every open 
covering of X has a locally finite open refinement which covers X (i.e. given any 
open cover 0 of X, there exists an open cover U of X such that each member of U is 
contained in a member of (), and each point of x has an open neighborhood which 
meets only finitely many members of U). Every metric space is paracompact, and 
every compact Hausdorff space is paracompact. If X is Hausdorff and is a finite 
union of open subspaces each of which is paracompact, then X is paracompact. The 
class of paracompact manifolds thus includes all compact manifolds (more generally, 
all manifolds admitting a finite atlas), and all submanifolds of Euclidean space. 
Practically all manifolds of mathematical or physical importance are paracompact. 
Recall that every paracompact space is normal. 
Definition 16.1. Let X be a topological space and f: X-+ R a continuous map. 
The support of j, denoted supp j, is the closure in X of f- 1 (R- {0} ). 
Definition 16.2. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and () a locally finite open 
cover of M. A smooth partition of unity on (M, S) subordinate to() is a collection 
{fA I A E 0} of smooth real-valued functions on M such that: 
(i) suppfA C A for all A E 0. 
(ii) fA(x) 2: 0 for all A E 0 and all x EM. 
(iii) For each x EM, l:AEO fA(x) = 1. (Note: This last sum is finite since, by 
the local finiteness of (), x lies in the supports of only finitely many of the fA.) 
Lemma 16.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, U open in M, and a E U. Then 
there exists a smooth map f : M -+ R such that: 
(i) supp f C U. 
(ii) f(x) 2: 0 for all x EM. 
(iii) f(a) > 0. 
Proof. Let B = {y ERn IIIYII < 1} and !B = {y ERn IIIYII:::;!} where II II 
denotes the standard Euclidean norm on R n. There exists an open neighborhood 
N of a contained in U and a diffeomorphism g : N -+ B with g(a) = 0. Define 
f: M-+ R by 
if X EN, 
otherwise 
where (30 ,1 is as in Lemma 15.3. The restriction of f to N is smooth, and f is 
identically 0 on M- g-1(!B). Since !B is compact and g is a homeomorphism, 
g- 1(!B) is compact and hence M- g-1 (~B) is open in M. Therefore, since 
M = UU (M- g-1 (~B)) it follows, by the Local Property, that f is smooth. Note 
that f(a) = 1, supp f = g- 1(!B) c U, and f(x) 2: 0 for all x EM. 0 
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Lemma 16.4. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, U open in M, and K a compact 
subset of U. Then there exists a smooth map f : M ~ R such that: 
(i) supp f C U. 
(ii) f(x) 2: 0 for all x E M. 
(iii) f(a) > 0 for all a E K. 
Proof. By Lemma 16.3, for each a E K there exists a smooth function fa: M ~ R 
such that supp fa C U, fa(x) 2: 0 for all x E M, and fa( a) > 0. Thus K C 
U f~ 1 ((0,oo)). Since each f~1 ((0,oo)) is open in M, it follows from the com-
aEK 
pactness of K that there exist finitely many points a1 , .•. , ar in K such that 
Define f: M ~ R by f(x) = E~=l fai (x). Then f is smooth. Note that f(x) 2: 0 
r 
for all x EM since each fai (x) 2: 0, and supp f = U supp fai CU. If x E K, then 
i=l 
x E f~ 1 ( (0, oo)) for at least one i and for such i, fai (x) > 0, whence f(x) > 0. D 
Theorem 16.5. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold which is normal (e.g. if M is 
paracompact). Let a be a locally finite open cover of M by sets whose closures in 
M are compact. Then there exists a smooth partition of unity on M subordinate to 
a. 
Proof. By the Shrinking Lemma there exists an open cover { U A I A E a } of M 
such that U A c A for each A E a. For each A E a, U A is compact since A is 
compact. By Lemma 16.4 there exists, for each A E a, a smooth map fA: M ~ R 
such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
suppfA C A, 
fA ( x) 2: 0 for all x E M, and 
fA (a) > 0 for all a E U A. 
Define f: M ~ R by f(x) = EAEO fA(x). By the local finiteness of a and (1), 
each x E M is contained in only finitely many of the supp fA and so this last sum 
is finite for each x. Moreover, given x E M, there exists an open neighborhood Nx 
of x in M which meets only finitely many members of a, say A 1 , •.. , Ar. Then for 
ally E Nx, f(y) = E~=l f Ai (y), a finite sum of smooth real-valued functions, and 
hence the restriction off to Nx is smooth. By the Local Property, f is smooth. 
Note also that since { U A I A E a } covers M, it follows from ( 2) and ( 3) that 
f ( x) > 0 for all x E M. For each A E a define g A : M ~ R by 
fA(x) 
9A(x) = f(x) . 
Each 9A is smooth and supp 9A = supp fA c A. { 9A I A E a} is the required 
smooth partition of unity on (M, S) subordinate to 0. D 
Let ~ be a smooth vector bundle. Recall, from Proposition 8.34, that r(~) is a 
real vector space under fiberwise sum and scalar multiplication. We also observed, 
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in Proposition 12.9(b), that for each smooth manifold (M, S), flk(M, S) is a module 
over C00 (M, S) via fiberwise multiplication. We could have observed earlier (and 
will now formally observe) that in general, r(~) is a module over C00 (M, S) via 
fiberwise multiplication. 
Proposition 16.6. Let~= (F,E, (M,SM),p,S) be a smooth vector bundle, CJ E 
r(~), and f E C00 (M, SM ). Define f · CJ: M--+ E by (f · CJ)(x) = f(x)CJ(x) for each 
x EM. Then f · CJ E r(~). 
Proof. The only question is the smoothness off · CJ. It suffices to check that for 
each S-admissible linear chart r.p, the composition 
is smooth. One checks that this composition equals the composition 
(1) 
where T : R x Ur.p --+ Ur.p x R interchanges factors and seal : R x F --+ F is the 
scalar multiplicatiqn map seal (r, v) = rv. Since all maps in (1) are smooth, the 
Proposition follows. 0 
Note that if~= (F,E,(M,SM),p,S) is a smooth vector bundle and A is open 
in M, we obtain a smooth vector bundle ~lA = (F,p-1(A), (A,SMIA),pA,SA), the 
restriction of~ to A, where PA : p-1 (A) --+ A is the restriction of p, and the SA-
admissible linear charts are all S-admissible r.p: p-1 (Ucp) --+ Ucp x F with Ucp CA. 
Lemma 16.7. Let ~ = (F, E, (M, SM),p, S) be a smooth vector bundle. Let A 
be open in M and suppose CJ E r(~IA). Let f : M --+ R be a smooth map with 
suppf CA. Define f · CJ: M--+ E by 
(f. o-)(x) = { f(x)o-(x) 
Ox 
ifx E A, 
ifx t/:. A 
where Ox is the zero element of the fiber p-1 (x). Then f · CJ E r(~). 
Proof. The only question is the smoothness of f · o-. The restriction of f · o- to 
A is smooth by Proposition 16.6. The restriction of f · CJ to M - supp f is the 
zero-section in r(~I(M- supp f), which is smooth. Since {A, M- supp f} is an 
open cover of M, the smoothness of f · o- follows. 0 
Theorem 16.8. (Piecing Theorem) Let~= (F,E, (M,SM),p,S) be a smooth 
vector bundle. Let 0 be a locally finite open cover of M, and { fA I A E 0} a 
smooth partition of unity subordinate to 0. Suppose we are given, for each A E 0, 
a smooth section O"A E r(~IA). Define o-: M--+ E by 
CJ(x) = :2:: UA · O"A)(x). 
AEO 
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Then a E r(~). 
Proof. Note, by the local finiteness of 0 and the hypothesis on the supports of the 
fA, that for each x E M, only finitely many of the fA ( x) can be non-zero, and 
so the summation for a(x) is finite. The only question is the smoothness of a. It 
suffices to check this locally. Each x E M has an open neighborhood Nx in M 
which meets only finitely many members of 0, say A1 , ... , Ar· The restriction of 
a to Nx is then 
r 
2: (!AiiNx) · (aAJ(Nx n Ai)) 
i=l 
which is smooth by Lemma 16.7 and Theorem 8.34. D 
Exercises for § 16 
1. Let (M, S) be a paracompact smooth manifold. Suppose X c U where X is 
closed in M and U is open in M. Prove that there exists a smooth map f : M -+ R 
such that: 
(i) supp f C U. 
(ii) f(x) 2:: 0 for all x EM. 
(iii) f(x) > 0 for all x E C. 
2. Let (M,S) be a smooth paracompact manifold and~= (F,E, (M,SM),p,S) a 
smooth vector bundle. Suppose for some open cover 0 of M (not necessarily locally 
finite), there exists a family of smooth sections { a A E r (~I A) I A E 0 } such that: 
(i) For each A E 0, aA(x) =/=Ox for each x EA. 
(ii) Whenever A,B E 0 and x E AnB, aA(x) is a positive real multiple of 
aB(x). 
Prove that~ admits a smooth section which is nowhere 0. 
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17. ORIENTATIONS 
Let V be a real n-dimensional vector space, 0 < n < oo. The intuitive idea 
of an orientation of V is as follows: If (VI, ... , vn) and (WI, ... , wn) are ordered 
bases of V, we say (vi, ... , vn) is similarly oriented to (wb ... , wn) if one can pass 
continuously, through ordered bases, from (VI, ... , Vn) to ( wi_, ... , Wn). (This can 
be made precise.) One sees easily that "is similarly oriented to" is an equivalence 
relation on the set of all ordered bases of V, and one defines an orientation of 
V to be an equivalence class of ordered bases of V with respect to the above 
equivalence relation. It will be technically convenient to give a different, though 
equivalent, definition of orientation below. We will use the fact that R- {0} has 
two components, from which it will follow that each V as above has exactly two 
orientations. Recall, from Corollary 10.19, that An(V) is !-dimensional over V, 
and hence An (V) - { 0} has exactly two components. 
Definition 17.1. Let V be a real n-dimensional vector space, 0 < n < oo. An 
orientation 0 of V is a choice of component of An(V) - {0}. 
If 0 is an orientation of V, an ordered basis (!I, ... , fn) of V* is an 0-basis of 
V* if !I 1\ · · · 1\ f n E 0. An ordered basis (VI, ... , vn) of V is an 0-basis of V if the 
dual basis (vi, ... , v~) is an 0-basis of V*. 
An oriented real vector space is a pair (V, 0) where V is a non-zero finite-
dimensional vector space and 0 is an orientation of V. 
Thus each n-dimensional real vector space, 0 < n < oo, admits exactly two 
orientations. Each non-zero element a E An(V) determines an orientation of V, 
namely the component of a in An (V) - { 0}. 
Proposition 17.2. Let (V, 0) be an oriented real n-dimensional vector space. Let 
(VI, ... , vn) and (!I, ... , f n) be 0-bases of V and V*, respectively. Let (WI, ... , wn) 
and (gi, ... , gn) be arbitrary bases of V and V*, respectively .. Then: 
(i) (WI, ... , wn) is an 0-basis for V if and only if the determinant of the R-linear 
transformation V ~ V which sends Vi to Wi for 1 :::; i :::; n is positive. 
(ii) (gb ... , gn) is an 0-basis for V* if and only if the determinant of the R-linear 
transformation V* ~ V* which sends fi to gi for 1 :::; i :::; n is positive. 
Proof. Let f: V ~ V denote the R-linear transformation of (i). By Theorem 10.20, 
An f : An (V) ~ An (V) is given by multiplication by det (f). Since 
(An f)(w~ 1\ .. ·I\ w~) = v~ 1\ .. ·I\ v~, 
it follows that 
v~ 1\ .. · 1\ v~ = det (f) w~ 1\ .. · 1\ w~. 
Since vi 1\ · · · 1\ v~ E 0, it follows that wi 1\ · · · 1\ w~ E 0 if and only if det (f) > 0, 
proving part ( i). 
Let g : V* ~ V* denote the R-linear transformation of part (ii). Let (fi, ... , f~) 
and (gi, ... , g~) be the ordered bases of V whose dual bases are (!I, ... , fn) and 
(gi, ... , gn), respectively. Then (fi, ... , f~) is an 0-basis of V, and (gi, ... , g~) 
will be an 0-basis of V if and only if (gi, ... , gn) is an 0-basis of V*. 
Let f : V ~ V be the R-linear transformation which sends ft to gi, 1 :::; i:::; n. 
Then (f-I )* = g and so det (g) = det (f-I) = ( det (f)) -I. Thus det (g) > 0 if and 
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only if det (f) > 0. By part (i), det (f) > 0 if and only if (gi, ... , g~) is an 0-basis 
of V. Part (ii) now follows. D 
Definition 17.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0. An orientation form 
on (M, S) is ann-form w on (M, S) such that w(x) # 0 for all x E M. (M, S) is 
said to be orientable if an orientation form on ( M, S) exists. 
If w is an orientation form on (M, S), then for each x E M, w(x) is a non-zero 
element of An (Tx(M, S)) , and hence determines an orientation of Tx(M, S). Thus 
an orientation form on (M, S) yields simultaneous orientations of all the tangent 
spaces Tx(M, S) in a "coherent manner". We will see below that not all smooth 
manifolds are orientable. 
Example 17.4. Let U be an open subset of Rn, n > 0. Then dxii\ ···I\ dxn is an 
orientation form on U. For recall, by Notation 12.11, for x E U and i, j E {1, ... , n }, 
dxi(x)(1u -I(x,ej)) = (1ui)-I(x,e;)(1u -\x,eJ)) = AI(1u)x(e;)((1u);I(ej)) 
= e;((lu)x(1u);I(ej)) = e;(ej) = 6ij· 
Thus by Theorem 10.17, 
~-I ~-I (dx1 1\ .. · 1\ dxn)(x) (1u (x, ei), ... , 1u (x, en)) 
= dxi(x)(1u -\x,ei)) · · ·dxn(x)(1u-I(x,en)) = 1 
and so (dxii\ ···I\ dxn)(x) # 0. 
Example 17.5. By Exercise 3(b) of §12, the form i*(yl\dx-xl\dy) is an orientation 
form on 8 1 where i : SI ---t R 2 denotes the inclusion map. 
Proposition 17.6. Suppose (M, S) and (N, T) are smooth n-manifolds and f : 
(M, S) ---t (N, T) an immersion. Suppose w is an orientation form on (N, T). 
Then f*w is an orientation form on (M, S). 
Proof. Let x EM. Then w(f(x)) # 0 and so there exist VI, ... , Vn E Tf(x)(N, T) 
such that w ( f ( x)) (VI, ... , Vn) # 0. Since f is an immersion and both M and N are 
n-dimensional, the tangent map Txf : Tx(M, S) ---t Tf(x) (N, T) is an isomorphism. 
Thus for 1 :S i :S n we have Vi= Txf(ui) for some Ui E Tx(M,S). We then have 
j*w(x)(u1, ... , un) =A n(Txf) ( w(f(x))) (u1, ... , un) 
= w(f(x) )(Txf(ui), ... , Txf(un)) = w(f(x)) (VI, ... , Vn) # 0 
and hence f*w(x) # 0 for each x EM. D 
Corollary 17. 7. Let (M, S) be an orientable smooth manifold and U an open 
subset of M. Then (U,SIU) is orientable. 
Proof. The inclusion map i: U ---t M is an immersion by Theorem 6.11. D 
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Theorem 17.8. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0. If (M, S) is orientable, 
there exists an S-admissible atlas A C E(M, S) such that whenever <p, 'ljJ E A, 
det D ( 'lj;c.p - 1) (X) > 0 for all X E <p ( dom <p n dom 'ljJ) . 
If M is paracompact, the converse holds. 
Proof. Suppose w is an orientation form on (M, S). Suppose <p E £(M, S) has 
a connected codomain. Let ir.p : dom <p --+ M denote the inclusion map. By 
Proposition 17.6, i~w is an orientation form on dom <p and ( c.p- 1 )*i~w an orientation 
form on codom <p. We can write (c.p- 1 )*i~w = 9r.p 1\ dx1 , where I= (1, 2, ... , n), 
for a unique smooth map gr.p : cod om <p --+ R. Since (gr.p 1\ dx I) ( x) is non-zero for 
each x E codom <p we must have gr.p(x) =f. 0 for all x E codom <p. Thus, by the 
connectedness of codom <p, it follows that either gr.p(x) > 0 for all x E codom <p (in 
which case we will say <pis orientation-preserving) or 9r.p(x) < 0 for all x E codom <p 
(in which case we will say <pis orientation-reversing). The proof in the first direction 
will be complete if we establish the following two statements: 
(i) Whenever <p, 'ljJ E £(M, S) have connected codomains, then for all x E 
c.p(dom c.pndom 'lj;), D('lj;c.p-1 )(x) > 0. 
(ii) M admits an S-admissible atlas consisting of orientation-preserving charts 
whose codomains are connected open subsets of R n. 
Let <p and 'ljJ be as in (i). We have the commutative diagram 
M 
=1 
M f----
dom <p 
r.p-1 
codom <p c.p(dom <p n dom 'lj;) 
11/Jr.p-1 
dom 'ljJ f---- codom 'ljJ f---- 'lj;(dom <p n dom 'lj;) 
'!jJ-1 j"' 
where jr.p and j'l/J are the inclusion maps. Thus 
(1) 
Since 
and 
('lj;c.p- 1 )*j;('l/J- 1 )*i~w = ('lj;c.p- 1)*j;(g'l/J 1\ dxi) 
= ( 'lj;c.p-1 )* (g'I/Jj'l/J 1\ dx I) 
= 9'1/J)'l/J'lj;c.p- 1 1\ ('lj;c.p- 1 )*(dxi) 
= g'l/Jj'l/J'lj;c.p-1 1\ detD('lj;c.p-1) 1\ dxi, 
the last equality following from Lemma 14.17, it follows from (1) that for all x E 
c.p(dom <p n dom 'lj;), 
(2) 9r.p(x) = 91/J ( 'l/J(c.p-1 (x))) det D('lj;cp- 1 )(x). 
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Sincegcp(x) > 0 andg1/l(~(<p- 1 (x))) > 0, it follows from (2) that D(~<p- 1 )(x) > 0, 
proving (i). 
To prove (ii), note first that an S-admissible atlas whose codomains are connected 
open subsets of Rn exists. It suffices to show that each orientation-reversing chart 
in such an atlas can be replaced by an orientation-preserving one having the same 
domain. 
Suppose <p is an S-admissible orientation-reversing chart with codomain a con-
nected open subset of Rn. Choose any R-linear transformation L : Rn -----+ Rn 
having negative determinant and let (j5 = L -l<p. Then <p is an S-admisible chart 
having the same domain as <p. Thus icp = icp and we have 
(cp- 1)*i;w = ((L- 1 <p)- 1 )*i~w = L*(<p- 1 )*i~w 
= L*(gcp 1\ dxi) = gcpL 1\ L*(dxi) = gcpL 1\ detL 1\ dx1, 
the last equality by Lemma 14.17. Thus 
9cp(x) = (detL)gcp(L(x)) > 0 
for all x E codom <p, completing the proof of (ii) and the proof in the first direction. 
Now suppose M is paracompact and that A C E(M, S) is an S-admissible atlas 
such that whenever <p, ~ E A, det D(~<p- 1 )(x) > 0 for all x E <p(dom <p n dom ~). 
We make use of the result of Exercise 2 of §16. Thus it suffices to show that there 
exists a family { O"cp E r(An(rM,s)Jdom <p) I <pEA} such that for each <pEA and 
y E dom <p, O"cp(Y) f. Oy, and that whenever <p, ~ E A and y E dom <p n dom ~' 
O'cp(Y) is a positive real multiple of 0'1j!(y). 
Let p : AnT(M,S) -----+ M denote the projection map for AnrM,S· Let I = 
(1,2, .. . ,n) as above. For <p E A let Wcp = <p*(dxi) E nn(dom <p). Let icp : 
dom <p -----+ M denote the inclusion and take 0' cp to be the composition (A nicp) -lwcp 
where Anicp : p-1(dom <p) -----+ AnT(dom <p) is as in Lemma 13.11. Since each 
<p : dom <p -----+ codom <p is a diffeomorphism (and hence an immersion), it fol-
lows from Proposition 17.6 and Example 17.4 that each wcp is an orientation form 
on ( dom <p, SJdom <p ). Since each A nicp is a fiber-preserving diffeomorphism whose 
restrictions to fibers are R-isomorphisms, it follows that O"cp E r(An(rM,s)Jdom <p) 
and that O'cp(Y) is non-zero whenever <p E A andy E dom <p. 
Suppose <p, ~ E A and let i : dom <p n dom ~ -----+ M denote the inclusion. By 
Proposition 5.11, Tyi : Ty(dom <p n dom ~) -----+ Ty(M) is an R-isomorphism for 
each y E dom <p n dom ~' and so An(Tyi) : AnTy(M) -----+ AnTy(dom <p n dom ~) 
is an R-isomorphism for each such y. Consequently we will be done if we show 
that An (Tyi) ( 0' cp (y)) and An (Tyi) ( 0' 1/1 (y)) are positive real multiples of one another 
whenever y E dom <p n dom ~· 
Let kcp : dom <p n dom ~ -----+ dom <p and k1/l : dom <p n dom ~ -----+ dom ~ denote 
the inclusion maps. Then icpkcp = i1/lk1/l = i and so 
An(Tyi)(O"cp(Y)) = An((Tyicp)(Tykcp)) (O"cp(Y)) 
= An(Tykcp)A n(Tyicp)(Tyicp)-1wcp(Y) 
= An(Tykcp)wcp(Y) = (k~wcp)(y) = (k~<p*(dxi))(y) 
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and similarly An (Tyi) ( o-'1/J (y)) = ( k~ '1/J* ( dx I)) (y). Thus it remains only to show 
that ( k~ cp* ( dx I)) (y) and ( k~ '1/J* ( dx I)) (y) are positive real multiples of one another 
whenever cp, 'ljJ E A and y E dom cp n dom '1/J. 
Writing X= dom cp n dom 'ljJ we have the commutative diagram 
·dom cp X X dom 'ljJ 
1'1/J 
codom cp ---t codom 'ljJ 
where cp' and '1/J' are the respective restrictions of cp and '1/J. Thus 
k~'ljJ*(dxi) = ('1jJ')*j¢(dxi) = ('1/J')*(dxi) 
and so 
= (cp')*('ljJcp- 1 )*(dxi) = (cp')*(det ('1/Jcp-1) !\ dxi) 
(by Lemma 14.17) 
= (det ('I/Jcp-1 ))cp' !\ (cp')*(dxi) = (det ('I/Jcp- 1)}cp' !\ (cp')*j;(dxi) 
= (det ('I/Jcp- 1 ))cp' !\ k;cp*(dxi) 
(k¢ 'ljJ*(dxi)) (y) = det ('1/Jcp- 1) (cp(y)) (k;cp*(dxi)) (y). 
Since det ( '1/Jcp- 1) ( cp(y)) > 0 by hypothesis, we are done. 0 
Corollary 17.9. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0, which admits a 
two chart S -admissible atlas { cp, 'ljJ} with codomains open subsets of R n such that 
dom cp n dom 'ljJ is connected. Then (M, S) is orientable. 
Proof. dom cp and dom 'ljJ are both paracompact, being homeomorphic to subsets of 
Rn. Thus M, being a finite union of open paracompact subspaces, is paracompact. 
Since dom cp n dom 'ljJ is connected, det D( '1/Jcp- 1) is either strictly positive or 
strictly negative on cp( dom cp n dom 'ljJ). If strictly positive, the result follows from 
Theorem 17.8. If strictly negative, replace cp by cp as in the proof of Theorem 17.8. 
Then { cp, 'ljJ} is an S-admissible atlas satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 17.8. 0 
Corollary 17.10. For n 2: 2, sn, with its standard smooth structure, is orientable. 
Proof. The atlas given in Example 4.6 consisting of the stereographic projection 
charts satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 17.9. 0 
Theorem 17.11. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0, which admits an S-
admissible atlas with exactly two charts cp, 'ljJ whose codomains are connected open 
subsets of Rn such that 
det D( '1/Jcp-1) : cp( dom cp n dom V;) -t R 
assumes both positive and negative values (and thus cp( dom cpndom 'ljJ) is necessarily 
disconnected). Then (M, S) is not orientable. 
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Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose w is an orientation form on (M, S). 
With 9cp and 9'1f; as in the proof of Theorem 17.8, the same argument given there 
yields that 9cp and 9'1/J do not change sign on codom r.p and codom '1/J, respectively, 
and that formula (2) in the above proof holds for all x E r.p(dom r.p n dom '1/J). 
Since. detD('l/Jr.p-1) does change sign on r.p(dom r.p n dom '1/J), formula (2) yields a 
contradiction. D 
Theorem 17.12. Suppose n > 0. Then pn(R) is orientable. if n is odd, and non-
orientable if n is even. Moreover, if n is even, the open subset { [x] E pn(R) I x1 =/= 
0 or x 2 =/= 0} is non-orientable. 
Proof. We start with the smooth atlas for pn(R) given in Example 4.7. The charts 
fh, ... , Bn+1 of that atlas all have En, the open unit ball in Rn, as codomain and 
so these codomains are all connected. For 1 :::; i :::; n + 1 let 'Pi : Vi --+ En be given 
by 'Pi = ( -1)iOi· Then { r.p1, ... , 'Pn+1} is also an admissible atlas for pn(R) with 
respect to the standard smooth structure on pn (R). It follows from Example 4. 7 
that for 1 :::; j < i :::; n + 1, the overlap map r.pjr.pi 1 has { y E En I Yj =/= 0} as its 
domain and is given by 
. -
1( ) - (-1)i+j J!.L ( ---. · v1- II 11 2 · ) 'PJ'Pi Y - IYjl yi, ... ,yJ, ... ,y~-1, Y ,y~, ... ,yn. 
Thus, for 1 :::; j < i :::; n + 1 and all y E { y E En I Yj =f. 0 }, 
( 
Ij-1 0 D(r.pjr.pi1)(y)=(-1)i+jl~~~ ~ ~ 
where A is the (i- j) x (i- j) matrix given by 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
A= 
0 0 0 1 
aj aj+1 aj+2 ai-l 
where ak = -yk/ J1 - IIYII 2 for j :::; k :::; i- 1. It follows that for all i, j, y as above 
det D(r.pjr.pi1)(y) = ( -1)n(i+j) c~~~) n det A 
= (-1)n(i+j) (J!j_)n (-1)i+j-1 ( -yj ) 
IYj I J1 - IIYII 2 
( -1) (n+1)(i+j)y1?'+1 
- J 
IYjlnJ1-IIYII 2 , 
If n is odd, it follows that det D( r.pjr.pi 1) (y) > 0 whenever 1 :::; j < i :::; n + 1 and 
ally E dom (r.pjr.pi 1). For 1:::; j < i:::; n + 1 and ally E dom (r.pir.pj1), 
D(r.pir.pj1)(y) = ( D(r.pjr.pi1)(r.pir.pj1(y))) -1 
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and so it follows that detD(<pi<pj 1)(y) > 0 whenever 1 :::; j < i:::; n + 1 and all 
y E dom (<pj<pi 1 ). Since D(<pi<pi1 )(y) =In which has determinant 1, it now follows 
from Theorem 17.8 that pn(R) is orientable if n 2:: 1 is odd. 
If n 2:: 2 is even, yj+1 is positive if Yj is positive, and negative if Yi is negative. It 
follows, from the formula above, that whenever 1:::; j < i:::; n+ 1, det D(<pj<pi1 )(y) 
assumes both positive and negative values. It now follows, from Theorem 17.11, 
that the open subset Vi U Vj is non-orient able for 1 :::; j < i :::; n + 1, and hence 
pn(R) is non-orientable by Corollary 17.7. D 
Note that P 2(R)- { [0, 0, 1]} =Vi U V2 and hence is non~orientable. Topologi-
cally, P2(R)- { [0, 0, 1]} is an open Mobius strip. 
Theorem 17.13. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0, with M paracompact. 
Then (T(M, S), TanM,S) is orientable. 
Proof. We leave it as an exercise to show that the total space of any smooth vector 
bundle with a paracompact base space is paracompact. In particular, T(M, S) is 
paracompact. Let p denote the projection map for 'TM,S· It follows from Theo-
rem 8.19 that whenever <p E £(M, S), the map 
$: p-1 (dom <p) ---t codom <p x Rn 
given by 
cp(v) = (<p(p(v)),e;(~(v))Tp(v)'P(v)) 
is a TanM,s-admissible chart. If <p, 'ljJ E £(M, S), it follows from Proposition 5.12 
that the overlap map 
;fr:p-l : <p(dom <p n dom 'lj;) x Rn ---t 'lj;(dom <p n dom 'lj;) X Rn 
is given by 
;fr:p-1(x,y) = ('t/J<p- 1(x),D('ljJ<p-1(x)(y)) 
and so 
D(•T.~- 1 )(x ) = (D('Ij;<p- 1)(x) 0 ) 
'PIP ,y * D('lj;cp-1 )(x) 
from which it follows that 
detD(;frp-1)(x,y) = ( detD('t/J<p-1)(x)f > o. 
The result now follows from Theorem 17.8. D 
We next associate with each smooth manifold ( M, S) of positive dimension a two-
sheeted covering space over M called the orientation covering of (M, S). The fiber 
over each x in M will consist of the two orientations of the tangent space Tx(M, S). 
We will see that (M, S) is orientable if and only if its orientation covering admits a 
section. It will then be possible to use theorems on covering spaces to deduce facts 
about existence or non-existence of orientations for particular smooth manifolds. 
We now proceed to the definitions. 
Let (M, S) be ann-manifold, n > 0. Give £(M, S) the discrete topology. Let 
X(M, S) = { (x, <p) E M x £(M, S) I x E dom <p }, topologized as a subspace of 
M x £(M, S). Define a relation "-' on X(M, S) by (x, <p) rv (y, 'lj;) if and only if 
x = y and detD('Ij;cp-1 )(<p(x)) > 0. 
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Lemma 17.14. ""' is an equivalence relation on X(M, S). 
Proof. For any (x, cp) E X(M, S), 
det D( cpcp- 1 ) ( cp(x)) = det In = 1 
and so ""' is reflexive. 
Suppose (x, cp) ""' (x, '1/J). By the chain rule, 
D(cp'lj;- 1 )('1/J(x))D('lj;cp-1)(<p(x)) =In 
and thus detD('lj;cp- 1)(<p(x)) and detD(cp'lj;- 1)('1/J(x)) have the same sign. Hence 
""' is symmetric. 
Suppose (x, cp)""' (x, 'lj;) and (x, 'lj;)"" (x, 0). By the chain rule, 
D(e<p-1)(cp(x)) = D(O'lj;-1)('1/J(x))D('lj;<p-1)(cp(x)) 
and so 
det D(ecp-1 ) ( <p(x)) = det D(O'lj;- 1) ( 'lj;(x)) det D( 'lj;cp-1 ) (<p(x)). 
Thus, since detD(e'lj;-1)('1/J(x)) and detD('lj;cp- 1)(<p(x)) are both positive, so is 
detD(O<p-1)(cp(x)), proving transitivity. 0 
For (x, cp) E X(M, S) write [x, cp] for the r-v-equivalence class of (x, cp). 
Definition 17.15. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0. The orientation 
space of (M, S) is the quotient space X(M, S)/"" and denoted O(M, S). The map 
p: O(M, S) ---+ M given by p[x, cp] = x is called the orientation covering of (M, S). 
We proceed to show that the orientati0n covering of a smooth manifold is indeed 
a covering map. 
Lemma 17.16. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0. For <p E £(M, S) let 
s'P: dom <p---+ O(M,S) be given by s'P(x) = [x,cp]. Then s'P is continuous. 
Proof. s'P is the composition 
dom <p L X(M,S) ~ O(M,S) 
where f is given by f(x) = (x, cp) and q is the quotient map. f is clearly continuous 
and hence s'P is. 0 
Theorem 17.17. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0. Then: 
(a) The orientation covering p: O(M, S) ---+ M is a covering map. 
(b) For each x EM, p-1 (x) contains exactly two points. 
(c) For each <p E E(M, S), dom <p is evenly covered by p. 
Proof. We have the commutative diagram 
X(M,S) q O(M,S) 
~11 lp 
M M 
= 
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where 1r1(x,cp) = x for all (x,cp) E X(M,S). Since 1r1 is continuous and q is a 
quotient map, it follows that p is continuous. p is clearly onto. Choose any R-
linear transformation L : R n ----+ R n such that det L = -1 and for cp E £ ( M, S) let 
rp = L - 1cp as in the proof of Theorem 17.8. Then rp E £(M, S), dom rp = dom <p, 
and for all 'ljJ E £(M, S) andy E dom cp n dom '1/J, 
(1) 
(2) 
det D( 'l/Jcp- 1) ( cp(y)) = -det D( 'l/Jcp-1) ( ip(y)), and 
detD(rpcp-1 )(cp(y)) = -1. 
For cp E £(M, S) let V<~' = { [y, cp]l y E dom cp} c tJ(M, S). We will be done if we 
show that for each cp E tJ(M, S): 
(i) V<~' is open in tJ(M, S). 
(ii) p-1 ( dom cp) = V<~' u V<p. 
(iii) v<p n V<p = 0. 
(iv) p maps each of V<~' and V<p homeomorphically onto dom cp. 
We have 
Let (y, 'ljJ) E q- 1 (V<~') and write U for the component of dom cp n dom 'ljJ which con-
tains y. Then U is open in M. Since det D('l/Jcp-1) : cp(U)----+ R is continuous, never 
0, positive at cp(y), and cp(U) is connected, it follows that detD('ljJcp-1 (cp(z)) > 0 
for all z E U. Hence (y, 'ljJ) E U x { 'ljJ} C q-1 (V<p)· Since £(ivf, S) has the discrete 
topology, U x { 'ljJ} is open in M x £(M,S), and hence in X(M,S). Thus q-1 (V'P) 
is open in X(M, S). Since q is a quotient map, (i) now follows. 
Trivially, V<~' U V<p c p-1 (dom cp). Suppose [y, '1/J] E p-1 (dom cp). Then y E 
dom cp n dom '1/J. By (1), one of detD('l/Jcp- 1)(cp(y)), detD('ljJrp- 1 )(ip(y)) must be 
positive and so either (y, '1/J) rv (y, cp) or (y, '1/J) rv (y,(p), i.e. either [y, '1/J] E V<p or 
[y, '1/J] E V<p, proving (ii). 
For each y E dom cp, (y, cp) ~ (y, cp) by (2) and so (iii) follows. 
Note that s<~'(dom cp) = V<~' where s<~' is as in Lemma 17.16. Thus, by restriction 
of the codomain, we obtain a continuous map s<~' : dom cp ----+ V<~'. It is immediate 
the the compositions 
B<p p dom cp ------7 v<p --+ dom cp' 
p B<p 
v<p --+dom cp ------7 v<p 
are the respective identity maps, proving (iv). 0 
Theorem 17.18. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, n > 0. If (M, S) is orientable, 
then the orientation covering p : tJ(M, S) ----+ M admits a section. The converse 
holds if M is paracompact. 
Proof. Suppose (M, S) is orientable. By Theorem 17.8 M admits an S-admissible 
atlas A such that for all cp, 'ljJ E A and x E dom cpndom '1/J, det D( '1/Jcp-1 ) ( cp(x)) > 0. 
Define s : M ----+ tJ(M,S) as follows: If x E M, choose any <p E A such that 
x E dom cp and define s ( x) = [ x, cp ]. s is well-defined for if 'ljJ is another chart 
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in A with X E dom '1/J, (x,cp) rv (x,'I/J) since detD('I/Jcp-1)(cp(x)) > 0. Clearly, 
ps = 1M, so it remains only to check the continuity of s. It suffices to check that 
for each cp E A, the restrictions of s to dom cp is continuous. The latter restriction 
is precisely scp, which is continuous by Lemma 17.16. 
Conversely, suppose M is paracompact and that a section s : M - O(M, S) 
exists. Take 
A= { cp E &(M, S) I dom cp is connected and s(x) = [x, cp] for some x E dom cp }. 
Then A is an S-admissible atlas for (M, S). By Theorem 17.8 we will be done if 
we show that for all cp,'I/J E A and x E dom cpndom '¢, detD('I/Jcp-1)(cp(x)) > 0. 
We first prove that for each cp E A the restriction of s to dom cp is Scp as given in 
Lemma 17.16. By definition of A there exists an x E dom cp such that s(x) = [x, cp]. 
By definition of scp we also have scp(x) = [x, cp]. Thus sidom cp and scp are lifts to 
O(M, S) of the inclusion map i : dom cp- M which agree at the point x. Since 
dom cp is connected, it follows from the Uniqueness of Liftings Property for covering 
spaces that s and scp agree at all points of dom cp. 
Now let cp, '1/J E A and x E dom cp n dom '1/J. Then by the above, s(x) = 
Scp(x) = S'!jJ(x), i.e. [x, cp] = [x, '1/J]. Thus (x, cp) rv (x, '1/J) and so by definition of 
rv, detD('I/Jcp-1 )(cp(x)) > 0. D 
Corollary 17.19. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0, such that M is 
paracompact and simply connected. Then (M, S) is orientable. 
Proof. Since M is simply connected and locally pathwise connected (every topo-
logical manifold is locally pathwise connected) it follows from the General Lifting 
Theorem for Covering Spaces that every covering map E- M admits a section. 
In particular the orientation covering admits a section. 0 
We give one more example of a general class of smooth manifolds which are 
automatically orientable, namely complex analytic manifolds. Every vector space V 
over the complex numbers C has an underlying real vector space structure obtained 
simply by restricting the scalars toR. If Vis n-dimensional over C, then Vis 2n-
dimensional over R. 
Definition 17.20. Let M be a topological 2n-manifold. A complex analytic atlas 
forM is a manifold atlas A for M consisting of charts whose codomains are open 
subsets of en such that whenever cp, 'ljJ E A, the overlap map '1/Jcp- 1 is complex 
analytic. 
Two complex analytic atlases A and B for M are analytically equivalent if when-
ever cp E A and '1/J E B, the overlap maps '1/Jcp-1 and cp'I/J- 1 are complex analytic. 
The same proofs given for smoothly equivalent atlases yield that the relation 
analytically equivalent to is an equivalence relation on the set of all complex analytic 
atlases for M. 
Definition 17.21. A complex analytic manifold is a pair (M, C) consisting of a 
topological manifold M and an analytic equivalence class C of complex analytic 
atlases for M. 
Every complex analytic map, regarded as a map betwween open sets in the 
underlying real vector spaces, is smooth and hence any complex analytic manifold 
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has an underlying smooth structure. The converse for 2n-manifolds is far from true; 
most 2n-manifolds do not admit any complex analytic structure. For example, 8 2n 
for n 2: 1 does not admit a complex analytic structure except for the case n = 1 
and possibly n = 3 (to the best of my knowledge the case of 8 6 has not yet been 
settled). 
Much of the smooth theory has a complex analytic analogue. A notable exception 
is partitions of unity. Complex analytic partitions of unity do not exist, except in 
trivial cases. Complex analytic sections of complex analytic vector bundles are 
much more scarse than smooth sections. 
Example 17.22. A slight variant of the stereographic projection charts (Ex-
ample 2.4) yields a complex analytic atlas for 82 . Let U = 8 2 - { (0, 0, 1) }, 
V = 8 2 - { (0, 0, -1) }, and define <p: U---* C, '1/J: V---* C by 
t.p(a, b, c)= (1- c)-1(a + bi), 
'1/J(a, b, c)= (1 + c)-1(a- bi). 
One can check that both <p and '1/J are homeomorphisms and that both overlap maps 
C - { 0} ---* C - { 0} send z to z-1 , which is complex analytic. 
Example 17.23. For n ;:::: 0, complex projective n-space pn(C) is the quotient 
space obtained from cn+l_ { 0} by identifying each (w1, ... , Wn+l) E Cn+l_ { 0} 
with (zw1, ... , zwn+l) whenever z E C-{ 0 }. We will show that pn(C) admits the 
structure of a complex analytic manifold of complex dimension n (real dimension 
2n.) 
We write [w1, ... , Wn+l] for the image of (w1, ... , Wn+I) under the quotient map 
q : cn+l - { 0} ---* pn(C). We first check that pn(C) is Hausdorff. Let f 
pn(C)---* Homc(cn+I, cn+l) be given by 
( 
Z1Z1 
Z2Z1 
Zn;!Zl 
ZlZn+l ) 
Z2Zn+l 
Zn+l:Zn+l 
where z denotes the complex conjugate of z. f is well-defined since for each z E 
C- { 0 }, (z1, ... , Zn+l) E cn+l- { 0 }, and k, l E { 1, ... , n + 1 }, 
ZZkZZz ZZZkZl ZkZl 
~n+l I 12 - I 12 ~n+l I 12 - ~n+l I 12. L...j=l ZZj Z L...j=l Zj L...j=l Zj 
f is continuous since the composition fq is clearly continuous. Note that for each 
x = [z1, .. ;, Zn+l] E pn(C), at least one row of the matrix f(x) is non-zero and each 
such row is a non-zero complex multiple of (z1, ... , Zn+l)· Thus x is recoverable 
from f(x), i.e. f is injective. Since Homc(cn+I, cn+l) is Hausdorff, it follows that 
pn (C) is Hausdorff. 
For 1 :::; j :::; n + 1 let Yj = { [w1, ... , Wn+l] E pn(C) I Wj =/: 0 }. It is easily 
checked that { V1 , ... , Vn+l} is an open cover of pn(C). For 1 :::; j :::; n + 1 let 
t.pj : Yj --7 en and '1/Jj : en --7 Yj be given by 
t.pj ([wb ... , Wn+l] = wj1 (wl, ... , Wj, ... , Wn+l), 
'1/Jj(Zl,···,zn) = [zb···,Zj-I,1,zj,···,zn]· 
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It is straightforward to check that 'Pi and 'l/Jj are both continuous and inverses of 
one another. Thus { <p1, ... , 'Pn+1} is a real 2n-manifold atlas for M. The overlap 
maps are easily checked to be as follows: 
_ 1 { zj1(z1, ... ,Zj,···,zk-1,1,zk, ... ,zn) ifj<k, <pj<pk (z1, ... ,zn)= _1 .-.. Zj_ 1 (z1, ... , Zk-1, 1, Zk, ... , Zj-1, ... , Zn) if j > k 
which are complex analytic on their domains. Thus pn(c) admits a complex 
analytic structure. 
If V is a complex vector space let p : Homc(V, V) -+ HomR(V, V) be the 
function which assigns to each complex linear transformation V -+ V its under-
lying real linear transformation. It is immediate that p is a homomorphism of 
algebras over R. If B = (bb ... , bn) is an ordered C-basis of V, define p(B) = 
(bb ib1, b2 , ib2 , .•. , bn, ibn)· p(B) is an ordered R-basis of V. If z =a+ bi where a 
and b are real, define 
( a -b) p(z) = b a · 
More generally, if 
where the Zij E C, define 
( 
p(~ll) 
p(A) = : 
p(Zn1) 
::: p(~ln)). 
· · · p(Znn) 
We leave the proof of the following lemma as an exercise. 
Lemma 17.23. Let V be a complex finite-dimensional vector space and f : V-+ V 
a complex linear transformation. Let B be any ordered basis of V and A the matrix 
off relative to B. Then the matrix of p(f) relative to p(B) is p(A). D 
If V is a complex finite-dimensional vector space we have the two determinant 
functions 
detc : Homc(V, V) -+ C 
and 
detR: HomR(V, V)-+ R. 
Lemma 17.24. Let V be a complex finite-dimensional vector space. Then for each 
f E Homc(V, V), 
detR (p(f)) = jdetc (f) \2 . 
Proof. Since C is algebraically closed, we can choose an ordered C-basis B of V 
such that the matrix A off relative to B is triangular. Then detc(f) = z1 · · · Zn 
where the Zj are the diagonal entries of A. By Lemma 17.23, the matrix of p(f) 
relative to p(B) is p(A) from which it follows that . 
detR(p(f)) = detR(p(z1)) · · ·detR(p(zn)). 
The result now follows since detR(p(z)) = jzj2 for all z E C. D 
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Corollary 17.25. For any n x n matrix A with complex entries, detp(A) 2:: 0. D 
Theorem 17.26. Let (M, C) be a complex analytic manifold of real dimension 2n, 
n > 0, with M paracompact. Let S be the smooth structure on M determined by C. 
Then ( M, S) is orientable. 
Proof. Let A be an S-admissible complex analytic atlas. By Theorem 17.8 it suffices 
to show that for all <p,'l/J E A and x E <p(dom <pndom '1/J), detD('l/J<p- 1)(x) > 0. 
'l/J<p-1 is a complex analytic function between open sets in en. Using real co-
ordinates we can write 'l/J<p-1 = (u1, v1, ... , Un, vn) where the Uk, Vk are smooth 
real-valued functions of the real variables x1, Y1, ... , Xn, Yn and satisfy the Cauchy-
Riemann equations 
OUk OVk OUk OVk 
OXj OYj ' OYj OXj 
for 1 :::; k :::; n, 1 :::; j :::; n. We have 
where 
By the Cauchy-Riemann equations, 
( ~~; - ~~;). Akj = . OVk OUk 
--
OXj OXj 
Thus, for each x E <p(dom <pndom '1/J), D('l/J<p-1 )(x) lies in the image of p and hence 
has non-negative determinant by Corollary 17.25. Since 'l/J<p- 1 is a diffeomorphism, 
the latter determinant can never be 0 and hence must be strictly positive. D 
The last topic of this section is the Poincare Duality Theorem for de Rham 
cohomology. The proof will not be given. 
Definition 17.27. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0, and suppose w is an 
orientation form on (M, S). A smooth n-cube a in (M, S) is said to be w-preserving 
if a*w = 9a 1\ dx1 1\ · · · 1\ dxn where 9a : In -+ R has a smooth extension to an open 
subset of Rn and 9a(x) > 0 for all x E In. 
An w-fundamentaJ cycle C on (M, S) is a smooth cubical n-cycle of the form 
C = L_f=1 ai where each ai is w-preserving. 
For (M, S) and was above, it is known that an w-fundamental cycle for (M, S) 
exists if and only if M is compact. This is not easy to prove, and we will not 
attempt a proof here. The idea, for compact M, is to "tile" the manifold by cubes 
which intersect in faces. The proof of the following proposition, however, is easy. 
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Proposition 17.28. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold, n > 0. Suppose (M, S) 
has an orientation form w and that an w-fundamental cycle C on (M, S) exists. 
Then H:J:R(M, S) =f. 0. In fact, [w] =/= 0. 
Proof. Since every n-form on a smooth n-manifold is closed, w is closed. Thus we 
will be done if we show that w is not exact. 
Write C = 2::J=1 O"i where each O"i is w-preserving. We have 
1 
q q 
W = L 1 W = L j 9o-i dVn > 0 
O i=l O'i i=l Jn 
since each 9o-i is strictly positive on In. If w = da for some (n- 1)-form a on 
(M, S) we would have, by the Generalized Stokes' Theorem (Theorem 14.12) 
1 w = 1 da = r a = r a = 0 o o lao lo 
since C is a cycle, a contradiction. D 
If (M, S) is a smooth n-manifold and X an arbitrary smooth cubical n-cycle 
on (M, S), then whenever a E Oi(M, S) and f3 E n,n-i(M, S) are closed forms, 
we obtain the real number L a 1\ (3. The latter depends only on the de Rham 
cohomology classes of these closed forms, for if f.-L and v are ( i - 1 )- and ( n - i - 1 )-
forms, respectively, then 
(a + dJ.k) 1\ ((3 + dv) = a 1\ f3 + d(Jk 1\ f3 ± a 1\ v + f.-L 1\ dv) 
and 
r d(Jk 1\ f3 ± a 1\ v + Jk 1\ dv) = r (Jk 1\ f3 ± a 1\ v + f.-L 1\ dv) = 0 lx lax 
since 8X = 0. We thus obtain a well-defined R-bilinear map 
given by Dx([a], [(3]) = L a 1\ (3. 
Theorem 17.29. (Poincare Duality Theorem) Suppose (M, S) is a compact 
smooth orientable n-manifold, n > 0, and w an orientation form on (M, S). Then: 
(a) The H~R(M, S) are all finite-dimensional over R. 
(b) An w-fundamental cycle C on (M, S) exists. 
(c) For each i, the map Do : H~R(M, S) x H~Jii(M, S) -t R is a dual pairing, 
i.e. its adjoints 
and 
rJ : H~Jii(M, S) -t HomR(H~R(M, S), R) 
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given by c(a)(b) = ry(b)(a) =De( a, b) are R-isomorphisms. 
Exercises for § 17 
1. Let ( M, S) and ( N, T) be orientable smooth manifolds. Prove that ( M x N, S x T) 
is orientable. 
2. Let w be the orientation form on 8 1 of Example 17.5. Find an explicit w-
fundamental cycle on 8 1 . 
3. Let (M, S) and (N, T) be smooth manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively. 
Suppose f : M---+ N is smooth with respect to S and T, and that there exists an 
m-form won (N, T) such that f*w is an orientation form on (M, S). Prove that f 
must ·be an immersion. 
4. Let (M, S) be a paracompact connected smooth manifold whose fundamental 
group is finite of odd order. Prove that (M, S) must be orientable. 
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18. RIEMANNIAN METRICS 
Recall that if Vis a real vector space, an inner product g on Vis an R-bilinear 
map g: V x V-----* R which is symmetric (i.e. g(v, u) = g(u, v) for all u, v E V), and 
positive-definite (i.e. g(v, v) > 0 for all non-zero v E V). The standard dot product 
in Rn is the motivating example. Roughly speaking, a Riemannian metric on a 
smooth vector bundle is a simultaneous choice of inner products on the fibers such 
that these inner products "vary smoothly" from fiber to fiber. A Riemannian metric 
on the tangent bundle of a smooth manifold (M, S) is called a Riemannian metric 
on (M, S) and a Riemannian manifold is a pair consisting of a smooth manifold 
and a Riemannian metric on it. Riemamiian manifolds are the principal objects of 
study in Differential Geometry. 
The objects of this section are two-fold: 
(1) To show that every smooth vector bundle with a paracompact base space 
admits a Riemannian metric. 
(2) To show that for smooth manifolds (M, S), the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) (M, S) admits a Riemannian metric. 
(ii) M is paracompact. 
(iii) M is metrizable. 
If Vis a real vector space we write S(V) for the real vector space of all symmetric 
R-bilinear maps V x V -----* R. We write P(V) for the set of positive-definite 
elements in S(V), i.e. the set of inner products on V. Iff: V-----* W is an R-linear 
transformation, we write S(f) : S(W) -----* S(V) for the function which sends any 
symmetric R-bilinear map a: W x W-----* R to the composition 
V X V fxf W X W ~ R. 
In terms of elements, S(f)(a)(v1,v2) = a(f(v1),f(v2)). S(f) is easily seen to be 
R-linear. Moreover, iff is injective, S(f) carries P(W) into P(V). 
Proposition 18.1. S is a smooth contravariant functor from V SR to V SR. 
Proof. It is an easy exercise to verify that S : V SR -----* V SR is a contravariant 
functor. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space with R-basis B = { v1, ... , Vm }. 
For i, j E { 1, ... , m} let s( vi, Vj) : V x V -----* R be given by 
One checks easily that s(vi,vj) E S(V) and that S(B) = {s(vi,vj) 11:::; i:::; j:::; 
m} is an R-basis for S(V). 
Suppose W is another finite-dimensional real vector space with R-basis C = 
{ w1 , ... , Wn } , and let f : V -----* W be R-linear. To show that S is a smooth functor 
it suffices to check that the entries of the matrix of S(f) with respect to the bases 
S(B) and S( C) are smooth functions of the matrix entries off with respect to B 
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and C. The latter are, in fact, homogeneous quadratic polynomial functions; it is 
straightforward to check that if 
then 
where 
n 
f(vi) = 2.:= akiwk, 1:::; i ::S m, 
k=l 
S(f) ( s( wi, Wj)) = 2.:= A~s( vk, Vt), 1 :::; i :::; j ~ n, 
l::;k::;t::;m 
if k < l, 
if k = l. 0 
Thus given any smooth vector bundle ~ = (V, E, (M, SM),p, S) we obtain, by 
the construction of §11 and Corollary 11.7, a smooth vector bundle 
S(~) = (S(V), SE, (M, SM),ps,Ss). 
For each x EM the fiber over x inS(~) is S(p-1 (x)), the real vector space of all 
symmetric real-valued R-bilinear maps on the fiber over x in~· 
Definition 18.2. Let~= (V,E, (M,SM),p,S) be a smooth vector bundle. A 
Riemannian metric on ~ is a smooth section g of S ( ~) such that for each x E M, 
g(x) E P(p- 1 (x)), i.e. g(x) is an inner product on the fiber over x in~· 
A Riemannian metric g on (M, S), where (M, S) is a smooth manifold, is a 
Riemannian metric on the tangent bundle of (M, S). In this case the triple (M, S, g) 
is called a Riemannian manifold. 
Definition 18.3. Let V be a real vector space. A convex cone in Vis a non-empty 
subset C of V such that whenever v1 , ... , Vn is a finite collection in C and r 1 , ... , r n 
are non-negative real numbers which are not all 0, then L::~=l rivi E C. 
Example 18.4. Let V be any real vector space and v1, ... , Vn any R-linear ly inde-
pendent collection in V. Let C be the set of all non-trivial real linear combinations 
of the vi with non-negative coefficients. Then Cis a convex cone in V. 
Example 18.5. For any real vector space V, P(V) is a convex cone in S(V). 
Proposition 18.6. Let~= (V,E, (M,SM),p,S) be a smooth vector bundle with 
M paracompact. Suppose we are given, for eachx EM, a convex cone Cx C p-1(x). 
Suppose for some open cover a of M (not necessarily locally finite) there exists a 
family of smooth sections { 0" A E r(~IA) I A E a} such that for all A E a and 
x E A, o-A(x) E Cx. Then~ admits a smooth section a such that o-(x) E Cx for 
each x EM. 
Proof. It is trivial that any open refinement of a satisfies the stated properties 
of a. Since any open cover of a topological manifold has an open refinement 
whose members have compact closure in the manifold, we can suppose, without 
loss of generality, that each member of a has compact closure in M. Since M is 
paracompact, we can further assume, without loss of generality, that a is locally 
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finite. By Theorem 16.5, there exists a smooth partition of unity { fA I A E 0 } 
subordinate to 0. By the Piecing Theorem (Theorem 16.8), O": M---+ E given by 
O"(x) = L UA · O"A)(x) 
AEO 
is a smooth section of~. If x E M and A1 , ... , Ar are the members of 0 which 
contain x, then 
r 
O"(x) = L fAJx)O"Ai(x). 
i=l 
Since the O"Ai(x) are all in Cx, and the !Ai(x) are all non-negative and not all 0, it 
follows that J(x) E Cx since Cx is a convex cone. D 
Exercise 2 of §16 follows from Proposition 18.6 by taking Cx to be the set of all 
positive real multiples of O"A(x) whenever x E A E 0. 
Theorem 18.7. Every smooth vector bundle with a paracompact base space admits 
a Riemannian metric. In particular, every paracompact smooth manifold admits a 
Riemannian metric. 
Proof. Let ~ = (V, E, ( M, S M), p, S) be a smooth vector bundle with M paracom-
pact. For each x E M, take Cx = P(p-1(x)). Let A be any S-admissible linear 
V-bundle atlas for ~· Recall, from Corollary 11.7, that each tp E A yields an 
Ss-admissible linear S(V)-bundle chart tp8 whose inverse 
(I.Ps)-1 : Ucp x S(V)---+ Psl(Ucp) 
is given by (tp8 )-1 (x, a)= S(tpx)(a) where 'Px : p-1 (x)---+ Vis the composition 
p-1 (x) ~ {x} x V ~ V. 
Choose any a E P(V) and define, for each 'P E A, O"cp : Ucp ---+ P8 1(Ucp) by O"cp(x) = 
(tp8 )-1(x, a) for each x E Ucp. Each O"cp is a smooth section of S(~)IUcp. Since, 
for each x E Ucp, 'Px is an R-isomorphism, it follows that S(tpx)(a) E P(p- 1(x)), 
i.e. O"cp(x) E P(p- 1 (x)) for each x E Ucp. The result now follows by applying 
Proposition 18.6 to the open cover { Ucp ·1 cp E A} and the family of local sections 
{O"cpltpEA}. D 
We have thus fulfilled the first aim of this section. The remainder is concerned 
with the second aim. 
Proposition 18.8. Let~= (V,E,(M,SM),p,S) be a smooth vector bundle and 
"'f E r(S(~)). Define f: E---+ R by f(v) = "'f(p(v))(v,v). Then f is smooth. 
Proof. It suffices to check that for each S-admissible linear V-bundle chart cp, the 
restriction off to p-1(Ucp) is smooth. 
Choose any R-basis { v1, ... , Vn} of V. For cp as above, x E Ucp, and v E p-1 (Ucp) 
we can write 
cp8 ("Y(x)) = (x, L Cij(x)s(vi,vj)), 
1$i$j$n 
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where the Cij : Ucp ---+Rand ak : p-1(Ucp) ---+Rare smooth by the smoothness of 
<p8 "( and <p, respectively. Then for x E Ucp, and v E p-1(x), 
n 
'Px(v) = L ak(v)vk 
k=1 
where 'Px: p-1(x)---+ Vis the fiber isomorphism arising from <p. Then 
f ( v) = "( (p ( v)) ( v' v) 
= (s(<px)S(<px)-1) ( "f(p(v))) (<p;1<px(v), <p;1<px(v)) 
= s ( <p X) - 1 ( "( (p ( V)) ) ( <p X <p; 1 <p X ( V) l <p X <p; l <p X ( V)) 
= S(<px)-1 ( "f(p(v))) (<px(v), 'Px(v)) 
= ( L Cij(p(v))s(vi,vj)) (t ak(v)vk, t ak(v)vk) 
1~i~j~n k=l k=1 
L 2cij (p( v)) ai ( v) aj ( v) 
1:=;i:=;j:=;n 
which is smooth. D 
Definition 18.9. Let (M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold. For x E M and and 
v E Tx(M, S), the g-norm of v, denoted llvll 9 , is the non-negative real number 
y'g(x)(v,v). 
As a corollary of Proposition 18.8 we have 
Corollary 18.10. Let ( M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then the function 
T(M, S) ---+ R which sends v to llvll~ is smooth. D 
Definition 18.11. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and x, y E M. A 1-chain 
from x toy in (M, S) is a smooth cubical 1-chain in (M, S) of the form 2:~=1 CJi 
where the CJi are smooth 1-cubes in (M, S) such that 
(J1 (0) = x, 
cri(1) = CJi+I(O) for 1 ~ i ~ r -1, 
Clr(1) = y. 
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Proposition 18.12. Let (M, S) be a smooth n-manifold with M connected. Then 
for all x, y EM, there exists a 1-chain from x toy in (M, S). 
Proof. The proof is a smooth variant of the standard proof that any connected and 
locally path-connected space is path-connected. Fix x in M and let S be the set 
of all z E M such that a 1-chain from x to z in ( M, S) exists. We must show 
that S = M. This will follow from the connectedness of M if we show that S is 
non-empty and both open and closed in M. 
Let a :I --7 M be the constant map with value x. Then a is a 1-chain in (M, S) 
from x to x and sox E S. Thus S ::J 0. 
To show that S is both open and closed in M it suffices to show that for each 
yES, there exists an open neighborhood N of yin M such that N c S. Suppose 
yES. Choose any S-admissible chart t.p such that y E dom <p and codom <p =En, 
the open unit ball in Rn. Since every neighborhood of yin M· meets S, there exists 
a point wE Sndom <p. Let C be any 1-chain in (M, S) from x to u. Let z E dom <p 
be arbitrary. Define a : I --7 En by 
a(t) = (1- t)r.p(u) + t<p(z). 
If (j : R --7 Rn is given by the same formula as the one above for a, then (j is 
continuous and so &-1(En) is an open neighborhood of I in Rand restriction of 
(j yields a smooth extension Ci : &-1 (En) --7 En of a. Let T : I --7 M be the 
composition 
-1 . I~ En ~dom <p ~ M 
where i is the inclusion map. Then Tis a 1-chain in (M, S) from u to z, and C + T 
is a 1-chain in (M, S) from x to z. Thus z E S. Thus dom <p c S, completing the 
proof. D 
Recall, as a special case of Theorem 8.19, that if (a, b) is an open interval, then 
the identity map on (a, b), regarded as an admissible manifold chart for the standard 
smooth structure on (a, b), yields a tangent bundle chart 
~ : T((a, b)) --7 (a, b) x R. 
We thus obtain a smooth vector field u : (a,b) --7 T((a,b)) given by u(t) = 
--------1 
1(a,b) (t, 1) = t'h(1). 
If a :::; a' < b' :::; b and i : (a', b') --7 (a, b) denotes the inclusion, it follows from 
Proposition 5.12 and the fact that Di(t) = 1R for all t E (a', b'), that the diagram 
R R 
9t 1 1 9t 
Tt ( (a', b')) 
Ti 
Tt ( (a', b')) 
commutes. It follows that the diagram 
T((a', b')) Ti T((a,b)) 
uj ju 
(a', b') 
i 
(a, b) 
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commutes. Thus if (M, S) is a smooth manifold, a : I ---+ M a smooth 1-cube 
in (M, S), and a (a, b) ---+ M a smooth extension of a, the restriction of the 
composition 
(a, b)~ T((a,b)) ~ T(M,S) 
to (0, 1) depends only on a and not on the choice of smooth extension a. By 
continuity of the above composition, it follows that the restriction of the above 
composition to [0, 1] depends only on a. For t E [0, 1] we will write cr'(t) for the 
image oft under the above composition. If g is a Riemannian metric on (M, S), 
it follows from Corollary 18.10 that the function I ---+ R sending t to llcr'(t)ll 9 is 
continuous. 
Definition 18.13. Let (M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold and cr : I ---+ M a 
smooth 1-cube in (M, S). We define 
l9 ( cr) = la1 llcr' ( t) 11 9 dt. 
We calll9 (cr) the g-length of cr. 
More generally, if C = :z.=:=l cri is a 1-chain in (M, S) between two points of M 
where the cri are smooth 1-cubes in (M,S), we define the g-length ofC, l9 (C), to 
be :z.=:=l l9 (ai)· 
Definition 18.14. Let (M, S, g) be a connected Riemannian manifold. For x, y E 
M let C(x, y) denote the set of all1-chains in (M, S) from x toy. The g-distance 
from x to y, denoted d9 ( x, y), is defined to be 
d9 (x, y) = inf{ d9 (C) ICE C(x, y) }. 
We are aiming to prove that d9 is a metric on M, and that the resulting metric 
topology is the given topology on M. 
We apply Theorem 12.1 to the smooth contravariant functorS. A smooth vector 
bundle homomorphism f: ~---+ 'r/ induces a map of smooth sections f* : r(S(ry)) ---+ 
r ( S ( ~)). In particular, if f : ( N, T) ---+ (M, S) is a smooth map, the map of 
smooth vector bundles Tf : TN,T---+ TM,S yields j* : r(S(TM,s)) ---+ r(S(TN,r)). 
Explicitly, if cr: M---+ ST(M,S) is a smooth section of S(TN,T), then for x EN 
and u, v E Tx(N, T), 
(f*a)(x)(u,v) = a(f(x))(Txf(u),Txf(v)). 
In general, f* cr will not be a Riemannian metric, even if a is. However we have the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 18.15. Let (M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold, (N, T) a smooth 
manifold, and f : (N, T) ---+ (M, S) an immersion. Then f*g is a Riemannian 
metric on (N, T). 
Proof. Let x EM and u a non-zero vector in Tx(N, T). Then (f*g)(x)(u,u) = 
g(f(x)) (Txf(u), Txf(u)). Since f is an immersion, Txf is injective and so Txf(u) =/=-
0. Thus g(f(x)) (Txf(u), Txf(u)) > 0 since g(f(x)) is positive-definite. D 
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Proposition 18.16. Let (M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold, (N, T) a smooth 
manifold, and f: (N, T) ---t (M,S) an immersion. Let x,y EN and C E C(x,y). 
Then f*C E C(f(x), f(y)) and lrg(C) = lg(f*C). 
Proof. It is immediate that f*C E C(f(x), f(y)). To prove the statement about 
the lengths, it suffices to show that for each smooth 1-cube a in (N, T) and t E I, 
Let a be any smooth extension of a. Then fa is a smooth extension of f *a. For 
t E I, 
Thus, 
(f*a)'(t) = Tt(fa)(u(t)) = (Ta(t)f)(Tta)(u(t)) = (Ta(t)f)(a'(t)). 
\\(f*a)'(t)ll; = g(f(a(t))) ( (f*a)'(t), (f*a)'(t)) 
= g (! ( a(t))) ( (Ta(t)f) (a' ( t)), (Ta(t)f) (a' ( t))) 
= (f*g)(a(t))(a'(t),a'(t)) = \\a'(t)\\J*g· D 
Lemma 18.17. Let ( M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold and a : I ---t M a smooth 
1-cube in (M, S). Let >. : R ---t R be given by >.(t) = At+ B where both B and 
A+ B are in I (and hence >.(I) C I). Then a>. : I---t M is a smooth 1-cube in 
(M, S) and 
if A= 0, 
{ 
0 
lg(a>.)= A A+B ' TAIL \\a (t)\\g dt if A =I 0. 
Proof. It is elementary to prove that >. has a fixed point xo in I (or alternatively, 
for an over-kill proof, one can invoke the Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem). Note 
that for all t E R, 
\>.(t)- xo\ = \>.(t)- >.(xo)\ =\At+ B- (Axo +B)\ 
= \A\\t- xo\ ~ \t- xo\ 
since \A\ ~ 1. It follows that every interval containing x 0 is mapped into itself by 
>.. In particular, if a : (a, b) ---t M is a smooth extension of a where (a, b) is an 
open interval containing I, >. maps (a, b) to itself. a>. : (a, b) ---t M is a smooth 
extension of a>. and so a>. is a smooth 1-cube in (M, S). By Proposition 5.12, for 
each t E (a, b) the diagram 
R D>-.(t) R 
Ot 1 1 O>.(t) 
Tt((a, b)) 
Tt>-. 
T>-.(t)((a,b)) 
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commutes. Since DA.(t) is multiplication by A, it follows that (TtA.)(u(t)) 
Au(A.(t)). Thus 
and so 
(aA.)'(t) = Tt(O:A.)(u(t)) = T>.(t)(O:)(TtA.)(u(t)) 
= T>.(t)(O:) ( Au(A.(t))) = Aa'(A.(t)) 
l9 (aA.) = 1
1 
IIAa'(A.(t))ll 9 dt = IAI1
1 
lla'(A.(t))ll 9 dt. 
If A= 0 we are done. If A=/= 0, the change of variables= A.(t) yields 
r>-(1) 1 A rA+B 
l9(aA.) = IAI J>.(o) lla'(s)ll 9 Ads= lAf }B lla'(s)ll 9 ds. D 
Lemma 18.18. Let (M,S,g) be a connected Riemannian manifold. Then for all 
x,y,zEM: 
(a) d9 (x,x) = 0. (b) d9 (x, y) = d9 (y, x). (c) d9(x, z) ~ d9(x, y) + d9(y, z). 
Proof. Let a be the constant smooth 1-cube with value x. Then a E C(x, x). 
Taking A. : R --7 R to be the 0 map, we have a = a A.. It follows from Lemma 18.17 
that l9 (a) = l9 (a A.) = 0. Part (a) now follows. 
If a is a smooth 1-cube in (M, S), let (f : I --7 M denote the reverse of a, 
i.e. Ci(t) = a(1- t) for all t E I. Then Cf is also a smooth·1-cube in (M~). If 
C = 2:::=1 ai E C(x, y), define C = 2:::=1 Cir-i+1· ThenCE C(y, x). Since C = C, 
the function sending C to C is a bijection from C ( x, y) to C (y, x). Thus part (b) 
will follow if we show that l 9 (C) = l 9 (C) for all C E C ( x, y). It is sufficient to check 
that l9 (Ci) = l9 (a) for all smooth 1-cubes a in (M, S). 
LetT: R --7 R be given by r(t) = 1- t. Then (f =aT. Thus, by Lemma 18.17, 
l9(Ci) = l9(ar) = -1° lla'(t)ll 9 dt = 1 1 iia'(t)ll 9 dt = l9(a), 
completing the proof of part (b). 
If C1 E C(x, y) and C2 E C(y, z), note that C1 +C2 E C(x, z). Thus, for all such 
c1 and c2, 
Thus 
dg(x, z) ~ inf{ lg(Cl) + lg(C2) I cl E C(x,y), c2 E C(y, z)} 
= d9 (x, y) + d9 (y, z), 
proving part (c). D 
Thus, to conclude that d9 is a metric, it remains only to show that for x =/= y in 
M, d9 (x, y) > 0. 
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Lemma 18.19. Let (M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold and CJ: I--+ M a smooth 
1-cube. Then for each a E I there exist smooth 1-cubes CJ1 and Clz in (M, S) such 
that: 
(i) CJ1 E C(CJ(O),CJ(a)) and CJz E C(CJ(a),CJ(1)). 
(ii) l9 (eJ1) + l9 (CJz) = l9 (CJ). 
(iii) CJ1(J) = CJ([O,a]) and CJ2 (I) = CJ([a, 1]). 
Proof. If a= 0, take CJ1 to be the constant 1-cube with value CJ(O) and a-2 = CJ. If 
a= 1, take CJ1 = CJ and CJ2 to be the constant 1-cube with value CJ(1). 
Suppose 0 <a< 1. Let 7"!, T2 : R--+ R be given by T1(t) =at, Tz(t) = a+(1-a)t. 
Take CJ1 = CJT1, CJ2 = CJTz. It is immediate that condition (i) and (iii) are satisfied. 
By Lemma 18.17, 
l9 (CJ1) =loa IICJ'(t)ll 9 dt, l9 (CJz) = 11 IICJ'(t)ll 9 dt 
and so 
l9 (eJ1) + l9 (CJz) = 11 IICJ'(t) 11 9 dt = l9 (CJ). 0 
If C = L:;=1 CJi is a 1-chain in (M, S) where the CJi are smooth 1-cubes in (M, S), 
and z E M, we will say C passes through z if for some i between 1 and r and t E I, 
Cli(t) = z. 
Corollary 18.20. Let (M, S, g) be a Riemannian manifold, x, y E M, and C E 
C(x, y). Suppose C passes through z. Then there exist C1 E C(x, z), Cz E C(z, y) 
such that l9 (C1) + l9 (Cz) = l9 (C). 
Proof. Say C = 2::::;=1 CJi where the CJi are smooth 1-cubes in (M, S), and z = 
CJq(a). By Lemma 18.19, there exist smooth 1-cubes T1 E C(CJq(O), z) and Tz E 
C(z, Clq(1)) such that lg(Clq) = lg(T1) + lg(Tz). Take 01 = L:i::t (Ji + 71, Cz = 
Tz + L:;=q+1 CJi. 0 
We next examine Riemannian metrics and their resulting length functions on 
open subsets of Rn. We identify S(Rn) with vector space of real symmetric n x n 
matrices as follows: If A is such a matrix, then for x, y ERn (regarded as column 
matrices), the symmetric R-bilinear map A: Rn x Rn--+ R is given by A(x, y) = 
x* Ay (matrix multiplication) where x* denotes the transpose of x and we identify 
the 1 x 1 real matrices with R. It is well-known from linear algebra that the real 
symmetric bilinear map A is positive-definite if and only if all the eigenvalues of 
the matrix A are strictly positive. Let U be open in Rn and 1u : T(U)--+ U x Rn 
the linear Rn-bundle chart of Theorem 8.19 arising from the manifold chart 1u. 
~-1 
Explicitly, 1u (x, v) = Bx(v) where Ox is as in Example 5.6. We thus obtain a 
~s ~s 
linear S(Rn)-bundle chart 1u : ST(U) --+ U x S(Rn) given by (1u )-1(x, a) = 
S ( 0;;;-1) (a). Clearly, the smooth sections of S ( Tu) are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the smooth maps f : U --+ S(Rn); each such f yields the smooth section 
g1 : U--+ ST(U) given by g1(x) = (1u
8
)-1(x, f(x)) = S(0;;;-1)(f(x)). g1 will be 
a Riemannian metric on U if and only if for all x E U, f(x) E P(Rn), the set of 
positive-definite symmetric R-bilinear maps on Rn. We will say that such an f is 
positive definite. 
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Lemma 18.21. Let U be open in Rn and f: U--+ S(Rn) a smooth map. Then 
for all x E U andv,w E Tx(U), g1(x)(v,w) = B;;1(v)*f(x)B;; 1 (w). 
Proof. We have 
g1(x)(v,w) = S(B;;
1)(f(x))(v,w) = f(x)(B;; 1(v),B;; 1(w)) 
= e;; 1 (v)* f(x)B;; 1 (w). 0 
Lemma 18.22. Let U be open in Rn and f U --+ S(Rn) a positive-definite 
smooth map. Let CJ : I --+ U be a smooth 1-cube, and (i a smooth extension of CJ. 
Then for all t E I, 
II CJ' ( t) II~ = 2:: fij (Ci( t)) u~ ( t)aj ( t) 
f .. 
z,J 
where Ci11 ..• , ern are the component functions of Ci and hj is the ilh matrix com-
ponent function off fori, j E { 1, ... , n }. 
Proof. By Lemma 18.21, 
We have 
e;C~)(CJ'(t)) = e;C~)(Tta)(u(t)) = e;C~)(TtCi)Bt(1) 
= DCi(t)(1) 
(by Proposition 5.12) 
The result now follows. 0 
Definition 18.23. Let U be open in Rn. The standard Riemannian metric on 
U is ge where e : U --+ S(Rn) is the constant map with value In· We write II lie 
instead of II 11 9 . e 
Thus, by Lemma 18.21, for x E U and v, w E Tx(U), ge(v, w) is the standard 
Euclidean inner product of B;;1(v) and B;;1 (w), and llvlle is the standard Euclidean 
norm of e;;1(v). 
Lemma 18.24. Let Amax, Amin: P(Rn)--+ R be given by 
Amax(A) =sup { A(x, x) I X E sn-1 }, 
Amin(A) = inf{A(x,x) I X E sn- 1 }. 
Then Amax and Amin are continuous and strictly positive on P(Rn). 
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Proof. Since sn- 1 is compact and A(x, x) is a continuous function of X for fixed A E 
P(Rn), the above sup and inf exist and are, in fact, achieved at points of sn-1 • We 
first claim that Amax(A) and Amin(A) are, respectively, the largest and the smallest 
of the eigenvalues of A. Let ( , ) and II II denote the standard Euclidean inner 
product and norm, respectively. By the Spectral Theorem, Rn has an orthonormal 
basis consisting of eigenvectors for the matrix A and, since A is positive-definite, 
the eigenvalues of A are strictly positive. Let AM and Am denote, respectively, 
the maximum and minimum of these eigenvalues. Let x E sn-1 . We can write 
x = 2:~=1 Xi where the Xi are mutually orthogonal eigenvectors for A. Then Ax= 
2:~=1 AiXi where the Ai are the corresponding eigenvalues of A. Then A(x, x) = 
(Ax, x) = 2:~=1 Aillxill 2 . Thus, since 2:~= 1 llxill 2 = llxll 2 = 1, 
r r 
Am= L Amllxill 2 ::; (Ax, x) ::; L AMIIxill 2 =AM· 
i=1 i=1 
Hence, Am::; Amin(A) and Amax(A)::; AM· On the other hand, if A is any eigenvalue 
of A and x E sn-1 a corresponding eigenvector of A, A(x, x) =(Ax, x) =(Ax, x) = 
Allxll 2 = A and so every eigenvalue of A occurs as a value of A(x, x) for x E sn-1 . 
In particular, Am and AM occur as values, and so Amin(A) ::; Am, Amax(A) 2: AM, 
establishing the above claim. 
Let v : S(Rn) ~ R be given by v(A) = sup { IIAxll I X E sn-1 }, the operator 
norm of A. v is a norm, in the sense of Definition 1.1, on the finite-dimensional real 
vector space S(Rn), and hence by Theorem 1.5 and Definition 1.7, the standard 
topology on S(Rn) coincides with the metric topology derived from the norm v. It 
is then immediate that v is continuous. By a Spectral Theorem argument similar to 
the one above (which we leave as an exercise), v( A) is the maximum of the absolute 
values of the eigenvalues of A. Thus, Amax is the restriction of v to P(Rn), and 
hence Amax is continuous. 
Each matrix A in P(Rn) is invertible, A-1 E P(Rn), and the eigenvalues of A-1 
are the reciprocals of those of A. Thus 
Continuity of Amin now follows. D 
Lemma 18.25. Let U be open in Rn and g an arbitrary Riemannian metric on 
U. Then there exist continuous functions a, f3: U ~ R, depending on g, such that: 
(i) For all x E U, a(x) > 0 and f3(x) > 0. 
(ii) For all x E U and v E Tx(U), 
Proof. Say g = g1 where f : U ~ S(Rn) is smooth and positive-definite. For x E U 
and all non-zero v E Tx(U), 
II 11 2 ( )( -1( ) -1( )) II -1 )ll 2 ( ) ( B;
1(v) B;1(v) ) 
v g = f X Bx V ,Bx v = Bx (v f X IIB;1(v)ll' IIB;1(v)ll . 
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Thus 
and so J Amin (f(x)) \\vile :::; \\v\\ 9 :::; J Amax (J(x)) \\v\\e 
for all non-zero v E Tx(U). The above inequalities also hold trivially for v = 0. 
The result now follows from Lemma 18.24 by taking a(x) = JAmin(f(x)) and 
{3(x) = JAmax(f(x)). D 
Lemma 18.26. Let U be open in Rn, x,y E U, and C E C(x,y). Then le(C) > 
\\Y- x\\ where \\ \\ is the standard Euclidean norm on Rn. 
Proof. We first treat the case C = CJ, a smooth 1-cube in U from x toy. It suffices 
to show that for each € > 0, le(CJ) ~ \\y- x\\ - €. 
Let such an c be given. Let (i be a smooth extension of CJ. It follows from J 
Lemma 18.22 and Definition 18.13 that 
(1) 
Let 8 > 0 be arbitrary. By uniform continuity of the (i~ we can choose a partition 
0 = to < t1 < · · · < tq = 1 
of I such that for 1 :::; i :::; n and 1 :::; j :::; q, whenever a, b E [tj-b tj], then 
\u~(b)- a~(a)\ < 8. By the Mean-Value Theorem, each a~ assumes the value 
CJi(tj)- O'i(tj-1) 
tj - tj-1 
at some points of the interval (tj_1, tj) for 1 :::; j :::; q (usually different points in 
(tj-b tj) for different i). Thus for 1:::; i:::; nand 1:::; j:::; q, 
for all t E [tj-1, tj]· Thus, by continuity of vxi + ... + x; in X1, ... 'Xn, we can 
choose 8 sufficiently small so that for 1 :::; j :::; q, 
Thus 
Thus, by (1), 
= V"£~=1 (ai(tj)- ai(tj-1)) 2 - c(tj- tj_1) 
= lla(tj)- a(tj-1)11- c(tj- tj-1)· 
le(a) = t lti V"£~=1 ({7Ht)) 2 dt j=1 tj-1 
q 
2: L (lla(tj)- a(tj-1)11- c(tj- tj-1)) 
j=1 
q 
= L lla(tj)- a(tj-1)11- c 
j=1 
2: lla(tq) -a( to) II - c = IIY- xll - c, 
this last inequality by the triangle inequality for the norm II II· This establishes the 
lemma in the special case when C consists of a single smooth 1-cube. 
For the general case, let C = "£~=1 ai E C(x, y) where the ai are smooth 1-cubes. 
Write Po= x = a1(0), Pi= ai-1(1) = ai(O) for 1:::; i:::; r -1, and Pr = y = ar(1). 
Then, by the special case proven above, 
r r 
le(C) = L le(ai) 2: L IIPi- P;-111 2: IIPr- Poll = IIY- xll, 
i=1 i=1 
again by the triangle inequality for II II· D 
Lemma 18.27. Let (M,S,g) be a connected Riemannian manifold, and x EM. 
Then: 
(a) Given any a > 0, there exists an open neighborhood N of x in M such that 
for ally EN, d9 (x, y) <a. (b) Given any open neighborhood U of x in M, there exists a positive constant b 
such that for ally EM-U, d9 (x, y) 2: b. 
Proof. Choose an S-admissible chart 1.p such that x E dom i.p, codom 1.p = En, the 
open unit ball in Rn, and ~.p(x) = 0. For 0 < r < 1 write 
r En = { w E R n I llw II < r}, 
rDn = {wE Rn lllwll:::; r }, and 
rsn-1 = {wE Rn lllwll = r }. 
Let f be the composition 
-1 . 
n 'P t E ----+ dom 1.p---+ M. 
f is an immersion and so, by Proposition 18.15, f* g is a Riemannian metric on En. 
Moreover, by Proposition 18.16, for each 1-chain C in Bn, lr 9 (C) = l9 (f*C). 192 . 
It follows from Lemma 18.25 and the compactness of ~ nn that there exists a 
positive constant f3max such that for all w E ~Dn and all v E Tw(En), llvllr 9 ::; 
f3maxllvlle· Thus, for any 1-chain C comprised of smooth 1-cubes having images 
contained in ! nn, l !* 9 (C) ::; f3max le (C). Let r = min { ~, 2/3:ax } and N = 
cp-1 (r En). Suppose y E N. Let CY : I ---+ En be given by CY(t) = tcp(y). Then a is 
a smooth 1-cube from 0 to cp(y) with image contained in !Dn, and so lr 9 (CY) ::; 
f3max le(CY). Since IIO:'(t)lle = \\cp(y)\1 for all t E I and any smooth extension 0: of CY, 
it follows that 
Thus 
a 
lrg(CY) :S f3max llcp(y)\1 :S f3max r::; 2 <a 
and thus l9 (f*CY) = lr 9 (CY) < a. Since f*a E C(x, y), it follows that d9 (x, y) < a. 
Thus part (a) is proved. 
For part (b), we can suppose that the cp above is chosen so that dom cp C U. 
Write V = cp- 1 (~En), X = cp- 1 (~Sn). Note that V and.M- V constitute a 
separation of M- X. Thus, if y EM- V (in particular, if y EM-U), any 1-chain 
C from x to y must pass through a point of X. If C = L::~=l CYi where the CYi are 
smooth 1-cubes in M, let j be the smallest index for which CYj(I) meets X. From 
the compactness of X and I, and continuity of CYj, it follows that there is a smallest 
t0 E I for which CYj(t0 ) EX. Let z = CYj(t0 ). It follows from Lemma 18.19 that there 
exist 1-chains cl and c2 from X to z and z toy, respectively, in (M, S) such that 
the images of the smooth 1-cubes comprising C1 are all contained in cp-1(!Dn), and 
l9 (C) = l9 (C1 ) + l9 (C2 ). We can write C1 = f*C' for some 1-chain C' in En from 0 
to cp(z) such that the images of the smooth 1-cubes comprising C' are all contained 
in !Dn. By compactness of !Dn and Lemma 18.25, there exists a positive constant 
amin such that for all w E !Dn and v E Tw(En), llviir 9 2 amin llvlle· It follows 
that lr 9 (C') 2 amin le(C'). By Proposition 18.26, le(C') 2 l\cp(z)- Oil = ! since 
cp(z) E !sn-l. Thus 
( ) amin ( ) . amin and so d9 x, y 2 - 2-. Part b now follows w1th b = - 2-. D 
Theorem 18.28. Let (M, S, g) be a connected Riemannian manifold. Then d9 is 
a metric on M, and the metric topology arising from d9 coincides with the given 
topology on M. 
Proof. By Lemma 18.18, to show that d9 is a metric on M, it remains only to show 
that whenever x andy are distinct points of M, then d9 (x, y) > 0. Suppose x =/= y 
in M. We can choose an open neighborhood U of x in M such that y ¢:. U. By 
Lemma 18.27(b), there exist a positive constant b such that for all z E M- U, 
d9 (x, z) 2 b. In particular, d9 (x, y) 2 b > 0, completing the proof that d9 is a 
metric on M. 
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In the remainder of the proof, by "open in M" we will mean open in the given 
topology on M. For x EM and r > 0, write 
B 9 (x, r) = { y EM I d9 (x, y) < r }. 
We must show: 
(i) If U is open in M and x E U, then there exists an r > 0 such that B9 (x,r) c 
u. 
(ii) For each x EM and r > 0, there exists an open neighborhood N of x in M 
such that N c B9 (x, r). 
Let U be open in M and x E U. By Lemma 18.27(b), there exists a positive 
constant b such that d9 (x, y) ~ b for ally EM-U. It follows that B 9 (x, b) c U. 
Condition (i) now follows. 
Let x E M and r > 0 be given. Applying Lemma 18.27(a) with a = r, there 
exists an open neighborhood N of x in M such that for ally EN, d9 (x, y) < r, i.e. 
N c B9 (x, r). This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 18.29. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) M is paracompact. 
(ii) (M, S) admits a Riemannian metric. 
(iii) M is metrizable. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 18.7. 
Suppose (M, S) admits a Riemannian metric g. Let { Mcx I a E J} be the 
components of M. Each Mcx is open in M (an easily proved property of topological 
manifolds) and so each Mcx is a smooth submanifold of M. Thus if ia : Ma----* M 
denotes the inclusion, i~g is a Riemannian metric on Mcx. Thus, by Theorem 18.28, 
each Mcx is metrizable. Thus, since the Ma are open in M, it follows easily that M 
is metrizable. Thus (ii) implies (iii). 
The implication (iii) implies (i) follows from the general topological theorem that 
every metric space is paracompact. 0 
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19. THE DERHAM THEOREM 
In this final section we describe the connection between de Rham cohomology, 
which is defined on the smooth category, and functors of algebraic topology which 
are defined on the topological category. In particular we state, without proof, the 
de Rham theorem which yields, as a consequence, the fact that the de Rham coho-
mology of a paracompact smooth manifold depends only on the homeomorphism 
type (in fact, only on the homotopy type) of the manifold. 
Definition 19.1. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and CJ' : Jk --t M a smooth 
k-cube in (M, S), k 2: 1. CJ' is said to be end-degenerate if CJ' has a smooth extension 
(i such that Ci(t1, ... , tk) is independent of tk. We say CJ' is end-essential if it is not 
end-degenerate. 
We define all smooth 0-cubes to be end-essential. 
Proposition 19.2. Let CJ' be an end-degenerate smooth k-cube in (M, S). Then 
for any k-form w o~ (M, S), 1 w = 0. 
Proof. Let (i : U --t M be a smooth extension of CJ' where U = (a, b )k for some 
open interval (a, b) containing I. Let V = (a, b)k-1 c Rk-1 and let 1r: U --tV, i: 
V --t U, and 7: V --t M be given by 1r(t1, ... , tk) = (t1, ... , tk-1), i(t1, ... , tk-d = 
(t1, ... , tk-b 0), and 7 = Cii. All these maps are smooth and the diagram 
a U ----t M 
V M 
7' 
commutes. Thus Ci*(w) = 1r*'i*(w). Since V is a smooth (k - 1)-manifold, it 
follows that the k-form 'i*(w) on Vis 0, and hence Ci*(w) = 0. The assertion now 
follows. 0 
Fork 2: 1, let Dk(M, S) denote the R-subspace of Qk(M, S) spanned by all the 
end-degenerate smooth k-cubes in (M, S). We also define D0 (M, S) = 0. 
Proposition 19.3. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then for all k 2: 0, 
8(Dk(M, S)) c Dk-1 (M, S). 
Proof. Let CJ': Jk --t M be an end-degenerate smooth k-cube in (M, S). It is easily 
checked that for c = 0, 1 and 1 :::; i :::; k- 1, CJ'! is end-degenerate and that CJ'g = CJ'f. 
Thus 
k-1 
8((]') = 2::: ( -1)i((J'b- (J'i) E Dk-1 (M, S). D 
i=1 
As a consequence of Proposition 19.3, 8 induces R-homomorphisms 
8: Qk(M,S)/Dk(M,S) --t Qk-1(M,S)/Dk-1(M,S) 
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such that the diagram 
Qk(M, S)/ Dk(M, S) a ----+ Qk-l(M,S)/Dk-l(M,S) 
1 1 
Qk(M, S)/ Dk(M, S) 
a 
Qk-l(M, S)/ Dk-l(M, S) 
commutes where the vertical maps are the natural projections. It follows immedi-
ately from Proposition 14.10 that for k ;:::=: 2 the composition 
is the 0-homomorphism. 
Definition 19.4. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. For k ;:::=: 0 the kth normal-
ized smooth cubical real chain space of (M, S) is Qk(M, S)/ Dk(M, S) and denoted 
Ck(M, S). The chain complex ( C(M, S), a) is called the normalized smooth cubical 
real complex of ( M, S). The kth homology group of this chain complex is called the 
kth real smooth homology group of (M, S) and denoted Hfm(M, S; R). 
Note that a purely topological analogue of the chain complex ( C(M, S), a) can 
be given. Let X be any topological space. For k ;:::=: 0, a singular k-cube in X is a 
continuous map a: Jk---+ X. We denote by Qk(X; R) the real vector space on the 
set of all singular k-cubes in X. Faces of singular k-cubes and boundary maps are 
defined just as in the smooth case, and we obtain a chain complex ( Q(X; R), 8), 
the unnormalized real singular cubical complex of X. Note that if P is a one-point 
space, there is a unique singular k-cube in P for each k ;:::=: 0, and the boundary map 
a is the 0-homomorphism in each dimension. Thus the homology of the above chain 
complex, the unnormalized real singular cubical homology of a point, is isomorphic 
to R in each non-negative dimension. This is unsatisfactory from a geometric 
point of view; it is desirable to have a non-trivial homology theory which reflects 
geometric properties of spaces. In particular, if X is an n-manifold or a space 
built out of cells of dimension :::; n, we want a non-trivial homology theory which 
is trivial on such spaces in dimensions > n. This can be achieved by factoring out 
end-degenerate singular k-cubes, i.e. singular k-cubes which are independent of the 
last coordinate, for k ;:::=: 1. Just as in the smooth case, we define Dk(X; R) to be 
the real subspace of Qk(X; R) spanned by the end-degenerate singular k-cubes in 
X fork> 0, Do(X;R) = 0, and define Ck(X;R) = Qk(X;R)/Dk(X;R). Just as 
in the smooth case, a induces an R-homomorphism a: Ck(X;R)---+ Ck-l(X;R) 
for all k ;:::=: 1 and we obtain a chain complex (C(X;R),a). 
Definition 19.5. If X is a topological space, the chain complex ( C(X; R), a) 
described above is called the real normalized singular cubical complex of X. The 
kth homology group of this chain complex is called the kth singular homology group 
of X with real coefficients, and denoted Hk(X; R). 
Note that for a one-point space P, Ck(P; R) = 0 for k > 0 and C0 (P; R) ~ R. 
It follows that Hk(P; R) = 0 for k =/= 0, H0 (P; R) f'.J R. 
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The Hk(X; R), as given in Definition 19.5, are the real singular homology groups 
of interest in algebraic topology. A number of variants are possible, and are im-
portant. The first variant is to replace R by a different commutative ring R, and 
the real vector space Qk(X; R) by the freeR-module on the set of singular k-cubes 
in X. We obtain, in this way, Hk(X; R), the kth singular homology group with 
coefficients in R. Particular coefficient rings in addition to R that have proved im-
portant for algebraic topology are the rings of rational numbers, integers, integers 
modulo a prime, and integers localized at a set of primes. 
Another variant is to factor out by cubes which are independent of any one of the 
variables instead of just the end-degenerate ones. The resulting homology theory 
is isomorphic to the singular homology described above. Another variant is to use 
singular simplices instead of singular cubes. This approach has the advantage that 
it yields the "correct" homology groups without any normalization. The cubical 
approach, however, has the advantage of being more convenient for dealing with 
homotopy properties of homology and for the study of the homology of product 
spaces and, more generally, fiber bundles. 
If (M, S) is a smooth manifold, we have inclusions Qk(M, S) C Qk(M; R) and 
Dk(M, S) C Dk(M; R) which are compatible with the boundary map, and hence 
we obtain a chain map 
iM : ( C(M, S), &) ---+ ( C(M; R), &) 
which induces homomorphisms in homology 
We omit the proof of the following theorem. Its proof is not particularly hard, but 
does require some machinery. 
Theorem 19.6. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold. Then for all k ~ 0, 
is an isomorphism. D 
Let 11": Qk(M, S)---+ Qk(M, S)/ Dk(M, S) = Ck(M, S) denote the natural projec-
tion. If c E Qk(M, S), we will say cis a k-cycle modulo end-degeneracy for (M, S) if 
11"(c) is a k-cycle for the chain complex ( C(M, S), &) , and write [c] E Htm(M, S; R) 
for the homology class of 11"(c). Since 11" is onto, each member of Htm(M, S; R) is 
representable in the form [c] for some k-cycle modulo end-degeneracy for (M, S). 
The proof of the following lemma is an easy algebraic exercise. 
Lemma 19. 7. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold and k ~ 0. Then: 
(a) If c E Qk(M, S), then cis a k-cycle modulo end-degeneracy for (M, S) if and 
only if &c E Dk-I(M,S). 
(b) If c, c' are k-cycles modulo end-degeneracy for (M, S), then [c] = [c'] if and 
only ifthere existx E Qk+I(M,S) andy E Dk(M,S) such thatc' = c+&x+y. D 
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Corollary 19.8. Let (M, S) be a smooth manifold, w a closed k-form on (M, S), 
and c a k-cycle modulo end-degeneracy. Then the real number 1 w depends only 
on [w] E H1R(M, S) and [c) E Hfm(M, S; R). 
Proof. If [w'] = [w] and [c'] = [c], then we can write w' = w + dp for some p E 
D,k-1 (M,S) and c' = c+ox+y for some x E Qk+I(M,S) andy E Dk(M,S). Thus 
1 w' = 1 ( w + dp) c' c+ax+y 
= 1 w + r w + 1 w + 1 dp + r dp + 1 dp. 
c lax y c lax y 
Since y E Dk(M, S), it follows from Proposition 19.2 that f. w = f. dp = 0. By 
the Generalized Stokes' Theorem (Theorem 14.12), 
r w = 1 dw, 
lax x 
r dp= 1 ddp, 
lax x 1 dp= r p. c lac 
The first two of these integrals are 0 since dw = ddp = 0. Since oc E Dk-l (M, S), 
it follows from Proposition 19.2 that the third of the above integrals is 0. Thus 
Corollary 19.8 thus yields a well-defined R-bilinear map 
given by 
Int([w], [c]) = 1 w 
whenever w is a closed k-form on (M, S) and cis a k-cycle modulo end-degeneracy 
for (M, S). 
Theorem 19.9. (The de Rham Theorem) Let (M, S) be a smooth paracompact 
manifold and suppose that Hi(M; R) is finite-dimensional over R for all i. Then 
for all k 2: 0, 
is a dual pairing. 0 
The hypothesis of Theorem 19.9 is satisfied by all compact smooth manifolds 
as well as many non-compact ones. Since, by Theorem 19.6, Hfm(M, S; R) is 
isomorphic to H k ( M; R), the de Rham Theorem yields an isomorphism 
H1R(M, S) rv HomR(Hk(M; R), R) 
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for paracompact (M, S) whose real singular homology is finite-dimensional over R. 
In particular, for such manifolds the de Rham cohomology groups are independent, 
up to isomorphism, of the smooth structure. 
Singular cohomology groups Hk (X; R) for topological spaces are also defined 
in algebraic topology. For the case of real coefficients, Hk(X; R) is isomorphic 
to HomR(Hk(X; R), R). Thus the de Rham theorem yields that the de Rham 
cohomology groups and the singular cohomology groups with real coefficients are 
isomorphic for paracompact smooth manifolds with finite-dimensional real singular 
homology. The machinery of algebraic topology is sufficiently well-developed so 
that calculation of singular homology and cohomology is usually quite feasible. 
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